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FEI)EIZA1, PAY 1,;(11'1'1" .1("I' OF 1.,)s1

'n'EsDAY, APRIL :3, 19s I

(ff.' itt.:pitEsENTATIv.ii,;,

('Om oN7 POST ()Fig( AND CIVIL SERVICE,
CompENsArrioN ANI) EmPLoYE

Wushington, Dr.
r

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at MI() a.ni., in room
21'72, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Mary, lioseOakar pre-
siding. \---.
' Ms. OAKAR. The Subcommittee on CompenAation and Employeei

Benefits will come to order.
Today the subcommittee will begin a series of hearings on H.R.

-In99, the Federal Pay Equity Act, of 1981, and H.R. 5092, the Pay
Equity Act of 1981: 2 days of hearings will e held in Washington,
D.C. I will complete the series in field hearings throughout the
country during.the summer. I am pleased. to have so many fine wit;
nesses appearing today, and we are very anxious for their
testimony. 1

In the fall of 1982, I was fortunate enough to chair, along with
Congresswomen Pat Schroeder and Geraldine Ferraro, the first
congressional hearings on pay equity. During these hear-41gs, we
confirmed 014 sex-based wage discrimination is pervasie in the
private and' public sectors.

Witnesses at the hearings urged that in order to e iminate these
discriminatory practices, the Federal Government n pds to be ag-
givssive in enforcing the currerle laws. We were in filet promised
increased enforcement efforts by administration officials.

Unfortunately, since that time, it appears that the administra-
tion has failed to keep faith with the working women of this coun-
try. While vigorous litigation and bargaining efforts are being pur-
sued' by several major unions, and State and local governments
continue to examine their pay structures for discrimination against
women, the Federal Governmenris now doing nothing.

In fact, the administration may move from benign neglect to
active opposition within the weeks ahead by formally casting its lot
in FeWral court with vocal. opponents to pay equity.

The'Equal Pay Act of 1963 prohibits an employer from paying a
woman less than a man if' they are performing the same job which
requires equal skill, effort, and responsibility. Similarly, the Civil
Rights Act of IfKi, title VII, prohibits employers from -paying
women lower wages even when job content differs.

Even though these laws are 20 years old, women still average 40
percent less in earnings than men. In 1939, women earned 63.06

(I,
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cents for every dollar earned by mon. In 1950, this dropped to h2
cents, and has remained at that level ever since.

Ina very real sense, woen are going backward despite the cow_
nutwent Of our Nation to eliminate discrimination in all facets oflife For women it is a catc1022 situation. Low wages its workers
translates into even lower social security and pension benefits intheir retirement years.

I- it any Wunder that the poorest person In OW' country is a
woman over h;5'.'

Two decades after the Equal Pay Act and Civil Nights'' Act. the
.,w;_,,4, differential hots remained virtually unchanged despite the
fact that nearly half of all bachelors and masters -degrees art' now
earned by women. Both black' and 0.bite women who are college
graduates have lower Mean ear'ning's thorn %011ie men with eighth
grade educations.

.It is still true that the more an occupation is dominated by
women, the less it pays. The average annual salary for a secretary
is nearly .S1.11011 a Year less than atruckdriver. Priv0te household
workers, 9.) percent of whom ;ire women, earn less than half of
what is paid a janitor.

And most child-care workers, are paid less than dog-pound at-
tendants. Our pets seem to be more important than our children.
What a sad commentary for the future of' this coutitrV.

Not only are women clustered in low-paying occupations, but ac-cording to 0 report of the -.National Niademy of Science, they art'
more likely than men to be employed in low-paying firms. `Phis
clustering is also true Of our FederakIovernment.

In addition, ¶)(t percent of all single parents are women, :15 per-
cent of whom fall below the poverty line. Fifty-three percent Of all
women now work, an increase of :3() perceigt since 1950. Further-
more, women who maintain families averaTe $10,000 0 yeas' while
two-earner couples earn approximately :i;28,000. ,

Why does the wage gap persist between riser- 011(1 women? I' 'it ',..,

simply that women's work is valued less than men's'? Is the law ill'-.
adequate in protecting women workers'? 44 is the issue of pay dis-
crimination misunderstood?

.

Part of the reason that' sex-based wage discrimination exists de-
spite current law is that women remain in traditionally female-
doinated occupations, K1 percent of clerical workers, 96 percent of
nurse's, and 82 percy,it of' elementary schoolteachers are women.

In my opinion, -reacher's, nurses, and clerical workers are paid
less by virtue of their gender and their roles in society and not be-
cause their occupation's are of less value to this Nation.

Some would argue that by. opening career opportunities for
women in traditionally male-dominant jobs, wage discrimination
will eventually disappear. But the jobs that women perform are es-sential to our society. We, our children, our senior citizens, all
Americans need quality health care. The future of our country is ,dependent on our educational ydstem.

Rather than-simply declaring victory. when women attorneys areequal in number to men, we need to reexamine women's work and
establish the true value of these occupations. We need to attack

iisex-based wage discrimination with the same 'spirit ttnd caurage al p`'.the freedom riders of a generation ago.
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Uni01) Icti\Ity through cpllective Barg-aining and litigition has
proved E'f'f'e'ctive' in eliminating pay inequity_ lint this i.-, a .costly .
process, t1 ticf. not ;ivailahle to PVET' WOillall ,*() \VOrkS. Stan" t'111(1
10C:11 governments are also heginninK to 'milt at their oval pat 'b,
st ibuct-ur to detei mine ttv het In.bis :`('x -based ;N:igeN (Iscri.mlIM-t ion
exists. We can all 11)1)latld and. hod encom'agement 'in the recent
court decision in tho*ate of Washington.

Corporations are-also stactirig to voluntarily examine their pay
p.atices. ()nlv the Federal Cwyernment is standin. mute. while
Niinnesota, Connecticut, :lid some cities in California :ire taking af-
firmative action to elinunate ttltge discrimination in various. occu-
pations. This administration seems to he devoting its energy to de-
fining ternebs, not to enforcing the present laws.

'NI.ernbers 'of. Congress oil Loth sides of the aisle h,)«' introduced
legislalion in reaction to the Federal -tloy.erninent's lack of commit-
ment, if not outright opposition th pat' equity. I. arn a firm 'believer

) 1I 1;it.
_ 1
lw laws tvhCh are in place 'provide adequate prothbction 40 em-

ployees. The leg,islation that I have introduced illustrates ...that
belief:. .

. . .

. The administbration should he an advocate for pay equity, but it
is just the opposite.. Instead of enforcing the law. it is thwarting the

if law. My legislation would require the administration to fulfill its
enfoc(tment dot leAand to he an advottate 'for pat. equity.

One hill. II.R, 1.-)91.1, manolates the Office of Personnei Manag-ib-,14ur
meat to) study and ide4ly the wage discrepancies in the Federal
olassifiation structure. and to devise a more equitable ,inlicevaltia.
tion program. If suces:;1111. the Fedc-cal structure should povidNi
working e.xarilple to the PriVNO,b SPC101. nrid the States

NIy second hill would require periodic detailed reports 'to the
President and Congress by the l'.qual Employment ()pportunitv

..

Commission. the Attorney (.;eneral, and the Department of,Labor
describing the actions tak('Ii by those tigencies to enforce Federal
laws prohibiting wage discriminatio.n.

..
It is n6 secret that the 1,:lbl()(''s activity. if'd can even t'ise the

term, leaves much to be desired. It seems that.the only real activi-
ty at this agency is tracking it grotvitig inventory' 61 unprocpssi.d
sex based. w;q2,(, iii:.-4./.iill i flat ion charges in cases.

It is nry floor that this will soon change. and that the legislation
that I afll sponsoring along -with maw; cosponsors trill prompt 'the
Federal c;oernment to takea hard, serious look at pay equity, and
that this administration will Finally begin to fulfill its statutory re-

4 spoil:40)1ln les.
I 'want. to make clear,for the record t we did iii.4:-ite'the Presi- ,

dent. the officials from the 1)epartinen Justice. the Labor 1)e-
It pAYtmi,nt to participate in these hearin IInforturiatelv. their re-

spect fully declined, and I am sorry to say that they are not going to
he here

I lowever,fiit tomorrotv'sliearings. we \'.111 halve Claembe Thomas.
who is Clgiirman of the F,E()C, and other very limb organizations.
Phyllis Schlafly will be tebstiliying tomorroty along with sonny,
other,: that the Minority has suggested that we invite.

VVe are very happy to have this hearing. We are grateful that
the witnesses in today's hearing are appearing. Aild now I would
like to aslt my colleagues if they would have a statement.
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Mr. BdScos.
Mr. Bosco. Thank you, MhdamA.'hair.' And in: deference to the

people who are waiting to testify.1 :,vin offer ny,v testimony later. I

do, h.o:veN,er, want to thanh you for bringing this matter into focus
for\4 llr committee. It is very- ellOrCactiTISf yoll to be concerned
for working' people, both men and women. And I am looking for-
ward to thi- 2-day htxuing..SQ that we can finally begin to resolve
these problems. Thank you.

Ms. ()AKAR. Thank you, very much.
Mr. 1,6,Iitnd.
Mr. LELAND. Thank you. Madam Chairperson. I would like to

take this opportunity to thank vou for hoping these hearings on
'the critical issue of-pkiy equity for women. I am here to reaffirm
nik longstandiug belief' in equality for women, and to 1,ve support

dto the idea of equal pay for equal work regardless of' sex.
It is sad and :4)tnewhat discouraging that 2() years after the Civil

Rights Act, which mandated equality for all Americans regardless
of race or sox, that we are still concerned with economic racism
and bigotry t hat keep women and minorities at the bottom of the
socioeconomic ladder.

I am encouraged:this morning, however, by the long list of distin-
guished witnesses'llere to" highlight the need to strengthen existing
,legislation and policy that is supposed to insure equal pay for equal
work. It is fray hope that this Appport from our colleagues and
others will load to eventual passage of the pay equity measures
that you have introduced. I thank you.

Ms. ()AKAR. Thank you very much.
Mr. McCloskey.
Mr. MrCLosx Ey. Madam ('hair, I would just like to thank you for

yqur distinguished leadership in this area. I am really looking for-
ward to these 2 days of: hearings, and particularly hearing from our
distinguished testaments today. So thank you so much.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you. We are happy to have Mr. Dymally who
is not a member of the committee, but certainly a champion in this
area. We are grateful to the Foreign Relations Committee for al-
lowing us to use their nom, and you are a .distinguished member of
that Nmmittee.

Mr. Dymally, we are glad to have you here.
Mr. DymALLY. Thank you.
Ms. ()AKAR. Woul&y(Li like to say a few words'?
Mr. DYmALLY. I simply Want to identify myself' with the remarks

of my colleagues.
Ms: OAKAR. Thank you very much.
The Chair has statements from the following Members which

will be placed irr the record at this point: Mr. Evans, Mr. Danne-
meyer, Ms. Ferraro, Mr. Fish, and Mr. Frank.)

STATEMENT OF 110N. LANE l';VANS, A liEraKsENTATIvE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE
OF' ILLINOIS

Madam Chair, over the past two dt.ades women have been entering thellgbor
force in unprecedented numbers They have achieved the Snipe educational level, as
tfeir male counterparts, and have been recognized as part of our country's pool of
ull time cat'eer workers. 'Yet their wages do not reflect these tremendous gains. For

every dollar earned by a man, a woman earns less than 60 centsa figure that has

,)



remained virtually midi:mgt.:it throughout this ....tiri4e ui growth of the female labor
force

During the 'fins and .71)s, legislation wits passed and court cases fought over the
equal pa". for equal w.-ork and equal employment opportunity issues It was assumed
that these measures would hi the mortar which could eventually fill in the wage
gap This has not be't'a the case. and the raised consciousness of workers coupled
vv-ith" this hard reality have provided the catalyst for the movement towards a com-
parable worth theory

The concept that jobs dominated by voinen 111.1.V 1)( Iltql less nut because of
skills required or job content but because they are -worlien's jobs- lye: caused poll
ties instituted to eliminate sex discrimination to undergo serious attack and reas-
sessmnt by supporters and opponents alike. Supporters ;irgut that the equal pay
for equal work st4iidard has riot been applied where job segregation exists because
the Equal Pay Act .applies only to those jobs in winch both \corner' and men are
employed Therefore, women in sex segregated jobs rarely obtain relief under the
Equal l'ay,..Act

It is time to find a way around the barrier to the aiThievenient oft rue pay equity
fur wane!) that is presented by a segregated job market I.R. -I:09, tin' Federal Ern.
ployee Pay Equity Act. a bill which mandates more,uquitable wage determinations
for Federal employees, would affect the nearly I L(tilit Federal employees in the 17th
Congressional I)istrict of Illinois II R. :)(192,, the Pay Equity Act of 1!04.1, would re-
quire periodic, detailed reports to the President and Congress by the EEO(', the De-
partment of Labor, the Department of Justice and the ()lb of Personnel Manage-
ment describing the actions taken to enforce Fe;itral laws prohibiting pay discrimi-
nation on the basis of sex, race, religion or tuitional origin

Madam ('hair, the compaGible worth principle goes considerably further than our
current laws prohibiting wage.discrimination, which 1'n, -t bekii ineffective in reduc-
44 the overall disparity between the earned incomes of men and women. I strongly'
upport these measures as vital to the realization of the goal of true equality for the

women and Men of this great country.

STATEMENT-.OF LION. lqtANNETANYEit, A 14:14tE5ENTATivi.: IN CoNinmss
Funm THE STATE nF p1.1FoRN.A

Thank you, Madam Chair. I welcome our witnesses and observers to these two
days of hearings on IIR .1599,and IIR 59112, bills which would require various federal
agencies.to deterMine the level of paw' discrimination against women in the private
and public workplace under the theory of comparable worth.

Jane Bryant Quinn of Newsweek said comparable worth is ''g he the
money issue of the 198tis, its economic impact exceeding that of th Mon
movement of the 19:ins: (Newsweek, January Ili, 1981 p. '

We 'bear that women are paid 62c', of what men are paid and that this proves
discrimination We. hear about the "feminization of poverty." TheChair says thaL2,_
of a women in our 'nation are poor. We heat that the Equal Pay Act of 113(13 and
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1 96,1have failed to narrow the wage gap between
men and women and that we need new laws to combat sex discrimination..Why are
women moving so ra nto the workforc if their relative wage disadvantage has
not decliedy All o the above is very depressing news for women. The problem is
that we don't chi _lenge some of the numbers and that we dinin't read beyond the
headlines.

Let me be clear. There is discrimination against women. There is stupid, illegal
treatment of female applicants and employees. But statistics do ndt speak for them-
selves. I,it us not be run over by numbers that are not accurate or that are mislead-
in . We are not look for mathematical precision. But we are looking for thor-g

ghly honest calcula!fons. Numbers by themselves should be not used to explain or
excuse sex discrimination. ! .

First, the 62 percent. The figure is actually.69 percent according to June O'Neill
of the Urban Institute. So wee have a wage gap of 31 percent. Why? Is the whole
thing due to discrirninatimhat is what both of Miss Oakar's bill say. Even the
much quoted Census study, American Women: Three Decades of Change" hedges

Eby pointing to possible variables other than discrimination. ,

When you see these numbers thrown around, we have to ask: how much of the
gap is due to choice or to discrimination. How much of the gap is due to differences

, in work experience, tenure on current job, training, unionization, quality of school-
productivity? And how much is due to conditions of supply and demand? Small/

surveys try to control for the variables and to isolated discrimination. The Census
Bureau does not have a definitive study. According to June O'Neill, after controlling
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-fur ditlerennes In lifetime lahor market 'experience. there remains an unexplained
gap of ; Some 11;1\t exithifit41 01;11 it, tilt ftwilyt., nit -16Gyil
dyes The heat we can f'f,) flc11.1111` it till, 11111t 17, 01:11 llit reHiltial wage gap is a tilleas
tire of our ignoranne. rathli- than a measure of blatant d'iscrammiition These hear
ings should help to Muse that ignorance gap

Are %%oilir, gpf finv poorer as well underpati.' TIT tact is that -01111

%dial as ;1 IffrciflIiig It potir ;1(1414:- over 1111t . but plifef'111:10
01 ;111 N.01iftII %wry 10")01' :t %%omn are not plot. as the Chan has alleged etc-

The poverty rate for \as tit.,,; compared to that for PIUJi wlti h \VW-,
1:{ In 19,-)9, the pm-erty rate for adult women/ wits '2:: . and mi men 1NT 1';
The widely quoted Census table n, seriously misleading hocause 11 pf.astipes the
number 01 poor people in female headed htmseholds. not I ho niimber- i poor tt.011/10

'hill(' (Ytieilf hats staled !hal OP' poverty 1:11.1.(1 by f1111:111 }Walled 111111111 "11()e^

nut ,(111 IQ be the result of .t failure in the labor market/It ?Turn. likelt reflects
complex social problems related to the.dissolutioir-of marnage. torL.',oing the It
velopmnt of jolt skills problems 1(kt-rid nit childbearing .by women who art
them:selves children Dr CYNeill s a4.,,ests that w-t address tttage thifd hoar'
mg aTid needed changes in:kip:en! father support

It the numbers are riot crtatif., the theory of comparable worth is even less nor
lain Poi in comparable worth we compare not just male teachers with female
tearliers but male truck drivers µilh female Necreviries o I the basis of a supposed
-objective" valuatani The idea is that -.4arivorie can CM tare dissmular jobs 1,- re- 4

du n1g each job to PUI111., iv..iireded (or joliskills, edue; on, responsibility. and work
environment The problem is \vim is that -someone'. going to

liothol Miss ();Ikar's bill \You'd have various lede?.'1,1 agencies sent out on search
'and destroy missions using_ the weapon of comparable worth l'hfOrturiately, it is
the least skilled an \vornri ;Ind our etaioniin -,,sterri that would get shot ('an
you imagine Congres, trying ft) tit.frriffint the et)1111N11":11)11. worth 01 wage;' Calf v011
imagine an agency trying, to do it') Congress cannot even determine its own wages
properly' tihould (Tacit Pellet get ::tot)111)1) a %, ear for asking, "Vhere's the beef' I
think she, worth every cent However, Wendy's competition might think otbervi.ce
But that;,; the kind of case we would get involved in under this hill. I unit not the
only one wittii this concern A ()lack columnist for the Washington Post, William
itasphorrv. says the comparable worth notion ".seems to introduce more problems
than it solves" 'column enclosedt

Comparable worth is a theory' that would replace the marketplace and collective
bargaining It would hurt the least skilled ..omen by driving their jobs overseas Fi-
nally, it is not a women's issue is as rf as the (1;11111 !hat women should
stay in the horm0 It says women should stay where they are in their jobs, because
ntornprrriiiile worth v.-ill raisc your v.-ages without productiytiy. without merit, with
out the inconvenience of supply and demand The concept is an affront to women's
intelligence and capabilities

So to,the public :Ind the media I would urge you to look closely at the numbers, to
be unafraid to question the theory of comparable worth t'oniparahle worth is posed
as an us against them theory Either you're 1o women or you're against women
Weil. that ain't the vai,e What we're agaillA is disci-11161ml ion and 4()--called runt('-
dlesi011iat are discrirnitiatory

To the private sector, I would say, look out If we have more cases like the Will-
mar 5 or other cases of blittant and illegal -liar..;snient then were just inviting
things like comparable worth. As Jane firyant (@iinri put it "unless employers start
treat19 ipay equity) seriously, they'rg, going to get a federal judge as vice president
of personnel

'Agar Madam Chair, thank you for holding these hearings'
VIII articles referred to follow:)

.4\
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Comparable Pay for Women
JANE BRYANT QUINN

T have misgivings over a line now being
I pursued in court to raise the pay of
millions of working women using a con-
cept known as "comparable worth." It's
going to becOme the money issue of the
1980s, its economic impact exceeding that

0 of the labor-union movement of the 1930s.
For the past 20 years, it has been illegal to

pay women less than men for doinssubstan-
. tially the m.arne job. But it has not been

etinsidered illegal to establish lower pay'
scales for female-dorninated occuPttionY,
like librarian, secretary amtnurse In Wash-
ington, state employed warthouse workers
(male) start out with $472 a month more
than clerk-typists (female) Its Wisconsin,
state-employed bakers (male) earn 5150 n
month more than cooks (female) In Phila-
delphia, 24 pticent of city-employed worn-
en fall into the est pay glades, but
only 3 re of the men.

mlnation: Lower female pay is part-
y related -to the way many women work.
They may quit their Jobs fora while to raise
children or decline a higher job Isccause of
the pressure of home responsibilities. But
after all the dirrections have been made for
differences in tenure and training between
working uteri/id wornen;"it still turns out
that w oirien, on average, are paid less. That
difference is the hard nut of discrimination.

triter the doctrine of comparable worth.
An evoking legal theory says that Title VII"
of the ()sit Rights Act goes bevond tonal
pay for equalawotk it also requires equal
pay for jobs that, although different from
those held by men, call for a comparable
amount of knowledge, 4,1(111, effort and re-
SroVibility Most courts have rejected that
they But in 1981 the U S Supreme Court
seemed to open the door a crack, and las1
December federal Judge Jack -T:11111C1

drove a decision through it.
lieordrred the State of Washington to

redress a discrepancy that its own studies
found: female employees were earning an
average of 20 percent less thaninen doing
comparable work ...cording to a pliint sys-
tem for es aluatingj.kibs. certain clerk typists
in Washington should be the equal of ware-
house workers, and practical nurses the
equal of onset-press operators Judge Tan-
ner held it no excuse that some nurses in

Washingtott can be hired in the openfiarket
for less than pressmen. gardeners and driv-
ers or that the state has budget problems.
"Die time to remedy pay discriminatibn, he
said, is "right now." He appointed a "mas-
ter" to determine new pay scales for an
estimated'15,000 underpaid "women's"
jobs (20 pefcent of them actually held by
men). The state, which will appeal the deci-
sion, says that it would cost around 5770
million in back pay and fringe benefits al
add 5130 million a year to the payroll If
Tanner, is upheld, most other public and
private ernOoyers could face similar costs.

While approving the end, I doubt the
means. -The Tanner approach assumes that
personnel studies can satisfactorily com-
pare different kinds of jobs. But what hap-
pens .% hen the studies disagree, as they i nevi-
lebly will? What if nurses decide tha .their
job liaa@ not been given sufficient "wo "? If
a sh(luirge of gardeners drives up thei ay,
howwEriuch more II comparable wor era
have to earn to a old the appearance of
disc ination? 'hat about niale=dominat-

obs that the studies say are also under-
paid? There aren't enough courts to handle
such endless battles over relative pay.

Other Options: if nckt by law, how else can
u%derpaid women win a decent wage? One

awly is to tit:it practical nursing and learn to
operate an offset press. Another way is to
organize. Nurses in Denver lost their corn-
parable-wokth case in court but won higher
pay by going out on strike. The Interna tional
Union of Electrical Workers has been win- '
ning feminist bemuses for some of its women.
The Arnerican Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees, which brought
the successful Washington lawsuit. has won
pay-equity adjustments through strikes and!,
negotiations in Hennepin County, Minn.,
and Sall Jose, Calif., Spokane, Wash., and
Los A rigelc.-s, among other cities.

Many women are wary of unions and
with reason; most unions never did mucter
for thin'. But the same techniques that
worked for mate blue-collar workers will
work again. And case-by-case bargaining
has the social advantage of taking each em-
ployer's financial situation into consider-
ation, which itn labor negotiation can ig-
nore today. But one way or another, pay
equity is on its way. Unless employers start
treating it seriously, they're going to get a
federal jucigias ,Lte. president of personnel./

a
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. _Who ,Decides 'Equal Worth'?
I'm not one to S. Wain too quickly ahout get-

tuvi the gnvernment oil our bat k.S. Government
interference in private enktriaLse he.4 accom
plished sore things worth amromplishing: end-
ing 41,1Vt rV.tti11,0.114..! r,it 1,11 /111(1 sexual &scrum.

anion. !nail in packagirf,: legtslatron,krotection
of jils11.) name a law

So it isn't a reflexive 7riostanir. to govern.
'Inent interiilence that nos Ise pijklems with

rytile al new ,tincept of equal Ph'y for work
.1 Qatiparalite vatue, doubts have to do
%%oh V1c1 lir r oins your get past the first

it tie, thing. the ((incept makes sense.
hetteir is rerisiairible Li, suppose that some-

one tali rank Ntis according to their intrinsic
vairti and have' the government enforce -that
ranking by legislating the appropiiate pay
scales

Paying p.siple equally for perhirming the sante
work inakeri of moils sense, although vie haven't
always done it. For much of oar history, women
were paid has than men tor the same pls., I

remember the reyst ing in my own_ boyhrxxi home
Y.1101 my school teacher neither got a hefty niLse
as .1 result of a new MI:VW:41111H law 'Mandating,
equaluatiiin of pay for hlack and white teachers.

It also makes sense to remove, through goy-
enanent fiat if ruses:sari, harriers that keep
people not 01 certain tients 4,1 employment be-

cause of such irrelevant lactorri 11.1 rate alld se x

In both these CaseS, the unfrurtans is plain,
and the remedy obvious. The untrorn,vs is al-
most as clear -thotigh the solution dearly isn't

-wit)) regard to another problem. tke fact that
some jolxviiy !ern becnvise their practitioner-it
are women rather than men. Are teachers loaf
nurses prod has than painters and tree-trimmers
because theta. win lk L. lens'yatuable, or require.
less training, or only beciese teiithers and nirrsert
are fri). more likely to be vvlatien? To ask the
quest sin LS In answer it

Still, I'm not convoked of the Georkabihty of
the approach taken by Washington stat
ranking As on a 'sant system and settinti.Nual
pay scales for vastly different jobs that rate the
sameliwnber of 'saws: clerk typists and ware-
house workers, for example,

T. get personal about at I will concede that
the society could better survive the absence of
newspaper columnists than the abeencei-if gnr-
hamge Does it billow that newspaper
columnists, whose work is not only less vital but
also far more pleasant and psychically reward-
ing, should be paid less than trash men, whine
work is hard, boring, unpleasant and indisbuta-
bly nece.ssary? Or that columnists should be
paid as much as TV news anchors, whose work
ta more di.-ectly comparable'

Nor is it particularly helpful to rive that
'core advinii.' preparation is req'inrcrl for

jodrimlists than for sanitation workers. Teat h-
ers have .to go to school for at least as long as
professional athletes Hot it doesn't necessarily
tollow that a !illy-swat education teacher should
be past as 1111101 as his former classinate.who
now' plays for the Ilostoirrelticir.

ven with adjustments for skills and physical
risk as well its edutsation and IfiihLc Mrs!, ciiit
citrilloarableValue idea isn't persuasive. Joe

work requires that he pans .s
physical strength rind stamina, intelligence and
leadership 1,1)111(.1.. ilia does it really strike any-
one as .1011111;114 11(11:11( that Theisinami is paid

more, and for a far sluirter work year, than the
honcho of the local rescue unit, who Inuit have
comparable skills and whine work also involves
savmg IlYes9

I have no argument with the notion that the
government should help break down the harriers
that keep women in the kiwer-paid emploriamt
ghettos, or that the government has a role-in see-
ing to it that they are fairly paid once they're out.

lint the equal,pay-for-work-of-comparrible-
value notion seems to me to introduce more
problems than it solves. And who, by the way,
will let ele the value of the people whose job it
would be to assign value?
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Nladam Chair. I am delighted to ()tier thisqestimony in h.-import HZ. :)092. the
Pay Equity Act or 1981 and 11 1? 1.-)99. the Federal Employees' Pa .:quity Act of

The issue of pay equitytdds great promise and challenge lot the working women
of (Mr country It promises women fair and decent wages based 111)1 on their sex but'
on the value of their work But the (:hatienge of pay equity is that it is a slow, and 1
()(pVIISIVe process to remedy And the very agency charged with securing equality in
employmeat for women and inimiritim, the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission has turned it deaf ear to women"s appeals for pay equity.

r commend you. MadanrChair. for taking a leadership role on tInk; issue of great
importance to wonn. aciild for turning 'this committee's attention to the kilure of
this Administration to seek and enforce remedies to this most Pervasive limn or em-
ployment discrimination against women

It has been almost' two .Years since you and 1,al(eg with Congresswoman Pat
Schroeder co-chaired hearings on tray equity. During the course or those hearings we
learned or the persistance of,the -wage gap- women's earnings hovering at just GO
percent of mens despite decades of social. legislative and demographic change. We
were told repeatedly' ()I' the two widespread, yet often subtle. forms of employment
bias at work to depress women's wages: occupational segregation and sex-based
wage discruninat 1011.

** WO also heard countless hours or expert testiniony and personal stories that, de-
sitite the phenqinenal increase in women's labor force participition,. women and
uhildrenare the fastest growing segment 'of our nation's poverty population. The
reason appears to he that most women's wages are barely above the poverty level. It
is estimated that if women were paid the wages that similarly qualified men earn,
we would rut in hair the number of families in poverty. Clearly, the issue of pay
equity or women must receive our highest priority if we are determinediti r(.;yerse
this trend
.Since 1960, the number of women min

the labor force has morthan doubled. with
the labor force participation rate I.or women now at 5:3 percent. Women comprise .13
percent of the total labor force With recent figures showing that 6 percent of mar-
ried couples 'are dual-vayer families, and 11) percent of all families are maintained
by women. rt is becoming increasingly clear that women are hearing a major respon-
sibility fOr the economic support or their families. Yet, whether they. are the sole
support of themselves and their children or are contributing a portion of thefamily
income.t1110tit women (10 not earn a living wage. Iii 1982, the majority of women
working7naside the home -60 percent earned less than $10,0011 a year.

A lifetime; of low wages has implications for nearly every other issue relaying to
women's economic well-1)(zing. Pensions, Social Security and disability insurance are
all directly tied to a perAn's income. The equity caused, by the watre gap during a
woman's working years simply is translated into economic insecurity in her retire-
ment years.

What is this Administration doing to address this basic issue of ec.nynnic,equity
for Atherican working women? The last time we heardlrom them, when Clarence
Thomas. ('hair of the 1';E0(' testified at our 1982 hearings, quite a contradictory im-
pression was presented of the Administration's position on pay equity. On the one
hand. Chairman Thomasirated that payfquity was a top priority of the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission. On the other hand, he suggested/ that one of
EEOC's problems with pay (4mity cases is that they involve widespread, systemic
practices of wage discrimination, properly dealt with in large, class-action suits. Mr.
Thomas indicated that class-action cases are very expensive to process and would
probably strain the resources of this Commission. Besides, this Administration's
feelings toward classy- action suits are well known.

Mr Thomas is correct in recognizing that pay inequity.is nut an isolated incident
but is the result of a pattern of job segregation and wage discriminatioti based on
sex. The financial resources of individual women have long been strained by this
pervasive inequality and it is inappropriate to suggest that these women use their
limited resources to bring actions- -one -by -tale against their employers, The
EEOC's reluctance to utilize the most effective vehicle for adjudicating complaints
of wage discrimination, demonstrates their lack of commitment to achieving pay
equity for women.

In 1981, the Supreme Court decision in Gunther v. lininly of Washington, opened
the door to Title VII claims of sex based. wage discrimination even when the jolts are
not substantially equal. However, in the two-anda-half years since Gunther was
handed down, the EEO(' has not filed a singile pay equity case involving jobs which

1 ,i
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al'f not the tact, there are currently over II:IV (411.111V c;1:-4.:-, pending
ht trjj the mployment Opportunity commission Who knows how. many
.11 tier 4..0 II lel) with wage discrimination complaints alt. mil Own.. V.110 Naive nut
111'00011 FIWII. Charge, lo I hi' EEO(' ht,c;111SI IIIC% know it is a cause

11'1),0 Iiii3Jiatiomied to the pay equity cases before the EF,t )( " In the words of fine
P.E()(' Commissioner. the% have been iiin.titionillv set asid, prof)
ibis. put in a pile somewhere in a dusty filing cabinet Ile said they are in this hold-.-
mg, pattern while the Commissioners develop the F.1.14(e's potic% on pay equity

Something is clearly wrong here is now April T9` I, over two %ears since the
orr/bet decision and a year ;Ind a halt since Chairman Thomas testified that pay

equity wis a top priority. Why then. alter all this time. is the excuse living offered
that no pay equity play has been formulated"

The tact is that the E O(' already has a policy to guide its iii%-estigat ion and lit
n,u ;on'vf pay equity cases ,In 111'41. when the Commission was still 'controlled by
Carter appointees. temporary giinlehnes were 'issued to direct, the investigation of

based wage discrimination cases The current Commission. now with a majority
appointed by President Reagan, has neglected to make these guidelines permanent, t",-
but has extended t twin every 90 days

Whit has happened is that the regrottal offices coi.:inue investigate 1-
wage discritninAt ion, but when they send their findings ti Washington. they just sit
They sit because the current Comlnis:-1011 Is unwilling to grapple with the issue of .

pay equity and other equality issues which are of fundamental importance to the
working women of America

Fortunately. this lack of leadership, or even support, on the part of the EO(' has
nut stopped the pay equity movement from going. forward. Thanks to the commit
ment of individual(women and supportive unions. major strides have been made in
remedva rig wage discrimination t lirough' tiegot iat ion, collective bargaining, litigation
and joii evaluation studies

Just a few months ago, women workers in Wie-hington State won a landmark pay
equit% decision brought by their union, AFSCME. Their employer the State of
Washington was found tii44 in violation of Title VII due to its perv,asive and in
tentional practice of segreiTiting its workforce and supressing the wages of women
workers This case was won with no help from the EEO(' although AFS('ME had
filed a formal complaint against the State of Washington with the EEO('. Fed up
with EFOC's failure to act 011 the cant liiant, AFSCME went ahead and filed a suit
on its own in -Federal Ihstrict Court Now, the administration is expressing opposi
tom to the court's decision and is threatening to intervrne on behalf of the State in
its appeal, just as it intervened on behalf of Grove City College in an attempt to
weaken the law providing equal educational opportunity for women.

This administration says it does not believe in the Equal Rights Amendment be-
cause it prefers to remedy sex discrimimition through legislatat lye and administra-
tive actions. We are still waiting for a sign from the administration that it cares
about the women of America. The inaction or the EE()(' on behalf of pay equity
clearly shows this administration's lack of commitment to improving the status of
women in the E'c'onomy and in the wo kforce

I think it is unfOrtunate that we in 'ongress must continually act to protect the
hard- fought gains women have made fro the Reagan Administration's attempts to
reverse those gains Ilowever, if the Adniin titration is unwilling to le(Ipt its statu-
tory requirement to enforce our nation's ci il rights laws, then we have no choice
but to prod thorn further Your two hills, Madam Chair, provide the necessary impe-
tus to get the hall rolling on federal enforcement of !my equity for women workers
in both the public and private sectors. ,

PEEPARE4) STATEMENT OF HON. HAMILTON FISH, 1n.

--Madam Chair. I would like to express my ititireciation to you and to the other
Committee narmbers for holding hearings on two hills of vital importance in elimi-
nating sex based wage discrimination. Discrimination in compensation is clearly ille-
gal These hills are important because they would facilitate oversight of existing
law.

On September 16, 1983, AFSCME won a landmark pay equity lawsuit against the
state of Washington Discrimination by the state of Washington was found to be
"pervasive, intentional and in violation of the law "_

The effect of this decision has been far-reaching. The concept of pay equity is no
longer an untried legal opinion. It has become a new, effective way of beginning to
address the disparate nature of differOnt pay scales between women and men. Pay
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Kqutty has become t At. tool by vhicti the wage gap between MVO ;11111 WOIllell Call be
narrowed, ind hopefully. oite day closed Today, there :ir over ii tip,Ilion women in
the labor force, Even with etitial pa.v :Ind anti discrimination statutes on the hooks,
vonien contilllle 11/ i'.;111) less, approximately sixty cents ou the dollar, than 'uien (to
hir performing both the saint. and comparable-valued work

One of the prime causes of the wage gap is the segregation Of wIlnien III a narrow
range of low paying jobs The Potted Shites Labor' l)epartment statistics slit.v'tfult
,;!`; id;111 v.erkiiii.; women Jobs twit 1)1 the tv.elve major. occupational ccitego-

clerical :Ind service jobs 01..127 job categories within these tWelve major
groups, hall of the working IA01111.11 111 tins country Fall into only 20 occupations

The National Academy of ticiences III a I!Itil Study deler111111111 he more an
01.'1111;11 loll I, (11/111111111.11 V.01111'11, the less it pays'. Whitt' this III itself IS 1101 a
raise ;111(1 elleel 11'1;11 1111e+1111). Ile -1111/1.1 went to say that "only a small part of
the e/1111 IOW; (1 IllerNtlPS 1111V:1'1'11 111011 ;111(1 r1111 be accounted For by differ
elle)", 111 01111C;1111/11. 1ihtt 11)110 (.X1111'11'111;1', 1111/1)1 furze C(1111111 111e111, (II' 01 Iler 11111111111

C;11/1111 1.1(101'S 14'1111;111 1,/ contribute to productivity differences :nixing women"
oliken have liven and continue to be discriminated against in compensation

based on their sex 'rifle VII or the Civil ,Right,:-: Executive ()Mer-
1 expressly prohibit all employer froth discrifninating in Ormiponsation The Su-
!wenn. Court has fountliiii t lie.(iint her decision) that this sex based wage discrimi
nation is illegal Qyen if the jobs being compared are entirely different What is
needed now is enforcement of the law, and inecluinisin for implementation of en-
forcement

II It 1:09, the Federal Employee Pay Equity Act or 191, is one such mechanism.
Ii mandates the Ihrector of OPM to identify and eliminate discriminatory wage-set-
ling practices It sets up 1.midelines for ()PM to follow in implementing this legisla-
ill/11 Many states have taken the lilt iativeand have developed their ovii plans for

reine(I)ing this discr'imination Minnesota is a case 111 1/01111 the lideral-
go)ernment should do no less than take tht- Iced and conic into compliance with the
law

In conjunction with tins. II It )092, (he Pay 'Equity Act of I9til, would require
periodic ditailed reports to the President :tail Congress by the EEO(', the 1)epart-
!tient of Labor, the Department of :Justice and OPM describing the actions taken to
enforce these leder:II anti discrimination laws

In the area of I i ii rights, we must be continually vigilant Although we can, say
that we have anadt great strides Tii the last twenty years, there have been many
area:, Ili which ve have been remiss Obviously it is not inough just t)) pass legila
lion, and 1e-611111e that 011 1111e111 is clear "I'liere should he no question of the g'riivi?)-
of our omissions We 111111.11 he vigilant to See that tiles(' laws ;ire implemented lind
enforc'e'd '111),.., is not only a question tit just Ire, it Is a li1eS1 'DM )d survival
10f WO111111 Ill our work force, and the famille!: they support.

PREPARE!) STATEMENT (IF I ION. BARNEY FRANK

Madan! Chair, thank you for inviting me to testify at these hearings I commend
you for vimr longytanding commitment to pay equity a4.1(1 for your effort;: now and
in the past to bring this issue to the forefront in Congress

Last month, the Subcommittee 011 M11111/0Wer 111111 housing W111111 I chair, held
oversight hearings on the EEOC's enforcement of sex bases wage discrimination
laws As v.on yourself testified, !Madam Chair, it 'has been nearly three years since
the Supreme Court allowed charges of wage discrimination where the jobs being
'compared were dissimilar to he brought under the broad imihrella of Tiile VII of the
Civil !tights Act. In the Gunther decision, the Court opened the door to a new 111e111114
of combatting wage discrimination. A year a Mill ago, when you ;Ind.( '.oligress-
women Schroeder and Ferraro the first hearing on pay equity, you discovered
that the F,E0C, the lead federal agency on employinttit discrimination, inid brought
no cases of sex based wage discrimination similar to the littri/hcr had no
p0110' for dealing with charges of sex -based wage discrimination brought under 'rifle
VII However, the EE()C assured your committees that enforcenntit of the law in
tills area was a top priority.

TIT purpose of MN' Subcomir ittee's hearings was to determine whi,41 the EEO('
%was doing now to enforce the la with regard to wage discrimination. In addition to
testimony from yourself, Mada n Chair, and other Members of Congress, the Sub
committee heart( from advocacy groups and lawyers representing women who were
spending many thousands of dollars to bring cases of sexhased wage discrimination
into court Many of these cases were originally filed with the 11:E()C011(1 later in the

1)
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courts because of the lack of achi'm on the part of the 141.:0C These witnesses
C11:11pA that EEO(' was not :idequately enforcing the law :end had not made any
attempt to deal wtth this issue.

The Chairman of the EEO(' admitted in the hearing that'notii my Subcommittee
began mve.tigating its enforcement record, El.0C had-done littl,c to enforce the law
in Grin/her type rases, either by bringing cases to court or by investigating and at-
tempting to resolve the many clarges filed wit,h the Cmninissian The Commissionhas now formed :in internal work group to investigate some of the numerous
charges thiit have been gathering dust in the held and Washington offices, and will
be .tiscussing them at the May meet isng Of the 4,0C. Although our hearings result
ed iallte 141E0(' taking some action in this area, i is certainly not enough.

Your legislation is or timely in that it requires, E. :1;;0(' and the other responsible
Federal agencies to assess their enforcement activities in the area of sex based wage
discrimination ant0 report Congress. By how it is kilear to everyone that this Ad-

ist rat iorl inns the worst record of.enforcement of employment discrimination
laws'-i4f any Administration in history. Since no one in the }..:x.ecutive Branch has
placed a high priority on the elimination of sexbaseit wage discrimumtion in the
workplace, it is important that Congress make clear, a:Z'olton as necessary, that we
expect vigol'ou4 enforcement of laws dealing withldiscrimination.

Again, E commend you for holding these hearings and for permitting me to testify.

Ms. ()AKAR.' At this time, we would like to,risk the Mei-fibers of
Congress who have asked to testify to please come forward. Mr.
Barnes, Ms: Kaptur, Ms. Mikulski, Mr. Iloyer, if you would come
forward. We would he happy to have your testimony.

We are very grateful that you are able to be here. You arc all
champions in fairness issues. Mr. Barnes, we would like to start
with -you.

STATEMENT OF 110N. M A El. D. BA RNES, A `.S.
REPRESENTATIVE IN' CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MARY-
LAND

Mr. BARNES.. Thank you very much, Madam Chair. I very much
appreciate the'opportunity to testify on behalf .of establishing and
applying the principle of comparable worth in the Federal Govern-
ment. I also want to join with your colleagues on the committee in
saluting you for your leadership, and your steadfast persistence in
keeping this matter at the forefront of public debate.

This hearing is extremely -important, and it indicates your out-
standing leadership.

Since 1964, as you indicated in your statement, the laws of our
Nation have required employers including the Federal Govern-
ment, to pr6vide equal pay for equal work fOr all employees. We
havq been fighting this battle for 20 years now, and we have had
some modloum of success, but we have yet to win a final and con-
clusiVe.victory.

The matter of paying women the same .pay as men when they
perform work,that is of -comparable value tests our Nation's will-
ingness to finish the task of providing real economic justice to
American women.

Establishing and enforcing such a standard of justice is not
merely the right thing to do from the standpoint of the Nation's
economic future and our ability to realize the full potential of all
American workers, but it is also,V would argue, the most reasona-
ble thing to do.

That is why I share the Chair's view that it is deplorable that
the current administration has lamely come up here to Congress
and literally thrown u0 its hands, because it says tiltt it cannot

11.
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find a reasaonable standard upon which to establish comparable
wort h.

:Die case of APSCMP v. the State of Washington clearly demon
strates that there are workable standards in the real world which
can be utilized to achieve economic justice. This administration
nevertheless has turned a blind eve to what 7'-rtr.,accomplished in
that case for the simple reason. in my view, that it believes that
wage discriminatihn is profitable.

Discrimitmtion at. the 'bottom of the wage /scale dep.resses the
.entire pay scale. I suspect that there are many in tfie administra-
tion who think that that is a good thing.

The courts, indeed, have been split oh, the issue of .1,vhether job
evaluationA can be based on labor market factors iu a nondiscrim-
inatory matwer. The court in the Washingt9n State case had the
courage, though, to recognize that the seeds of discrimination are
inherent in our current labor markets.

If' it is possible to compare jobs with ut 'Trundle' elements liljK a
point rating system or by other mean., then in my' very strong
view, men and women doing jobs of comparable worth should- be
paid equally.

As chairman of the Federal Government Service Task Force here
in the Congress, I am as you know, Madam Chair, very deeply com-
mitted to maintaining the quality of our Federal Service, It has
been an honor to work with you on so many issues.

I have no doubt that establishing a stancla of comparable
m iworth for the Federal Government will markedly prove the qual-

ity of the Federal Service that the American people receive from
the Federal Government. lt ..

And let me just quickly list several reasons. I think, first, that it
will create greater opportunity for advancement in the Federal
Service to many federally employed women who have been pigeon-
holed in low paying dead end jobs.

Second, one of' the most wasteful features of the current Federal
Service is the sad fact that personal development is not emphasized
and encouraged. Eliminating discriminatory pay practices would
remove a major temptation to achieve short-term savings at the ex-
pense of sound mar,agement practice.

And, third, RIF's, downgradings, reorganizations, and other
forms of staff upheaval in recent years have further narrowed op-
portunitites for women for advancement in Federal Service. Taking
affirmative steps to break the stranglehold of discrimination on the
pay side of the equation will provide an important boost to the
morale, not only of women in Federal Service, but of men as well.

In short, comparable worth will give us a stronger Federal Serv-
ice.

Two, Federal agencies, as you know, the GAO, the General Ac-
counting Office, and ()PM, the Office of Personnel Management,
have already begun to take some important first steps toward Fed-
eral pay comparability.

They have begun to develop a point-factor analysis system for
evaluating jobs. OPM's interest', I fear, stems mainly from a desire
to review existing employee classifications. OPM believes most Fed-
eral jobs are overgraded, and its employees are overpaid. And what
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they are really affer, I think, isPliot comp:LT.0)1e worth or improve-
,. meat in the situation. but really finding ways to cut pay.

In my view, classification probl6ms are m diTrft result
with

the Gov-
ernment's inability to keep Federal pay scales in line with private
sector pay. Managers seeking 1.etain.-top employees have engi-

red better .pay for their peopte through. the clas:;ification
.;.ent,. We should he particularly enrerid,..as I'm sure the ('hair

will agree, to develop anapprotich to th? issue of comparable worth
that fully accomodates an upward rather tha'n a dowpward adjust-
ment toward pay parity.

. I yv.ould strongly urge, tnerekire. that save pay provilcion;; become
incorpotatOd in any approach that the cortimittee reconunends?

According' to the President's pay agent:;, as you knew, ,Federal
em'ployees are already. 21.5 percent behind- private sector pay. I.
think it would he interesting if the committee is able to develop the
data to know .just how much further federally employed women lag
behind the average private sector pay f'or coMparable work.

Our experience with Federal, non-sex-based pay comparability
adjustments suggest that we must also take steps to insure that
'ongress does. not succumb to the popular tactic of bending compa-

rahilit v to meet the requirements of future exercises in austerity.
I would hope that in tackling the thorny issue of joh comparabil-

ity we could also discover techniques that, would help us bring Fed-
eral pay up to private standards.

Tlw statistical tools developed in the Washington State case may
have great promise in that regard. And I would commend theM to
t he committee.

I sincerely hope that the administration would drop its plan to
intervene in Il<it case, because its record on behalf' of both women
and Fe!deral employees has been absolutely abysmal.13oth groups
are expected to excell in their perfOrMane in the labor force, but
neither is given encouragement or assistance. The legislation
before this committee addresses both of those problems at once,
and I certainly support it.

It is time we stopped paying women S;(1.59 for every dollar we pay'
men in the workforce. Arid, similarly, I would suggest to the com-
mittee, it is time we stopped paying Federal employees $0.79 for
every dollar' that a private employee makes. It is really time for all
Americansi to receive a dollar's pay for a dollar's work.

And, again, Madam Chair, I really want to commend you for'
holding thqt-;e hearings, and to offer my assistance in any way that
I can provide it to you and t( your committee to help push. this leg-
islation. It is terribly important; it is long overdue; and your' lead-
ership is crucial.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much, Congressman. And, again, I
want to thank you for the work that you have done.

Another champion for' fairness in this Congress is our good-
friend Congesswoman fvlikulski. Barbara, I want to' thank you
very mucfrfor takin he time to he here. Thank you again for
your' leadership in th s arid manyot her issues.
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STATEMENT OF HON. BA RB A RA A

REPRESENTATI VE UONGRESS FROM TILE STATE OF NIA RV -

LAND

Ms. N.11k1.1.ski. Thank vot1, Madam ('hair. I am happy to be here.
I ask unanimous consent to revise and extend my ititmarks.

It i:-fla delighl to he with you' on this in terms of the leadership,
both ,.ou and the gentlelady from Colorado, Mrs. Schroeder, have
provided in giving us a framework for this important issue.

A few Aveeks ago I had the wonderful opportunity to be in Phila.
to visit the Independence Ilatlto debate wit.1L.Jerry Ford

and Miers the issue of the 'Constitution and,War Poswers Act.
While we were debating,,t he Constitution, and I looked .around at

all t hose. pictures or Fountting 'Fathers, I wondered. what it would
have been like to meet a founding mother.

Here today listening to your opening statement:. and watch you
chair this, I feel that we have met a founding mother. What this
legislation `stioe!-; is continue the debate that began when we talked
about the Bill of Rights,iihe Constitution of the United States, and
the Declaration of Independence. For in our founding 'documents
we said, All men were created equal." But women were not in-
cluded.

And even though Abigail Adams chastised John .and said, "Re-
member the ladies, for if you do not, we will ferment our own revo-
lution,- they chose to ignore us. Now, I see that the revolution con-
tinues in this legislation.

We fought for our equal rights in the equal rights amendment.
Having lost that battle, we are now pursuing it one law at a time.
And your pay equity legislation is an important step.

. Pay equity simply put, is a policy which calls for correcting the
practice of paying women less than men for work that requires
comparable skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions.

Pay equity is a method of closing the wage gap between men and
women.

And what essentially pay'equity would do, is put fundamental
fairness. in our law books and in our .check books. And we salute
you for that.

However, our pursuit fOr something so simply put has not been
easy to put into place.

Despifi; the passage of the Equal Pay Act of 1963 and the Civil
Rights Act of. 1964, women still only earn 60 cents to that dollar
that men earn. Two out of every three women are in po-verty.

The insidious persistence of this gap reflects, in large part, the
occupational segregationsome would say the ghettoization-L-of
women into a narrow spectrum of low-paying jobs.

In 1983, about 80 percent of working women were in low-paying,
low-status, deadend jobs in service, retail, factories. These tradition-
al "pink collar" jobs constituted only 20 out of the over 400 occupa-
tions listed by the Census Bureau.

Right now many State and local governments have tried to re-
spond to this issue. My own State has passed a resolution affirming
the.policy of comparable pay for comparable value,.but resolutions
do not mean anything. It is the laws that do it.
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And it is our feeling that if the Federal Government cannot take
the leadership, how then can we challenge the private sector.

Now, Madam ('hair and members of the cqmmittee you are
going to hear a lot of opposition to this bill. The opponents are
going to say a lot of things. The opponents are going to argue that
it is impossible to compare jobs. But the differences can he quanti-
fied according to training, experience, knowledge. decisionmaking.
Objective standards of these are as part of any responsible job obli-
gation. Therefore, it is only reasonable that they he used to com-
pare and-contrast jobs in order to achieve a balanced and just pay
scale.

Opponents will argue that the law of supply and demand will de-
termine salarieskind of supply-side economics in the market-
place. Yet, the critical shortage of nurses has not resulted in fair
compensation for their services. For example, in HSI, a full-time
R.N. earned an average of :i31 per week. This is less than a ticket
agent, an electrician, a drafter, occupations which are held pre-
dominately by men. Yet their responsibilities a-\i education would
warrant comparable pay.

Also, opponents argue that the policy of pa ec lity cannot be im-
plemented bectluse it just cost too much. We ur answer to that
is that it cost a lot to be a woman in our society. By the mere ,fact
of earning less, we will then get less in our pensions: and you and I
know that in fair insurance, insurance has NI been fair, that we
pay more and get less.

But when they say it will cost too much, our opponents must
know that cost is no excuse for discrimination.

In the past, opponents fought against child labor laws because
they said it would cost too much to take 9-year-olds out of sweat-
shops.

Opponents fought against the minimum wage. Opponents fought
against health and safety laws because they said it was too expen-
sive. And we say, that's no reason.

It is time to acknowledge that pay equity is a fundamental civil
rights issue. It is time that sex-based wage discrimination must be
actively outlawed, just like race-based wage discrimination.

The jobs performed by women are vital to the support and the
development of ou society.

Therefore, I ur my colleagues to support these measures which
establish the poll y of pay equity and begin to provide us with that.

And I am ver pleased that shortly you will hear from two very
important wom n on this issue: Joan Mondale who will be speak-
ing on this issu6 and will be introducing a folk hero to us, Glennis
Ter Wisscha of the famous Willmar Eight, the brave women who
made history on pay equity.

I thank you very much and look forward to working. with you on
this legislation.

Ms.pAKAR. Thank you very much, Barbara.
Our next witness i4.Congresswonlan KaptugAs a member of the

Ohio delegation, I was always a little bit lonely until Marcy came.
She is the second woman from Ohio, and she is a leader in issues
that relate not only to women, but to the business community and
others.
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I am very proud of you. Marcy, and want to thank you very
much for being here today.

STATEMENT OF' 110N. MARCY 'APTER, .OREVRESENTATIVE IN
. CONGRESS Flt( THE STATE OF' 011.10

Ms. KArrt,R. Thank you, Madam. Chairwoman and members of
the committee. I think that I want, as my colleagues have, to thank
you for your continuing sensitive and practical leadership in this
important issue of pay equity.

And. Madam Chairwoman, I y ould like to say that, it is interest-
ing that j,;-ou and I represent . 10 p6rcent of the women in Con-
gress Wing just from one State; and there are so few.of u I think
that was one of the things that surprised me when I got here.

I would like to express tilt' strong support for the two bills before
us. In preparing for today's romarks I went back to the oversight
hearings that were recently held on the issue of equal pay for work
of comparable value. And I' found a quote from Margaret Meade
that I would like to reread into the record in which she says as a
teacher to the world, really:,

Thew an. village-; in w,hich iron fish and women v.tive. and in which.women fish
and men weave lint in ithotv type of village, the work done by the mien is valued
higher than the work doney the women

And, I think that is why we are here today.
The women have made tremendous strides in tlae past 20 years

in their participation in the work force. It is increasingly clear that
participation is not enoumh for women to assume their rightful po-
sition as equal partners in the futureof this country. I think that
there is plenty of room f'or improvement, even in this body, in this
House itself, where there are only 22 women of 435 Members of the
House.

Further, work participation does not necessarily insure economic
prosperity for women workers. The issue extends beyond having
jobs to the nature of the jobs themselves and the compensation re
ceived.

Here in the House as Members we are on an equal footing. But
figures are well known on the double standards that affect ad-
vancement for women on supp(Nt staffS.

Upholding the principle of' eeal pay for equal work is critical to
all women in the work force and it is proper that we begin here. In
particular, women do not receive equitable compensation in two
types of cases.

First, and most blatantly, women performing the same work as
men do not always receive the same compensation.

Second, women are often underpaid because the occupations they
work in are underpaid, relative to other occupations. This wage dlr-. feren I is not based in differences in productivity.

As district court in Washington found last year, and others
have entioned, female State employees were paid less than men
even though their jobs required similar skill, effort; responsibility,
and working conditions. -

. The net result is a substantial wage differential. Women's wages
average about 62 percent of wages for Men. And serious problems

2 ti
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accompany these lower wages. All of us who serve in this Houle
know the people that walk into our offices on a daily basis.

The ...trend toward the feminization of poverty includes many
women who work full time rand, still, they and their families
remain poor.

Both H.R. 4599 and H.R. 5092 would take significant steps
toward solving the problem of wage and equity. H.R. 4599, the Fed-
eral Employee Pay Equity Act oft 1984, would prompt the Federal
Government to take the lead by establishing equitable wages for its
own employees.

Before the Government demands more of private sector compa-
nies, it is appropriate that it uphold the principle of pay equity in
its own companies, including this House.

The second' bill, the Pay Equity Nut of 1984, requires selected
Federal agencies to report actions taken to enforce Federal laws
prohibiting pay discrimination on the basis of,not only sex, but also
on the basis of race, religion, or national origin.

As has been made clear in the past few years, the level of en-
forcement of Federal laws depends on the administration in office.

Pay equity should not be subject to the whim of the politics of
enforcement \OTicials. It is a principle that should be upheld at all
times, and a reporting procedure would help eliminate lax enforce-4.
ment.

I commend the Chair for her leadership in this area. I hope Con-,
gress will move quickly to pass these important bills that promote
economic progress and equity for women. And it has beep a pleas-
ure to appear before you this morning.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you, Congresswoman Kaptur.
Now I would like to recognize one of the distinguished minority

leaders of the full committee,
Mr. Gilman, would you like to make a statement at this time?
Mr. Gii.mAN. Not at this time.
Yls. OAKAR. Thank you very much for being here.
I would like to ask Ctngressman 'foyer if he would like to

present a statement for the record. Congressman Hoyer, of course,
is another fine leader in this area. We are very happy that you
could come for this hearing.

STATEMENT OF HON. STENY II. HOYER, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Mr. HOYER. Thank you very much, Madam Chair. I just turned
tolthe next First Lady, andsaid to her that you will note that
three out of four at the table are from Maryland.

I am very pleased to be here to join you today, Madam Chair. I
am eswcially pleased, having had the proud distinction and honor
of being a memberof y9ur'subcommittee, which you have chaired
so well 'over the years that I have been',inCongress.

In the past 30 years, as you know, 60 percent of the people newly
entering the 14or force in this countryfiave been women. It is an-
ticipated that in each year of the next decade, 1 million additional
women Will join them. More than half are women with children
under 18.
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These official statistics reflect the notion that the so-called flood
of women into the marketplace is a relatively recent phenomena.
The .truth of thee matter, however, is that women have always
worked. They :rust have not always beeNecognized and fairly .com

1 pensated for their labor. .

As far back as 1870, closeto :30 percent of the household.; in Bal-
timore, Md., which Barbara Mikulski represents so well, relied in
some way in female-generated income. By 1900, that number had
risen to -1,0 percent. While the number of women in the compensa-
ble labor Corce has almost doubled in the past 1,1 years, the reason
for t.1 1.s entry has remained rtlatively the sameeconomic necessi-
ty.

Despite the rapid growth of women in the labor force, they still
remain concentrated in certain industries and occupations.-----thN
has been brought out at almost all of the hearings that you have
held, Madam ('hair and they have been eaing.substantially less
than their male counterparts, the rationale and reason for these
hearings and this legislation.

IL Despite the rapid growth of women in the labor force, as I said,
the majority of women. working women, fill only 20 percent of the
.1-11 occupations listed in the census' occupational classification
system, 80 percent in four job fields: Clerical work, service indus-
tries, retail sales, and factories and plant'.k.

Of the it) lowest paid occupatimis, 1; or !10 percent are filled by
women; 8.1 percent of our health aides are women, 85 percent are
nurse's aides, 63 percent are cooks, and 13 percent are foreign la-
borers.

Today the median wage fOr full-time women workers is $12,172.
For full-time men, that figure is $20,1;82. Using these statistics, it
takes women 9 days to gross what men gross in 5 days. And the
Fedetal Government, Madam Chair, is no exception, where the av-
erage salary for men is $30,553, and for women it is $15,579, little
more than half'. 4s

I know that I need not go any further with these statistics. You
know them well, clearly better than most of us in this room. But
they are staggering.

Women are not marginal workers, and can no lo ger be regarded
as a limitless pool of cheap labor. Occupational se negation is ex-
treme and it is persistent. Within the Federal Gove ment, there is
a statistically significant inverse correlation bet een sex andi
salary in the general schedule and equivalent grade.

But it is' not only the Federal Government that shows this segre-
gation. We need go no further than'to make a cursory examination
of the crisis in this country's educational system. The teachers of
this country -have been predominantly women, and as such our
educators have historically been underpaid.

Despite the fact that we entrust the intellectual instruction of
our children to them, despite the requisite skills demanding re-
sponsibilities and extensive training that we demand of our educa-
tors, and because it is an occupation historically filled by women,
teaching has become a second-class job, 'and one vastly underval-
ued.

We are now being forced to see the_long-range effects of this oc-
cupational segregation, as our most qualified and educated women
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look to other more highly paid fields of endeavor. 'Phis phenorne-
non unfortunately and tragically is not unique to education.

More and
by

women are rapidly enl'ering areas previously
dominated by menlaw, medicine, pqlitics onspace exl)loratiifengi-
neeringwb'ere they can be more fairly Ad equitably compensat-
ed. It, of course, is approprilltu that they look to those fields.

But it has had a significant, effect, and has dramatized the under-
,valuing of critical services for clearly comparable worth.
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Sex discrimination is costly in the long run. What we see hap-
pening is that jobs traditionally filled by women, jobs undervalued
precisely for that sole reason, will become harder and harder to "ill
with quality people, as otr top-notch women seek careers that are
more financially rewarding. .

...4 In the landmark school desegregation case, Brown vs. Board of
Edtwation, a unanimous Court stated that segregation and equality
cannot coexist. This applies equally to occupational segregation
which has invariably led to wage discrimination, which brings me
to the real issue that we are confronting today, sbx discrimination.

It is invidious and devastating, and it is pervasive throughout"
our society. We at the Federal- level have an opportunity to do
something about this discrimination, and not only by adopting
needed legislation which this committee is considering.

We must begin as the Chair has with our 'Federal system. We
1. must look at the Federal classification system, and make a position

to position comparison of cross-classification group lines. The ed-
eral Government should be a model for others to follf5w. Th s is
true as well for our State and county governments.

Putting an end to exploitation clearly will not be without its
costs. Pay equity is a difficult issue. We'.are confronted with an ad-
ministration' intent on diluting the scope and strength of existing
civil right:( laws, and one that has steadily retreated from enforce,.
ment of those laws.

But obstacles must not and cannot be a consideration in prompt. -,.
ing and enforcing civil rights. Madam Chair, by assuming the lead-,
ership role in promoting paequity and by vigorously pursuing the
inequities resulting from discriminatioh. in our society, you are
proving that the barriers will be and must be overtaken, the course
made smooth and less difficult by your efforts.

,

I am certain that with your leadership and commitment, and the
leadership and commitment °kali here today, that we will succeed.
The bottom line on the-issue of equal paysfor comparable work is
nothing more and nothing less than the issue of equal rights for
women, and indeed equal rights for all people.

Thank you very much, Madam Chair, for this opportunity to
4...appear before you on this important issue.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much, Congressman. The Chair
would like to thank allogf her colleagues for coming today.

As I mentioned, we asked another candidate to be present and he
was not able to make it. But we want to make it clear that we did
invite the President to be here as well.

I want to thank Mrs. Jacqueline Jackson for being here today. I
know that you join us today to talk about the important issue of
pay equity for women, as you workas well as Mrs. Mondaletire-
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lessly to enter the most exclusive female-domilwite chipation of
them all, the First Lady.

. And I should add that we do hope siTmeday to make that job cate-
gory one that includes men as well. I am delighted by your person-
ol concern and commitment to thi issue. Our Nation's history
sparkles with examples of First Lathe such A Eklanor Roosevelt,
who have been activists in the White !louse, conscious vf the need
for economic justice, the arts,'humanitieA, and most importantly,
fail-miss and dectmCy for.all Americans,,

Mrs. Jackson, the area of civil rights is certain! iv stranger to
you. But I wanted to mention how grateful t how( air is /or yOur
activities. You have been actively involved in p wting Nluality
for all Arm7ricans since you attended high schoo n Virginia. You'
have a degree in psychology .and' sociology giving you an under-
standing of pay equality for women. I am certain that ",'61],r testimo-,
ny will highlight a side of the working woman's plight that is very
,often ignored.

We know that yow have a certain time restriction: and I am
going to ask my colleagues to respect that. We would like to have
you pi-esent your statement in any manner that is most comforta-
ble for you. Thank you very much for being here.

' STATFMENT OF JACQUELENE JAC1(.40N

Ms. JACKSON. Thank you. First, I must apologize because I had
intended to be available for questions. But due to a death in my
family, I must leave shortly. afterward.

Nevertheless, Madam ChairpOrson and members of the Subcorn-,
mittee on Compensation and Employee Benefits, I am .Jacqueline
Jackson, and I welcome this opportunity to appear today on behalf
of my husband's campaign.

One of the *most vital and key messages of my husband's cam-
paign for the Presidency is that the rights,of all of the people stand
or fall together. I open my comments this morning with one impor-
tant illustration of our continuing and urgelit need to change the
inequitable conditions that women face.

It is the Justice Department's recent and temporary successful
attempt to narrow the scope of enforcement of title 9 which pro-
tects American women from sex discrimination in education. The IP
Justice Department went after the very language in title 9 which
would do maximum damage to all of the other lags protecting
groups against race, handicap, and age discrimination as well as
sex discrimination. .

My husband has endorsed the civil rights clarification bill to be-
-announced this week, that. if passed will end the damage wrought
by.the present administration in the Grove City case.

When I learned that you were holding hearings on pay equity,
the words came to mind again of a great woman who was a fighter
for civil rights and who led thk 19.64 fight for equality in the Demo-
cratic Party. I am speaking of Fanny Lou Haymer, who spoke the
truth and spoke it from her heart.

She said, "I am sick and tired of just bei.pg sick and tired." To
sum up what Ms. Haymer said about her feelings, sli was refer-
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ring to issues constantly being discussed dither than being re-
solved.

I am here today to speak about dollars and equality in the spirit
of Fanny Lou Ilaymw. Let us cease the di;;ctiiision of this inequal-
ity, and let us begin to resolve this issue immediately.

My husba,ndand I have devoted our lives to the fight for"justice,
equality, and ri peaceful world. As a daughter of sharecroppers, I
am familiar with the sight of men and women working side by Bide
in the fields. I have from my childhood days in Florida been associ-
ated with life's beauty, pain, hopes, dreams, and struggle. I know
the history of people in poverty, people who are trying desperately
to maintain a household. My authority for speaking here today is
rooted in my womanhood. And the history of the people who have
always worked and received little or no pay.

I am the mother of five children. I know intimately the joy and
anger, anguish of watching one's children grow with the ceiling to
their aspirations and no floors to their despair. I am drenched with
they knowledge of the sutTering of people: Men, women, and chi!,
dren.

We have struggled for our dignity from the first day that we ar-
rived on these shores as America's free labor force. .

I am aware of this historic fact that women of color in Ameicrt
have experienced the triple burden of working in servitude, work-
ing in the family, and wokinrn the work foke.

I am painfully conscious of the fact that women-14 beers perse-
vering so long for dignity. WIilx_women must struggle in this coun-
try. the,childen suffer. A naRon's greatness can be measured by
how it treats its worn . All of its women regardless of their diver-
sity.

The character of a nation is measured by the attention given to
the sufferipg of the young.

Our struggle for dignity has taken place on the farms, in the
homes, in the streets, and in the legislature. Blacks and Hispanic
women have shouldered disproportionally the burden of menial
jobs in this society with the accompanying bereefits of low pay and
long hours.

These women often had to work just to keep their families intact.
More families headed by women raising young children are experi-
encing a steady decline in their economic status.

This, combined with race discrimination an sexism, is the labor
market. And this labor market has locked women out at best into a
combination of welfare and marginal work.

As we witness a significant rise in the number of female heads of
household, we must ask what becomes of a woman raising a family
alone.'Sh becomes: another victim of poverty. Po,vety that, is in-
creasingly becoming equated with onegender done. We call this
phenomenon the feminization of poverty..

One in every three families headed by women live in poverty.
Female heads of household represent 15 percent of all families, but
half of all poor families; 18 out of the 20 lowest paid occupations
are occupied predominantly by women. Older women and women
of color are especially disadvant4e

The Federal Government is the largest employer of women. But
imGoverninent, again, wotmen are constantly traded in traditional-
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ly female jobs, which represents 76 percent of the lowApaid posi-
tigns. And while there are approximately 6 million wolitien work-
ers, 7i percent of them are single, widowed, divorced, or married to
men who earn less than $10,000 a year.

Let us lOok for a moment at disparities in income. White women
,,,earn 60 cents for every dollar earried liy white men. Black women
earn 51i cents; and Hispanic, women earn 52 percent. The medium
income f)i. black children under the age of ti with working mot(hers
is two-thirds that of white children. Black children's mothers work
an average of 37.8 hours per year longer and receive less money.
70.1 percent of all black children live in families who ?;e incomes are
less than twice t e poverty level. Most of this Nation's poor are
white. .

As we confroi the issues of pay equities, it is important for us to
link this with tl e inequalities of work fair. This new ideilifid its
beginning in the misconception that people enter the welfare
system to escape from earning a living by working. The poor are
forced into the welfare system out of necessity to survive; the ne-
cessity to survive.

The rise and the need fl3trublic assistance is a byproduct of the
sorry state of the economy, the impact of which is felt most acutely
by poor women.

The issues of work fair and pay equities are interrelated. It is
providing women who are stuck at the bottom, and confined to tra-
ditional female jobs. It is forcing them to move to public assistance.
I assure you this is not the answer.

Every woman's labor must be fairly compensated. Work fair does
not work and it is not fair. We have the utmost faith in our
Nation. If only it can find the courage to deal honestly with the
problems which America faces.

Therefore, I appear here today to support H.R. 4599; and H.R.
5092, in the hope that passage of these two bills will correct these
inequities too long ignored and right these injustices which ad-
versely impact on women.

It is our position that pay equity for all workers is and will
remain one of the dorilinant issues of the 1980's. It underscores the
issue of equality for all women.

The Federal Government has a responsibility to take the lead in
erasing the inequities by setting the foundation for parity, that
must be applied in the private sector.

The issue of' adequate job evaluation is critical for job parity.
We support this position of the National Committee for Pay

Equity on evaluating job categories by using 'a point system to com-
pare salary levels. Comparable worth is emerging as a fact bf life.
The fairness principle is embedded in this movement, and it cannot
be ignored.

We applaud those States and local governments that have al-,
ready taken the stand in favor of pay equity, whether due to volun-
tary initiative or to citizen demand. Such efforts prove that support
from all sectors of our society is and will be key in dismantling
work -force segregation to the benefit of us all. Just as Fanny Lou
Haymer challenged injustice, we must.continue to do so. In the cer-
tain knowledge that as we improve conditions for women, we are
building a better America.
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I am gra frill for this opportunity to be with you this morning.
Thank y u very. such.
Ms. OA !"*Tha you very much, Mrs. Jackson, for your elo-

quent and moving stt tement. The Chair and members of the com-
mittee are very grat I to you and Reverend Jackson for your ap-
pearance here today

Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mrs. Joan Mondale, who is represe Vice

President Mondale.
Joan, if you would Ihke to come forward. It is the ('hair's under-

standing that you are accompanied by Glendis Ter Wissc.ha, who is
a modern day hero to some of us. We are very happy to have you
here.

Joan, many of your friends and admirers, including the people in
Cleveland that you helped so much in the area of arts, call you
Joan of Art. We think that you have made ra great contribution to
the growth of the arts and humanities. Your leadership in that has
been truly outstanding.

You have also been a leader in an issue that affects all women
the issue of fairness.

We are grateful that you could come today and bring Glennis
with you.

Joan, you may proceed in any way that is most comfortable.
Thank you very much f'or being here.

STATEMENT OF' JOAN A. MONDALE

Mrs. MONDALE. Thank you. Thank you, ChairwoMan Oakar. It is
an honor for me to appear before your subcommittee this morning,
focusing on pay equity.

You are addressing an issue of deep personal commitment on
FritzLpart and my part, because pay equity is one of the most fun-
darnental issues of economic justice in our time.

More than 20 years ago, whtn Congress uQacted the Equal Pay
Act, the average full-time woman worker errned about $0.60 for
every dollar earned by a man. And since then we have sent astro-
nauts to the Moon and we have cracked the genetic code. But we
have riot narrowed the gender gap in the wages of American work-
ors.. r.

Today, we must address this fundamental breach Of economic jus-
tice. And the bills that you are considering would require the Fed-
eral Government, our Nation's largest employer, to abide by its
own laws. They would have a tremendous impact on the over 1 mil-
lion women- who work for the Federal Government. And it would
be the first step toward changing the policies of private einploye,rs.

These bills would build upon othpr recent steps . toward pay
equity. As Vice President, Fritz was proud to have worked for the
passage of the Civil Service Reform Act, which required equal pay
for work of equal value in Federal jobs. And he,was proud to work
for the signing of the Executive order that prohibited gender-based
discrimination by Federal contractors.

And in his Presidential campaign, my husband has also proposed
-a 5-point plan that would continue his fight f'or pay equity. His
plan includes:

J
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First, directing the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
to publish guidelines on what constitutes gender-based wage dis-
c 'imination;

pd, appointing people to the EEOC, Department of Justice,
4;fice of Federal Contract Compliance, people committed to
suity;

irecting that the Federal wage scale be reviewed to elimi-
nate discrimination;

Fourth, establishing a Federal pay equity clearinghouse; and,,
last, perhaps most important,

Fifth, making the Oval Office a place a moral leadership on the
subject of pay equity.

Pay equity is a family issue and it is a poverty issue. It is an
aging issue, because retirement benefits are often based on wages.
And it is a racial issue, because black and hispanic working
women are plagued by poverty far more often than men or white
women. But, above all, it is an issue of human dignity.

There is no one in America more qualified to address., this last
point thdn the next witness, Glennis Ter Wisscha. Ste is one of the
Willmar Eight. A group of eight Minnesota women so outraged by
the injustices of wage discrimination ththey sacrificed their jobs,
their livelihoods, and 4 years of their lives to fight.

In today's hearings you have heard a lot of statistics and expla-
nations, but I doubt if you will hear anything more compelling
than what Glenn is Ter Wisscha has to say this morning.

Hers is a story of millions of American women who must suffer
the pain of being paid less than they know they are worth.

As a woman, and as the mother of a daughter who has just start-
ed her career, and as someone who has talked to thousands of
women du4-ing this last year all across the country, I applaud your_
efforts as the first step. toward insuring that the story of the Will-
mar Eight will not be repeated.

Thank you.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank you, Mrs. Mondale.
And, Glennis, we would be happy to hear from you at this time.

0

STATEMENT OF GLENNIS TER WISSCHA

W. TER W1SSCHA. Thank you, Joan. And thank you, Chairwoman
Oakar.

If I start booming as I get excited, please let me know.
OAKAR. That is all right. You can boom all that you want.

Ms. TER W1SSCHA. Thank you. I am very honored to testify before
the subcommittee today on an issue of tremendous concern to me
and to American women all over, and that is pay equity.

I would like to tell you a little something about my experiencq,
with this issue, and I will be able to answer, hopefully, all the ques-
tions you may have for me later.

As Mrs. Mondale told you, I am from Willmar, Minn. I was born
there; brough up near there, and after I graduated from high
school, I worked there. And I guess that is where the story really
begins.

In October 1976, when I was 18, I interviewed for a job at the
Citizens National Bank in Willmar. I got the,job for $100 a week
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gross salary. That was not much money, but then again, none of
the women at the bank earned'that much. Irene Wallen, who had
had almost 20 years of banking experiencerWas grossing ,$565- a
month.

After I had worked there for 1 month, the bank hired a new em-
ployee. A man.. Although, he had absolutely no banking experience,
they hired him at a salary of $700 gross a month.

The bank president told us-that we would train the new employ-
ee, and once ,he had learned everything that'we had to teach him,
he would become one of our new bosses. None of us had been given
the 'chance to apply for this position. I did not mind it so much for
myself, I had only worked there 1 month, but I was concerned
about the other women; most of whom had worked in that bank for
many years.

I complained about it to my mother, who worked in a bank in
the early 1950's, and she said, "But, Glennie," she said, "it was
that way when I was in the bank, and it will probably be that way
forever. And I. guess that is really when I started to get angry.

I did not want to have to live in a future where, should I have a
daughter, I would have to tell her at some point: "But, dear, that is
the way it has always been, and that is the way it always will be."
I thought how I would feel if she came home and cried on my
shoulder about this same .problem. I could not tell her that I had
been in the same position and did not do anything about it.

So, with the other women I filed a lawsuit in mid-November
1976. We did not think of ourselves as feminist. To us at that point,
feminists were radicals and we did not want to be that.

We were optimistic. Looking back, I would say naive about our
chances. We thought it would take us 1 month to get a decision
down from the EEOC. But as delay followed delay, we realized that
it might take years. -

We decided that the only true way to fight was to organize a
union, so we could negotiate a nondiscrimination clause in our con-
tract.

We had our union election in May; and in June we started nego-
tiations. Looking back at it now, I think that the bank decided that
beating us would not be enough. They wanted to literally humiliate
us.

The chairman of the board read a newspaper during negotiations
and during our bargaining sessions. And the sessions, first negotia-
tions, and then mediations, dragged on and on. Meanwhile at the
bank, things were getting worse.

The nonunion tellers worked all day in the indoor teller win-
dows, while the union tellers were assigned to work at the drive-up
window. It was not insulated, and temperatures inside the windows
dropped 20° from the inside temperatures.

We filed 16 unfair labor practice complaints before we decided to
strike. We struck on December 16, 1977. I do not know how many
of you have ever experienced a Minnesota winter. But to say that
it is cold is being quite reserved.

Ms. OAKAR. I am from Cleveland, I understand.
Ms. TER WISSCHA. This particular winter of 1977 and 1978 set all

new records for wind chills, which were probably broken in the
winter of 1983-84. But we decided, the eight of us, that the strike
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was our jolt, and that we would be on that job every minute that
the bank was )pen.

1:14)-e eight o us would start to work at 8 in the 'morning, and 9
same ofus. would take a half-hour break sitting in a car that we
kept running in front of the bank getting ready for our next shift.
Then we would go back on the line and so on.

When the wind chill temperatures ilropped to 75 degres below
zero, our eyes would freeze shut. An on our shift, we would have
to thaw them out with the palms of ottr hands. So it went until the
bank closed at 5:30. And so it went day after day through the
winter and into the spring when our NLRB hearing was delayed.
And ultimately through the summer, fall, and winter until the
NLRB handed down its decision in he spring of 1979.

I will talk about that decision in a moment. But first I want to
talk about what kept us going. Part o it was our confidence in the
system. We were Sure that we were rig t, and we believed that we
would get justice.

A lot of it was just plain pure anger. ere n d at the bank
for refusing 'to' see our case. We were mad at the cabs that they
hired to do our work, and mad most of ail at the ystem that al*
lowed it to happen.

But what kept us going mo of all was inside of s, we each felt
a bit, of pride and outrage, a sen. that we would vindicated and
that justice would prevail. We had ittle else. AV ad no money, we
had no jobs, nothing but our picket line, our pride and each other.

If we had given them up, we would have lost everything. So
there was not any way that we t}ould quit. But it was not just our
pride that was at stake, but it was the pride of women all over the
country. As the newspapers picked up our story, it seemed that.ev-
eryday that we would get letters saying, hang in there, you are
fighting for me, too.

I still remember the letter that we got from a woman working in
a bank, in Georgia. She told me that the conditions were just as bad
there where she was, but that 'she could not afford to lose her job
by organizing and inevitably striking.

Her letter was full of rage, pain, and frustration. The sense that
ai)1 injustice had been done to her, but that her hands had been
tied. She was so frightened that she would lose her job that she
counted on, that she did not even sign her name. After five pages,
she signed it anonymous.

We were frightened, too, but at least We had each other. When
one of us had a bad day, the other 'seven would pick us up.
Through the 18 months that we were on strike, we never broke
down at the same time until the NLRB made its decision and we
lost.

The NLRB ruled that the bank practices were not the cause of
the strike. Of the 16 unfair labor -practices, only 2, 1 of them that
the bank had failed to invite 'Union personnel to a company picnic,
were upheld.

The bank was only forced to post a notice on the bulletin board
for 60 days saying that they would not discriminate against union
personnel in the future, and to later by attrition to pffer us back
our jobs by seniority. That is when we all cried.

3



We dossed out the word strike'on our picketIsigns, and bannered
the bank for months afterward, so that everyone in the community
would know that the bank was guilty of unfair labor practices, but
it did not matter. The people in Willmar just knew that we had
lost. And in a way, of course, we had technically.

But the funny thing is we won. Another bank in Willmar orga-
nized not long ngo, and it went smoothly and quietly. I got called
back to work at Citizen's National. in October 1980. And to my sat-
isfaction, I resigned soon after.

But most important, we were proud about what we did. I would
do it again. And I think that I could comfortably say that the other
woen would, also. We had absolutely nothing in common. We
span more than 20 years, practice different religions, came from
different backgrounds.

The only thing that we found to have in common was that we
worked at Citizen's National Bank, and we were women. We also
had pride. And that is probably the only thing that survived.

Far too many women have been forced to give up, and I guess
that is why I am here today. I am speaking not for just myself
here, but for every woman 'who is in indignity of being paid less
than she is worth.

Millions of American women will never have college degrees nor
professional jobs. For them work means the daily grind in offices,
factories, hospitals, and schools. But they deserve the pride that
comes from doing a job well and being paid fairly. They deserve
their pride in themselves.

Today with these hearings, you are beginning to recognize the
claims of pride. Walter Mondale, whose wife Joan introduced me
here today, has made the fight for pay equity a central issue in his
campaign. The issue is justice, nothing more, and nothing less.

I stillikelieve after the experiences that justice can and will be
done. I thank you.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, we want to thank you for your very important
testimony, because yourself experienced the pain and indignity of
not being treated fairly. And for you to come forward is very im-
portant. to this committee.

I will ask my colleagues to limit their questions to about 2 min-
utes each, because of the time restraints of the witnesses.

Mr. Bosco, do you have any questions?
Mr. Bosco. Thank you, Madame Ch Irma have no questions. I

simply want to express my gratitude to M s. Mondale and Ms. Ter
Wisscha for very fine testimony that I am ure that we will keep in
mind as we review this legislation.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you. Mr. Gilman.
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Madam Chair. I want to thank the wit-

nesses for appearing here today.
I would like to ask, Glennis, just what did EEOC do with regard

to your case, how effective were they?
Ms. TER WISSCHA. Well, the lawsuit initially involved 11 women.

The total back pay allotted to us by the EEOC was $111700. That
had to do with injustices dating back 20 years. The EEOC was basi-
cally the monetary result. It had no effect on our negotiations nor
on our strike. They were two separate issues.

I
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However, during negotiations, we did sign an out-of-court settle-
ent with the EEOC in an attempt to get a contract. It obviously
'd not work. .

Eorc.?GlI.MAN. At what point did yqu sign the agreement with

Ms. TER WiActiA. Well-
Mr. CTi.mAN. How long after you filed i complaint'?
Ms. TER WISSCHA. At this point, I would say that it was very

rapid. We filed a complaint in October 1976, and we signed off on
it, I believe, in November or December of 1978.

Mr. GII.MAN. And thereafter, there was not any further activity
by EEOC, is that correCt?

Ms. TER WISSCHA. That is correct.
Mr. Gi.mAN. But that was at your own voluntary action?
Ms. TER WISSCHA. Yes. ,

t Mr. GII.MAN. As far as you know, did the EEOC respond in an
expeditious manner in handling your case?

Ms. TER WISSCHA. Well, sir, we do have some complaints . tout
the way that the EEOC handled our particular case. It was ,svious
that the attorney that was given to us by the EEOC had been sub-
jected to quite a few pressures. She and I had gotten into quite a
few verbal arguments over the telephone.

And at one point she said, "How do you expect me to get a settle-;
ment when the bank is sitting across the desk from me, and calls
are coming over from all over the country telling us to settle?"
And I got-a very desperate feeling from her as far as her responsi-
bility.

We did bring it up to Eleanor Holmes Norton, who was at that
time the head of EEO. And she wrote us back' a letter saying that
after reviewal of the case, she felt that it was a fair and equitable/settlement. And we left it at that.

Mr. GII.MAN. Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much. Mr. Leland.
Mr. LELAND. Thank you very much, Madam Chair. I really ap-

preciate the testimony. I feel rather empathetic with you. At one
point, I worked at a can company, and I refused to do a job that I
was not classified to do minutes before it was time for me to go
home. .

It took 9 months for the union to finally settle the problem with
the company. However, they refused to give me back pay,,so I told
them where to take the job.

Ms. OAKAR. And here You are.
Mr. LELAND. "And here I am. I will fix them. [Laug
Your testimony is rather compelling. I really appreciate it. 1 am

really happy that all of you could come hOre today, particularly in
the middle of your campaigns to be First Lady, to dramatize what
it is that women are seeking, that justice is what you are talking
about.

I mink that we need to address this issue at all times, not just at
campaign time, until there is equality- for all people.

Mrs. Mondale, I would like to ask you one question. If we pass
the ERA, would we still have to sit here and hear problems such as
those we are hearing today?

35-003 0 84 - 3
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Mrs. MONDALE. I -think that the equal rights amendment and pay
equity go hand in hand. Equal rights is translated into equal pay
for work of comparable value.

Mr. LELAND. Well, the reason that I ask the question is terribly
partisan. I apologize to my colleagues on my left, my far left if you
will, if I insult them by being so partisan, but I am very disgusted
at the fact that this President will support the 1,1A and will not
support pay equity for women. He has.created an environment that
istather contrary to the interests of equality Ad justice.

I know that you agree with me, and you do not have to respond.
I am just so proud that you would be .here today doing what youtare doing.

..

Thank you, Madam Chair.
MS. OAKAR. Thank you very much.
Mr. Albosta, you are a member of the committee, Would you like

to make a brief statement, and perhapS ask a question? Thank you
for being here.

Mr. AimosTA. Thank you very much, Madam Chairperson. I feel
very honorqd .to be here today. Because the Subcommittee on
Human Resources is also looking into the question of equity for
women. Not only equity in pay, but equity in, employees in the Fed-
eral Government being RIF'd, whether the job opportunities are
given to that group of people, whether our human resources withinrrthe Federal Govern ent are treating women fairly.

And I appreciate ery much listening to your Mrs. Mondale, tell-
ing about the plan that your, husband has. I wish him all of the
success in the world. I hope that he gets to implement that.

But more than that, I think that the case in Minnesota where,
the lady stood up and was countedis the kind of action that I think
moves Convess, moves people in the Nat-ion to believe more that
women sKuld have those equal opportunities and those equal pay
opportunies that go with that.

And to all of you, I just want to commend you. I do not have any
particular questions. But I would like to ask the chairperson for
unanimous consent to enter my statement into the record at this
point.

Ms. OKAR. Without objection.
Mr. ALBOSTA. Thank you.

-,, [The statement of Mr. Albosta follows:]

STATEMKNT OF CONt ;RF,SSMAN DON Mammy,

Madam Chair, thank you for the opportunity to present this statement to the sub-
committee today. I commend you for continuing to demonstrate your leadership on
the issue of equal pay for comparable work.

The Subcommittee on Human Resources, which I chair, has worked closely with
your subcommittee, in an effort to determine the causes for lower pay i,n occupa-
tions which are predominantly held by women. The Post Office and Civil Service
Committee is particularly concerned with pay equity in the public sector, and I be-
liede Federal Government should play a leading role, as an employer, in the
struggle to achieve equal pay for women.

Last March, I joined you, and a numr of our. colleagues, in requesting that the
General Accounting' Office (GAO) condubeN an in-depth review of pay equity in the
Federal government. I believe that this study will help clarify the causes of inequi-
ties in pay for women, and determine how evaluation and classification systems

.11 in the Federal government may he improved, to eliminate these inequities. As
y u know, GAO has already completed a portion of this study, which examined re-
vi d classification standards for Federal librarians. GAO isnow reviewing several

1.)
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Federal evaluation and Classification systems, as well as systems used in the private
sector and by State governments. I am hopeful that we will be able to determine,
from this portion of the study, when biases exist in evaluating positions held mostly
by women.

The Subcommittee on lunpin Resources also has jurisdiction over reductions-in-
force, which may result From agency reorganizations or contract conversions, and I
am concerned about the effect of RIFs on wonieu in public service positions. As you
know, many agencies are now reviewing the possibility of contracting out Federal
libraries, and other activities employing many women. I believe the legislation you
are considering Tor pay equity in both the public and private sectors, will help
ensure that women who are involuntarily separated from the Civil Service can re-
ceive equal pay for similar positions in the private sector.

I look forward to'continuing our work on the issue of pay equity for Federal work-
ers. With tire 'GAO study and the hearings you are holding this week, I believe our
Committee is taking the first steps necessary to ensure that women in the Civil
Service receive the financial benefits commensUrate with their work product and
qualifications.

Ms. OAKAR. GlenniS, if I could just ask you one quick question.
You went through that ordeal. Obviously, you are close to the MOn-
dale family, or you would not be on the same panel.

What advice are you going to give to Vice President Mondale
and Mrs. Mondale to remedy the pay inequity among women.
What specific advice can you give them?

Ms. TER WISSCHA. I guess in reading over the literature that I
have gained from various people on Mr. Mondale's stand on pay
equity, I find that he is very, very much educated in that area, and
I am not sure that there is much that I can say that could add to
his knowledge at this point.

However, I think that whatever happens and whatever thought
comes in in relation to pay equity, tRat the consideration for cost of
its implement be put aside in any able way. The question of how
much justice costs makes me really embarrassed that it should
even have to be raised.

It is a fact that women have been paid inequitably for thousands
and thousands of years. I do. not think that anyone expects an im-
mediate remedy. But I think that it is something that should be
expected and anticipated for.

Ms. OAKAR. Joan, how do you se the Mondale Presidency imple-
menting fairness for more than 50 percent of this county 's popula-
tion in the area of pay equity?

Mrs. MONDALE. I think that there is a certain amoun of moral
leadership that can be exerted to set a standard.

I think closer attention to budget considerations, to pieces of leg-
islation that affect women and affect their ability to raise their
families.

At one time Fritz had a family-impact statement which he pro-
posed be attached to each piece of legislation that was passed by
the Houses of Congress, which I think is a very good reminder of
how often unwittingly laws are passed that really damage the
family or cl4mage a woman's ability to support the family.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you.
I want to thank all of you very much for coming. We know this

is a busy time for you, and we know that your schedule necessi-
tates that you leave at this time.

I know Judy Goldsmith is here from NOW, and the NEA presi-
dent and all your good friends. But the Chair would like to extend
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to you the courtesy of thanking you and asking you to stay, if you
can. If you cannot, we understand.

Thank you very much. ,
Our next witness is representing candidate Gary Hart. Last

night we found out that. Mrs. Lee Hart was unable- to attend. But I
cannot think of a better representative to substitute for Lee and
Gary, than Lee's sister, Martha Keyes, who was one of the distin-
guished people in this.Congress for many years

Martha, if you would just come forward. Representative Keyes,
as a Member of Congress, personally worked tirelessly, on behalf of
women.

I had the pleasure of working closely with Martha on another
issue that is interrelated to pay equity, social security.' There is a
thumb rule that says, if you are paid poorly when you are younger,
you are bound to be poor when you ftirw,older.

Martha, we are delighted that you are able to be here. I know
that if' I could not make jn engagement, I would certainly'send my
sister, Helen.

Thank you for taking the. time to be here.
Martha, yell know more than anyone, the rules around here. You

can proceed according to whatever is most comfortable for you.

STATEMENT OF' MARTH KEYES, FORMER REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS ROM THE STATE OF' KANSAS

Ms. KEYES. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. And it is a delight
to be here. And if I could speak personally first, I want to thank
you for what you are doing in this hearing to bring attention to
this.

I think the idea of inviting the Presidential candidates to come
themselves or be represented herci is wonderful; and the evidence
of the extra attention that you have been able to bring to this
matter is all around us/

It has been a treat or me to be able to hear both Mrs. Jackson,
Mrs. Mondale, and particularly to have the special additional testi-
mony of Glennis, and the record of her history which we all
watched on the television dramatization and had the good fortune
to hear again today. It certainly giv 'dded impetuous to this very
important subject.

I am 4flighted to be here to estify on behalf of. Senator Gary
Hart. Anki he and Lee and I were talking about this as recently as
2 days ago. There was still some ought that he might be able to
come; he wanted very much to come himself as he did 2 years ago
when he testified before yolar committee on this very issue.

As a matter of fact, he asked me to do it, and -I am delighted to
bring you his remarks, which he has made in the context of being a
Presidential candidate.

It is very clear that his record in the Senate as well as his record
in this campaign has emphasized the fact that there is no more irn,
portant issue before us than the issue of pay equity, both in the
Federal sector of employment as well as in the public and private
sector work places throughout the country.

It is interesting that this President of this administration has
consistently characterized the record of his administration in terms
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of what he has done to restore the economy to bolster the Ameri-
can family, and to return to a higher standard of morality. But his
words really carry a ring of incredible. hypocrisy for about 48 mil-
lion working women in the United States. Because they know that
there is no greater moral issue in this country than the institution-
alized wage discrimination against women and minorities.

They know that there is no greater family issue than the poverty ii
that is forced on families headed by

9

women by a sex-segregated
system of employment.

And they know that, there is no greater economic issue then
simple pay equity. And their right to be compensated for their
work based on skills, responsibilities, and effort and working condi-
tions, rather than on sex or color.

)4,1 They know that the Reagan record on these issues is one of pur-
poseful failure to lead. Purposeful failure to respond to needs. And
purposeful failure to enforce the law.

In the last 30 years a number of women in the. labor force has
more than doubled. The number of men has increased only a quar-
ter. And, yet, the basic ratio of female-to-male earnings has re-
mained the same. .

It is clear that the responsibilities of women have changed drasti-
cally. Nearly 75 percent -of the. women are single, divorced, or
living with someone who makes less than $15,000 per year. But
though we have assigned more than equal responsibilities to-tii- women, we do not pay them wages that are equivalent to those
paid to men.

The result is that 49 percent of female-headed households are
below the poverty line. And in the last 20 years the number of per-
sons in poor families headed by women of color has increased by
more than 50 percent. .

I would like for you to notice the chart, which I think portrays
very pictorially the statistics that are important to us that have
really been stated by so many of the witnesses` today.

From 1953 to 1983, the number of women in the labor force has
increased..A little over 19 million, it originally was in 1953; and

-..,,,,now it is over 48 million. The percentage of women working in-
creased from 34 percent to 53 percent. The yercentage of working,
married women with children under 6 grew from 15.5 percent to an
amazing 50 percent. And the number of households maintained by
females increased from 4 million in 1953 t6 10 million in 1983.

These statistics represent fundamental changes in both the labor
4, market and in the roles of women in pur society. And, yet, during

this same 30-year period women's earnings, as a percentage of
Men's earnings, actually decreased from 63.9 percent to 61 percent.

With this recalcitrant wage gap,-it is no surprise that having .

job is far less likely to protect a woman than a man from poverty.

2 Looking at the 1982 Census Bureau figures in the second chart,
you can see that 22 percent of households headed by working
women, wcitnen with jobs, are poor.

And when you look at only the families with childre# headed by
Working women, 229 percent are poor. You can compare that to a 6-
percent poverty rate overall for fat-tithes where the head of the
household works, but is not a woman.
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These figure transfer into a stark reality in which the woman
heading a family is nearly six times more likely to he poo. than a
man.

A black woman heading a family is 10 times more likely to be
poor than a white man.

And a Hispanic woman 11,times moreikely.
It is important to look at the Reagan administration's response

to this kind of progress. The landMark Supreme Court decision in
the Gunt..er case opened the book to pay equity through new litiga-
tion nearly 3 years ago. But it is a door that has collected cobwebs
while standing ajar waiting on an administration *unwilling to help
working women cross the threshold to nondiscriminatory earnings.

The response of the EEOC tv Gunther was what it calls an inter-
im policy to provide their field staff with guidelines on the process-
ing of wage discrimination charges.

Three years later EEOC has yet to promulgate permanent guide-
lines or a plan for testing the parameters of title VII.

The'interim'guidelines have be'en reviewed over and o4 but
are not being followed by EEOC. And most EEOC field staffers do
not even-know that they exist.

The EEOC under thi administration has not filed a single pay
equity legal action under title VII. Only in the last month in re-
sponse to congressional hearings has the EEOC even begun, to con-
sider the pile up of' charges that have been filed since the Panther
decision.

Even worse, the Justice Department has threatened to rot ack
gains won by working womilki, through litigation.

Assistant Attorney. General for Civil Rights, William B dford
Reynolds, announced opposition to, the historic Wdshington State
pay equity decision earlier this year without even reading The trans
scripts of' the case.

As arNernployer, the Federal Government has taken absolutely
no steps to eliminate bias in its pay system, even though the wage
gap in the federal sector is a known fact with women earning less
than 63 percent of the wages men earn. Men who work for the Fed-
eral Government.

In fact, L believe you were part of the committee, Madame Chair-
person, .which found in examining the relationship between the
percentage..of men in an occupation in the Federal sector, and the
average salary of that occupation, each additional percentage point
of men in the job category increased the average annual earnings
by $176.00.

Furthermore, affirmative action regulations, those that we had
under the Office of Federal Contract Compliance program, which
prohibit race and sex discrimination by Federal contractors have
been eliminated.

Fortunately, the various States, of our union are not all con-
trolled by this administration. Seventeen of those States have un-
dertaken job evaluation studies of their civil service systems. More
than half of the States have conducted extensive research into the
source of wage discrimination. Other States have approached the
need for pay equity with creative legislation and 'policy solutions.
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Many, many labor unions are bargaining successfully for pay .

equity, and are providing the funds and the expertise for more and
more legal actions.

It is possible and it is being done, but it is being done without the
help of the Federal Government. It is unthinkable, given the need
and The demand for pay equity that our Nation's largest employer
and the chief enforcer of our laws is providing no leadership on pay
equity. Ignoring, its statutory obligation to enforce title VII of the
Civil Rights Act, and actually engaging in sex-based wage discrimi-
nation as an employer:

What has been the response of this administration to the
demand for pay equity'? It has steadfastly responded that if women
want to earn more money, they should enter man-dominated job
categories.

The response of Gary Hart, and that of the laws of this land are
that working women have the right to compensation free from dis-
crimination in whatever job they hold.

To try to accomplish pay equity, through job resegregation would
require two out of three people in the country to change jobs. And
require women to give up years of seniority and experience, in jobs
they baay want to work in.

What we should be doing is removing discrimination from all
jobs, not generating simplistic rhetoric and ignoring the Constitu-
tion of the United States.

Gary Hart would do thirNs differently as President of the United
States.

I would like to say that his ideas on the subject of pay equity Are
not very new, because they are the same ideas' that he has been
fighting for during his entire time in the Senate. And they are the
same ideas that he testified to you before, Congresswoman Oakar, 2
years ago before this committee.

They are ideas that are routed in the straightforward belief that
women should be paid equal wages for work of equal or comparable
worth..

As President, he will provide the leadership and the muscle, if
necessary, to force the Federal Government to fulfill its responsibil-
ityl,o.working women. -

He will enforce title VII of the Civil Rights Act. And the Execu-
tive order prohibiting wage discrimina,,tion based on sex. He will

iappont to the EEOC, the OFCCP, the Justice Department, the De-
partment of Labor, the Office of Personnel Management, and other
responsible Federal agencies, only individuals who are committed
to aggressively eliminating wage discrimination, and to the concept
of pay equity, which he has outlined.

He will instruct the EEOC to immediately develop and imple-
ment a litigation plan for pay equity, and to provide extensive di-
rection and training to the field staff in the processing of wage -dis-
crimination charges. And he will instruct, the Attorney General of
the United States to fully support any and 19.11 litigation in the area
of pay equity and wage discrimination. And he will personally dis--
miss that Attorney General if she or he does not carry out his
orders.

As President, he will personally see to it that Federal Govern-
ment takes a lead and shows leadership as an employer, and by the
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leadership vested in the President, to evaluate the Federal sector
positions, the classification system,. and to determine if it contains
bias, and to develop a bias-free evaluation system.

He has reviewed the many positive steps that so many State and
local governments have been taking. And he has vowed that in
each instance that he has, Studied, there has been an individual
who is personally committed to the idea of pay equity, and who has
exercised the leadership to. accomplish that in that local or State
situation.

In Gary Hart you have such an individual. I have known him for
a long time, and I am proud of his commitment to the sensitivity
and the knowledge that can make this happen. In' the Oval Office
as he has in his leadership in the Senate, today and tomorrow.

Thank you for letting me bring the testimony for Gary Hart.
Ms. DAKAR. Thank you, Martha. As usual, it is great to have you

here in the Halls of Congress. I want to simply thank you for being
here. I am not going "to, asek you questions, because I think you
know the issue as well as anyone. I look ftrward to working with

you on this issue and other issues.
Do you have a question, Mr. Bosco?
Mr. Bosco. Thank you, Madam Chair. And I want to thank

former Congresswoman Keyes for her very eloquent testimony.
I have heard President Reagan extol, the, virtues of American

family life many times. But in your testimony and that which pre-
ceded it, it appears to me that this is as much a family issue as it is
limited to a woman's issue, given that so many women have to
work to support their families, and so many women head single-
parent homes.

How do you feel that the Reagan administration's reluctance to
support comparable pay actually coincides with its beliefs in Amer-
ican family life, or do you believe that it does not?

Ms. KEYES. As a matter of fact, Congressman, I believe that it
does.hot. And I think that as you stated, and as Congresswoman
Oakar stated in her initial remarks, this is a family issue. And cou-
pled with the discrimination that we find in the retirement sys-
tems for women, it is a family issue and an aging issue. And it is a
terrible tragedy, I think, on the quality of life that we should have
in this country.

Mr. Bosco. When men depend upon their wives to bring home
part of the bread to support a family, does this not then also
become a men's issue? .

Ms. KEYES. Very much. It becomes an issue of most of the fami-
lies in this country, .most of whom have two wage earners. And
again, it has to be extended to the understanding that two-wage-
earner families are also poorly treated by social security and many
of our other retirement systems.

So there is again this double burden that are borne by the men
in two-wage-earner families as well as the women.

Mr. Bosca. Thank you very much.
And Madam Chair, I would simply like to say that it is refresh-

ing to hear people who actually believe in something. I am sure
that we will be told tomorrow by Phyllis Schlafly and other repre-
sentatives that probably look at things very much in the same way
as the administration does of why we cannot do things.



But it is nice to hear from people who have taken the time arkd
effort 'to put together fayt-s-,--mnd thoughts, and information' on how
we can do things. And I or one appreciate that very much.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much. You know, 1 recall when the
Department of Labor put out their statistics a couple of months
ago, and said that they had thousands of women who are making
More than their husbands. What some of the articles did not say Is
that the reason they were in a higher wage bracket was because
these husbands were unemployed, disabled, and had health prob-
lems.

Figures can be somewhat misleading. I recall that the adminis-
tration was very proud of that figure.

Iloyer, did you have any questions?
Mr. Ilomt. No, Madam Chairman.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank you again, Martha, for coming.

.Ms. KEYES. Thank you.
Ms. OAKAR. Out' next withessess, are Ms. Judy Goldsrpith, who is

the president of the National Organization for Womerf, Ms. Mary
Futrell, who is president of the National Education Association;
and Mr. John Sweeney, what is the president of the Service Employ-
ees International Union, AFL-CIO.

The Chair is personally grateful that 'ou thought that the issue
was important enough that you as presidents came to these hear-
ings.

Judy, we would like to start with you. We know of NOW's ef-
forts. I recall the 59-cent buttons that we have all worn, and know
that that is a focus of your organization.

STATEMENT OF JUDY GOLDSMITH, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN

Ms. GOLDSMITH. Madam Chairwoman, I feel privileged to be here
today to have heard the very eloquent testimony on the subject. In
particular, I am pleased to have heard the proud and brave story of
`the women from Willmar, Minn. I know that we are all awed by
what they did.

I am very grateful to you for dealing effectively with the critical
subject of pay equity for the women of this country.

I am very pleased to' have the opportunity to address this corn-
mittee today about the critical problem of sex-based wage discrimi-
nation and the particular solutions offered by H.R. 4599, which will
win pay equity for Federal civil service employees.

The National Organization for Women, the Nation's oldest and
largest feminist organization with a quarter of a million members,
have long been concerned about the economic impact of sex dis-
crimination on women, and the burden of increased cost it imposes
on their lives.

NOW supports Representative Oakar's bills, and views the legis-
latiOn as an important and long overdue step in the eradication of
wage discrimination based on sex, race, and ethnicity throughout
the Nation's labor force.

As the Nation's largest employer, the Federal Government has a
primary obligation to take the lead and set the national standard
by eliminating such discriminatory compensation systems.
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H.R. 4599 is necessary to protect j.he rights of this country's ap-
proximately 3 million Federal workers, nearly 40 percent or whom
are women. The wage gap stands currently at about 60 cents for all
women. Women who are civil servants fare only slightly ,better.
They are paid 63 cents for every dollar paid to male Government
workers.

Occupational segregation plays a major role in this wage dispari-
ty. In 1982, more than 62 percent of all women employed in white-
collar Government jobs were in grades 1 through 6, which pay less
than $15,000 per year, while less than 20 percent of men held jobs
in these lower paying categories.

Sex-based wage discrimination is against the law for both public
and private, employer's, whether an employer provides unequal pay
for equal work or unequal pay for different jobs of comparable
value.

.

The 1981 Supreme Court decision in County of Washington v.
Gunther clearly established that such so-called comparable worth
or pay equity cases are covered by title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964. The Court also refused to review a favorable lower court
pay equity decision in IUE v. Westinghouse, a companion case in-
volving dissimilar male and female jobs which was pending when
Gunther was decided.

With these two actions, the Supreme Court absolutely estab-
lished title VII jurisdiction over all pay-equity wage discrimination
cases. Yet the Reagan aNni istration has persistently failed to en-
force the law; 2 months after e Gunther decision, while the Equal
Opportunity Commission was still under the management of Carter
appointees, guidelines regarding the investigation and litigation of
pay-equity cases were issued by the EEOC, the agency which en-
forces title VII.

However, President Reagan's EEOC Chairman, Clarence
.

,

Thomas, not only refuses to authorize his staff to enforce these
guidelines, he even refuses to acknowledge their existence.

In the process, Thomas has created a backlog of more than 250
cases of wage discrimination based on comparable worth violations.
Between, 1981 and 1983, Thomas has presided over a 74-percent
drop in thdinumber of enforcement cases filed by the EEOC against
employers.

Last December in the first significant test case since Gunther,
U.S. District Court Judge Elmo Tanner ruled in AFSCME v. State
of Washington that Washington State violated title VII by paying
workers in predominantly female jobs less than workers in pre-
dominantly male jobs.

Judge Tanner based his decision on what he termed overwhelm-
ing evidence of "difect, overt, and institutionalized discrimation" in
the hiring, pay, and promotions of women employed by the State of
Washington.

As with the I3ob Jones University and Grove City College cases,
the Reagan administration in the Washington State case has once
again failed to reinforce a national commitment to fight discrimi-
nation against all of our citizens.

Instead, Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, William
Bradford Reynolds, has gone so far. as to say without even having
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reviewed the trial transcript, that he has absolutely no doubt that
Tanner's decision is wrong.

Both the EEOC and the Justice Department ire legally bound to
enforce the law. Instead, the Reagan Justice Department is threat-
ening to intervene in court on behalf* of the discriminator in this
case. Such an action would be an unprecedented step backward in
public policy, and a total abdication of the Government's responsi-
bility to uphold the laws against discrimination.

In the light of the Reagan islministration's recalcitrance to pro-
tect the rights'of victims of discrimination, the proposed legislation
before us is particularly important.

Women and their families cannot afford'to have the Federal Gov--;
ernment abandon them and their civil rights in these difficult eco-
nomic times. Women's economic status has already worsened over
the past three decades. And as all witnesses this morning have al-
ready testified, racial discrimination compounds the economic prob-
lems which minority women face.

Of all female workers, 60 percent are now paid less than $15,000
per year, while only 28 percent of men fall into :this -category.
Fewer than 4 percent of all women make more thim4 0,000'per
year, while more than 25 percent of all men are paid that'saaufy.,
Further, racial discrimination compounds the economic problems
whi @h minority women face. In 1982, the wage gap for black and
Hispanic women was 55 percent and 51 percent, respectively.

The effects of this wage discrimination on families are devastat-
ing; 55 percent of all children under the age of 18 have mothers
who work outside the home and many women are the sole-s.vpport
of their families.'The percentage of female-headed households has
shown a dramatic 70-percent increase during the past decade.
Today, 9.5 million families, or 16 percent of the total, are headed
by women; these families suffer from a poverty rate more than five
times that of husband/wife families. y

If current economic trends continue,:.the National Advis
Council on Economic Opportunity estimates that by the'year 2 00,
this Nation's poverty population will consist entirely of women and
children.

The wage gap is a major cause of the continuing feminization of
poverty. The single most important reason for the wage gap is the
sex discrimination that has resulted from severe and persistent oc-
cupational segregation within both private and public sectors. 1Jow,
51 percent of women work in 20 of the 427 Department of Labor
job classifications, and 80 percent of women work in occupations
which are predominantly female.

A 1981 study, published by the National Research Council of the --
National Academy of Sciences, shows that the more an occupation
is dominated by women, the less it pays: Employers pay the so-
called women's jobs less than men's jobs regardless of the skills,
education, or training required to perform them.

These occupations are segregated in order to pay women lower
wages, and thus increase employer profits. Occupational segrega-
tion of women into the lowest paying jobs has actually worsened
during the last decade. Not only do women predominate in lower
paying fields, but women's gains in higher paying job categories
have not been nearly enough to offset that disparity. By 1982,
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women were 28 percent of executives and managers versus 17 per-
cent in 1970, and 7 percent of all skilled craft workers in 1982
versus 5 percent in 1970. Also, within every job category, an earn-
ings gap exists. Sex discrimination continues to cost women where-

' ever they are in the labor market: female executives and managers
are 'paid 60 percent of the wages paid to their male counterparts,
female salespeople 50 percent of men, female clericals 62 percent of
men, and female craft workers 65 percent of men.

This situation will change only when there is 'vigorous enforce-
ment of existing antidiscrimination laws, and wherk sex is no longer
a determinant of wages.

H.R. 4599 mandates the development and use of equitable job-
evaluation%techniques to eliminate 'discriminatory wage differen-
tials within the Federal Government's position classification
system.

There is nothing new or unusual about job-evaluation techniques.
They were invented by management, and most employers use them
to compare the internal relationship of diff rent jobs an4 set wage
rates on the, basis of, skid, effort, respofsibIlity, experience, train-
ing, edUcation, workingconditions.

RepresentatiVe Oaskar,,'s,bill contains other important provisions
to promote pay-equity- stairiffiirrdS and -eliminate discriminatory
wage-setting practices within the FederaYcivil service system. H.R.
4599 requires the Office of Personnel Mandgement to study pay dis-
crimination within the Federal pay structure and report its find-
ings to this committee within 6 months, a positiVe.and necessary
first step as long as the personnel who undertake thiS study are
truly committed to the honest evaluation of all jobs. Guidelines and
technical assistance to correct pay discrimination found by this
study al0 to be developed, with uniximum 2-year timetable for im-
plementation. Monthly reports, &ring the pay-adjustment process',
will be required from Federal agencies to guarantee compliance, as
well as yearly progress reihrts from the OPM. These are critical
safeguards to insure that the laudable intent of this legislation is
carried out, and real equal employment opportunity and fair wages
result.

Women Government workers' wages and living standards have
been kept intolerably low because of sex discrimination 'a have
wages for all women who work outside of the home. Their talents,
skills, and experience remain underutilized at a great cost to our
economy and their families.

Representative Oakar's bills present clear methods to insure that
the Federal Government obeys the law in compensation of its em- .

ployees, and we look forward to its rapid passage. By doipg so, Con-
gress will send a strong message to Federal regulatory' agencies,
public and private employers, and to President Reagan that sex'
discrimination is unjust, illegal, and intolerable to the women of
this nation. I thank you.

Mg.. DAKAR. Thank you very much, Judy.
Our next 'witness 'is Mary Futrell, who is the president of the Na-

tional Education Association. As a former teacher, I am especially
delighted to have you here. I.thifik that we teachers know of the
discrimination that exists.
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Mary, we are proud of you in your role as president of one of the
most important unions in the country. Please proceed in whatever

iway is the most comfortable to you.

...;TATE,MENT OF MARY IIATWOOD FUTRELI P'RESIIWNT,
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Ms. FUTRELL. Thank you very much. Madam Chan., my name is
Mary Hatwood Futrell, and I am the president of the 1.7 million
member National Education Association which represents teachers,
education support personnel, and higher education faculty in all '50
of these United States.

And I would like to say that it is indeed an honor to be here
today to testify on this most important issue. And I appreciated the
opportunity to hear at least three of the four presidential candi-
dates who had representatives here to speak before the subcommit-
tee on the pay equity issue. I think that it is unfortunate that the
fourth candidate is not here to testify here today on the support
side.

NEA is pleased to have this opportunity-
Ms. OAKAR. I want you to know that we invited him.
Ms. FUTRELL. I am sure you did.
NEA is pleased to have this opportunity today to present our

views on the Pay Equity Act of 1984, H.R. 5092, and the Federal
Employees Pay Equity Act of 1983, H.R. 4599.

Although only a small percentage of the NEA membership is em-
ployed in the Federal.se tor, We believe that these two bills have
important implications for c whole membership and for working
women everywhere.

the 1983 representative asse t4)). .tt. hecr. It states in part!''
The NEA policy on pay eq 115P r. TIT resolution adopted by

The Nation& Education Associatio" eves that all works sh uld be paid on
the basis of the requirements, sRills, and worth of their jobs, and t at factors such
as sex or race of the individual performing the job should never play role in deter-
mining salary.

In the past two decades, we have seen women enter the work
force as never before. We see them now representative in varying
degrees in nearly all sectors a d all job categories.

Yet, Madam Chair, de 0e these many gains, women still earn
on the average roughly ercent of what men earn. Women are
still found predominantly n, sex-segregated-low-paying jobs, and we
find an increasing number of women and their families living in
poverty.

NEA therefore believes that it is imperative that Congress con-
tinue to brunt the impact of moves by the administration to renege
on the Federal commitment to equality.

You are to be commended for the leadership you have shoWn in
sponsoring these bills, in holding these hearings, and in keeping
the issue of wage parity at the forefront of public debate. Those of
-us in education well understand the need to continue pressing for
the close of the wage gap, the most persistent symptom of sexual
inequality in our Nation.

Among NEA membership, and let me state that 70 percent of
our members are female, are first schoolteachers whose wages are
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depressed primarily because teaching has evolved as a women's
profession. Second, women faculty members facing uphill battles to
enter higher paid tenure positions in the colleges,and universities.

' And third, education support personnel who are often stuck in job
ghettos, where wage differentials occur more- comnionly because of
differences in job titles rather than any real differences in job re-
sponsibilities.

Specifically, teaching is a profession in search of professional
pay. At the same time that we are told that education has a high
value in our society, we find that the average salary for a teacher
in 1982 was $22,019. And I might add that was after 10 years at a
master's degree. That is not the average just for teachers.

Even in the large metropolitan areas such as Los Angeles with
the Nation's second largest school district, teachers' beginning

kwages were $13,500 in 1981. This salary qualified a teacher main-
taining a family of four for food stamps, a fine commentary on the
real value we place on education in the United States of America.

So despite the value we supposedly place on the task performed,
there is a gap in the real value the society is willing to pay for it.
People who are in lifesaving, life-molding people jobs such as nurs-
ing and teaching are repeatedly told through their paychecks that
their work is less important than occupations which deal with ma-
chines or dollars.

Education support personnel are also not immune from
undervaluation. A review of statistics compiled by the Education
Research Service, Inc. in its "Wages and Salaries Paid Support Per-
sonnel in Public Schools, 1981-82" produces similar conclusions to
those uncovered by NEA studies on teachers' wages.

For hourly employees, ERS statistics showed that instructional
teacher aides,. most of whom are female, earned $4.88 per hour.
Cafeteria workers, also ,a predominantly female classification
earned $4.67 an -hour.

Meanwhile predominantly male job classes average mo
building custodians, not engineers, earning $5.95 an hour, a d
school bus drivers earning $6.26 an hour. (

Nor are the lofty towers immune from earthly problems. Wage
inequities persist in the Nation's institutions of higher education as
well. Women comprise a little more than a quarter of all faculty in
public and private institutions, mostly in the lower paid, lower
status positions.

Women college faculty on the whole were paid nearly 20 percent
less than their male 'colleagues in 1981. Men on the average earn
$26,000 while women average $21,000.

While we talk about pay equity today, the NEA continues to give
full commitment tp' the positive equal rights amendment which is
critical toward redefinition of women's roles through conclusion in
the Constitution.

These past 5 years have brou&ht with them a number of ad-
vances around the countryand'the movement for pay equity in the
workplace. We have seen a number of labor unions, employee asso-
ciations, and some enlightened employers bring a greater sense of
justice into the workplace through lawsuits, collective bargaining,
or management action. .
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Yet we have seen no leadership to reinforce these actions from
the current Reagan administration. In fact, their only actions have
been to undo what has been accomplished.

Not only has the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
failed to vigorously pursue wage discrimination cases, the Reagan
administration and Justice Department have shown no leadership
in the enforcement of the laws against wage discrimination.

Moreoever, the Justice Department has acted in a manner con-
trary to the public good in the Washington case where it had an
opportunity to prove that its negative image on women's, issues is
due t6 misinterpretation by the media.

\ Even a glimpse of current administration policy on important
wage discrimination issues only reinforces the need Tor leadership
at the national level, leadership which must come forth from the
Congress.

The two bills being considered in this hearing represent a good
attempt to help reverse the negligent stand now being taken by the
Reagan administration' on these matters go vital to our society. 4'

The Pay Equity Act of 1984, H.R. 5092, by reaffirming the Feder-
al Government's responsibility in enforcing present wage discrimi-
nation laws represents a way to hold the administration at least
minimally accountable on equality in the workplace, and lets the
sunshine in on issues which are Iiidden from public view.

In addition, passage of H.R. 4599, e Federal Employee Pay
Equity Act of 1984, could provide a go vehiclevehicle to push the Cur-
rent administration to confront the issue of wage discrimination
within the Federal sector,

As the bargaining agent for teachers in the Department of De-
fense overseas schools, we believe that sections 4 and 5 should be
amended to show a clear role for the unions in the study phase and
agency planning phase. ''

In conclusion, NEA supports equal pay for work of equal value.
We believe that traditional jobs which have been considered
women's work like teaching have been undervalued and paid ac-
cordingly.

We further believe that title VII of the Civil Rights Act makes
pay equity the law of the land. Congressional leadership expressed
through bills such as H.R. 4599 and 5092 help all of us by ensuring
that a recalcitrant administration moves" forward on women's
rights.

Thank you very much.
[The statement of Ms. Futrell follows:]
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STATEMENT OFJ1JRY HATWOOD FUTRELL, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL

EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
.Madame Chair:

My name is Mary Hatwood Futrell. 'I' am president of the 1.7 million

member National Vucation Association (NEA), which represents teachers,

education support personnel, and higher education faCulty in all fifty

of these United States.

NEA is pleased to have this opportunity today to present our views

on the Pay Equity Act of 1984 H.R. 5092, and the Federal-Employees' Pay 0

Equity Act of 1984, H.R. 4599. Althougb only a minute percentage of the

NEA membership is employed in the federal sector, we believe these two

bills have ima-tant implications for our whole membership and for

working women everywhere. The NEA pqlicy on pay equity i5 clear. The

resolution adopted by the 1983 Representative Assembly is attached. It

states in part:

The National Education
Association believes that all

workers should be paid on the basis
of the requirements, skills, ancl
worth of their jobs and.that factors
such as the sex or race of the
individual performing the job should
never play a role in determining 40
salary.

The Association supports all
efforts to attain accurate and unbi-
ased forms of job evaluation and to
raise the pay of those jobs that are
presently undervalued. The "market
value" means of establishing pay
cannot be the final determinant of
pay scales, since it itself too
frequently reflects the sex bias in
our society."

' The federal ;Nkrnment has evolved from the New, Deal to the present

as a vital catalyst in the pursuit of equality for all our citizens.

However, since the inception of the Reagan Administration we have seen

multiple attempts by the executive branch to break the vital contract.
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between the p'iople and their government-to turn back the clock on many

.of lithe gains made during the latter part of this century.

In the past two decades we.have seen women enter the workforces

never before we see them now represented to varying degrees in nearly

all 'sectors, &lid all job categories. Yet, Madame Chair, despite these,

many gains, women still earn on the average roughly 60 percent of what

men earn. Women are still found predominantly in sex segregated,

low-paying jobs, and we find an increasing number of women and their

families living in poverty. It is imperative for us to move forward--not

in reverse as the current Administration would have it--in the fight ffr

equity in salaries, and along with it dignity and justice for all

'workers in our economy.

NEA therefore believes it imperative that Congress Atinue to

blunt the impact of moves by the Administration to renege on the federal

commitment to equality. Madame Chair and Members.of the Committee, you

are to be commended for the leadership you have shown in Sponsoring

these bills, in holding these hearings, and in keeping the issue of wage

parity at the forefront of public debate.

Wage Disparities Linger in Educatin

Those of us in education well understand the need to continue

pre'ssing for the close of the wage gap, the most persistent symptom of

sexual inequalityin our nation. Among NEA membership--70 percent of

which is female--are school teachers, whose wages are depressed primari-

ly because teaching has evolved as a "women's" profession; women faculty

members facing uphill battles to enter higher-paid, tenured positions in

the nation's colleges and universities; and education support personnel

who are often stuck in job ghettos, where wage differentials occur more

35-003 0 --4
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conmonfly because of differences in job titles rather than any real

differences in job resvAibilities.

Therefore, we know well the meaning of the wage.gap which causes

the average working woman to earn only 60 percent of whit male workers

earn. le is this same wage qap which is forcing the increasing number

of female-headed households ,nto povertyand
1

further entrenching the

female underclay: in our society: The statistics bear this out:

4
144
r m* Three nut w five working women earn 510,000 or less a year;

one out otthrne working women earns less than 57,000 a year
4(

this includes, 37 percent of white women; 43'pee.cent of black
women; and c.0 percent of Hispanic women, compared with'12
percent cf all fully employed men)

* Median full-fire earnings for women with a high school diploma
were 51,-','? in 1981; mar with the same diploma earned $16,200.
Only 1 percent of all working women earn over S25,000.

Single worm-n raiutaining families in 1981 had a median income of
510,802; veri in the ',me po'sition had median incomes of 519,771.

* Eight Qv women iorkers are wutAing in only 25 of 440 job
Categoric, ds (ldssiflo0 by the Department of Labor. Women ore
morn than 60 iwrcent or more of clerical, sales, health, and
Service workers; teachers and nurses..

This wagedicrrimination based on ;ex and the accompanying under-

.yaluing of t . jobs held by women has a profound effect on our whole

society. A look at the teaching profession validates this effect.

Teaching: A ProfEnsion In Search of 'Professional' Pay

In 1982,6',1 Gallop Poll showed that the public ranked education as

' its number one priority with, regard to federal funding or programs. The

public also reaffimed the view that the quality of teachers is one of

the top assets of public schools. In addition, more than half the

krespoadents in the Gallup Poll ccnsidered poor; pay the leading cause 02*

teacher "burnout"--no surprise tc the NEA whose polls show that those
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leaving teach.pg for private sector employment report than they earn

roughly 25 percent more than they did while in the classroom.

At the same time that we are told that education has d high value

in our society, we find the average salary for a teacher it 1982 wa's

S22,019. Even in a large metropolitan area such as Los Angeleswith

the nation's 'second largest schoot.distrfctteachers' beginning wages

were $13,500 In 1981. This salary qualified a teach*" maintaining a

family of flgr for food stamps--a fine commentary on4the real value we

place or education 1 would say.

o despitethe value we supposedly place on 'ttie task per-
\>

formed, there a gap in .the real valun(the society is willing to pay

for it. People whn are in life-saving, life-molding "people" jobs, such

as nursing and te,icher, are repeatedly told through their paychecks that

their work is less important than occupations which deal with machines

or dollars.

Our society must begin to consistently value jobs in'terms of thoir

requirements, skills, and responsibilitiesnot in terms of the gender,

race, or physical ability of the person doing it, and clearly, rot with

excuses that thi 1; he marketplace" a'. work. Valuing work on its,.

skill components-the true underpinning of the movement for pay p-

ty--will brim.) about o lasting chxnge in the way we view and value tht

contributions. Of worOrs.in our society.

Educatiort'uTport: Not Immune from Undervaluation

Across the r,,ortry, people working in education support pos'"0"'.

in both public school distri6ts and in universities, are facing sic'

problems to those encountered by personnel in other job classificari,
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Unfortunately, mast of them have no union to help them resolve these pay

inequities.

A review of statistics compiled by the. Education Research Service

Inc. (ERS), in its'',"Wages and Salaries Paid 'Support Personnel,in Public

Schools, 1981-82," produces similar conclusions to those uncovered by

NEA studies on teachers' wages. For hourly employees, ERS statistics

showed that instructional teacher aides, most of whom are female, earned

54.88/hour; cafeteria workers, also a predominantly female classifica-

tion, earned $4.57/hour.. Meanwhile, predominantly male liob classes

average wore, with .huilding custodians (not engineers) earning
a

$5.9E/hour, and school bus drivers averaging $6.26/hour.

Lofty Towers Not Immune from Earthly Problems

Wage inequities persist in the nation's institutions of higher

education as well. Women crmprise a little more than a quarter of\all

faculty, full- and part-time, 'in public and uivate institutions, mostly

in the lower paid, logillistatus positions. Women college faculty on the

whole were paid nearly 20 percent less than their male colleagues in

1981. Men on the average earned $26,00 while women averaged $21,000.

Pay Equtj and the bpal Rights Amt- 011tftt

Despite the political climate which brought another defeat for the

Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) 'n a vote Or the House floor last fall, the

NEA believes that the ERA represents the best hope for resolving the

question of the value of work and its relation to gender in our soci-

ety--the issue of pay equity. Only wher women are recognized as full

and equal partners under the Constitution will their contributions in

the workplace, in the home, and in society at large be properly valued,

5,4
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This is why the NEA will continue with all its resources and full

commitment to work for passage of thP ERA.

Pa_y Equity Fight Must continue

,

These past five years have brought with them a number of advances

around the country in the movement for pay equity in the workplace. We

have seen a umber of labor unions, employee associations, and some

enlightened em loyers bring a greater sense of justice into the work-

place through law suits, collective bargaining, or management action.
6,

Yet, we have seer no- leadership to reinforce these actions from the

Lurent Administration. 1n. fact, their only actions have beers to undo

what has beer a,:complished. Not only has the Equal Employment Oppor-

tunity Commission (FEOC) failed to vigoro4s1y pursue wage discrimination

cases, thp Reagan Administration Justice Department has shown no leader-

ship in the. enforcement of the laws against wage discrimination.

Vor-eover, the Justice partment has acted in a manner contrary to the

public good in the one else where it had an opportunity to prove that

its negative image on women's issues is due to "misinterpretation by thP

edia."

Early this year, without even having entirely reviewed the case

brought by the American Federation of State, County, 'and Municipal

Employees (AFSCME) against the State of Washiuton, Justice Department

lawyers decided to enter the case of the, side of the employers. They

are urging that the finding that women workers for the State had beer

discriminated against over the years be overturred. The person charged

with being the Justice Department's top civil rights e f rcer, William

Bradford Reynolds, publirly stated in January that although he was still

reviewing the case, he had decided definitively that the judge's deci-

sion had been wrong.
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Conzessional Hole Key

Even d 01,110Se dt current Administration policy on important wage

discrimiration issues oni/ reinforces the need for leadership at the

national levelleader hip which must come torch f:)ir the Congress.

h,t%:e :earned from the battle to retain the strength

rf TiA1P 1) 0 the Education Amendments of 1971 that a sense of Congress

an be vital rvf.en n AdiniA.rc.:nn's priority is to move rapidly into

the past rather than the `wore.

T-ik two bilk being rensidered in this horing repr4sent a good

attempt to heir: reverse the negligent stand now being taken by the

to.?agao Administration on these matters so vital to our society.

The "Pa/ Equity Act of '984", H.R. 5092, by reaffirming the federal

government's responsibility in enforcing present wage discrimination

laws, represent!. d way to hold the Administration at least minimally
LL

accountable -om equality in the workplace-it lets the sunshine in on

issues which are hidden from public view.

In addition, passage of H.R. 4599, the "federal, Employees' Pay

Equity Act of 1984," could provide a good vehicle to puSh the current

Adrunistration to confront the issue of wage discrimination within the

federal sector. A, the bargaining agent for teachers in the Department

of Defense Overseas Schools we believe that Sections 4 and 5 should be

amended to show a. clear role for the Union(s) in the study phase and

agency planning phase. .4

UEA supports equal pay for work of equal value. We believe that

traditiorel jobs which have been considered "women's work" have been

underva)uedieOppaid accordingly. We further believe that Title VII of

the Civil Rights Act makes pay equity the law of the land. Congression-

al Leadership expressed through' bills such as HR 4599 and 5092 help all

of us by assuring that'a recalcitrant administration moves forward on

women's rights.

Thank you.
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Ms. DAKAR, Thank you very much, Mary. Amin we will be having
questions for both of you alter Mr. Sweeney',s testimony. We arevery happy to have ,Thhn Sweeney, who is the president of the
Service Employees International Union, AFL-CIO, 'here as well.John, you represent a union with a significant number of
women. You have been an excellent president. I want to thank you.and your staff for the support that they gave our staff in making
us understand the plight of the service employee, a field 'whiCh is
dominated by women.

You can present have your ,statement, in whatever way is mostcomfortable.'
STATEMENT OF JOIIN J. SWEENEY, PRESIDENT, SERVICE

EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION, AFL-CIO
Mr. SWEENEY. Thank you very much, Madam Chairperson. I amdelighted to be here. And after that gracious introduction, I thinkthat I will ask you to nominate me at our convention next month.
I am John Sweeney, president of the Service Employees, Interna-tional Union, AFL-CIO. On behalf of^the 830,000 members of SEIU,I want to hank Congresswoman Oakar and all of the members ofthe commit Ive- for allowing us to reaffirm SEIV's strong commit-

ment to insuring that this country's low wage and women workersreceive equitable pay for the jobs that they perform.
For SEIU pay equity is a critical necessity affecting virtually all

of our members. Half' of our membership is women working in
health care, clerical jobs,%uilding maintenance, and public employ-ment.

Exploitation and discrimination of women in the service indus-
tries means depressed wages for all of us in SEIU. when I last tes-tified before you on this issue, women were earning 59 cents for
every dollar earned by men. Today that figire has increased to 61cents, a tiny dent in that giant bulwark of wage discrimination.

And yet I see a promise of more equitable times aheacl, be seof the progress made through the tremerwtous leadership of tlabor unions on the pay equity issue. Cpllecti bargainin , legisltive and political activity, organizing, career development, u-cation, these are the necessary components of an effective 'plan toinstitute pay equity for all workers in the public and private sector.SEIU has actively utilized all of these approaches as described in
our statement for the record. For example, at the collective-bar-
gaining table, SEIU Local (+14, the NAPA Association of Public
Employees,' negotiated a comparable worth committee, and conk
ducted,a study without the assistance of a consultant.

The Vacaville School District Board of Education accepted the
findings of the report, and agreed to finance $251,000 in equity ad-
justments for some 200 women workers. These salary increases
were separate from the recently negotiated 1984-85 increases of 7percent.

Yet bargaining is not enough. So SEIU has turned to the state
hou on pay equity issues. Some 12 States have equal pay lawswhich authorize equal pay forjpbs of comparable worth. Seventeen
States have completed or are in the Ptecess of doing pay equity job

416
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evaluation studies thanks to the'jobbying on the part of the labor
unions.

In Oregon, SEllts Local 50:i representing some 1,000 State
workers successfully lobbied the State legislature to pass a bill au-
thorizing a $:i55,000 reclassification study and establishing a com-
parable worth task force to undertake that study. A local 50:l staff'
person chairs this committee.

These SEIU Oregon members have a long history of dealing with
the pay equity issue. It negotiated a number of equity provisions
f'or its State clerical units including a flat dollar increase which
gave the average clerical worker a greater increase than other
State workers; a new classification for word processors with a 10-
percent increase; and a classification for data entry operators and
telephone operators with 5 percent increases.

Ohio Gov. Richard Celeste issued an executive order which re-
quires a pay equity job evaluation study of Ohio's civil service
system as a result of lobbying by 1to5, the National Association of
Office Workers, who presented him with a 23,000-signature peti-
tion; 9t05 has joined with SEIU to form a Unique organizing effort,
district 925, aimed at offering the benefits of trade unionism to the
nearly 20 million unorganized office workers in this country.

In addition to bargaining and legislative activity, organizing
women workers continues to be a high priority for our union, and
an activity directly related to pay equity since organized women
workers earn a full :i0 percent more than unorganized women.

In our State and local government contracts, women are earning
71 cents for every dollar earned by a man.

Since our last a4arance before you, SEIU has affiliated two
lale independent associations representing thousands of women
workers. The National Association of Government Employees who
represent some 80,000 Federal and public service workers. Ms. Cyn-
thia Denton, NAGE's chief counsel, I understand, will be testifying
tomorrow, and hopefully will have the opportunity"to describe the
difficulties and frustrations involved in dealing with the EEOC on
sex-based wage discriminationcomplaints.

Since 1981, NAGE has been trying to resolve a charge of sex dis-
crimination on behalf of 12,000 State clerical workers. NAGE
charges that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts since at least
1948 has created and maintained a classification and salary system
which has discriminatorily compensated certain positions, because
they have become identified as female jobs.

The other new affiliate is the California State Employees Asso-
ciation which represents some 100,000 State workers, and is like-
wise active in the pay equity movement.

But our efforts cannot flourish and cannot end discrimination
without total and dedicated enforcement of the laws enacted to end
sex-based wage discrimination. Those of us who care about equity
for workers have been appalled by the activities of the Federal
agencies entrusted with enforcing antidiscrimination laws.

However, the behavior of the EEOC and other executiVZ'agencies
is not surprising when one considers the person at the top, and the
tone that he A\sts for workers' issues, women's issues, and civil
rights..

5



However, President Reagan and his appointees might feel, they
cannot ignore the law of the land. And title VII of the Civil Rights
Act and other laws and court decisions could not be clearer. Basingwages on the sex of the worker is illegal.

The Pay Equity Act of 1984, H.R. 5092, and the Federal PayEquity Act of 1984, H.R. 4599, require action-oriented reports from
Federal agencies that would reaffirm the Federal Government's re-sponsibility to enforce pay equity laws, encourage employers tocomply with those laws, and bring Federal wage-setting practices
into compliance with existing law.

The educational .nd informational program for the EEOC called
for in the bill will be helpful to workers and to both public and pri-

A vate employers.
We strongly endorse these bills and support the efforts of thiscommittee to make these agencies accountable. Anything short oftotal dedication on the part of those agencies to the antidiscrimina-

tion laws of this country will spell disaster for millions of low-paid
and women workers.

The pay equity issue must be addressed on many fronts. We in
SEIU look forward to working with you on the pay equity issue, asour union continues to work on other fronts. In organized work
places, at the bargaining table, and in the statehouses. And, yes,. incoalitions with labor and women's groups.

The battle for pay equity is just one more step in the long historyof workers fighting for wage justice.
SEIU will fight the battle through until economic justice is wonfor all.
Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Sweeney follows:].
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STATEMENT OF JOHN J. SWEENEY, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT

SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION. AFLCIO

I am John J. Sweeney, President of the Service Employees

International Union, AFL-CIO.

On behalf of the 830,000 members of SFIU,
I want to thank

Congtesswoman Oakar for inviting us here today to share some

recent developments in the struggle for pay equity in which

my union is an active force. And I welcome the chance to

reaffirm SEIU's commitment to eliminating sex-based wage

discrimination and ensuring that this country'S women workers

receive equitable pay for the Jobs they perform.

SEIU had the pleasure of testifying before CongresswoMan

Oakar and her colleagues, Congresswomen Schroeder and Ferraro,

during the congressional hearings on pay equity in September,

1982. Those were historic hearings and marked the beginning of

a flurry of activity on the issue in the workplace, in state

legislatures and in the media.

We hope today's forum vAll spur attention and action on

the pay equity issue, which we believe is the single most

important economic issue for women workers 1M this country.

When I testified a year and a halt ago, I stated.thzu sElu

saw the battle for pay equity as one more step in the long

history of workers fighting for wage Justice. I am sure, Ms.

Oakar, that you remember the giant postcards SEM sent to

members of Congress publicizing those 1982 hearings which

featured dramatic pictures of some of those struggles for

example--the child labor law, which businesses in Massachusetts

denounced in 1924 as "a (calamity to our nation."

14k kivi/i4i.q1Alifiti
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In 1984, we hear the same indictments ot pay equity not

Just frot U.S. businei: haders--which we in the labor movement

have come to expecthut trom Ot t ICILA IS witl I II out 1Vertillient

entrusted with entorcin,g the laws which prohibit SOX-ti,C,e1

disrimination,

lir F'or SE III pay equity is a clitical necessity atfectirvi

virtually all ot our members because they work in the service

s6ctor, which 'has long protitted trom historic wage

dis,rimination against wom,,n. The service industries employ

more than tour out ot every live women employed,
'

Halt of our unton membership is women working in

healthcare, clerical Jobs, building maintenance, and public

employment, Exploitation of women means depressed wages for all

of us in SEIIJ, so we are particularly sensitive to distortions

/perpetrated by both employers and the Reagan administration. /

When I last testified before you on this issue, women were

earning 59 cents for every $1.00 earned by men working full

time, year round jobs. Today, that figure has increased to 61

cents--a tiny dent in that giant bulwark of wage discrimination.

SETH has, participated on a number of union-management committees

conducting job evaluation studies and we have found over and

over again that the jobs held predominately by women are paid

substantially less than the jobs held predominately by men.

Also, we've found that compensation has nothing to do with the

skill, effort, responsibility, or working conditions of Ole job.

The reason for this inequity is simply historic, ingrained sex

discrimination.

And yet I see a promise of more equitable times ahead

became of the progres Made by unions at the bargaining table

and in the legislatures on pay equity.

6
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Collective bvgaining. Legislative and po4itical

activity. Organizing. Car Development and Education. These

are the necessary components of an effective plan to institute

pay equity tor all workers in the public and private sector.

Unions have exercised tremendous leadership on this issue

but etfortsby unions must tie supported 1)y strong laws which are

entor,.-ed when employers fail to- voluntarily comply with the

law.

The Service Employees International Union ha'-`continued

to use a variety of approaches to achieve,paiy equity.

First, I'd like to °address collective bargaining, our most

effective and widespread actIVity. SKID ties a nuMber of

ballalnIng techntu: alml at. Closing the wage gaP between lobs

hel0 predominately by men and jobs held predominately by women.

Specifiin a flat dollar increase rather than an across

the board percent a.re Increase is one such technique. In

preparing for negotlations with the Woodland hills School

District, Skin Local 585, Pittsburgh, which represents the

classified employees, analytl wages and -found great inequities

for women employees.

Local 515 negotiated a 75-cent-an-hour raise for each of

the first two years, a dollar per-hour wage increase for the

third year, and whatever money it takes to bring workers up to

scale in the fourth year. For some of the employees, this means

a raise of more than $2.00 per hour. The increase brought the

most senior women up to the earnings level of the men and

equalized the wage rates within each job.

Another technique used successfully by Local 585 was

6
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retitling several job classifications to correct inequities- -

teacher aides became instructional assistants, and library

clerks became library assistants - -with salariet commensurate

with skills.

Carefully conducted job eNuation studies have been a

tool in achieving pay equity. SEIU has demanded and on

agreement to full union participation job evaluation studies

which have documented, wage inequities and led to equity

adjustments. SEIU has been car in requiring that the results

of any such studies he the subj ct of collective bargaining.

Pay equity need not be a controversial issue when

employers are willing to accept their social and economic

responsibilities.

SEIU Local 614, the NAPA Association of Public Emplo"ees,

negotiated a comparable worth committee and conducted a study

without the assistance of a consultant. The Vacaville School

District Board of Education acelepted the findings of the report

and agreed to finance 5251,000 in equity adjustments for some

200 women workers. These salary increases were separate from the

recently negotiated 1983-84 increases of 7 percent.

In the City of Berkeley, California, SEIU Local 390/400

recently conducted a pay equity study that led to agreement by

the city to $1.1 million in raises over the pext two and a half

years for 140 clerical workers.

These examples are just a capsule version of our

bargaining activity and out bargaining tactics on this issue.

SEIU has als- demanded and won upgtaded entry level wades; the

elimination of sex-biased job titles; the elimination of the

employer practice of changing wage rate critetia from gob to job

or oxpandinq p,t) dut les without cempensatiot prohibit tons

against sex-biase6.assignment of jobs or arbitrary enlry

6
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barriers which discriminate against any one class of workers,

and the reform of job reclassification procedure.

A

Education and career development are other activities

essential for promoting pay equity.

Our Lifelong Education and development Program (LEAD) is ,

unique program which sets up career ladders with a combination

of on-the-job raining dh.1 in-sch,,ol training for workers. The

LEAD program breaks down the barriers which inhibit women's

abilities to advance and earn more pay.

Education on the pay equity issue is crucial to its

acceptance by our membership and the general public. Without

unity in our goals, we cannot achieve pay equitywhich is just

what employers want. SEW has undertaken educational sessions

aimed at cleartni up the misconceptions male w.trkers harbor

about 'the issue and demonstrating that pay equity is simple

justice which will benefit all workers.

Yet bargaining and educational activities are often not

enough, because employers are all too willing to ignore their

social responsiblity and force workers to resort to the court's

and outright protest to win their rights.

Thus, 5E10 has turned to the statehouses on pay equity

issues. Some twelve states have equal pay laws which authorize.

equal pay for jobs of comparable worth. Seventeen states have

completed or are in the"process of doing pay equity job

evaluation studies thanks to the lobbying on the part of unions.

In the state of Oregon, SEIO's Local 503, the OregOn'
4

Public Employees Union, represents 18,000 state workers and has

addressed the pay equity issue on two fronts. The union iS
cl)

involved in a coalition active in a discrimination suit against

REST. WP. .11111111.PitiiF
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the ;ire' n. State System .t 111.;hr F.katton. In this class

action suit, the plaintiffs are wowen prntessors alleging

discrimination in hiring, Aomolion and pay.

on the other Front, Local 503 successtully lobbied the

state legislature to pass a bill auttu3rizing a 5355,000

reclassification study and establishing a Compatable Worth Task

Force to undertake the study. A Local 503 staftperson chairs

this commit'e.

'Corse sElb Oregon members have a lonj htstor, oI dtkiling

with the pay equity issue. It 'negotiated a number of equity

provisi.,ns tor its state clerical units, including a flat dollar

increase which gave the average clerical worker a greater -

in;..reao than other- state workers; a new classitication for word

proe;:sors with a 10 percent increase; and classifications for
0

data entry operators and telephone operators with 5 percent

in 71-Orl';tti.

onto r;overnor Ifichard Celeste issued an executive order

which requires a pay equity job evaluation study or Ohio's civil

service sr-item as a result of lobbying by 9tor), the National

Association of otfice Work6rs, who presented him with a 23,000

signature petition. 9to', has joined with SEM to torm a uniie

organizing .tfort, Disttict 92'), aimed at offering the benefits

,A tradr: uniontsw to the nearly 20 million unorganized office

-workers in this country.

SEP- local unions in Minnesota were active in the drive

wht.h resulted in the Minnesota State Employee.; Compensation

Statute, a modcl law with stated definitions of "reasonable

eeiationfhips" between salaries of different groups.

Clearly, women workers need power and a voice to overcome

historical discrimination. More and more, women a turning to

unions to organize and work collectively.
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Organizing women workers continues to be a high priority

for SEIU -wand an activity directly related to pay equity since

organized women workers earn a full 30 percent more than,

unorganized women.

In our state and local government contracts, women are

earning 71 cents for every didlar enrned by a manstill a gap

h,_;t evidence that unionizatIon is narr,wingthe gap.

And the federal governillent must work to narrow the wage

gap for federal w,)rkers, as a policy matter and as a model

employer. historically, the federal government led he way in

the hiring of w,men, but unf4)rtunately has also lel the way in

[11, intenti.nal i_ayment discriminatory,wages. Realizing the

example It Sets for the rest of the nation, t federal

government must provide leadership on [ham issue.

SEP' firmly believe's that unity is strength. A strong

organization can bargain better contracts, be a dynaripc

political force, and bet er serve the diverse needs of its

members. And in every irstance, 'United union actIon has yielded

ach4eyements in pay eq ity and in eliminating discriminatiOn of

any kind in the workplace.

Since our last appearance before you, Ms. Oakar, SEIU has

NktfigiaLed two large independent associations representing

thousands of women workers. The National Association of

Government Employees (NAGE) who represent some 80,000 federal

and public serviceworkers. Ms. Cynthia Denton, NAGE's Chief

Counsel, will testify tomorrow on the actions they have taken to

fight for equity for 12,000 state clerical workers in

Massachusetts. The other new affiliate 41s the California State

Employees Association (CSEA) which represents some 100,000 state

workers and is likewise active in the pay equity movement.

6 )
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jhe appit)aches that SFr: takes to promyc pay equity IWO

I have describedcollecttve bargatnin, carver deVeloInent 'and

educat ion, legi-tlative and political activty, arid otganizing-

cannt floultsh and ra4.t,_ enA with))ut the

ct,opOratiiin of the''ipivetum,rit and enfolcvwent of th laws

d.esifned to end sex -hasvd WA;, .!1!;Ct

1t. mt t' .1 1m, of iiit t ,1 in 14+2, ,,,f t Lit

t n ul I ti mitt k t to ; I fin 1 ri.j of t 1 inri

t !i r i 'tit an .1 t he and

tint tirctmi.int tit n,it 1,fla I 1 it t f icie!i t,, makie

tidy t - i t i 1 t y l e a l l i y t t workers, I 1 it or., sex,

or natIonal orlgin

While thet at. the:; In tltv (tmqtess who take the issue

seriously and ,Jive It a filth priority like you, OJat, I

cannot say the same for of in the advontstration do i the

agencies charged wIth th 1est4,nsitolity of enforcing and

admtnisterfn,; th se which ensata ecmowl... aria

non4discrimination.

Those of us who care about workers have been appalled by

the activities of theJ'President, the Justice Department, the

EEOC and the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.,

4

The recent hearings on pay equity before the Subcommittee

on Manpower and Housing of the Committee on Government

Operations, chaired by Barney Frank, documented the',utter

disregard of the EEOC and other executive branch agencies for

Title VII of the CitAl Rights Act and other laws and executive

orders which protect the civil rights of working peoplel

The testimony/of the National Committee on Pay Equity

February 29 of this year revealed that some 269 cases alleging

wage discrimination are currently languishing at the EEOC

headquarters.

35-003 0 134 5
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The EEOC defends its lack of investigation of these cases

by claiming it_ hasn't developed "policy" on comparable worth

cases. They have ignored their own 1980 90-day notice policy to

prcdide interim guidance to field officers in processing Title.

VII and Equal Pay Act claims of sex-based wage discrimination,

We find little evidence that thq EEOC has taken any positive

AFtion since t981.

Tomorrow, our affiliate NAGE will describe the

difficulties and frustrations involved in dealing with the EE,0C

an sex-based wage discrimination complaints. Since 19H1, NA14.

had been trying to resolve a charge of sex discrimination on

behalf of 12,000 state clerical workers. NAGE charges that the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, since at least 1948, has created

and maintained a classification and salary system whNh has

discriminatorily compensated certain positions because they have

become identified as "female" jobs.

That wage discrimination is illegal could not be clearer.

Title VII of The 'evil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits wage

discrimination women. In that law, Congre-sS made It

clear that it is illegal for an employer to base wages on the

sex of the job holder where Job require comparable skill,

effort and, responsibility. In 1981, The United Slates Supreme

Court upheld the law in its decision, Gunther v. County of

Washington.

The behavior of the EEOC, the Justice Department, the

Department of Labor and the Office of Personnel Management- Is

not suprising when one considers the person at the top and the

tone that he sets for issues and civil rights.

H6Wever President Reagan and his appointees might feel,

they cannot ignore the law of the land. It is thus the

responsibility of Congtess to provide strict oversight of these

agencies to ensure enforcement of these laws in both the private
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and t he ttsletal sect

The Pay Fqiiity Act of 1484 (HE 50921 and the Federal Pay

Equity Act of 1484 (HP 45941 require action-oriented reports

from fedOral arencips that would reaffirm the federal
44

government.--; responsibility to enforce pay equity laws,

encoutagv em,ployers to comply with those laws, and bring federal

wa.) ,;e1111.) ptat'ttcw; Into compliance wIth existing law.

Thw eitucational ant Informational program tot the FEOC

for is the bill will he helpful to workers, and to both

puhllu and ptivate employets.

we str.gly endyrse these bills\and support the etlnrts ut

Con ;rosforoman oak r art,1 het col league!: t, make t hose agencies

account Anyt ii ri; ;:h.,t I Total rieritcat 1(irt ,,ri the pant of

those arrenc les t the ant 1-d scr Iinlnat 1,:i laws of t count ly
will di- tot mt111(n. 1 Wd ie and women w'a kers.

The pay equity is!itle must be addrsed,on many fronts. The,

measures called Ira to make tederal agencies more accountable

are much needed steps in that process. SEIO looks forward to

working with Congresswoman Oakar on this issue, as our union

c4hrinues to wrk on other frontsin unoriantzed workplaces, at

the bargainini table, in the statehouses and in coalitions with

Jabot ariLl women' groupsto achieve PCOW,MIC justice for all

American workers.

We,
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Ms. OAKAa. Thank you, John, Tor a fine statement.
Judy, you know that many women in this country have been con-

t fused at times by the equal rights amendment. Unfortunately some
do not realize the impact it would have on the everyday bread-and-
butter issues that their lives depend upon.

I am wondering if' you can tell us how the equal rights amend-
ment would make a differency in the issues of the wages and
equity?

Any of the panel, by the way, can comment on that, if you like.
Ms. GOLDSMITH. I think that one thin we have perhaps not

trade sufficiently clear, and we will reni y that, to the general
public is that, the equal rights amendment is not a piece of legisla-
tion. It is a constitutional principle, and that is, of course, one of
the reasons why no single or several pieces of legislatioh can re-
place it.

That without the equal rights amendment in the Constitution,
the Constitution. is silent on the question-of sex discrimination. So
that when the laws thatare designed to protect -us from discrimi-
nation are tested in the courts, and come to be tested against the
fundamental law of the land; there is nothing there in which to
anchor a strong decision in support of pay equity, for example,

Having the equal rights amendment in the Constitution is going
to make+ the legislation that we currently have stronger and will
strengthen the legislation that we manage to pass. But without it,
it is possible to have confusion in the courts about, No. 1, what sex'
discrimination is? And, No. 2, if there is sex discrimination, wheth-

, er *ks legal or not?
If we have the excuse me, when we have the ERA in the Consti-

tution, that we will have the necessary tool that we need to 'win
economic equity for the women of this country.

Ms. "DAKAR. Mary, do you want to comment on that or can I go
on to another question for you?

Ms. Frium.. No; you can 'go ahead.
Ms. DAKAR. The majority of individuals in the teaching profes-

sion happen to be female. And of course, we want male teachers to
A be paid fairly as well.

liCit it is true that, as you mentioned, nearlyo70 percent of all the
teach&rS happen to be female. Do you think that because there are.
more women in the occupation, the occupation payslless?

Ms. Furimd.. Well, I think that very definitely because it is per-.,

ceived to befla woman's profession. Many people feel that since it is
woman's job we do not have to pay teachers a salary which is, I

would consider, a professional salary.
And, I think that a lot of people view educators, teachers, espe-

cially K through 12 as glorified babysitters, and that we are just
there to handle the kids during the day. They look upon us as a
second income or believe Nye' work because that is something we
want, to do.

And must people are very surprised when I indicate to then that
teachors llork only because; one, they Save selected it as a proles-
sion; and, two, we have to work. It is not ,supplementary kind of
income for most 8f us. It is an incOne that we need in order to sur-
vive. .9

6,, .
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I very definitely think that the fao1 that teaching evolved into a
female profession and that is one of the reasons why the salaries
are so low. Many people are not awae of the fact that teaching
started out as a profession for men. And as we restructured the
profession and moved further and further away from the local
school being the hub of the community, and schools became more
comp4ex in our structure; then, women began to become the cl'
room teachers and men began to become the administrators.

And, if you look at the profession today, the areas wher we do
have relatively high salaries, you will not find women.

If' you look at the administrative levels, for instance, you will not
find very many' women. If you look at the number of superintend-
ents across the country, I think less than J percent are female.

If you look at the extracurricular activities where we pay, at
least a respectable stipendI will not ,ay a fair stipend, but a re-
spectable°stipendmen are in those positions.

When we look at female coaches, female coaches do not make as
much money as male coaches. When we look at females who spon-
sor activities, we do not make as much money as the men who
sponsor those same activities. And in many cases, we do not earn
anything for sponsoring activities.

When we look at the high schools, which is where you have,your
highest concentration of men. They make more money than the el-
ementary teachers, which is where you-have your highest concen-
tration of women.

So, I think that the fact that we are perceived to be a female or a
woman's profession,hiat a very key role to play in how much money
they pay us.

I think, however', t'hat most people are missing the boat because
the amount that we pay the individuals in the profession really re-
flects how we feel about the profession and what we do'

We shape minds. We shape bodies for the future. As a nurse
would try to keep someone well for the future; we shape the minds.

Ms. DAKAR. I agree that so feW women mare in the higher paying
positions. It is also true that so few women are in policymaking
oleg in the educational system. As a former educator I could. j,ttest

to what you just said. There are very few department chairpeople,
very few presidents of colleges, and principals of high schools, who
are wonlen.

John, you mentioned, a very interesting statistic, which I did not
know until your testimony. It appears that when women are union-
ized they are likely to make more for the services they provide in
their profession.

What do we do about the women who do not have your union or
AFSCME behind them; who cannot go to court. What are we doing,
for those women?

Mr. SWEENEY. Well, first of all, we are electing people Itlie your-
self' to s'Oonsor the legislation and chair this kind of ft.. committee.

But we are finding within our own union, I think, within the
labor movement that the greatest organizing success is among
women workers, and in industries that have been heavily unorga-
nized.

But we as a union, as do all of the dither unions. that are in= .

volved, believe that in the progress that we are battlinge are

t-
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bringing benefit to the unorganized workers as well in various
ways. And we are more aggressively organizing workers, but we
are focusing on how through State legislation we can asgist
those workers who are not organized.

Ms. DAKAR. Is it fair to say that there are fewer women who are
part of the union movement than there are men?

Ms. FuTRELL. Well, for the teaching part of the union movement
of the labor movement, the answer would be, no. Because of all the
teachers in the United States of America, I believe something like
80 to 85 percent of them are organized and belong to a union. And,
NM, of course, represents about 85 percent of those who are orga-
nized. And, as I said, most of the teachers are women.

Ms. DAKAR. Did you want to respond to that?
Mr. SWEENEY. No; I would agree with Mary. Only 11 percent of

women workers are organized, but that is the fastest growing area
of organization.

Ms. DAKAR. Judy, NOW has been criticized for getting involved
in politics. We also know NC of all the polls taken since the l950's,
the two issues that women are most concerned about in Presiden-
tial politics are peace and economic justice.

How is the feminization of povert;Thlfecting the American polL
tics? Should we make issues that affect our well-being politictT
issues'? -

Ms. GOLDSMITH. There is a truism that I first became familiar
with in the women's movement, but I think it is generally true,
and that is that, the personal is political.

And when I am sometimes asked, why the gender gap iscon-
cerns itself primarily with peace and economic issues rather than
"Women's Issues;" my response is enviably that, economic issues
are absolutely women s issues. They are the core of women's issues,
and they cannot be separated.

The feminization of poverty is a part of that. It is an appalling
phenomenon. It is shocking that in this society, the projections are
that if' there is no dramatic turnaround, no dramatic change in
Federal policy, that by the year 2000 which is now not till that far
away, the poverty population of this country will consist entirely cif
women and their children. That is not healthy fur a society.

One of the reasons that it is difficult to make p'rogress on this
issue is because the question that is always asked, when we deal
with questions of discrimination against women, particularly those
that have an economic impact, the question is always asked, "Well,
if' we correct this discrimination, can we afford to do it?'' And the
answer haS enviablAbeen, "No." Whether we are talking about in-
surance discrimination or any other kind of sex discrimination
with a price tag on it.

If' it appears that correcting the inequity is going to cost some-
body money, we cannot do it, Never mind that the women of this
Nation have been carrying the financial burden of sex discrimina-
tion ever since we have had a country.

At the same time, it is utterly repugnant to think that we must
balance the economy of this Nation on the backs of women. Yet, it
is the reality that we keep coming up against all the time.

And one thing that is changing today, and that is changing in
-politics is that wlnnen are beginning 'to take a central role, bef4n-

7
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fling to take some control of their own, potitial 'and economic desti-
nies and saying, "The unfair burden that women have assumed all
of these years is not just, and we are going to do something about
it."

knd much of what women have been doing, of course,-has been
translating that determination into power and the voting booth.

Ms. DAKAR. You know we have an administration that has put a
multitrillion-dollar price tag on defense over the next few years. I
question how we can afford trillions of dollars of weapons that
somehow will fitd their ways into other countries to kill people,
but cannot find a way tip meet the needs, economic needs of our
own people. Ari

Mary, one last quick question for you. You were talking about
your attitude toward an administration being an advocate. One
would expect that they would be an advocate for the law.

What is your assessment of EEOC's role in enforcing pay equity
laws?

Ms. FUTRELL. Failing grade,.
You said .;;1 quick answer.
Ms. OAKAR. Mr. Bosco.
Mr. Bosco. Thank you, Madam Chair.

have been following as best I can the Presidential election, and
it seems lately labor unions have been accused of being special in-
terest groups. I know that that is President Reagan's belief, and it
appears that it is the belief of one of the candidates who was repre-
sented earlier.

Yet, from Mr. Sweeney's testimony as repeated by our chairwom-
an, it appears that labor unions hive at least increased the pay
comparability of women by about 11 or 12 percent.

Would you say, Mr. Sweeney, I imagine you are probably the
closest we have to one of these special interest labor bosses in front
of us, would you say thiat---

Mr. SWEENEY. We are all special.
Mr. Bosco. Would you say that labor's interest in this problem is

special interest or genoral interest?
Mr. SWEENEY. Well, I like to think that in the references of labor

unions as special interest, if representing workers and champion-
ing causes such as we are today, means that we are interested in a
special interest; then, I think that it is a great credit to us.

The low-paid workers and women workers deserve a little special
attention, and the needs of our times warrant as aggressive a pro-
gram as we can possibly put forth.

But, I firmly believe that in representing' our membership, we
are also fighting for those folks who have nobody else(to fight for
them. And the battle for pay equity is the same battle for the mini
mum wage or for the public school system or whatever it might
have been tffrough the history of the labor movement.

And, I hope that whatever we can achieve that many of the
people who have nobody to fight for them are the beneficiaries.

Mr. Bosco. So you would probably refute those who are saying
today that labor is an anachronism and the bosses are all sittin in
the back rooms. It appears to me that you are wqrking very hard
for issues that apparently are very important to people.

O
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Ms. Futrell, you are, I guess, one of these bosses, too, do you feel
the same way?

Ms. FUTRELL. Yes. I have never had anyone to refer to me that
way before, but I like to wear that hat.

I think children are special. I have dedicated my life for the goal
of trying to help children. And, if the National Education Associa-

. tion is accused of being a special interest group because we want to
support candidates who believe in children, and are willing to place
themselves on the line to stand up and to speak out to advocate for
children; then, I think that that is a very worthy cause, and I am
very glad that we are invoki.k?d in politics, and that we are consid-
ered to be a special interest group.

I also believe that teachers are very special. I believe that we
have contributed mightily to the greatness of this country.

And as I tt'avel around talking to, teachers all over the United
States, and I do that all the time, I am very proud of what teachers
are trying to do. And, I have no doubt that teachers will continue
to do everything they can to make this country great.

In return, we need support. We need support from the local level,
the State level, and we certainly need support from Congress and
from the White House.

And, so, if people think that we are special, because we say that
we need to support candidates who believe in teachers and believe
in children; then, I have no problem about that.

I always think it is interesting, though, Mr. Bosco, that people do
not talk about the special interest groups which support the cur-

. rent administration. I think that it is very interesting that no one
ever talks about the fact that he too seeps out special groups to
support him. And, so, if it is not wrong r the goose, it certainly
should not be wrong for the gander.

Mr. Bosco. Thank you very much.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank you.
M r. Hoyer.
Mr. MYER. Thank you, Madam Chair.
f would agree with the response of each of our panelists and with

the commonality of their interests, which are very special, and
ought to be very special to this committee. I applaud the state-
ments.

I do not have a question, but 4 did want to follow up on Judy
Goldsmith's statement.

I think that the economic issue with respect to this particular
proposal is outrageous. And, although, no one has mentioned it
today it is the same argument that was heard repeatedly in the
l850 s. It was then said that the reason slavery had to be main-
tained was because the economic system in this country demanded
it. It was an outrageous argument then; was rejected through the
shedding abroad on both sides. That will not be the case, hopefully
and clearly, this time. But it ought to be rejected as emphatically,
as strongly and with as much courage as the three of you have
shown, as the Willmar Eight showed; and as much as this issue de-
mands..

Mrs. Goldsmith, Mr. Sweeney, and Ms. Futrell are all correct in
saying that this is a very, very special interest that we ought to all
share.

7J



Thank you, Madam Chair.
Ms. DAKAR.. Well, we want to thank you very much for appearing

today. and let us continue in our struggle to achieve economic
equity .for all people in this country.

Thank you very much.
Ms. FtrritEt.L. Thank you.
Mr. SWEENEY. Thank you.
Ms. OAKAR. The Chair wants to thank those who are waiting.

We know that it has been a long day, but we have such excellent
witnesses. We value each Of you equally.

And our next panel will consist of, Ms. Nancy Reder who is the
chair of an organization that has done tremendous work on this
issue, the National Committee on Pay Equity, and Dr. Quincalee
Brown who is the executive dirktor of an organization that I
happen to belong to, the Americqn Association of tile University QC'
Women.

We are very happy to have you.
Nancy, if you would like to proceed whatever way is comfortable

for you.

STATEMENT OF NANCY REDElt, ClIAIKANATIONAL COMMITTEE
ON l'AY EQUITY

Ms. REnEit. Thank you, Congresswoman Oaka and members of
the subcommittee.

I' am Nancy Reder. I am the'director of Social Policy for the
Leg 4I Women Voters Education Fund, and I chair the National
Comittee on Pay Equity,

With me today is Claudia Withers, staff attorney ptITieWomen's
Legal. Defense Fund. Women's Legal Defense Fund also serves on
the Begird of the National Committee, and it chairs its subcommit-
tee ontEEOC enforcement.

The National Committee on Pay Equity is a coalition -of over 150
organizations and individuals formed to advocate for pay equity for
working women. Our membership in,c)lAtitles international unions,
major women's and civil rights organiz. ions, legal and profession-
al associations, State and local governments, and individual work-
ing men \and women. And I might add that most of the organiza-
tions testifying before these hearings are members of the National.
Committee.

Needless to say, as 'the on y national coalition working on the
issue of pay equity, we have particular interest in the4ubject
matter of these Bearings. ecau e the approval process of our coali-
tion, and we ar a coalitio , is f ther,a lengthy and cumbersome
one, the Nation I Committee has not yet endors y of the legis-
lative proposal: which are presently pending Congress. However,
we thank you f r bringing to national atte ion this issue, and we
welcome the b ortunity to share our con64ns with you.

We are parti ularly concerned about the lack of Federal enforce-
ment ofAthe la that is already in existence, something that your
legislation is esigned to remediate. And our testirhony will focus
on this partic lar lack of enforcement.

One of the ctivities which the National Committee has been in-
volved in has been the monitoring of EEOC enforcement in the
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area of wage discrimination. We have met with EEOC officials to
find out what they are doing in this area. And when information
that we asked for was not forthcoming, we had to ile a Freedom of
Information Act to get that information, sonic of hick we still
have Ilia gotten 1 might add.

Ms. DAKAR. What is it that you have not yet -receive? Would you
repeat that'?
.1:Ns. It EnEit. Well, we filed a Freedom of Information Act request-
itig information about the cases that are pending in headquarters
that EEOC has not acted on..We asked for .specific information re-
garding those cases, and the type of cases that they were, and we
asked for the charges that have been filed, and we have not gotten
specifically all the information. We are still working with them
and hope to get the rest soon.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, let us hope that they can respond to your wish
in a very quick fashion.

Ms. IZEDER. I think they are having a hat'd time sorting out the
information that they have sitting there. I think that is one of the
problems. And that igThrobably why we have not. gotten it.

Many of our meKibers have also tiled charges of wage discrimina-
tion with EEOC, and they have pen g wage discrimination law-
suits. I might add that one of our mem ers tried to'file a complaint
and walked into the Chicago office a was told that EEOC had no
policy on sex-based wage discrimin, tion. And we had to give our
member a copy of the 90 day notice that is currently in effect, so`
that they could then hand it to the staff' person there and say,
"This is EEOC's policy." .

So, I think it is clear that the field does not gimowlabout the
policy that is supposed to be in effect and being enforced.

The wag gapgap between -women and Men is one of the oldest and
most persistent symptoms of sexualand inequality of this country,
and I will not take the time to repeat the statistics that have al-
ready been stated by those people who have testified before me.

However, I would like to cite some of the resi.11ts of job evalua-
tion studies that have documented wage inequities between female
dominated and male dominated jobs.

In the State of Minnesota, which did a job evaluation study, they
determined that a registered, n e, which is a female-dominated
job and a vocational education her, which-is a male-dominated
job, were evaluated as having t same number of points, 275.
Hov&ver, the male dominated jo was paid -a.rnonthly salary of .ap-

errrriipr e $2,200, while the female-dominated job received a
monthly ary of approximately $1,700. And that is ro hly a $500
a month discrepancy. .

In he State of Washington, a registered nurse,
&

a. W

i

e-domi-
nate job, received over 300 points compared to a hi vray engi-
neer, which was a male-dominated job, and yet the highway engi-
neer job paid over $600 a month more.

All the 'Yob evaluation studies that have been done to focus on
wage inequities continue to point out that there is at least a mini-
mum of 20 .percent discrepancy between male-dominated and
female dominated jobs that are evaluated as being comparable.

A legal mechanism for directly challenging this situation does
exist. In 1981, the Supreme Court issued its decision in Gunther v.

.
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0)11111v of Washington. Gunther held that wage. discrimination,--.)
,-against women who hold jobs which may not be substantially equal

to those held by men may be barred by title VII of the Civil Rights
Act

The Supreme Court did not, however, indicate how suc_hicases
were to be developed and proved. And the issue is thus ripe' for the
development of Case law, something that we look to the Federal
Government particularly E14.'0C and the .lust ice Department to
test the ramifications and the limits of that law, something that
they have not done.

.The comments that Brad Reynolds, Assistant Attorney General
for Civil Rights, has made regarding the Washington State case
have already been repeated.

But with respect to EEOC, it has always recognized that wage
discrimination is a violation of title VII. It participated asamicus
in the Gunther case and in a case that was litigated about the same
time, MI: vir Westinghouse. And even before Gunther, the EEO('
commissioned the landmark study that was done by the National
,Academy of' Sciences and held hearings. Both of these things could

'' provide a sound basis upon which the Commission could rely in in-
vestigating charges of wage discrimination that are pending, but
the Commission has largely Ignored the findings of i(own study.

The only positive enforcement action that DIEM has. taken is to
issue a 9() -day notice that was issued in the wake of the Gunther
decision. Its pug o. is to proVide interim guidance in processing
title VII and Equal Pay Act claims of sex-based wage discrimina-
tion. . .'tThat notice has been renewed regularly since its original promul-
gation. In fact, Congressman. lrney,-Frank referred to'that as the
900-day notice in the hearings that he held a couple of weeks ago,
because it is going on and on without EEOC taking any final action
on it. .

We do understand that F.E0C, may adopt a final policy in May.
Under the 90-day notice most charges and accompanying files

areito be sent to 4adquarters before a cause finding is made. And
we know this is n happening, and many charges are simply being
dismissed for no cause or they are not being investigated.

If the charges are forwarded to headquarters, they are sitting in
limbo'. There are over 250 cases that are currently being ware-
housed there. -

.

EEO( persists in defining comparable worth as some :strange
theory under which most claims that do not involve equal pay for
equal work' fall. This kind of an analysis ignores the Supreme
Court's decision in Gunther.

We believe that most wage discrimination cases easily fit within
the confines of title VII framework.

And what we can review from the information that EEOC has
.. given to us is thattheir litigation of wage discrithination cases

since Gunther is virtually nonexistent. There is no organizedno
considered effort to identify and bring wage discrimination cases.
There is no litigation strategy. There is not even a central coordi-
nator who can identify the existing cases.

1 i)
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Based on the above, the national committee believes that EEOC 's
enforcement efforts can best be described as inconsistent, ineffec-
tive and totally lacking in any initiative.

At recent hearings before Congressman Frank, Clarence Thomas,
who is the Chair of the EEOC, announced the formation of a study
group which will work on a policy for comparable worth cases.'

While we are delighted to see that EEOC may be taking some
notice of this issue, we are not convinced that they need a new
policy to handle these types of' cases; that if' they simply address
them as they do other cases that are pending, we might see some
action.

Ms. OAKAR. You might want to know that Mr. Thomas .came
before myself' and several other Congresswomen 2 years ago and
told us the same thing. Ile said that EEOC was going to take a bold
stand on bringing these cases to some kind of fruition. It has been
2 years and we are still waiting for the results of that momentum.

Ms. REDER. It is like waiting for a godot.
Ms. DAKAR. That is right. ThVater of' the absurd is a good, accu-

rate description of' what is occurring.
Ms. REDER. Well, we sincerely hope that the comments that Clar-

ence Thomas made are not cosmetic and. that EEOC will begin to
investigate the cases that are sitting there.

We feel that if' the Commission is truly committed to ending sex-
based wage discrimination, then, we should see some positive re-
sults soon And we will be watching and waiting.

[The statement of' Reder follows:1
4

STATEMENT OF NANCY REDER

Thank you. Congresswoman Dakar and members of the Subcommittee. My name
is Nancy Mier. and I am ('hair of the National Committee on Pay Equity 1N('PE)
With me is Claudia Withers, Staff Attorney at the Women's Legal Defense Fund.
which serves on the Board of the N('PE and chairs its subconlmittee on the EEOC.

The National Committee on Pay Equity is a coalition of over 150 organizations
and indiOluals formed to advocate for pay equity for working women. Our member-
ship iiiijudes international unions, major women's and civil rights organizations.
legal Wild prolessitvnal associat.ions, state and local governments, and individual
working men and women.

\As the only national coalition working on the issun of pay equity, we are particu-
larly interested in the subject of this hearing. While N('PE has not endorsed any of
the legislative proposals which are presently pending, we welcome the opportunity
to share our concerns with this subcommittee. We tire particularly concernelvabout
I'.he lack cif federal enforcement of the law already in existence.

, One of the many activities in which NCVE has been involved has been the moni-
toring of EE()(' enforcement in the area of wage discrimination. We have met with
EEO(' officials in order to find out what was being done in this area. When, in the

.. 'Till of 1983, information we asked for was not forthcoming, we filed a Freedom of
4 Inforn tion Act request. We have critiqued the agency's policy documents and sub-

mitted estimony at relevaht Congessional hearings. We have'developed a series of
recomm relations for the EEO(' to use in its enforcement Activites relative to wage
discrifnination. Many of our members have filed charges of wage discrimination
with the i:14;()C and have pending wage discrimination law suits. We, therefore. wel-
come this opportunity to share our experience concerning the status of the efforts of
the federal, enforcement agencies, especially of the Equal Employment 0Iiportunity.
Commissioi, to enforce thejaws that prohibit wage discrimination on the basis of
sex, once, c lor, religion, orlational orgin.

e 1 e

THE PROIIIIEM OF WA OE DISCEIMINA

The wage gap between women and men is one of he est and most persiste*
symptoms o sexual inequality in this country. Women perform many of the most

--041
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important jobs in our economy. They teach our children; they are the primary pro-
viders of health care in hospitals and nursing homes; they are the mainstay of the
financial and business office world. Yet, on the average. women who work full time
year round are paid approximately $.61 for every dollar paid to men.' The wage gap
becomes even wider for women of color, who hear the double burden of discrimina-
tion based on sex and race or national origin. Black omen earn $.56 for every
dollar earned by men, while Hispanic women earn $.32 for every dollar earned by
men."

A majority. fifty-two percent. of all employed women work in two of the twelve
major occupations: clerical workers and service workers (other than pri/ate house-
hold workers). In 1982. more than half of all employed women worked in occupa-
tion's that are 7:ir'( female. and 22'7( of emplyyed women worked in occupations that
are more than 95(-( female. For back women, occupational segregation is even more
extreme: the concentration of black women in clerical and service worker occupa-
tions is 5I; black women are more likely to be found in service (29.8%1' or blue
collar jobs (17.2c'(1 than are white women i 1 9.6q- and I2.8 /'black women are less
likely to hold white collar jobs (clerical, sales, professional, managerial/ than are
white women.

Occupational segregation carries with it the .penalty of lower wages. (oinpare the
Following predominantly male and female

COMPARISONS OF WORTH AND SALARY OF SELECTED JOBS

Minnesota

Job title Monthly
salary

Number ol

rem

Registered nurse if $1.723 275
Vocational education leacher (1) 2,260 275
Health program Rep If; 1,590 238
Steam boiler attendant (M) 1,61A

Data processing coordinfr (1) 1.423 199
General repair work (M) 1,564 134

San lose Calif

Librarian I (1) 750 288
Street sweeper operator (M) /58 124
Senior legal secretary (F) 665 22b
Senior carpenter (M) 1.040 226
Senior accounting clerk (F) 638 210.
Senior painter (M) 1,040 210

Viashinglem

Registered nurse (F; 1.368 348' Highway engineer III (M) 1,98(L !05
Laundry worker (F) 884 105
Truck driver (M) 1.493 97
Secretary (F) 1.122 19/
Maintenance carpenter (M) 1,101 , 197

i Hay Associates. Slate 01 Minnesota Report, March 1982. Hay Associates. City of San lose Study of Non Management Classes: November
1180 State of Washington Study.- Public Personnel Management journal. Winter 1981/82
this number of poems refers to the As- rating in pb evaluation studies described in the publications cited in n 3. supra lob evaluations

ge1ierally measure the skill. effort, responsibility. and working 'conditions in a lob

legal mechanism for directly challenging this appalling situation noes exist. In
June 1981. the SuIrreme Court issued its decisionn Gunther v. County of Washing-
ton. Gunther holds that wage discrimination against women who hold jobs, which
may not be substantially equal to those held by men may be barred by Title VII of

c,o the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Supreme Court did pot, however.- indicate how
osucbh cases were to be developed and proved. The issue is thus ripe for the develop- ,

rnent of case law, much as the doctrine of disparate impact was developed when the
Supreme Co wt held in Grighs v..Duke- Power in 1971 that Title VII could be violated
by -the use of a faiatlY neutral emplOyment test which nonetheless served to ex-

- %dude- blacks from jobs. But neitheNthe IlEOC nor the Department of aystice. has .

U.S. Rureau nj the C'tosus, Current Population Reports 4.
Ifreakdowns for wAslan/Pacifie and Native American women are not available, and have

not been included for that reason.
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taken the oppOrtunity Instead. their efforts have been marked by reluctance at
best, and outright hostility to the notion at wonit.

THE DEPARTMENT of-' JUSTICE

Because of a recent statement made by William Bradford Reynolds, the' Assistant
Attorney General for.Ciyil Rights, on this topic, we are compiled to address the
rot' of the Department of Jastice fiekire turtling to the EEO('. The Department of
Justice has failed completely to take any steps to enforce the law against wage dis-
crimination. To the contrary, it has acted in a completely irresponsible way in the
one case in which it has had any opportunity to act at all Without completely r-
viewing the record in the celebrated case of AFSCME.v. State of Washington, Jus-
tice Department lawyers have already-decided to enter the case on the side of the
employer, to urge that the finding that women workers had been discriminated
against in'wages be overturned.

In a Neu. York Tunes article of January 22 198-1. Mr. Reynoldswas quoted as
saying, that he was still reYnewing the case but had concluded that the Justice De-
partment should support tlie State of Washington in an appeal challenging Judge
Tanner's order. Reynolds actually stated that "I have absolutely no dciubt that his
(Judge Tanner.si decision is wrong." In a..later meeting with NCPE and other pay
equity advocates, Mr Reynolds again acknowledged that he had not completed his
reviewof the case. Ile refused, however, to dist:Now the statement made to the Nvti.
York Times:

Mr Reynolds' actions display a blatant disregard for his obligation as the nation's
chief civil' rights enforcer to enforce the law..Thn Supreme Court has already stated
in Gunther that Title VII can be violated where female jobs are not equal to
jokis. Judge Tanner in A FSC.17tE -s"irmAy following dun ONT. as Chair Thohms of
the EEO(' has already acknowledged. Department of Justice is -again talking
about the law as it wishes It to be' rather than-as it is. .

ArrioN
. . . ,...

The EEnc has always raeognized that 'wage discrimination is a Title VII' viola-
tion. Over the past years, the Commission has found liability for wage discrimina-
lion on the basis of sex or race in a number of cases. It' participated `11P. anueus in
Gjinther and ICE v. Westinghouse.' taking the position t ha Title VII applies to sex
based wage discriminationand that [-HOW; in its language or legislative bistpry
would _lead' to the conclusion that its protections should be limited only to situations,,which. constitute a violationlif thr'Equal Pay Act..

Even before,. Gunther, the EEO(' commissioned "ti study by the 'National Acadtemy,.'.',
of Sciences to determine both the manner in which conventional wage setting, prae,s; 0

tks operate to discriminate agaiiist women and the fe.4bitit.Y .61'11.r-eating bias'free..
wage setting mechanisms. The results of-that study, published i/i -One fall iSt: ,I9S1..--
shortly after the Gunther decision, document the extent of wage disrciminatilnand
provide guidaiwefor-evaluating sex bil0-; ire job evaluation systems. They eourd'in'o-
vide a sound basis upon which the Commission could rely in investigating Anne
charges.of wage discrimination.. To datq, hoWever, the Commission lids 19J-gely ig-
nored the Findings of the study. .

Similarly, ate Commission fiMd a series of hearings on wage".diScrimination and
job segregation in the,spring of NM. These hearings providt. akwealtWof informa-#lion for t1.1 Commission to utilize in processing individual charges and developing
systemic: rgets for investigation and litigation. Again, however, the Commission
has nierely published the transcripts of these hearings; it has taken no action to
date in the form of issuing findings from the hearings or implementing any new
initia6vals-based on the hearings or the NAS study.

Indeed,the only positive enforcement action which the Commissiorlbos taken in
the wok of Gunther was the issuance, on September l':),,M41, or a Ntqiny -notice to
"provide interim guidance in processing Title VII and EquId Pay Act claims of sex-
based; wage discrimination." That notice has been renewed regularly since its origi-

' In WE v Westoighnuse, -V EPD Para 131, 406X ct,Fd 19801, vrt dented, 101
S Ct. r,i o, 2Ii EPD10131, 8110 119811, the court found that.'everq.hougli the job classifications were
riot substantialfty eltllal, feinales ur a predominantly female claysgification could still compare
their wagkis to wages paid to males In a predominantly male classification The employer had
used a job Mil oat ion system to determine 1 he relative wort h of jobs at its facilities. Even
though nude and female job classifications received the same point rating, wage rates for pre-
dominantly job classifications were deliberately sot lower than wage rates for predmni-
nantly m job classifications.
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nal promulgation, and thus represents tit( cy to which the EEO(' has committed
itself' with respect to processing wage distAmination

Indeed, even the direction provided on the 90-day notice is not being carried out.
According to the notice, charges are to he investigated throughly. Investigators are
particularly instructed to seek out evidence concerning:

(1) A breakdown of the employer's work force by sex in terms of job classifica-
tions, assignments, and duties;

(2) Written detailed job descriptions and, where appropriate, information gathered
from an onsite inspection and interviews in which actual job duties are described;

(3) Wage schedules broken down in terms of sex showing job classifications, as-
signments, and duties;

(.1) Any documents which show the history of the employer's wage schedules such
as collective bargaining agreemepts which were previously in effect;

(ii) All employer justification of, or defenses to, the sex based wage disparity;
00 If a job evaluation system is the basis for the sex based wage disparity, . . .

copies of the evaluation and, if available, an analysis of its purpose 'and operation;
(7) If market wage rate is the basis for the sex based wage disparity, . . . the un-

-derlying factors relied upon by the employer and the methods the employer used to
determine the market wage rate;

(8) If Union collective bargaining agreements are the basis for the sex based wage
disparity, . . . copies of those agreements; and

ill) Any evidence which shows that the employer or the employer and the union
have established and maintained sex segregated job categories.

Most arges and accompanying files are to be sent to Headquarters before a
cause finding is made. Yet, we know that this is not happening in the field. In the
field, charges are being dismissed for no cause, or are simply not being investigated.

example,xample, one potential charging party attempted to file a wage discrimination
charge in the Chicago district office, only to be told that the office had no policy for

.handling that kind of case. We provided a copy of the 90-day.notice to the individual
so that she could 'show it to the investigator in Chvago.

If charges are forwarded to ilwdquarters, ir ,....ertears that no action is taken; they
remain In An August 1;982 internal EEO(' memorandum listed 23.1 such
charges. The latest internal memorandum lists 272 such charges which are lan-
guishing in I leadquarters.

The EEO(' apparently defends its lack of serious attention to investigating wage
discrimination on the ground that it has not developed "policy- on the subject.
Indeed, we have seen copies of draft memoranda circulating within the agen_cy
which. make this argument,' and which attempt to create such policy.

These memoranda persist in defining comparable worth as some strange theory
under which fall most claims that do not involve equal pay for equal work. Such an
analysis ignores the Supreme Court's holding in GiiiithiT. Most wage discrimination
claims easily fit within the confines of Title VIPs framewo any can he proved
under a disparate treatment analysis, in which it may perha is be shown that an
employer intentionally set wage rates lower 4r female employees. Such evidence of
intent may be shOwn by direct evidence, for example, that an employer suit/ that a
woman's job classification is paid less than a man s because women "don't support
families," ,or that an ..employer using a job evaluation system knowingly paid fe-
males less even in jobs rated the same as, or more than, male jobs; or it may he
inferred from other circumstances of differences in treatment of male and female
employees sail as occupational segregation by sex. The Commissioh does not, t hetet.
fore, need new 'policy to move forward on these kinds of cases. We submit that, al-
though wage discrimination is a ."nou-cOP issue, the Commission decisions finding
liability which already exist and the 90,-day notice serve as excellent starting poin
for investigation and litigation,.

The ostensible lack of EEO(' policy is merely an excuse lot not. processing wage
discriminatiort charges. The EEO(' has a policy: the 1981 90-day notice. It should use
it.

Moreover, not only has the Commission failed to art, but it has allowed the De-
partment- of Justice effectively to make policy in the area, by its statements regard-
ing A WSW v. Shay of Washington. This is outrageoUs. We call on the EEO(' to
insist that the Department of Justice follow its policy, and file an umicus brief or
intervene on behalf of the plaintiffs in the case.

Given tht.te problems preventing investiOttion of wage discrimmati case*, it is
not surprising that the Commission has filed very few, if any, lawsuits olving
wage discrimination. (That is, wage discrimination clitims that -do not inv (171114.4_,
pay for. equal work.) According to the informations that the N('I'E d in settle-
ment of its FOIA request, :37 cases categOrized as involving Title VII wage .diserimi-
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nation in some form were pending in litigation as of August, 1982, or were filed
after August, 1982.2 Of these, the Commission was able to find Ad provide copies of
10 complaints." We haw; been able to identify only three of these cases that,appear
to involve more than simply equal pay for equal work.

.
.

Of those three, none were filed by the present Administration. Two were filed in
1971i or before, and are primarily.. challenges to sex-segregated job classifications
(kiting from before enactment of Title VII. The third, filed in 1980, involved a com-
pany that pai( increased wages for people with military service or college credits
which has a arate impact on women and minorities. It was recently settled.

It is difficult to evaluate the basis of thy complaints because in conformance with
notice pleading, their allegations are y,ery general. Moreover, a complaint brought
under Title VII alleging Wage discrimination is quite likely to involve only equal
jobs. Nor do the EEOC designations pl'ovided"W" for wage and "VII" for Title
VII-- shed any light. The only way to fitui out what a case is reully about is to make
in-depth inquiries of the attorneys involved'

What we can glean from our review of the information is that the EE0Cs litiga
lion of wage discrimination cases since Gunther is virtually non-existent. There is
no organized, concerted effort to identify and bring wage discrimination cases; there
is no litigation strategy; there is rart even a central coordinator who can identify the
existing cases.

Rased on the above, the.Committee helieves that.F.E.0("s enforcement efforts in
the area of wage discrimination can best be described as inconsistent, ineffective,
and totally lacking in any initiative. %'hairman Thoirms.testified in the fall of 1982
that he would "look at the issue."..We were reassured of this fact in our meeting

!with him in May of 1983. Commissioner Webb indicated to us that wage discrimina-
tion cases would be given priority early this year. Yet, nothing of note has been ac-
complished.4 .

The National Committee on Pay Equity has devised a number of recommenda-
tions to the,Commission which, if' followed, woulkl ensure that wage discrimination
cases would be accorded the imp(*fu hey deserve. These recommendations have
beet adopted by our membership, and > being used by them in their conversation
and meetings with local EEOC (illicialst ei:ie recommendations are summarized as
follows:

(II The Commission should vigorously enforce its own policy, known as the "90
day notice," adopted on Septembra,....15, 1981 (after the Supreme Court decision in
Gunther' to provide interim guidance to field officers on identifying and processing
sex based wage discrimination charges under Title VII and the Equal Pay Act. The
policy should he viiewed and clarified periodically in order that wage discrimina-
tion charges be in estigated fully. ,

(2) The Co ission should give specialized review and processing to wage discrim-
ination cl ' ges. This include?; but is not limited to:

a. 'roper training of field personnel in regional EEOC offices in the identifi-
cation of wage discrimination charges;

b. Establishing tight timeframes for review and processing of these charges;
and

c. Monitoring by the appropriate staff at EEO(' headquaAers in Washington.
D.C. to ensure that time frames are being met.

(3) The Commission should establish a mechanism to ensure that wage discrimina-
tion charges received by field offices are referred to EEOC headquarters, as dictated
by the notice, so that proper monitoring can take place. Field offices should be as-
sessed on the basis of numbers of wage discrimination charges which are processed.

(I) The .Commission should pride, on a quarterly basis, information to the-Na-
tional Committee on Pay Equity regarding wage discrimination charges and cases.
Th. ould include number of charge, field regions ire which they are filed and

F cases that the EEOC has decided to pursue. In addition, the EEOC should
he National Committee with information on Equal' Pay Act charges and

cases.

2 The list'also includes a few cases that have recently been authorized for litigation but have
not yet been tiled in court.

3 The complete list that the 1.:E(X' provided included 5S cases. 21 of which included only Equal
Pay Act allegations The Commission provided a total of 2f1 complaints, but our review revealed
that most of them involved classic Equal l'ay Act cases.

The ('ommission recently approved it change in the focus of the administrative charge proc-
essing system As we understand it, the emphasis is to shift from rapid charge processing to a
more extended investigation of charges filed Such an approach, if properly handled, might help
the Commission find out about its wage discronmation charges.

1
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(5) The Commission should establish an MOC Headquarters Task Force whose
functions include:

a. Targeting of wage discrimination cases as 'part of the early litigation pro-
gram and as part of the systemic program tie that all appropriate litigation ave-
nues are pursued in a timely way;

h. Coordination with the EEOC's National Litigtttinn Nan so that wage dis-
crimination will become a litigation priority for the Commission; and
c. Designation of an individual orqndividuals in EEOC Headquarters who

would he responsible for review of allwage discrimination cases.
Adoption of these recommendations would provide the impetus for the develop-

ment of a cohen.tive approach to wage discrimination charges. It would put the
liE0C where it should be on this issueat the forefront. But the EEOC-has failed to
adopt them..
'There are no more excuses to be made: the law is in place and the cases are avail-

-, atilt. fr: Investigation and litigation. All that remains is that the EEOC act.

Ms. OAKAR. Dr. Brown, would you like to proceed, please.

STATEMENT OF ,1S. QUINCALEE BROWN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,.-
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION (D' UNIVERSITY WOMEN

Ms. BRowN. My name is Quincale«)wn, executive director of
the American Association of Univer.

14
Women, the oldest and

largest- national organization for the educational advancement of
women. We have 195,000 members in every congressional district
who applaud Ms. Oakar and members of the subcommittee for
their concern about this vital issue.

When AAUW was founded in 1881 its leaders believed that by
giving women access to equal education, they would also be gaining

ipqual footing in the marketplace. ,
It is tragic to note that in spite of all of our progress in getting

women into colleges, professional and graduate schools, women on
the average still earn only 61 percent of every dollar a man earns.

Even more discouraging is that despite all the laws, some of
which.are .20 years old, discriminatory wageS are common in both
the public and private sector. Even though there have been dra-
matic changes in the last 15 years, women are still clustered in a
handul of jobs. Some 49 percent of all employed females working in
just two categories: clerical work and commercial cleaning.

Considering all the testimony that has preceded me, I think I
would like to take a slightly different tact and ddscribe to you a
couple of cases in which I have been involved that deal with com-
parable worth.

In 1.974 when I was a Federal Women's Program Manager at the
..: U.S. Government Printing Office, I became involved wititke infa-

mous Bindery. Workers case. The case of women who sewed books
together; being paid far less than men who glued books together.

I dare say that there are any number of people in this room who
have had experience both in sewing and gluing, and could attest to

i" the fact that sewing requres every bit and perhaps even greater
skill than does gluing.

It took about 8 years for that case to be first settled in court.
And the Bindery Workers won the case. However, I do believe that
there has yet not been a settlement in that the case is still on
appeal.

The second time I was involved-
Ms. OAK-AR. Well, Dr. Devine is 'waiting anxiously to testify.

Maybe we can ask him his feelings on gluing versus sewing.

. 1") -00 1 0 8



Ms. BRowN. Fine. I would look'foward to that.
The second easethat I was involved in was in about 1977 whvo I .-

was`the executive girecrbr of the Montgomery County, Md., Cori
-

.

sion for Women. . -
..,.

While tauch 1 the Litaature on comparable worth discuses; the
t fact that an enlightened county like Montgomery County ciiigebvr$

ered that-their liquor stor6slerks were being paid nive than thir
beginning school teachers, there work' no administrative l'emedieS,
since.tbey both worked fbr different .adminktrative bodies. Ilowev:
er, when it was"discoN)ered that the-l41qt stoxe clerks were earning
more than the library. clerks, there vVre administratLve remedies7,
thai \.ye-C'ould pursue.. ._ * ,gs . ---r

The liquor tore Ark5; were Cur-grades higher and Oarried- on
the average' of p,000....to :;;-1-000 a year more than did' the fibrary.. .

9 clerks. . :.. Ie.,

\ NovV, -the lioilor"tore_cliv-Iks were required to have a higlitjhool-
diploma: They7stocked tillt shelves; waited ok customers at 'the -

cibeckout stand; assisted customers in the store and handled Money.,.
The library clerks oft the other hand were required to'have a, cti-

- .legesdegree. They stocked the books on the'shelves in the correct
Dewey Decimal System order; waIted on patromt in,. the library;
worked at 'the checkout 4-desic; assisted customers and handled
money.

e< The county government in all its wisdom that the job:4
were 'certainly riot comparable because liquor s cle'rks had to
lift heavy boxes. And carrying stacks of books wa . rot the
same, somehow, as lifting boxes of liquor.

It was this kind or decisiou that led Judy Munn to write in one of
her articles that jobs requiring strength and endurance were given
more value than jobs requiring tact and patience. .

. %hilt? these cases had pesorjal involvements of mine, Certainly
AAUW is also most concerned about unequal pay that still exists

. in the academic world.' .

In the -early 19G0's .whe'n I was a director of debate at a large
Midwestern State u4ativersity, I accepted the fact, that .I was Paid
less`than 'my assistant dOate coach, becauseater all'Iai_ had two
children to support and I was single. ..

And while I cringe today at either my naivete or stupidity, I am
not-sure which, I am Nistubed that even with 'equal education and
equal experience, ilcafjernic women are paid, on the average, only
79 cents oi- every dpliAr a manoeac

.,
ns. . '

Correcting such inequities has been even-less successrulon col-
lege campuses because ofthe,nature of the tenure. system and the

,barriers that exist to hiring and promotin faculty women:
AAUW supports the y Equity Act p1 198.1, which encourages
pay equity in the priva -ector and reenfOrces the FeclerarGovern-

'. mnt:s responsibility to rotect employees in -thissNotion from ille-
galpaydiscrimination. . ,

.Anq we also support fie Federal :Employees Pay -Equity Act or
t-4--- tt).. ..,41981.

P partjcularwendorse the iZtuCioutlined in section IV of the
act which mandates the Federal Office of Personnel Management`

s., ,to condu4t.a study on discriminatory wake practices mid, variance.
in position classifications.

4,4
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We alsoliplaud the efforts contained in the legislation to submit
a detailed report to the Conress on steps bthing taken in the Feder-
al Government to eliminate pay- discrimination.

We are also pleased that t het-av Equity Act of 1981 outlin'es spe-
cific activities of the EEOC. to 10VelOp c ngoing educational pro-
grams and conduct research plA various eq ratite wage setting tech
niques. Lhose techniques beilm .ost impor lilt and to the future of
c'omparable worth, and deYeilp-a plan to provide technical assist-

, -,trace to employers v,,ho request it,. .
The enforcement provisions of tle.at are essential if women are

going" to gain economic .equity. haws that are not enforced and Ex-.
ecutive orders that go unnoticed can only perpetuate injustice. If it
takes,o legislative guarantee of ('!nforcement; then. AALIW fully
lends its support tolhie,y1gorous and timely applx.Hit ion of the act.

Women workers, as 'we have heard, perform.'most and many of
the most important jobs,in our economy. They are the teachers of
our Nations children. They are pritnyry providers of health care.
They are the backboneo,f any office.

It is time for Congress to revognize that the contribution women
make to the economy requires nondiscriminatorA pay scales.

Women work for rconomic(needs; VOI ror the luxury and fun of
the job. Ending (fiscriminatiqn irpthe pay scaly of American work-
ers marks a first step, to -the recognition that women are truly
equal partners in the economic security of ouNatioq:

e Thank you.
Ms. DAKAR. Thank you, Dr. Brow.n, for your exquisite examples.
It is-interesting when you talk about university women versus

university TIM). The Chair's own experience coroes into play. I was
so glad to get a job at a university in those daysi But, when I got
I was placed at a lower step. Whoever hires hast'the option of plac-
ing ybu.

What has happened historically is that females are placed in a
"lower step to begin with, even if they have the exact 'same experi-
ence, the wiact qualifications, and education.

.It is really a lesson in manipulation, when you look at examples
like that; even in what somebody would consider a more sophisti-
cated field.'That it is just as true for a college professor who is
female, than someone who sews books together.

Nancy, can youotell me how many cases are backlog ;ed at the
EEOC?

Ms. REor.R. Well, I think I. aril- going to let Claudia answer the
, question% the exact number. .

-
Claudia,Ms. OAKAR. ala would you identify yourself',. please, for the

record. . ,

Ms. WITHERS. Yes. I am Claudia Withers; I am a staff attorney at
the Women's Legal Defense Fund.

r information te}is us4that there are about 272 charjes that
we know of that are"britiklogged lri' headquarters of the EEOC. We
do not know how many others might be somewhere in the regional
offices. C

M. OAKAIL,BUI. that isjust't-5 the headquarters?
,.Ms. Wrimots. Yes, ma'am. .,

4i- .Ms. OAKAR. I know of some cast`', 'tn,I. e'.Chicago area wire
women have been told, "Well, we are so busy, we just cannq-get

...
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yours.- Women wait months and months. This is t r II Oyer the
count ry.

So, you are talking about tN.2'rultional headquarters.
Ms. Yes, that is what we are talking about.
As. Nancy met honed earlier, a lot of people that are coining in

with wage discri nination charges may well are being told that
there is no policy And, so. there may be countless other possible 4

cases that we are not aware of They just are not being, him-
° dled-----

Ms. OAKAR. YOU irWan, workers that work for the 'office are
.saving, there is no policy even though the law is clear?

. Ms. WTES:Well, that is .the experience that we have heard of',
especially in the Chicago example that Nancy gave.

Ms. OAKAR. In the Chicago area. 1 see.
Ms. ItEDER. Wefdo not know how many of the people who come

in and file a charge of discriMination, and pittier little or no inves-
tigation is done, and then the charge is simply dismissed. And
there may be a niu4,pber of those cases. We do not know how many
of them there are.

Ms. OAKAR. Are you saying that the expeditious way to deal with
the cases that are backlogged is just dismiss them?

Ms. REDER. Well, of course, that is one thing that can be done.
It is -my understanding that the worker's in the field offices for'

EEOC are required to' handle a certain number of' cases. I think
that is the new policy that has heen introduced, to speed things up.

And tifiat one .way of handling those cases is to do as quick an
investigation as possible, and either, dismiss them as, you know, no
cause, which is what you do when you no cause of complaint.

Ms: DAKAR. You have mentioned in your testimony, am not
mistaken, that there was no litigation strategy and no. plan- of.
action as advocates for the law.

I lav ?y you asked them in writing to give you some strategy
Ms. Rnn :R. The National Committee on Pay Equity develep,I

list of recommendations for action by EEOC which we presented to
Clarence Thomas almost a year ago ara meeting. That list of rec-

. ommendations is included in the written testimony that we put
into the record. And we askedthose recommendations include
let's see if I can sort of summarize them- for you.

Vigorous enforcement of the 90 day notice Policy in that the
Commission should give specialized review in processing to wage
discrimination charges, including the proper training of-ield per-
sonnel, establishing tight timeframes for review and processing of
charges"; and monitoring by appropriate staff at EEOC, headquar-
ters in Washington, D.C., to insure that timelrames are being ttiet.

We met with William Webb, one of the ComMissioners several
months ago, and he talked about EEOC developing a policy for how
to handle these types of cases. I think that is what you referrEd to
that Clare ce Thomas testified bef'or'e your subcommittee a couple
of years

And we questioned why they needed a hel,s, policy of l'aw. I mean,
the recommendations that we have outlined are recommendations
iretermS of handling these charges that tire already pending,. and
any others that may come forth. And it would certainly help the
agency in terms of illentifying'these kinds of cases, because I think



that is what's so important is that first they he identified; and,
second, that they be handled in an' expeditious and appropriate
manner. And that is just not being done.

Ms. OAKAu. Dr. Brown, we know the economic problems that
women have when they are not paid justly. And we know Ole end
result is Hurt when they get older they becorn the poorest people
in t he country'.

Tell me.about the morale that women feel when they know that
another professor, for example, is paying more than theirs.

Ms. BRowN. I think it's been our rather close association will
sonie of these women in colleges and universit ies who have in .some
cases filed Or who have even gone to court, that led AUVW to
create their legal advocacy fund. We've been supporting sex end
cases; one is the l'ornell Eleuen case which has gained some itation-
al prominence.as the case of women at Cornell who filed against
the. university on tenure end pay equity.

There are some absolutely outstanding examples For example,
the only woman in the. United States wkro has eve' ,balothere.i
book with a Soviet scientist who is an internationally recognized
authority in the held of Soviet American relations was turned
down for tenure in her department, bet ause her will wasn't ade-
quate ever) though she had out published and outstudied most of
the men in the departimeat.

Instead, tie position watt given to a friend or the president of the
university who had been fired at brown and was not granted
tenure there and who had not .\ t : finished his dor tors degree So
those were the kinds of inequities experienced by just 1 Wornawout
of the 11 that filed against Cornell

Ms. OAKAH. The Chair personally knows of the case at Notre
Dame University where so many women sued the university be-
cause they weren't granted tenure. They Glt their qualifications
were equally as good if' not.11etter than the men who got tenure.
That was a classic example of discrimination.

Ms. Bt owN Well, right now there's a case heing tried in court
that we ought to keep our eve on and that is the Perrk close in
Oregon. It may be one of the best cases that will come out over
these few years. it's a ease where the entire State university
system is being sued by the female faculty of the State university.
One of the things that's interesting is that the State has now spent
ptobahly million in defending theil position. It seems a shame,
they could probably have granted the back-pay and promotions and
tenures thare owed to the women fOr the amount of money that.
the' are sp:Mding no Intivg attorneys. The case will probably be
tried for almost G months.

Mary Gray who is the president. of WEAL, and <i statiscian,
whom you probably have met, is flying hack and forth from Wash,
ington testifying extensively on the Penh case antl.thinks that it's
probably one of the best ones.

There's p,) question, Congresswoman paka. that ,the morale
factor is tremendous. The other thing that you realized you know
your lead-in-,waswomen as- they are older end up in poverty as
the amount of money that you earn as salary throughout. your
career determines your retirement. And if you start off' several
-steps less than another person Who has even equal or sometimes
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less credentials, you -bevel' make that iii throughout an entire life-
. tirm.. And so it's a very cumulative kind of thing. Once you realize

it's happening to you. the 1110ra le factor is devastating. Not only
the fact that you may find yourself' at midlife or midcareer being
denied access to the tenure that you need or to the promotions that
you need, to even survive in an academic world.

Its a very serious problem.
OAKAR. When you add to the fact that for most women social

security and pension coverage are inadequate, the issue becomes
much larger

We're realty dealing with an issue that relates to one's survival,
particularly .wheel one gets older. And this is why I think it's so
important

I want to thank all three of you for being here. We're very, very
greateful for the work that you're doing.

Ms. Ricow N. Thank you very much.
Ms. ()AKAR. Our next witness is the Honorable Dr. Donald 3.

Devine, who's the Director of the U.S. Office of Personnel Manage-
ment Dr. Devine, thank you for your 'patience. We're sorry that
it's taking so long to get to you. but, we know that the testimony's
been instructive. We've given you a major role to play in our legis-
lation. We're pleased that you're here to testify about the subject of
pay equity Please proceed, Doctor, in any way that's most comfort-
ableffor you.

Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF PR. DONALD .1. DEVINE. DIREVIPOR OF U.S.
OFFICE (H PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Dr. DEviNE. Thank you very much for having me; it's a pleasure
to he here before the committee today and to talk about the Pay
Equity Act and to be before this committee again on this subject as
we were a year ago or so.

First. thing I'd like to make abundantly cleais that. this admin-
istration is fully committed to equal pay for equal work. I'd like to
point out that t e statutes controlling pay already require, in the
Federal Goverm tent, equal pay for substantially equal work.

-'The system for evaluating positions in the Federal service, which
I will describe in some detail, is designed to insure that the' princi-
ples set forth by the Congress In law are-carried out. About 1,600
()PM employees work in our staffing group which performs recruit- .

ing, examining, and job standards functions, and makes up more
'than 25 pe'rcent of OPM's total employment.

The major assumption of II.R. 4599 is that salary discrimination
is prevalent in the l'imieral Government wage system. If this is
true, the present system is already at variance with the law.

I believe it would be useful to first outline the legal principles
under which the Federal system Works.

Section 2301 of title 5 of the United States Code establishes the
merit system principles; particularly pertinent are merit principle
No. 2 which requires' fair and equitable .treatment of all employees
and applicants, and principle No. 3 which states that

Kozd pay should be provided for work of equal value, with appropriate consider-
ation of both national and local rates paid by employers in the private sector, and

8
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appropriate incentives and recognition should he provided for excellence in perform-ance'

Section 5101 states that-
It is t4k purpose of this chapter to provide a plan for classification of positions

whereby a II in determining the rate of basic pay which an employee-will receiwe, tal
the principle of equal pay for substantially equal work will be followed; and ibt vari-
ations in rates of basic pay paid to different employees !will he in proportion to sub-
stantial differences in the difficulty. responsibility, and qualification requirements
of the work performed and to the contributions of employees to efficiency and econo-my in the service; and 12) individual positions will. in accordance with their duties,
responsibilities. and qualification requirements, be so grouped and identified by
classes arid grades as defined by section 5102 of this title and the various classes willhe so described in published standards. as provided by section ;-)10:i of this title. that
the resulting position-classification system can be Used in all pha4ss'of personnel
administration.

Section 5105 states that
`I>The Office of Personnel Management. after consulting the agencies, shall preparestandards for placing positions in their proper classes and grades. The Office may

make such immiries or investigations of the duties, responsibilities, and qualifica-
tion requirements of positions as it considers necessary for this purpose. The agen-
cies. on request of the Office. shall furnish information. The (Mice shall fit define
the various classes of positions inji:iptrs of duties, responsibilities. anal qualification
requirements; (2) establish the offi- nil class titles: and CO set l(rrth the grades in
which the classes have been placed by t 1301fice;

Section 5101 defines in general terms the level of duties and re-
sponsibilities for each general schedule grade 1 through 18. The
general schedule includes about 1.4 million employees. General
schedule positions are located in almost all Federal agencies and
include a great diversity, of occupations ranging from messengers
and clerks to highly skilled professionals in such fields as econom-
ics, law, accounting, the social, medical, biological, and physical sci-
ences,..engineering, education, management, and administration.

The prime methodology used to evaluate general schedule posi-
'lions is called the Factor Evaluation System for nonsupervisory po-

sitions in the. GS-1 through GS-15 range. The factor evaluation
system IFES) was developed in the 1970's and implemented in 1975
in response to the .Job Evaluation Policy Act of 1970, which identi-
fied a number of concerns related to equity and consistency in"the
evaluation of Federal positions.

The FES has nine factor and from three to nine.levels defined
for each factor. These factors, along with . the number of factor
levels and point ranges, are:

Factor 1, knowledge required for the position, is the most impor-
tant single factor; it has 9 levels and ranges between 50 and 1,850
points.

Factor 2, supervisory controls, has 5 levels ranging from 25 to
650 points.

Factor 3, guidelines, has 5 levels from 25 to 650 points.
Factor 4, complexity, hasli levels from 25 to 450 points.
Factor 5, scope and effect of the job, has 6 levels ranging from 25

to 450 points.,
Factor 6, personal contacts, 4 Jevels ranging from 10 to 1.10

points.
Factor 7, purpose of contacts, 4 levels, ranging from 20 to 220

points.
Factor 8, physical demands, 3 levels, ranging from 5 to 50 points.



And factor 9, work environment, :3 levels, rangin rom 5 to 50
points,.

In utdizing the factor- evaluation system, positions are point-
rated. factor level by factor level,, in the following point ranges
are used to convert a positions total point score to a GS grade. The
ranges are listed in the written testimony, but they go from GS--.1,
with a range of 190 to 250 [mints, through to GS-15, with -1,055 to
-1,480 points, the maximum under the factor evaluation system de-
signed for work of that complexity;

Ms..0Aknit. Doctor, do you think the ratings are fair?
Dr. DEvINE. Fair in what sense?
Ms. OAKAR. In terms of the amount of. points yot414ve for certain

types of' professions?
Dr. DEvIN E. Well, I'm not here to-dej'end the system,; this system

Ms. OkkAit. I'm not blaming you for the system,oither, believe it
or not. White collar women, for example, on the average make
about $17,000. versus $27,8:30 f'or men. Are the points given for cer-
tain profession~ allocated, fairly, or should some professions get
more than they already get? That's the issue. Why is there a
$10,000 discrepancy between the qverage male and leihale Federal
employee.

Dr. DEvINE. I would say the-tD.4in reason is seniority. We have a
system that's grown up over about 100 years in which seniority' is
built into the major foundations of the system:The median seniori-
ty level, for example, for women in the government, is about :3.'2.
years; for men, it's about 6111- years, about twice as high. That's one
of the reasons that we've been trying to make performance more
important in the personnel system because women do much better
under performance than seniority criteria.

Ms. DAKAR. Well, if' I use your example of an average woman's in
for :3 years and the average man's for 6 years, do you think that
the job, the differentiation, should be $10,000 more for that-person'?

Dr. DEvINE. No; I think pay should be based on performance, and
if it were, the differential would be much, much-less.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, I'll be asking you some questions about where
the high points are in the Federal civil service system, but please
continue.

Dr. D vINE. Thank you. Each of the 45 factor levels in this 9-
factor system is defined in a primary standard by a short para-
graph, and it was that primary standard that was forwarded to
Congress as a consequence of the job evalthition policy. Since the
Federal Government, however, operates a highly decentralized clas-
sification system, a generally written primary standard factor level
definition has not in t-he past been deemed to be specific enough to
ensure uniform grading by the approximately 2,000 position classi-
fication specialists worldwide, who utilize the system to evaluate
the 1.4 million positions in the hundreds of organizational loca-
tions. Thus, the U.S. Office of Personnel Management interprets
the primary standard factor levels by describing them in specific
occupational terms.

These descriptions, along with other guidance, are found in indi
vidually published classification standards. Occupational classifi
tion standards also include benchmark position descript. ns.

,)
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Benchmark position descriptions are position descriptions which
are officially classified by the Office of Personnel Management.,
Each benchmark contains a summary duty statement and further
interpretation of each of the FES factors, written in terms of posi-
tions which are found in signi leant numbers in the occupation.

This, while ()PM occupati ially interprets the position classifi-
cation statute and the FES primary standard through the develop-
ment and issuance of standards, agencies evaluate their positions
by applying the classification standards.

As you can see, the existing system is that summarized in section
3(4 of H.R. 4509, including the guarantee of equal pay for substan-
tially equal work. All of the parts of the Federal systemthe stat-
ute, the primary standard, occupational factor level descriptions,
occupational benchmarkscomprise an interlocking job evaluation
system.

The focal point of that system is classification standards. Stand-
ards contain the highly specific measures agencies need to grade
their positions. Included are occupationally based factor level de-
scriptions which interpret the primary standard's factor levels,
benchmarks covering from 3 to 20 positions depending on the °cat-
pation'scomplexity and diversity, and a host of other guidance ma-
terials.

In the course of an occupational study, the occupational special-
ist develops extensive and detailed information regarding the work
of the occupation, ho4 it is done, the levels of work, the knowledge,
skills and ability required to do the work at each level and speciali-
zati , and t e relationship of the work to other occupations. These
facts d dgments are obtained from key management officials
and s p isors, employeas at various levels of the occupation, per-
sonnel officials and specialists, professional and tecljnical sock-Lies,
unions and other organized groups, represejitatives Of the academic
community, industry, and others.

'This body of information forms the basis for a draft classification
and qualification standard which describes the levels of difficulty
and responsibility, identifies those levels with grade levels, de-
scribes the knowledges, skills and abilities required to enter the oc-
cupation, and identifies the kinds and levels of education, experi-
ence, and training which provide the required knowledges, skills
and abilities.

Draft standards are issued for review and comment by agencies,
unions, and other interested parties. This clifical review of draft
standards is a vital part of the process. The comments received are
carefully reviewed and appropriate correction.s.or clarifications are
made so that the final standards issued are &curate and' can be_
applied consistently. The management of each agency theffeapplies. these standards in classifying jobs within that agency.

4599 proposes that OPM establish an equitable job ,evalua-
tion technique. The bill defines a job evaluation technique as "an
objective method of determining the comparative value of different
jobs utilizing a system which rates numerically the basic features
and requirements of a particular job, including such factors as edu-
cation, traininr, skills, experience, effort, responsibility and work-
ing conditions. The bill further defines an equitable job evaluation
technique as a "job evaluation technique which, to the maximum
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extent possible, does not include components foinetermining the
comparative value of a job that reflect the sex, race, or ethnicity of
the employee:: The factor evaluation system now working in the
Government is such a syst6m. It seems to me that this legislation
proposes tile establishment of that which already is in place. Both

1599 and 5092 propose to mandate a study of the Federal job
evaluation system. You will be pleased to know that a legislatively

ok mandated study is not necessary.
I have already directed my staff to conduct a thorough review of

the entire standards process. Included in the review is the follow-
ing: We are examining first how closely our system follows civil
service law, particularly wlvther we follow merit principle
Second, we are studying whether any form of discrimination exists
in our classification system. We recognize that.the Of
any discrimination is an important and desirable goal. Third, 'Nile
are examining the judgmental aspects of job evaluation to deter-
mine if the subjectivity of our system can be reduced in any way.
We want t(3 ensure that we operate a systAn which is neither arbi-
trary-nor biased. Fourth, we're exploring what unnecessary restric-
tions may exist on entry to Federal jobs, such as excessive creden-.
tialing. Finally, we're comparing the virtues and problems of the
Federal wage system with those of the general. schedule and we are k
examining the rationale for maintaining these distinct systems.

There has been a good deal of public discussion of comparable
worth as a mechanism for giving special attention to recognizing
the worth of jobs, especiallyithose predominaqtly populated by
women. Much of the discussion has concentrated on documenting

sc the .pay relationships by sex among jobs, and perceived pay differ-
ences. But there is little information on 'how to get from the prob-

. lem to the solution..
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commissidn; in 1978, com-

missioned the National ANidemy of Sciences to examine the issues
involved in the coniparable worth'concept of compensation. The ,
NAS report. "Women, Work, and Wages: Equal Pay for Jobs of
Equal Value.- was issued in 191. Although the NAS final report
did not definitively describe what might constitute a_fair and equi- 16-

.4 table job evaluation plan, it did suggest some characteristics which
the NAS committee believed to be prerequisite fur a 'comparable
worth job evaluation system..

These consistent treatment of jobs within ia,comprehen-
sive,evaluation plan; seconeeXylicit evalte.ion criteiii4;and third,

° aneMphass is.on intern it evity-arru,trig jobs.
These are the Mme characteristics preSPilt in the cu...rrimt Feder-

al job evaluation system. For example, as regards consistent treat-
ment of jobs, grades for all general schedule positions are deter-
mined by agency personnel using the position classification stand-
ards developed and issued by OPM.

As I indicated earlier, OPM classification standards interpret the
grade value- guidarke provided in section -510,1 of title 5. So the
same scale of values is used for all positions from GS-1 through
GS-15, regardless of type or level of ,position. In addition, by apply-
ing each of the 9.common factors consistently, the factor evaluation
system further insures-that all pointions are fully evaluated within

,-. a common framework,

0
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As regards availability of explicit evaluation criteria, many of
our position classification standards run upwards of 100 pages in
Iength. Therer,are about 300 occupational standards for the approxi-
mately 423 GS occupations. Those occupations without speciSic
standards, most of which have relatively few employees,. are evaltf-
ated by cross-referencing to.related occupations. Of course, there is
easy access to published standards through the Government Print-
ing Offiqe, agency personnel offices, and many public and universi-

. ty libraries.
Each classification standard provides a good deal of information

about its occupational coverage so that positions' will be classified
to the correct series, and specific grade Level criteria. FES bench-.
marks, in addition, describe work situations which typically repre-
sent significant numbers of positions.

The third characteristic mentioned in the NAS report, emphasis
on interne, equity, can be traced back to the 1923 Classification
Act. In that act, grades were first establiShed and defined in terms
of the level of difficult, c'esponsibility, and qualifications required.
These grades vve. thought to, be so central to the system that they
and their short difinitions were established in law.

All of the Government's various white-c011ar jobs were then ana-
lyzed and evaluated in terms of those measures arid placed or clas-
sified into grades. Only then was pay attached to the grade-, yield-
ing a pay rate for an employee, in a job. classified to that grade.
Thus, diverse jobs, in diverse occupations, in diverse. agencies found
.their way into the same single grade, whose incumbents were Then
paid tilt

Although the 1923 Classification Act established only 5 different
job evaluation or pay services, those services were conceptually
interrelated. Those services were professional and scientific; cleri-
cal, administrative and fiscal; subprolessional;custodial; and cleri-
cal mechanical.

By 1940, Only the first 3 services were in extensive use for white-
collar jobs. However, all during the peritAcertain grades in the
&professional and CAP' services always had the.same pay rates.' The
principal link between these se rate services the equation
P-I professional (beginning c*,ge graduate professional) wit i
('AF -3 (a full performlance secretary, accounting technician or per-
sonnel assistant).

Apparently, this resulted from the belief' that a 4 year, that is,
:(i-month college education, was equivalent to ii,years of progres-
sively responsible experience in a demanding office or technical
job. When the two major schedules were merged into one by law in
1949, P-1 and CAF-5 became the single grade GS-5. The 10-graded
('Al' system became the first 10 grades of the new GS system. and
with a several grade overlapGS-5 through 10, the 8-graded pro-
fessional system became the GS system's last 8 grades, and this is
basically the system that exists today. One general schedule for vir-
tually all white collar jobs in the civilian Federal civil service.

It is important! to note that the National Academy' of' Sciences'
"study concluded that for all job evaluation systems:

It must he recognized that there -are no definitive tests of the fairness of the
choice of compensable factors and the relative weights given to them. The processis
inherently judgmental and its success in generating a wagellructure that is deemed
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equitable depends on achieving a consensus about factors and their weights among
employers and employees.

The minority report, althOugh giving,s pport to the idea that the
, content of jobs can be evaluated. neutra y, stressed that any such

system had to be correlated to existing market values. The major
criticism leveled at existing job evaluation compewtion systems,_

precisely this perceived over-reliance . pon the use of external
-public and private, by comparable W .th proponents, however, is

market wage rates to set the pay of an rganization's work force.
They- argue that since such reliance on marketplace rates tends to
perpetuate differences in pay, comparability with the market, espe-
cially on a job-to-job basis, would simply reinforce such differences.
Yet, even when there's agreement on comparable worth principles,
it is difficult to decide.how to deal with it. Even the National Acad-
emy of Sciences' Report cautioned that their methods were experi-
mental and did not specify how one gets fromfair job evaluation
on the.one-hand, to comparable:worth.on the other.'

But what is not experimental is job evaluation in the Federal
Government. It is fair in its own context and-it exists independent-
ly of the ,issue of comparable worth.

.

When I say the system is fair, however, that does not mean it's
perfect. Human bbings are not perfect. For example, this adminis-
tration has discctivered substantial misclassification by agencies of
Federal jobs. Not only is overclassification unfair to taxpayers
since it is, expensive, but, if one assumes sex bias on the part

intoFederal management, one must assume such bias carries over into
misclassification. It follows that the lack of proper classification by
agencies would be a major source of sex bias in the work force
rather than just imperfections in standard setting.

Also, it should be noted that in its 1982 study, "Breaking Trust,"
the Merit Systems Protection Board reported that by far the larg-

vest number of reports of observed group discrimination was against-
nonminority males. It may be argued that Federal employees are
not the best evidence on such matters since OPM &valuations have
not, detected such violations. On the other hand, employees may
have better access to and therefore knowledge of these matters
than outside evaluators. . . .

, I would be much 4ess than candid if I. didn't also admit that there
is a signficiant judgmental factor in job evaluation itself. A1t.14h
criteria intended to be objective are used; and numbers are even
the final produol, judgment is involved in every stage, even of the
standards process. Clearly, this is so for the major factor decisions
made throughout the process. .,

When.. setting standards evaluating jobs, there must be some per-
spective according to which ()PM operates. First, one could° be
simply arbitrary or biased. Clearly this is unacceptable. A second,,
perspective is to rely upon the experts in the professional associa-
tions which certify the occupations. In general, however, the inter-
est of such an association is to restrict entry through credentialing, \
to limit supply and, therefore, increase the compengotion of those

.. ,already certified. .

This Director's approach has been to limit credentialing to the
mini(num necessary to provide for the knowledge, skills, and de-
mands necessary for performing the work: In. this way, the market
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is able to work to its maximum, to allow the greatest amount of
opportunity to all potential applicants for the position. This limit'
on credentialing is especially beneficial for women, since hisWric
educational and cultural patterns in many occupations have made
it difficult for sonic women to accumulate extensive formal creden-
tials.' -

We are working to rid the sp;tem of as many restrictions to
entry, like credentialing, as wecan. Yet,9I might add that in each
case where I have attempted to do so, substantial opposition has
been generated.

To achieve the uniformity assumed by comparable worth advo-
cates, it would also be necessary to consider the wage grade system.
At present, 15p,000 Federal employees in blue collar, more union-
ized occupati6ns, are not integrated into the white collar job eval-
uation system. We would expect very substantial union opposition
to such an effort.

I would like to stress again that, even if all of these changes
'were accomplished to.make the job evaluation system more equita-
ble,-this would still/mot be a, comparable worth system. As two staff'
members of the National Academy of Sciences have previously tes-
tified to this committee, there is still the question of relative worth.
As they noted, relative worth is a matter of values. It is a difficult
problem to measure values and worth. Whose values. do we rely
upon? Mine'? Yours'? Really, the only way free societies have found
to do this is to refer to the value choices which exist in the market.
'Hut this brings us full circle again, since often these values
which are objected to by the proponents of comparable worth.

Given present knowledge regarding the setting of the worth of a
job, t do not see any alterhative to having the final touchstone for
setting worth to be the market. Fair job evaluation can only go so
far. We should continue refining our classification system but,
unless new ideas are developed, we cannot go much further with-
out being arbitrary.

At the second day of the last hearings you held on this subject,
Congresswoman Ferraro really asked the central question. She
asked, how could one determine worth if neither market forces or
job evaluation techniques do it? Thomas Donohue, Secretary-Treas-
uer of the AFL-CIO, said that worth must be determined in the
private sector by joint agreements reached by labor and manage-
ment. This means, in effect, relying upon the market. This is the
necessary answer to the question for the private sector.

The Federal Government most follow the private sector. Our
whole compensation system is based upon the principle of compara-
bility to the private sector. Although adherence to that principle
has been difficult in recent years, the principle itself' remains the
only one under which we can operate and be justified to the public
as fair and not arbitrary.

In conclusion, Madam Chairwoman, I_ believe that we at the
Office of Personnel Management have made and are making
progress in improving our system of classifying and evaluating Fed-
eral jobs. Until some other system can be devised to .be equitable to
all employees, the Office of' Personnel Management remains dedi-
cated to the Hefting of fair standards through job evaluation for its
employees, fair enforcement of classification decisions in the agen-

,,
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cies for its employees, and cr('ating- a more. accurate pay compara-
bility system For the-Government.

I hope these actions will be of some benefit in achieving the fair
classification and pay system which all-Federal employees deserve.
That concludes my prepared statement and of course I will be
happy to answer any questions that you may have.

Ms. OAKA-14. Thank you, Dr. Devine, for your statement and for
being here today. Let me just say the t I'm glad the Office of Per-
sonnel Management is. doing a study 4) 1 s issue: it's overdue.

You know of course that my legisl on calls For much more than
that? It asks For a detailedstudy. ntil we got your testimony, we
-didn't know you were conduct' r the study. If you'd like to share
the framework with my star we'd be very grateful.

My legislation asks t you report to the President and Con-
gress on sex-based vri discrimination in the Federal. sector within
h months of enacI4 nt, make recommendations for change, and in-
clude a timetable or implementation.

WE'' -e asking y u to really put forward a plan of action, once you
study t, and we t,ive you a framework by which to study it. You
did nil tion the National Academy of Science's and you said, in
part, that job evaluations are largely judgmental.

For the record,. let me ask' you a. judgmental question. Do you
think that there are some wolnen in the Federal work force that
are not paid adequately the work that they perform?

Dr. DkviNE. I'm sur re are cases, certainly.
Ms. DAKAR. That's a start in the right direction, in any event. I

was going to ask you about the proposal to change the standard for':
librarians. Since there is a lawsuit pending, I won't ask. you about
that occupation.

In your testimony before the subcommittees in 1982, you.stated,.
and I quote: "If women are going to be given a shot at traditionally
male dominated occupations, it is critically important to reduce the.
barriers to women's entry into those occupations."

. Yet, when we review the full-time civilian white-collar employ-
ment data for the Federal work force, it becomes readily apparent
that women are still clustered in the lower graded clerical, techni-
cal, and adMinistrative positions. As a mattei- of fact there are
nearly six times as many wonten in GS-4 clerical positions as men,
while men outnumber women by more than JO to 1 in professional
positions above GS-12. I was pleased to hear of your new women's
executive leadership program. It's a step in the right direction; al-
though I think it's late and too'himall.

What other actions has OPM undertaken since the executive
leadership program to recruit women into higher graded profes-
sional positions? Have you had a zealous program to get wonieo

A into the, as you say, traditionally male-dominated occupations?
Dr. DEVINE. And you want me to exclude our premier program

from my answer, is that how I interpret the question?
Ms. OAKAA. Well, how are you doing?
Dr. DEVINE. Well, how about that one. I think that's a pretty

good program.
Ms. DAKAR. How many women have .you hired that are now in

executive positions?

9,)
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Dr. DEVINE. We have, as a matter of fact, hired a person who ap-
peared as a critical witness at these hearings before, and said that dit,that was ,a problem in the GoverunagrIL-We were rkesrponsive to that '
issue raised in your committee; we acted to set the program tip. We

'set it up as an elite pilot program that can be copiesi around the
agencies, and frankly it's a little discouraging to hear 4.1's too little,
too late.

We think it's a good program and we have 'to start somewhere
and this program makes sense. It was raised to our attention for
the first time at these hearings; it is not an inordinate. amount of
time to get a program into existence after consulting with the
many groups that we did throughout the Government. For' exam-
ple, we spoke with many of the women's program heads through-
out the Government. We think that it's a good program and it's an
important program. .

We identifiedtwo major gaps in our Federal service. One was weweren't getting enough women into the higher grades, the 13 to 15level, and then into the senior' executive service. We asked
women's group representatives and many other members of the
public what the reason was fur that as they saw it.

The. all universally focused on the problem in the GS system
just below the 13, roughly, the 9 to 12 category, as the area in
which dead-ending took place. So we focused our program and it's
50 people to start off, which is More than the White House Fellows
of the President's*xectitive exchange program. 'We want to keep it
a e. g\ious thing-at jeast L'I'overnment-wide; we're hoping thatagencie will alga ailopf the program internally for themselves, but
we iden ified what we consithir one of the real problem areas, the
GS -9' to GS-12-chtegory in which special training has to take place.
Of cour, we do massive amounts of training-

Ms. DAKAR. Can I just interrupt you for 1 minute? When did yore
start the program? I'm not skeptical by nature, but isn't it truethat you just put out your release 2 days ago? Can it possibly be
that we inspired you by the announcement of these hearings'?

Dr. DEVINE. Well, I can just show the committee,,I'd be happy to
doall the steps that we've taken over the last year' or more to go
through the p robt.41 of setting this plan up and to do it in the best\.. way and to hayeuptI1 best person in charge of doing it, and it takes
a lot of coordination and. a,lot of time. I'm glad that it's out now.

M's. OAKAR. I =VIA it is, too. Let me ask you this question. Is
it our understanding, and correct us if we are wrong, that for the
past 2 years you have failed to deliver reports to Congress on the
Federal equal opportunity program Aas required by the Civil Service
Reform Act of 1978. This program is designed to encourage affirma-
tive,action. 44

Have you delivered the reports; and if you have not, why have
you not?

Mr. DF / !NE. I appreciate you asking that question, because Iwould l' e
v

to publicly thank Congressman Iloyer, who Is in the
room, for bringing that to my attention at a hearing last Thursday,
that those reports had not been submitted.

.

I. went back to ()PM somewhere around 1, and I told them that if
those reports were not up to Congress by 12 the next day, that they
were going to have to answer to me for it. They got up that day. I
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apologize for it. It was a bureaucratic snafu- within my organiza-
tion

I take full blame for it. I apologize. But its soon as I heard it, I

got it up to you.
Ms. OAKAR. Well, 1, accept your apology, and I am sure that Con-

gressman Iloy,er and others do also.
But', 1)r. Devine you see. the problem. The perception -that you

are being fitir to I, ederal employees has been discolored. HerhaPs it
was an .hom/st mistake. We will accept that for the record.

It is my understanding well though, ;hat. OPM has discontin-
ued" a form that would ask applicants about their race. sex, and
ethnicity. Some felt that this was a form that .would give )13M a
systematic method of collecting data on affirmative action.

Why have you discontinued that form, how do you really -knoW
who you are hiring?

Mr. DEviNE. Exactly for the reason that you mentioned in your
question. And that is that it does not prbvide systematic data; 40

(percent according to the figures that we have, of people do not fill
out that form. And that ranges from zero in the quality-assurance
specialist's category, only 16 percent of psychologists fill it out, 29
percent of housing project. managers. For some, it goes up much
higher.

But the overall average is only about a 60- percent completion
rate. And I can tell you as a,pgson rho is certified at the top level
of proficiency in survey analysis by Syracuse University and has
appeared in court as an expert witness on survey technology, and
taught in the graduate school at the University of Maryland for 1:3
years on this.suhject, that anything with a 40-percent non response
rate is n4 statistically usable.

Second, we still, of course, continue to collect that information
through our central personnel data file which does give us an accu-
rate or relatively accurate reporting system to collect what the law
requires. And that is a comparison between. Federal Government
employment and priVate-sector employment among different
grclups.

We are' doing precisely what the law requires us to do hi that
4a-ea. And I would like to

Ms. DAKAR. But if' the private sector is your benchmark, then the
practice appear to be even more unfair as judged by sonic of the
statistics. Women in the private sector make less than they do in
the Federfal sector by a few pennies.

Why would you use them as your avenue of comparison?
Mr. DEVINE. 'that is not mine, that the law.
Ms. OAKAR. Do you feel that you have any role of advocacy in

this as head of an agency that is responsible to civil servants?
Mr. DEVINE, Sometimes when I exercise a little discretion, I get

slapped down by Congress.
Ms. ()AKAR. Well, I can assure y9u that you.would not be slapped

dawn if you tried to work harder for pay equity for women.
Mr. DEVINE:. Madam Chairman, I would like to
Ms. AR. I would be your friend and protector. "
Mr. DE E, Thank you. I would like to read a letter that I had

forwarded o me by Congressman Anthony Beilenson.
Ms. OAKAR. Beilenson from California.
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Mr. DEVINE.. t me a letter fomdan individual, and I would
like to quote some of that to you. It says:

I am a oos Angeles Postal employee, and I feel my civil eights have been violated
by my employ'er. Tuesday, January 17th, I was directed to g6 to Room 207 to take an
examination and fill out a form. I did not feel grateful for nor appreciate the defini-
tion of black on this form.

We were not informed iri advance that Lill' questionnaire was going .16 take place.
Why not'? instead it was sprung on us placing most of us in a state of shock, as race

. is a delicate subject..
As my elected official, I would apprecNe any interest or help that you could give

me regarding this matter.

Now I do not know what the answer to that is. But I will tell you
that I have difficulty 'responding to that letter. I think that this is
a very, very complex subject area in which some people FM that
their civil rights are threatened.,

I can understand someone, especially in a minority group, who
would feel, intimidated by checking a box on a form when they are
going to take an examination to get 'in, and wonder if that is not
goingto be held against them.

So I have concerns at that level, too. But the basic problem tA
anything with a 40-'percent nonresponse rate cannot be very accu-
rate. And maybe a lot of that response rate is people who feel in-
timidated by that process, and feel that their civil rights are being
abridged. 4

And we get the data in the central personnel- dAta file for em-
ployees in any event. So I think thlt we have the useful.data, and
the data required by the law. So the is why we made the decision
not to go ahead with that form.

Ms_ °AKAR_ But you say that you have made a concertectelfort to
have the data, so that you would know who is applying for these
executive positions that you are going to reach out to try to recruit
more women?

Mr. DEVINE. The law says, and I believe coirectly, and that is one
of the concerns that I have with these record requirements in gen-
eral, the law says that our job is to do outreach efforts. That is the
law. And that is what we are'doing, and that is what the agency is
doing.

We can do better, we should do a lot better, but we are reaching
out. That is the critical. part of the program, not filling fdrms out
which is simply informatory. And it is interesting in fact that
nobody noticed that forwlmost 2 years. And I apologize, I did not, I
should have known about it, too. Do these reports really do a lot o'f
good? Is not the important thing that the agencies and OVM are
out' there trying to recruit people in? That is the critical part, it
seems to me.

Ms. ()AKAR. That is the critical part. If you do not study the prob-
lem to see where it is, how are you going to ,kribw whether you
shyuld be doing it?

Mr. DEVINE. We do it from the 'central personnel data file. That
is. how we,lotow. We compare it againstthe private sector, which is
the comparison that the law says we sfiould make.

Ms. °AAR. Dr. Devine, you know and I know that this adminis-
tration is not an advocate for pay equity: That is why we are trying
to force to do it now.

Mr. DEVINE. I do not buy that.

35-003 0 84 7
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Ms. OAKAR. You do not buy that'?
Mr.iDEviNi.:.''We had Democratic candidates here saying that

they are going to study the factor evaluation system. We have a
President who is already studying it. We are ahead of it.

Ms. DAKAR. You are studying it. When you heard -about this
hegring, you decided to study it; and that is when you put out your
press release: You did not want to be embarrassed. But I do not
buy the fact that you are advochtes, and we know you are not. And
we hope that you do better. We think that it is importyt.

Mr. Hoy
!Mr. HoyEit. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Doctor, first let we observethat,I was very pleased to read on

page 17-, the last .full paragraph in which you deal with pay compa-
rability generally, where you indicate that we have had difficulty
in adhering to that principle. 4

I presume that by this paragraph you do accept the fact that we
are suipitantiiilly behind in meeting- pay Comparability generally,
am I correct'?

Mr. DEviNE. You know the answer to that question. No, I do not.
WA, then my next question is what do you mean by

that paragraph?'
Mr. DEviNE. I mean that we have had difficulty defining in an

operational Way what comparability is. I have my view of what it
should be.-The present process cranks out a number th one could
take as valid and some do. And there are those who thi0. that that
is not high enough to represent the difference between the private
and the public sectors. But that to me is an operational or measur-
ing question rather than a conceptual one that we agree that
should be copparable.

In fact, You may remember at that luncheon that we had at the
Washington Post, many were surprised to hear Mr. Blaylock and I
agree on the principle of comparability. The problem is operationa-
lizing it and measuring it. And there we differ profoundly,

Mr. IloyER. I understand that. I am looking forward to your
study.

How is that going Have we let the contract?
Mr. DEviNE. On pay?
Mr. HOVER. On what you are going to be giving us in a report?
Mr. DEvim:. I believe it has. I did not come prepared for that

today, but I 'believe that it has been let.
HoyEit. All right. Doctor, let me g6 back to your statement, if

I might. On page 2 of your statement, you refRr to section 2301 of
title V, principle 3. "Equal pay should be provided for work of
equal value with appropriate consideration of both national and
local rates paid by employers in the private sector."

And Ms. Oakar, the Chair, correctly noted, and we have had tes-
timony to the extent that the private sector is from a comparative
standpoint further behind in terms of equal Pay for .work of compa-
rable value.

If that is the case, do you believe that the language of principle 3
included in title V7section 2301 ought to be amended?

Mr. DEVINE. To strike out the private sector?
Mr. HoYER. To the extent that we accept the principle that the

private sector is further behind than the Federal sector, if by only

9



,,, pennies, but by percentage points. Is it then an ancnaly,to relate
us to a less successful system if in fact the,objective is comparable
pay for work of comparable value? ,

Mr. nEVINT. I believe that the intention of that section was by
the blue'coMr unions to insure that although the Civil Service
Reform Act itself ;did not deal very- directly with the blue collar
wage system, we recognize that there are national and local rates,
national under the general schedule, and local under the blue
collar wage schedule system.

I think that is ihe purpose of that clause in there rather than
making a compaAon to the private sector. Because, of course, both
of those systems in theory are related back to comparability with,
the private sector. .

Mr. MYER. DO I Understand you to say then that it is a geo-
graphical differentiation as opposed to a job-by-job evaluation of
value placed on it by the private sector?

Mr. Dr:vim:. One of the problems with the principles there, in
my opinion, is they should have listed about 12 or 15. They list sev-
eral bracketed within some of the numbering systems. I think that
that is the intent of that. And, of course, the 'principle does not
refer directly to the classification systems which are more directly
dealt with in 5101 and 5105. ,

And there it is supposed to be an. internally justified system
rather than an externally justified system. It is important to re-
member that the classification systeni is in theory independent of
the pay system. Now We know in fact that that is not true.

But thct idea is to separate the one from the other, and to have
an objective classification system that is set independently of pay.
Of course, gerieral 'schedule grades 'do -have a pay-set to them. But
they 'are basically adjusted by an increase factor rather than a
change in the basis structure of the pay system.

Mr. IloYER. Let me ask you about the fdctors, the nine factors,
that are included in 5104, is that correct?

Mr. DP:VINE. ,No, sir. The nine factors are included in the factor
evaluation primary stabdard, which came out of the law, and was
submitted to (Tong ss,.bocause it was required to under the law.
But it is no preci in the law. The raw does list the general 'de-
scriptive levels oft e grade ranges. I believe that is 5102. '

Mr. HoYER. All right. I am informed we have a vote. There was
not a buzzer, bqt apparenily there was a vote. There are two bells
indicated up there.

Can you tell me what factor three is? I understand, I think, the
...other nine factors, but I am not sure that I understand factor

three, guidelines.
What do guidelines 'mean?
Mr. DEVINE. Guidelines mean the degree of detail that individ-

uals Have to operate under in order to perform their jobs. The
broader and less speciNed the guidelines, the more responsibility a
person has for interpreting in between the spaces.

Mr. HOVER. All right. I have some other,. questions. But because
of the vote, I will desist, Madam Chair. Thank you for allowing me
to participate.

Ms, OAKAR. Thank you. I juSt want to make one quick observe-
. tion on the kind of exampies\that we are discussing. Now most sec-

.
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retaries are women, and most managers are male. She is paid ac-
cording` to the grade level of her boss, not for the performance of
what she does. This is the kind of thing that we are talking about,
Doctor. While we applaud the fact that you are going to study the
problem, our legislation calls for a plan of action. And that is what
we are going to be expecting once we pass the legislation.

Thank you very much for being here.
[The following response to written questions was receivet0for the

record:I )-

I
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OPM RESPONSES TO PAY'EQUITYrQUESTIONS1,

Q. I am pleased that 'you havt undertaken the .study you announced in your
'.testimony. When tdd You anticipate completion of the study? How wary

staff are 'I nvol ved in the study?

Did evidence of sex di scrimation prompt you to take this action? If not,
what caused you'to,initoliake the study?

Would you be Ti r 1 1 I r4 to sh,.?re the f i,ndi a.nd "reLumwenda twos with the
Subcommittee? I would also appreciate your briefs[ ng My staff as soon as
possible.

.

A. We expect to complete the study. of the standards development process
and its relationship to wage ,determinatiOn tjefore the end of the year.
All of the members of our Office of Standards Development are working
on the project.

Evidence of sex discrimination was not the roil/gen for my initiating the
study. Rather, i decided a full reyTeTv of standards development policies
and operations was overdue, since the fraMework. for the current system
was established over sixty years ago. Although the current system
insures that Fejeral positions are treated consistently and equitably
enough to meet with our legal obligations, we will investigate .whether
we c n make the. process fairer, more effective and [Tore efficient.

twe
1 1?ehappy to share the restilts of our study with the subcommittee.

An initial briefing with subcommittee staff was held on April 18, 1984.

2. What other actions or studies has OPM undertaken, if any, to assure
pfat its current job evaluation systems minimize the impact of systemic

bias?

Once again referring ,to your testimony, you cited the Na
la Sciences report and stated that the characteristics
believed to b4 pre-reqUisites ror a "comparable worth"
system are essentially the same under the current Federal
system.

It is als§ true that the NAS set forth optional statistic
that could be used in a job evaluation plan to compehsate

',-sex -based di scriminatign; Has the OPM sought to apply
other, statistical adjitstments to the Federal system?

4. Although we have not evaluated the Federal Government's job evaluation
system specifically for sex bias, the entire system has been thoroughly
exami ned several times by i ndedpendent bodi es and no charges of di scrim

/ ° ination have ever been made. Extensive evaluations were carried out tiy
the Rockefeller Commission (1975), agency personnel directors and chiefs

Q.

tional Academy
',kith the NAS

job evaluation
job evaluation

al adjustments
for inherent,

these, or are/
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of 'classificatiOn (1981). the Grace Commission (1983), and the National
,¢cademy. of 'Public Administration 1983). Since our system is so open
and public, we believe any serious bi`as,.would have been'identified during
these egtensi ye' nyest gat.1 ons.

0+

We are taking action in rel #ted areas to ensure that the present trend
of women's movement into higher paying occugations' is encouraged. :We
hove taken action to reduce credentiali ng, which works against women
and minorities in hiring. and advancement. We have also established .

the Women's Executive Leadership Program 'toa direct muce attention
toward the systematic provision pf management,development of women in,
grade levels 9-12. (See our "response to question 3-C.)

It is incorrect to'say that (the NAS report proposed "optional statisti-,
cal adjustments that could be used In a job evaluation plan to compensate
..for inherent, sex - based discrimination." To describe these as "optional ",
suggests that the statistical adjustments are, well developed a ready
to use at an employer's option. This is simply not true. The N report
did outline two experimental statistical approaches but also cautioned
as follows:

"We wish to make clear at the outset that we'discuss these, ap utiles
because of their potential and not because of their proven valu . They
are at present completely untried, and their application woul entail
the solution of many theoretical and practical problems of meas reqient.
There is also a serious question as to whether the quality of he data
generated by job evaluation plans in current use is adequate to sustain
tile kinds of statistical adjustments we describe. Moreover, there is
considerab,le debate regarding the interpretation of the statistics
generated by these adjustments (specifically, regression coefficients),
especially given imperfect measurement."

The NAS staff concluded:

"Hence, it would seen prudent to exercise considerable caution in apply-
nerVem, attending carefully to both the statistical issue discussed

abbve and to substantive concerns--the possibility that sonle workers
may perceive new inequities as replacing old ones, that to avoid such
perceptions may.require a substantial increase in the wage bill for an
'enterprise,, and that statistical adjustment procedures often generate
tension between the need to eliminate discrimination for groups in the
aggregate and the need to protect the rights of individuals."

It must be kept in mind that what may be optional for private 'employers
is not so for OPM. Any changes must be proven consistent with the
caeplex requi,reanents of law.

7

I du not believe it is appropriate to use the Federal work force as the ..,,,,..'"guinea, pig" in testing these veryexperimental and highly speculapve ,Ard,sA
-,'statistical procedures. Further, I do not beli eve that'a -mecha nical , ek,,..,00-' i .

.
post facto percentage adjustment of pay for certai n jobs is ,tlito-or-tqfit.
or the effective way to deal with. instances of percet VW i negoi ty.
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.. ,.The better approach, ',and one which will yield rally long-term improve-
ments, is to eliminate unnecessary restrictions on entry to occupations

. so that -al 1, potential applicants ca n compete.. As I indicated i n myi testimony, We are doing this by worki ng to remove unnecessary restric-
' tions on entry to Federal jobs, such as the Ipeduction of excessive

credenti alUm.

3a, Q. The factm.evaluation system was designed to replicate the results
of the pr us job evaluation system, which was rooted in the Classi-
fication Acts, of 1923 and 1949. What evidence do you have 'that FES
standards do not reflect the pre- existing biases?

A. The Factor Evaluation System ,(FES) does indeed incorporate the values
expressed in the Classification Act of 1949 (5 U.S.C. 5104); however,
there is no basis to assume these underlying values are biased. In
fact, the intent of the 1949 statute was clearly nondl scrimi natory; it
provided for "equal pay for substantially equal work." The 1923 stet-'
ute, from which the 1949 law evolved, provided for 'equal pay- for
equal work, irrespective, of sex." Since the basic statutes were de-
signed to be nonbiased there is no reason to assume the FES standards
are biased. Yet, we will look at this issue in our review to be sure
they are- not biased.

3b. Q. What steps, if any, does OPM take,,fo ascertain that sex-based wage
discrimination is not a factor hi the evaluation. kystems used in
private sector firms surveyed by the Bureau of Labor Statistits to
obtain job matches for the Federal pay-setting process?

ru

In other words, if a private sector firm discriminates against women
then this data will be reflected in the Federal wage-setting process,
tainting the entire -System?

A. Under the law, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in 'the Departmeit
of Labor conducts a survey of private sector pay that we are required
to use as the basis for comparing Federal pay, with private' sector pay
for the same levels of work. This survey does not relate to the
standards process; however, we are concerned with the representiveness
of the survey. OPM believes that the survey, by covering only a small
portion of the private sector economy, produces substantially, higher
pay rates than a more comprehense survey would. By [flaking. the survey
broader and more representative of the entire non-Federal lattor market,
we will be eliminating any possible bias in the survey's choice of
Jobs and establishments that are covered.

A
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3c. Q. 0PM statistics indicate that the average salaries of Federal Civilian
males exceed those of females. To what extent are these differences
attributed to differences in longevity, educktion, experience, or
other faCtors? How much, in our opinion, are the fifferenCes attribu-
table to discrimination?

A. There is no question that differences in longevity, education and
experience contribute to the difference in average salary, between men
and womerN 1 would like to point out, however, that although the
average grade of men is higher than that of women, the average grade
of women has risen Over 4 times faster than that of men. Since-1974,
average grade of,men rose 4 %, of women, 1,7 %.

Although women are steadily moving into higher paying'administrative
and professional jobs, they are still relative "newcomers' as compared
to men. Overall 5 tistics on average salary reflect the differences
between men and w in work force participation. For example, in the
GS and equivalent 9-12 grade grouping, women held about 30% of the jobs
in 1983 compared to 19% in 1974. Women held 10% of t'the GS 13-15 and
equivalent jobs in 1983 as compared to 5% in 1974. Other data highlight
the differences between the backgrounds of, men and women. For example,
as of September 30, 1983, the aver se length of service for men (full-.
time permanent) was 15.3 years and, for women (full-time permanent),
11.3 years. The Alan for women is 3.2 years and for men 6.6 years
compared to 2.5 and 3.8 respectively for the private sector. "Women in
Federal service are also younger than their male counterparts; as of

September 30, 1983, the average age of men was 42.3; the average age
of women, 38.8. Turnover rates also vary by sex. For example; we
have actuarial data which show that 23.5% of men with less than 5

. years of Federal service left - -the Government and withdrew their con-
tributions to the Civil Service Retirement/ System; 54.5% of women were

)in the same category. ,i.'

We are doing 'several things to retain women who would otherwise leave

the Fedei41 work force. Family responsibiltiesi and an interest in
acquiring further education are reasons women Pftn cite for leaving.
By working par,t-time, women can pursue these goals and still keep their
jobs. Progress in expanding part-time employment has remained steady
and we have recently issued gUidance to agencies encouraging them to
continue efforts to accommodate employees who wish to convert fran
full-time to part-time schedules. We expect further improvements in
part-time opportunities in administrative and professional positions.
There have already been notable increases in the number of part-timers
serving in professional positions, e.g., an increase of 60% in the
number at GS-13 and above Since 19T9.

Another policy initiative also affects a large group of women--those

who go abroad as part of military or foreign service families. Under

a new Executive order issued by this Administration, dependents who
complete 24 months of service world ng't in over eas positions outside
the competitive service can qua] for direc appointment in the
system upoh their return to the U.S. n esti ed 6,000 to 10,000

dependents will be able to qualify under this program. Further, em-
ployees who leave their Jobs early in their careers to go overseas

with th,eir families will no longer be penalized for their break in
Federal service. Under our new policy, dependents who leave to ac-
company their spouses overseas will be eligible for the full 3-year

period of reinstatement eligibility after their return to the U.S.
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4. Q In AFSCME et al v. State of Washington et al, tne Cound that
discriminatory impact was sufficient to find a violation of title VII
of the Civil Rights Act. Plantiffs in State of Washington demonstrated
'an average 20 percent gap between the pay of men and women. According
to recent data, a gap of approximately $10,000 per year exists between
the average anruali zed salaries of men and women worki nq for the Federal
Goverment. Some leading experts believe that a similar showing to
State of Washington could readily be made with regard to the Federal
overnnent's pay structure.

Given these circumstances, aren't you concerned that the Federal system
would not withstand the gcrutihy of litigation? If not, can you tell
us specifically why you believe the Federal program is free of systanic
wage-based sex imination, .vInen, the empirical data and work force
statistics wo to indicate otherwise?

A. Without nec y aCceptinq all of theremises of your question, I
would note t there is a significant difference between the 20 percent
wage differential found to exist in the State of Washington's pay syStem
and the $10,000 difference that you assert exists between the annual
salaries of men and women who work for the federal goverment. The wage
differential in AF$CME v. State of Washington was a gap between the
wages of predomiTaeiT Ina] e and pr tely female ,ohs which were
held -to be cmparable. On the other hand, the $10,000 figure represents
a difference in the average earnings of men and women in the Federal
work force. Thus, the average earnings of women in Federal service
could be lower than men's because of the background 'factors discussed

' above. It is also true that, women have ljass seniority, and seniority
,currently has a disproportionate impact on Federal salary levels. Our
proposed regUlatory reforms to within-grade increases and RIF's would
have reduced some of this impact.

I would also stress that there are critical differences between the
systems used in the State of Washington and the Federal Civil Service
to set pay. The State of. WaShington based. its wages . on elaborate
surveys of labor markets. On the other hand, as I testified before the
Committee, the Factor Evaluation System used by the Federal Government
is not ,tied diectly to market factors. Instead, it assigns rumeri.cal
rating's to positions based on an analysis of the nine factors enumerated

C in my testimony. These factors focus only on the duties of the job; the
sex of the person performing those duties is wholly irrelevant to the
classification process. The pay trange for each position under lithe
General Schedule depends upon the position's classification. Because of
the differences between the two systems, we do not believe Judge TantNr's
analysis in State of Washington can be applied to the Federal Govern-
ment's process for setting pay.

Although there are always risks in litigation, we believe the Factor
Evaluation Systems protected Lythe Equal Pay Act's fourth affirmative
defense, "any other factor other than sex." (The Bennett Amendment,
incorporated this defense into Title 'ill.) This affirmative defense 4
was established because Congress wanted to protect bona fide job evalu-
ation systems such as the Factor Evaluation System. County of Washington
v. Gunther, 452 U.S. 161, 171 (1981). We are confident that the Factor
Evaluation System is such a bona fide system because the occupant's sex
plays no role in determining a position's classificati.ono
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I 'should al,g9 note that many legal experts believe:Judge Tanner erred
in State of Washington when he applied disparate impact analysis in a
sex-based wage discrimination case under Title VII. The Supreme Court
itself suggestod that disparate impact analysis may 45e incompatible
with the Equal Pay Act's fourth affirmative defense,.8any other factor
other than sex." Gunther, 45? U.S. at. 170. Other courts have said
that only intentid&TTrrage diAcrimination is covered by Title VII.
See, e.g.,, Plemer v. Parsons-Mbane, 713 F.2d 1121 (5th. Cir. 1983);
TOTInectrcut State Em 19 ees Ass'n. v. Connecticut, 31 Elnp. Prac. Dec.

33,5?8 (0. Conn. 1983 ; Power v. Nry County, 539 F. Supp. 721, 726
(W.D. Mich. 19/12).

()rice again referring to yo r earner testimony and your statement
that the final touchstone f settinj job worth must be the market,
if market rates perpetuate t itional biases, hoK, cap Federal objec-
tives of internal equi,Inot tonflict with external alignment?

What do you think of a practke that has hen negotiated in some States
and cities, such aS Minneetta, Cormecticut, and San-Jose, California,
where "pay equity" increases were given to employees in predominantly
female job categories such as nurses and legal secretaries to partially
compensate them for -systemic wage-based sex discrimination? Do you
believe that such a practice could be implemented in the Federal Govern-
ment for similar occupations?

A., It is not clear that market rates perpetuate biases; in fact, where
disctimination exists, the workings ot the market tend to break down
societal biases. As I said in response to question 2, 1 do not believe
a mechanical, ex post facto percentage adjustment of pay for certain
jobs is the way to deal with instances &f erceivedr pay inequity.
In the cases you cite, the governments did not have standards systems
like the Federal Goverrment's.

11

6. Q. What is OPM's current position on the appropriateness of the Federal
Goverment using multiple job evaluation systems? In view of the fact
that the Federal. Goverment uses several different job evaluation
systems, do you believe all jobs are appropriately aligned internally?kil

A. The Federal 9''Govermenti uses different. Job evaluation and pay setting
systems for General Schedule positions and for Federal Wage System
jobs. Each system was established by. different statutes at different
times, under differing circumstances. As I indicated in my April 3,
1984 testimony, we are now comparing the strengths and weaknesses of
the Federal Wage System with those of the General Schedule and we are
exami ni rig the rationale for maintaining these di sti nct systems. We

believe an administrative review is a more prudent_means by which to
evaluate the complex differences which exist u4der these two very
di fferent systems.

%N,
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7. Q. Which, if _any, Federal job evaluation systuns are 'comparable worth"
systems? How do the systems achieve this? (If some are and some
aren't) what actions have you undertaken to correct' the systems?

A. The statutes governing the job evaluation Itterns administered by OPM
don't refer to "comparable worth". In enacting the most rect major
revisions to civil service law (P.L. 95-454), Congress added-the
"merit principles" (5 U.S.C. 2101). The third Merit Principle staees
that "equal pay should be provided for work of equal value, withAppro-
pria.te consideration of 4pth national and local 1 'rates paid by employers
in the private sector, and appropriate incentives and 1-eco:in1 tion should
be provided' for excellence in performance".

addition, the statute 'governing the General Schedule classification
system. (5 U.S.C. 3101) requires that 'the principle of equal pay for
substantial ly equal work" be followed in determining the rate of basic
pay which an employee will receive. Prevailing rate systein jobs are
paid on the statutory pri nciple that "there will be equal pay for
substantially equal work for al 1 prevailing rate employees who are
working under similar conditions of employment in al 1 agencies within
the same local wage area". OPM administers the General Schedule and
the Federal Wage System cr<sistent with these statutory principles.

/

8. Q. Why is the average salary of a social insurance claims examiner, in
whiX women out rumber men by a ratio of 6 to 4, nearly $5,000 less
than a veterans claims examiner, which is a predominately mgle occupa-
tion? Why is the average salary of 9 dental hygienist, which is over-
whelmi ngly female domi nated, more than $4,000 a year less than a sign
painter, which is equal ly male dominated?

\

A

The classification stan
examiner positions conta

4GS-5 through GS-12. Any

ards for social insurance and veterans claims
n similar criteria for grading at levels from
result i ng difference in average grade level

will be du to a number of variables. For example, in an.awncy where
empl oye ypi cal y begin their careers as claims examiners and then
move into higher level management positions, the average grade of
claims examiners will be lower than in an agency, where there is less
turnover in claims exami ner positions. This is because the first agency
will have, more trainees on the rolls a Ad less journeyman level claims
examiners. In addition, the .nature of operati ons lay differ in various
agencies resulting in different di stributions of grade levels within a
particular occupation.

Dental hygienist and sign painter positions are evaluated under two
sepaicate systems, the General Schedule and the. Federal Wage System
respectively. These systems are mandated by separate statutes which
differ in concept. For example, the General Schedule operates under
national pay rates, while the Federal Wage System is a locality-oriented
pay systenpased on prevailing rates. Because of the different statu-
tory bases for the two systems, we have not correlated them but have
managed each system fairly and equitably, As noted in my answer to
question 6, we are studying tie relationship between the Federal Wage
System and the General ScheduTe System.
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Q. You seem to indicate in your testimony that much of the wage gap in
the Federal Government is due to the overclassificetion of positions
occupied by males. What data do you have to support this assert ion?
Are any positions, in your opinion, underclassi fled? If su, which ones?

A, My teitimony did not indicate that 'much of the wage gap in the Federal
Goverrinent.is due to the overclassification of positions occupied by
malts." The point I was making was that if yeu assiine sex bias, you
must alSo assume sex bias in the application of standards by agency
classifiers. However, the data we have exami ne& thus far would appear
to ndi ate otherwi se. Similarly, the MSPB study, Breaking, Trust
suggests that "reverse" discrimination may be the indre relevant issue.

10. Q. It has been stated that under the FES system high Points are assigned
d it to positions that require contacts with high-rarking officiffls..There-
: fore, a nurse who must deal primarily. with, coworkers and who must

assist.patients and their families under great'stress will receive
fewer points than a hospital administrator who uses the same skills.
The end result is that typically "female" jobs contirue to be given
lower grade status. Why is the system skewed' in this manner? Do you
think this is,unfair,.especially in )ight of your admission that there
is a "significant judImental factor" in job evaluation? Can we count
on you`qo correct this's,ituation?

A. Your question appiars to 'imply thiat under FES poinlys are assigned on
the basis of the rank of those contacted without rejard to the purptise
of the ctntacts. On the contkary, both the purpose of the contact
(Factor 7) and the kind of contact (Factor 6) must be evaluated together,.
Factor 6 considers the.subject of the .contact as well as the difficulties
involved in making the initial contact or cosmiunicati fly with those
contacted. Factor 6..also considers the setting in which the contact
is made, e.g., the degree to which the employee and those contacted
recognize their respective role4. Factor 7 considers such activities
as exchanges of factual i nformeion and negotiations over controversial
issues.

Thus a rurse who deals with patients and their families does not neces-
sarily receive fewer FES points for personal contacts than a hospital
administrator wilts deals with high raring officials. For example, an
administrator who comes in contact with high level Government officials
who use the hospital's facilities would not receive the highest level
of points under Factor 6 because the contact is not difficult to initiate
and there is no difficulty in communicating.

The classification law and the Factor Evaluation System distinguish
positions on the basis of level of difficulty, responsibility, and
qualifications required by the work.

Oka '40);(1,
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Ms. )AKAR. We have two m6re..witnesses. We have Ms. Florine
Koole, ho is with the Cokmunications Workers of America. And
we also have Ms. SDnia Johnson, who is a candidate for President
from t e Citizens Party. And we will be right back to hear from

. ou two witnesses.\

I Zecess.l ,

Ms. DAKAR. The committee will come t( order. We will hear at
this time, from Ms. Floe Kook, who is the ass,istant to the exec-
utive vice, president of tie Communicaions Workers of America.

Florine, we are very happy to have you. As a former member of
thl.! Communications WorkerS, of America, .I am very happy to have
my union' represented. So you .may4)roceed in whatever way is
most comfortable. ,

'sTATEMENT OPFI,OlgNE.K001,E,. ASSISTANT TO EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT, CONIMEINICAlfONSiWORKERS OF AIVIER1C7A

Ms. Kool4Thank you, CongreSsWoman Oakar. I thank you for
this opportunity to testify on pay,;equity, one of the most critical
economic issues today. But first of all, I would like to apologize to
you for being late today. We spent more time on Massachusetts
Avenue than we really eared' to today. And I appreciate _being
given the opportunity to testify in spite of that

My name -is Florine Koole. I am assistant to the CWA executive
vice president in charge of collective bargaining. The Communica-
tions Workers of America repfesent some 650,000 workers in both
the public and private sectors. About 55 percent of our members
are women.

CWA has been active in the pay equity arena for nearly a
decade. Most 'signiipintly, we have implemented a comprehensive
pay equity program within AT&T and the Bell System, a program
which promises to end pay disparity for as many as 1 million work-
ers in every State and locality across the Nation.

We achieved this precedent setting program through the collec-:
tive bargaining process. Thus, it has been CWA's experience that
litigation is only one, albeit sometimes necessary, approach to pay
equity. My testimony today will focus on the collective bargaining
alternative.

Politicians in 1984, searching for votes, have concluded that the
gender gap is for real. They are right. But the gender gap extends
far beyond the political arena. There is a very significant, _very
real, very harmful gender gap,in our factories, ,offices, restaurants,
hotels, and governmentsin virtually every single place where
Americans work.

This gender gap has nothingand yet everythingto do with
the gender gap discussed.by political pundits, because this gender
gap is the huge disparity between wages paid, to women and to
men.

Women are segregated into low-paying, dead-end jobs. More than
80 percent of all women workers work in only 25 of 427 possible
occupational titles. These workers are poorly paid. Working women
earn less- than men in every job at every educational level. The
median wage for all full-time women workers was about $11,000,
compaced to $18,000 fo'r men. Three out of five working women

IJ
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earn less than $10,000 per year. Only 1 percent earn more than
$25,000 per year.

What lies beyond these statistics is the cola, hard fact of discrim-
ination. As the National Academy of Sciences concluded, "the more
an occupation is dominated by women, the less it pays."

This conclusionand the snail's pace action to make it obso-
leteare astounding. Not only is this.condition offensive for social

land moral reasons, but it is appalling for gut economic reasons:
pay inequity represents a highly inefficient use of resources.

When women are forced to work in a female ghetto, talent and
skills are ignored and squandered. Turnover runs rampant. Health
care costs rise for stress-related illnesses. This costs employers a
lotnot only in terms of money but also the less tangible costs of
lost producitivity, restricted organizational development and the
like.

'But perhaps worst of all, with pay inequity, poverty b6comes en-, trenched. It's no accident that poverty in America is rapdily be-
coming solely female poverty. It's no accident that by the year
2000, all,poor Americans will be women household hea.ds and their
children.

This costs State, local, and Federal governmentsand their tax-
payersa lot of money. As the U.S. Department of Labor points
out in a recent study, if wives and female heads of households were
paid the same wages as similarly qualified men, about half of all
families living in poverty would no longer be poor.

CWA PROGRAMS

CWA long has been active in the pay equity aree4. We are on
the Board of Directors for the Committee on Pay Equity. We work
closely with academic experts in this field, including the National'
Academy of Sciences, helping to develop job data, evaluation stand-
ards and the like. CWA delegates to the midterm Democratic Con-
.tention in 1982 also authored, advocated, and successfully incorpo-
rated a pay equity policy into the party's platform.

These all are important steps toward equality. But what women
workers need is action and concrete treatment of the problem.

One of the single most'effective tools to overcoming job and wage
diScrimination is the organization of workers into unions. I am
joined in this belief not only by other labor unions, but also by pol-
icymakers and activists in this field. Recently, a Democratic con-
gressional organization, in reviewing key 1984 election issues, said

the comparable worth issue that women can effectively protect
th r rights and help guarantee unbiased job treatment through
uni s.

C A's policies and programs bear this out. Many of our prece-
dent-setting actions have set the standards for current and future
pay-equity activities. This same congressional paper pointed to our
activities as an example of effective treatment.

Much of CWA's work on pay equity has involved the private
sector. But the conditions and problems unfortunately are the s e
whether one works for a private employer or a governmental uni .

Our experience, therefore, has been universally.instructive, and
hopefully will help this subcommittee. A decitle ago long before
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comparable worth b came a hot issue, CWA :established a Commit-
tee to examine the col tent of Bell System jobs.

The committee paid special attention to clerical jobs, many of
which were undervalued over the years through job segregation.
and *age discrimination. The committee found three fundamental
problems which led to discrimination: . ..._

First, a lack of uniformity in job titles. A job function was cla%si-
lied differently depending upon the location or division, Second, an
excessive number of job titles. And third, a too-narrow clustering of
pay rates, especially for clerical workers, which meant that a
Woman worker had to be promoted many times before she saw a
substantial wa increase. . .

These findin s, taken to the bargaining table, led to several rel.-
forms. Job titl s were streamlined, increasinglefficiency-.- And the
two largest job, classifications, containing hundreds of thousands of
women workers, were significantly upgraded.

Perhaps most significant, these findings led to our precederit7set-
ting 1980 agreement with ATMT to undertake a comprehensive
comparable worth program hick evelually could affect the Bell
System's 1 million employees. _

The 1980 national contract established a joint union-management
job evaluation committee. Job evaluation is the cornerstone of pay
equity. Without effective research on existing job content and on
the hiring, pay, and promotion practices, there can be no real
movement toward ending discrimination.

The joint committee established two key ground rules. One, that
--there had to be a carefully designed evaluates system to identify

and score specific job factors. Two,.that employees could appeal the
scoring, job deseription, and relative worth of their jobs.

The committee then started its most critical taskdocumenting
the work of AT&T employees. Fourteen test jobs representative of
the race, sex, geographic, and occupational distribution of Bell
workers were selected for indepth study.

With the job studies, the committee began to devise a set of com-
pensation factors and a scoring system to evaluate jobs. There is no
question that it was difficult to incorporat'e the principles -49f pay
equity into the compensation factors. The joint committee was
fighting years of sex differentiation in both the Bell System and so-
ciety at large.

Past job evaluation actually transferred biases into the wage set-
ting process. The job evaluation group, therefore, selected and
Measured factors that applied equally to both "men's" jobs and

h for the
heavy physical demand present in male- minated jobs and for the
physical stress, fatigue, and mental demands evident in female-
dominated jobs. .,

The next step in this process involved testing the factors to purge
the evaluation plan of any remaining biases. Recommendations for
final across the board implementation were made in the 1983 col-
lective bargaining session.

With federally mandated divestiture splitting pp the Bell
System, however, the ATT and CWA pay equity progilm has
moved from the national level,,to the local level. Now CWA and
each Bell Operating Co., as well as each AT&T unit, will imple-
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ment pay equity tfirclugh individual joint job evaluation commit-
tees.

CWA's experiences in the private sector taught usa lot. I can't
begin to catalog all the lessons but here are a few key items.

One, the commitment by employers to comparable worth must be
strong. All levels of management, from the top down, must sincere-
ly and actively work to elimUlate discrimination. Hesitation, indeci-
sion, or incomplete commitment must be strongly discouraged and
eliminated.

Two, resources must be available. An effective program must be
built on a solid foundation. Accurate data collection and job evalua-
tion set the stage. New York State, recognizing this, has committed
$500,000 to study pay inequity and $1 million toward a planned re-
organization.

Three, there must be real action in a timely matter. Lip service
cannot continue. Studies must be started now and completed in a
reasonable time, date certain.

Four, most important, there must be labor-management coopera-
tion. Unilateral decision's by management will only result.i0a
breakdown in the process. Workers should be involved from the
start in evaluating jobs and developing.job content measurements..
Furthermore, there should be an appeals process to ensure workers
are not frozen out.

Labor and management can work together, as we have proven in
our AT&T experience. But if real cooperation is not encouraged,
the results will end up meaningless.

PAY EQUITY MYTHS

, There are three major myths advanced by pay equity opponents.
I'd like to briefly. deal with them.

Myth No. 1.You can't compare dissimilar jobs: the apples and
oranges argument.

Reality.Private sector employers and the Government have
always compared jobs. These comparisons have led to an organiza-
tional fact of life: hierarchy. Such comparisons, reflected in wage
rates and job titles, form the foundation of virtually.every single
organization.

The key thing is that dissimilar jobs may not be identical, but
they are comprised of equivalent tasks and characteristics.

Myth No. 2.The free market determines wage rates and
women's jobs simply command lower wages.

Reality.Leaving aside the thorny issue of whether we really
have a free mar, et, in a sense opponents are correct. There's no
denying that we have economically pervasive lower pay in women's
jobs. But this does not make it socially or morally right, nor eco-
nomically efficient.

Furthermore, workers always have 'had to fight for proper com-
pensation. Women workers in female-dominated jobs are less orga-
nized into unions than men. As women enter unions, we hopefully
will eventually see equity.

But must we face the prospect of strikes over this issue and of
long battles in the courts and legislatures? No one will benefit if

7
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this is the only way female workers can achieve equality in the
free mailcet.

Myth No. 3.Pay equity will cost much.
Reality.In several jurisdictions, the cost of equity has proven

very modest. In Minnesota, for example, the hard data indicated
that pay equity increases would only amount to between 2 percent
and 4 percent of the total budgeted for State salaries.

Second, the costs of failing to implement comparable worth
exceed the benefits. Better use of human resources will provide
gains. And there's the simple fact that litigationif necessary
will siphon off valuable resources.

Finally, the lack of pay equity costs the Governmnent and tax-
payer a lot of money. As the Department' of Labor has said, allow-
ing women to earn the same amount as similarly qualified men
could eliminate poverty for about hal of all poor families. Poverty
costs billions; pay equity can actually ave money, theref re0

CONCLU

Pay equity is not a small issue of concern to only a handful of
activists. It is an issue of discrimination against more than half of
all Americans, namely women.

But more important, pay equity is a family issue. We have dis-
pelled the myth that women work for pin money and luxury items.
Women work because their families need their income. This isn't
just true for women single parents, but for all households. Only
those well off can afford to let one wage earner earn far less than
she should.

America's courts have clearly stated that title VII covers the
issue of pay equity. The time has come for all employerspublic
and privateto implement this critical program. This subcommit-
tee's hearings are an important first step. CWA encourages you to
continue calling for pay equity action and we freely offer you our
experiences and assistance as we travel the road to equality.

Thank you.
Ms. OAKAR. I thought that- your statement was excellent, vet,

comprehensive, and concise. You have the unique situation of
working with management on pay equity. Would you recommend
thiS procedure for other areas in the private sector.

Do you think that is the way that it' should be done where you
work together on correcting the inequities, or is there some other
way? Are there disadvantages to that?

Ms. KOOLE. Well, in my opinion, M4clame Chairwoman, I think
that it is vitally important that labor and management do work to-
gether in a cooperative forum, not only to develop a job evaluation
plan, but also to implement one.

I think the input from both parties is essential in order to have a
fair job evaluation plan, so that we can make sure that people are
properly compensated.

Ms. OAKAR. The end result was the best result that you felt that
you could get?

Ms. KOOLE. I believe so. I would have to say that in the operation
of our joint committee, the joint committee that operated between
1980 and 1983, we would start out in great disagreement, as you
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know, we can in the telephone,industry, but eventually we were
able to work out our differences and arrive at a consensus. I think
it was also very important at every step of the development of the
plan to have not only rank and file. CWA members, but also first
and second level supervisors to provide input.

Ms. OAKAR. I very often stress the idea that pay inequities result
in very severe circumstances when a woman reaches retirpment.
We know that s is the poorest person in the country. We also
know that the social security lawswhich I am trying to change
are very inequitable toward all women. Private pensions as well
leave something to be desired.

I was struck .by some of your comments. YOu stated that pay in- `'),

equity repregents a high inefficient use of resources.
Can you expend on that 4 little bit more? I thought that it was -

right on target.
Mit, KOOLE. If an.,ernployer continues to discriminate against

women workers, they are not benefitting from the greatet Poteh---
tial that that employee has. I also think that in more recent years, "''
that while we tend to think of discrimihation as being a female, or
even pay equity as being a totally female issue, that it really is not,.
particularly in the telephone industry.

As changing technology takes place in the telephone industry,
some of the former highly skilled, highly paid male dominated jobs
are being changed. It is important that we identify the new skilled
jobs, so that not only will women have opportunities, but also we
can identify new jobs for male workers who are being displaced.

I think that if we can get to that point, then it will provide job
opportunities for both male and female workers, and it will provide
valuable resources to the employers.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, that is an important point. In no way do we
want this to seem as if it is a confrontation between men and
women. We feel just as strongly about the manner in which men
are treated in the workforce.

The problem is that the inequitable question of pay,is more often
related to women than it is to men. We do not want any male's pay
decreased. We just want women's pay to be increased to the level
that is fair.

Thank you and your union for appearing today.
Ms. KOOLE. Thank you. It was my pleasure.
Ms. DAKAR. I do want to explain to you and others that we were

gone for awhile, because of votes on two issues.
Our last witness is Ms. Sonya Johnson, who is a candidate for

President, representing the Citizen's Party. Thank you very much
for your patience. The Chair has admired you at a distahce for a
long time. I admire your stand on the Equal Rights Amendment. I
know the personal costs that it meant to you.

We would like you to proceed in whatever way is most comforta-
ble.

STATEMENT OF SONIA JOHNSON, CITIZEN FOR PRESIDENT

Ms. JoHNso.N. I'd like to thank you, Congresswoman Oakar, and
the members of your subcommittee for the work that you're doing
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on the issue Of comparable worth, which has become, of course, one
of the major civil rights issues of the 1980's.

I'm especially grateful for these two pieces of legislation which
spell out the specifics of,pay equity for women and minorities, apd
I know that today and tomorrow that you're going; to hear all the
specific merits and demerits of this concept and of your bills, and I
hope that today I can contribute with a slightly different perspec-
tive to the thinking on this subject. And appreciate the opportunity
to appear before you today to testify as a feminist for the women of
this Nation who have waited too long for justice.

The United States is part of a global society in which physical,
emotional, spiritual, and primarily economic oppression of women
has been the norm for nearly 5,000 years. This massive oppression,
this violence, has been the model for all other oppression, all other
violence, that is, since it has been legitimate, and believed to be-
natural? Even sanctioned by God for one-half the human family to
rule the other half in every race, every country, every major socie-
ty on Earth; it's no wonder that all other oppression, all other vio-
lence, is regarded as legitimate. One nation's ruling, another;
people of one color ruling people of' another color; the rich ruling
the poor; the strong the weak, and so on. In this way, economic vio-
lerice and all .ot her violence has become acceptable behavior.

And become, indeed, a global habit of mind, a very dangerous
global habit of mind ultimately lethal to us all. The women's move-
ment has arisen just in this time in history, just in the nick tlf
time, I think, to help us make the crucial connections between vio-
lence against women and violenc'e against the planet and against
the human race. It's arisen to prophesize that if we can't stop in
even one U.S. city - -even one of the multitude of violences against
womenin this case economic violence, we have no hope for glObal
peace.

The women's movement has arisen to teach us that peace and
justice are inextricably connected; that we can only learn What
peace is, what's necessary tohave it, in the microcosm of our own
homes and workplaces. And that only having learned, in the micro-
cosm, how to have peace, can we then project this knowledge into
the macrocosm and have peace on the planet. The lesson of the
women's movement is central therefore, to the major problems of
our time.

Central and urgent. Today therefore in this hearing, Congress-
womancOakar, those of us testifying for the just principle of compa-
rable worth are doing a most important work of peacepossibly
the most important work possible, in fact, for the survival of the
planet and for the human family.

Thank you again for your work and for inviting me to be part of
it.

[The statement of Ms. Sonia Johnson folloW:l

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SONIA JOHNSON

I am Sonia Johnson, Candidate for President of the United States of the Citizens
Party.

I applaud Congfesswornan Mary Rose Oakar and the members of this subcommit-
tee for your work ontthe issue of comparable worth, equal pity for work of compara-
ble value, which has become one of the major civil rights issues of the 1950s. I itp-.
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pretiate the opportunity to appear before pu today to testify on behalf of the
women of this nation who have waited far too' long for justice.

According to a study done by the National Commission on Working Women, "a
wage survey conducted in Philadelphia in 1833 showed women received less for
their 78-hour work week than male workers were getting from one 10 hour day." As
we sitliere today in 1984, women in the United.States who work full time still earn
less than 60 percent of the. average male's wage. That means that American women
must work nine days to earn what a man earns in five days. Discrimination on the
basis of sex accounts for this earniugs'gap. And, our sisters of color, who suffer the
double burden of discrimination of, the basis of race, made disproportionately less
than the average.

It has been evident f6r many years that occupational yegregatiof major cause
of the national wage gap between men and women. The overall earnings between
men and women ih greater now than it was in the 1950s, and an analysis of the
reasons make it clear that women are caught in lOwyaying jobs and that when
women go into traditionally male-dominated jobs, the pay decreases rapidly. While
women occupied i18 percent of clerical jobs in 1959, they held 80 percent of.that cate-
gory by 1978. Today, 80 percent of all women who work are found in four low-paying
job categOries.

The issue of pay4equity is at the heart of women's poor earnings and, indeed, in-
creasing poverty!lt isp national scandal that women and children have experienced
a slide into poverty so rapid that we are told that by the turn of the century, all
persons in poverty will be women and our children. At the Same moment, we are
spending unprecedented dollars on military hardware, redistributing our national
budget away from human needs to the military.

It is no surprise to the women of this Nation that the Reagan administration is
leading the opposition to thie issue of pay equity. Mr. Reagan has made it clear to
women that the trick down theory will take care of our needs, and that the mar-
ketplace will bring us e uity. He voices his opposition tti the issue of pay equity by
lifting up'the objections of employers that changing wage structures to reflect pay
equity for women woul disrupt the entire economic system of this country. But,
this is an economic which is being challenged by the women of this nation. We
are being joined by a few corporations and state and local governments which have
voluntarily structured their-wage and job evaluation systems to provide more equi-
table compensation and opportunities for all employees, including women and mi-
norities, without suffering economic' disaster.

To paraphrase the'Supreme Court in Corning Class, companies may want to be
unjustly enriched by taking advantage of a situation where they can par women
less than men, and that "may be understandable as a matter of economics, but this
law requires "that these depressed wages be raised as a matter of simple justice.

Fannie Lou Hammer said it all, "Women are sick and tired of being sick and
tired." Women are tired of the trickle down theory. We are demanding that "justice
roll down like a river" so that the women of this Nation may live as citizens of
equal work and value.

MS. OAKAR. Thank you, Sonia. LoOk, let me ask you one question
which probably will be the utlimate question. If you were President
of the United States, what priority 'would this issue have?

Ms. JOHNSON. Well, you know there are a lot of ways to win be-
sides winning the White House and one of them is to be able to say
where I'd put such a thing if I were President of the United States,
and where I'd put it as you can imagine, is very high indeed be-
cause in a society that values money above almost all else, unfortu-
nately, which is us and most of the rest of the global society, and
judges human beings by how much they earn, how much they're
worth in the market, equal pay for comparable worth is a princi-
ple, if followed, which would do more than simply cause economic
violence against women to disappear, but which wQuld also give
women the kind of status that means that many of the other vio-
lences against us, physical, spiritual, would also disappear. Just ab-
'solutely top priority for that reason.

As I say, when we are monetarily inclined and that's our princi-
pal motivation, then it is one of the prime things We have to do
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and this, of course, one of the reasons the equal rights amendment
was so important as well. And is.

Ms. OAKAR. I believe that the issue of pay equity for women is a
question of survival. Don't you feel that way?

Ms. JOHNSON. Oh, my Heavens yes. Absolutely. I'm a divlaced
homemaker myself. I'm one of those women who didn't get any
child support, who didn't get any alimony; who had. to suddcrily
suddenly obit of nowheresupport four children all'on my own. I

'understand preisely what this is all about.
7. Ms. OAKAR. And you're now running for President of the United'

States?
Ms. JOHNSON. And can you imagine anybody more qualified to

solve the problems that we see before us. I mean what motivation
did all 'those men have, except perhaps Jesse Jackson, for wanting
to change this system?'That's the reason you run, as a woman, of
Course, is to say these things.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, I want to thank you,very much for appearing
before the committee, and again, I apologize [or the long wait but
we tried to take the list from the order in which people said they
wanked to participate. We are glad you asked to participate and the
Chair is honored to have you here.

Ms. Jon.NsoN, Thank you.
Ms. DAKAR. Thank you very much. This is going lb conclude our

hearing for today. We are going to proceed tomorrowwith .another
round of hearings and will bothearing from Clarence Thomas who's
the Chair of EEOC. Mr. Thomas will be discussing EEOC's activity
in this area.

We're also going to be nearing from several private sector unions
and Federal employee groups. Phyllis Schlafly, president of the
Eagle Forum, who has a somewhat different opinion than the
Chair on this issue, will be appearing as well.

I want to conclude by thanking the people responsible for getting
such excellent witnesses. I especially want to thank my staff, with-'
out who's work we couldn't have proceeded today.

The meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:10 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to recon-

vene Wednesday, April 4., 1984.]
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FEDERAL PAY EWITY ACT OF 1984

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4: 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMPENSATION AND EMPLOYEE BENEFITS,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:10 a.m., in room
311, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Mary Rose Oakar presid-
ing.

Ms °AKAR. The subcommittee will come to order.
Today we will complete our hearings in Washington on H.R. 4599

the Federal Employees' Pay Equity Act of 1984, and H.R. 5092 the
Pay Equity Act of 1984.

We are going to have other hearings during the summer,
throughout the country, because we think this is an issue of con-
cern to women across the country.

During yesterday's hearing we received testimony from national-
ly prominent witnesses including spokespersons from the three
Democratic Presidential campaigns. The presidents of the National
Organization for Women; the Service Employees International
Union; the National Education Association; representatives from
the Communication Workers of America; and the Director of the
Office of Personnel Mariegement.

Most of what we heard yesterday centered around the fact that
sex-based wage discrimination is a pervasive problem in our socie-
ty. Women who occupy jobs that are female dominated earn espe-
cially low wages.

Witnesses also stated that, in part, the wage gap persists because
the Federal Government is not enforcing adequately current equal
pay laws.

I am certain that. Mr. Clarence Thomas who is the Chairman of
the EEOC will address this issue when he appears later in the
hearing.

We are also going to hear from a number of employee represent-
atives as well as economist and other interest groups.

I welcome everyone to the hearing. I look forward to receiving
the testimony.

I nuld like to at this time acknowledge, Congressman Bosco.
Mr. Bosco. Thank you, Madam Chair. And once more I would

like to express my gr4titiide to you for bringing this important
issue to the forefront of public consideration.

I have remarks that I will submit for the record, but in deference
to the witnesses I will conclude my opening statement now.

(115)
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Ms.'0AKAR. Thank you very much. And thank you for your pres-
ence yesterday. Our hearing lasted about ti hours yesterday, and I
was pleased to have you there the entire time.

At this point I would like to submit for the record a letter from
the president of the AFL-CIO, Lane Kirkland.

Without objection we will submit is entire letter forahe record.
[The- letter_ from.M. Kirkland follows.1

\
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY LANE KIRKLAND, PRESIDENT
`AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZA ONS

TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMPENSATION AND EMPLOYEE BENEFITS,
COMMITTEE. ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE,

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON PAY EQUITY LEGISLATION

April 4, 1984

At its F ifteenth Constitutional Convention in October 1983, the AFL-CIO adopted the

follbwing skitetnent on the pay equity issue:

The AFL-CIO urges its affiliated unions to work to attain pay
equity through collective bargaining agwernents that upgrade under.
valued job classifications, an when a union determines that such
factors as legal Irritations or'the employer's bargaining policy make
it necessary, to seek pay equity through administrative andiurlicial
redress.

We are pleased atj)e results of ke work which AFL.C10 affiliated iiiiions-h7rve bee°,

doing hi the area of pay equity, results which will be reported to this Subconuhittee in ihe

course of its hearings.
.

We also commend the initiative of this Subcommittee and its able Chairwoman, Rep.

Mary Rose Oakar, in providing, through these hearings, a very valuable opportUnity for an

extensive review and expression of public interest in this matteliC growing public policy

concern. Pay equity is a basic human and civil rights issue and deserves the widest possible

forum for education and discussion.

The concept of equal pay for comparable work is of major importance to organized

labor. The labor rnovernent.was founder on the principle that evewavorkei in this country

has dignity and that the job Sthat he or sh performs has worth for which the worker should

be fairly compensated.

6The labor movement has organized, led and participated in many activities.to promote

that principle through child labor laws, minimum wage laws, collective bargaining laws, civil

rights and women's rights laws.

Unions are engaged in the fight for pay equity because of that principle. We know that

discrimiNetion in the compensation of jobs held primarilgy by women exists. We have been

working to eliminate that discr ration for years by organizing women into unions and by

..'
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collective bargaining. We have also used litigation as a tool to preSs for equal.pay for jobs

of comparable worth.

We do not believe that of the excuses that have been given for ignoringtethe
ti

segregation of women into low.payipg jobs and the-discrimination that e)sts rp compensa-
%

non is legitimate. That segregation and discrimination exist has been well document.d by
. .

numerous studies that have shown:
I

Women earn 60% of what men earn. Eight out 451 R.ri

women Work in just 2 job categories.

Afinale clerica rw'orker earns $100 more per week than

female clNi worker.

A woman t a,ollege degree4e,rns less than a man

with an eighth grade education.

.

Minority suffering from racism and sexism --
Ka

have the lowest earnings of any group of workers.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 bans all forms of sex

compensation. In Gunther v. County of Washington, the Supreme Co

argued, that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act permits all claims sex -based wage

discriminatioRlid is not limited to discrimination which also violates e Equal f)ay Ac of

1963. Thus, existing law provides the legal tools to achieve pay equity

What is needed today, as it has been needed since the Gur er decision in 1981, is

enforcement of Title VII. Enforcement means prOmpt inves ation of claims of sex

discrimination by all appropriate agencies. Current practices of agencies in this area .-

particularly the lead agency, the EEOC. -- are shameful.

Enforcement also means implementation of pay equity -for federal employees Is

mandated by the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, in conjunction with federal labor unions.

Enforcement agericies must involve labor unions in their efforts to eliminate wage

discri minatjon.
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But law enforcement is something for which this Administration has no enthusiasm, at

least when the laws to be enforced are those against discrimination. Despite the clarity of

the Court's pronouncement in Gunther, nearly 3 years ago, and the many charges filed with

the EEOC by AFL-C110 affiliates and others, the FEOC has yet to act in this area. The

world will riot stand still simply because the Administration does AFSCME has won an

important victory in its Washington State case which the AFL-CIO, if not the

Administration, will be actively supporting on appeal. Rut the law will not be developed

rapidly as it should without a strong federal government lead, in part bermatse private parties

will be limited in what they can do by the immense cost of precedent-setting litigation.

Of at least as great importance is the impetus that federal government activity gives
a

to voluntary compliance with the law when the government makes plain its intention to see

that the law will be upheld. It is an unhappy fact that the message the Reagan

Administration' inactivity is sending to the employers of America is that sex discrimination

in wages and salaries is not really very important or very wrong..

That satne itiesap, of Course, is sent by the Office of Personnel Management's refusal

to acknowledge, much less put into practice, the Civil Service Reform Act's specific call for

pay equity in the federal executive branch.

Members of Congress now have,"I believe, a singular opportunity as overseers of the
9

federal establishment. The fe cal government itself offers a peculiarly appropriate
9

laboratory for further developmen't of the concept of pay equity, both in Executive agencies

and in those agencies that under the direct supervision of the Congress, such as the Library

of Congress, the General Accounting Office and the Government Printing Office. The

legislation now pending before this Subcommittee, H.R. 5092,Pay Equity Act of 1984, and

H.R. 4599, Federal Employee's Pay Equity Act of 1984 both recognize and address

themselves to this responsibility. The federal government should be taking the lead in

dealing with the evident tsystematic wagIbias against women workers.

S
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Ms. OAKAti. Our/first witness is the Honorable Leo 'McCarthy
who is the Lieutenant Governor of the State of California.

Leo, we are very happy to have you here. And as I told you pri-
va,tely, having a sister-in-law whose maiden name is McCarthy
from Ohio, I am certain she will be happy to know that the McCar-
thy clan is well represents in in California. But we know of your
work in this area, and I am 414Cry pleased to have you appear befoie
the subcommittee.

I would like to acknow1Pdge Congressman Bosco, if you would
like to say a few words about the witness.

Mr. Bose?). Thank you, Madam Chair. I have known Leo McCar-
thy for many years. He -has served in our State legislature. He was
the speaker of the California Assembly during the period of time
when enormous progress was made in helping people in the work*
place. He is a friend of small business in particular. And I think a
person who represents 'tremendous balance in making public

_policy. .
At present he is serving as our,Lieutenant Governor in a oitua-

tion where we have a Republican Governor and a Democratic Lieu-
tenant Governor. But characteTheic of Mr. McCarthy, he is able to
operate effectively under those circumstances, and I think has dgne
a great deal to make California th type State that can be at the
forefront of providing comparable Way and corrvparable work condi-
tions for men and women.

I am very proud to have him here. I think his testimony will
speak for itself.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much, Congressman.
Lieutenant Governor McCarthy, you can proceed in whatever

way is most comfortable.,

TESTIMONY OF HON. LEO McCARTHY, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. MCCARTHY. Thank you very much. Thank you for allowing
me this opportunity to testify on a subject which is a growing con-
cern across the country. The issue of pay equity qits through all
strata of our society. We know it is there. We kno,A that injustices
exist. But we are not quite sure how to bring about the solutions.

You will hear during these hearings from those who will tell you
that this sort of economic discrimination is all rightthat the way
things-are, is the way they should remain. But we know that there
is a real inequity being perpetuated or we would mit be herb today,
during these days, to address this problem.

Recognizing that there is a problem is one step. Doing something
about that problem is another step. But there is a third step which
seems to many eyes to be the largest _leaf) of all, and that is to
measure the impact of the proposed solutions. There are real fears
that any effort to rebase the workplace wage structure on the
value of the job performed may have a catastrophic financial
impact.

Let me talk about the California experience for a moment, and
tell you what has already taken place in.the State which has faced,
at least in part, the problem of comparable worth and these pay
equity issues at both the State and the local level.

4
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Longstanding California law requires equal pay for equal work
performed under similar conditions. It prohibits discrimination on
the basis of sex. From that basis, other steps would follow.

In 1982, a law took effect setting comparable worth as the State's
official policy in establishing salaries for jobs dominated by female
employees.

For the first time, this statute eliminated the prevailingovage as
,the only standard to be used in setting pay scales.

In 1983, a resolution was passed setting up a task force in our
State to study policies of equal pay for work of equal value in the
California workplace. And in that same year a Senate bill required
the University of California and the California State College and
University system, 19 campuses in all, to study their wage prac-
tices where compensation is based upon sex, with a report to be
made to the legislature soon.

In that same year again, an assembly bill banned, local govern-
ments from ruling out comparable worth as a factor in salary, nego-
tiations. All those measures are now law.

The line of policy is clear and distinct in California. Unfortunate-
ly, so is the lack of real, concrete action to improve the situation.
We may know what we hope to accomplish, but we have still done
very little toward turning theory and principle into dollars' and
cents fact.

In several localities, however, direct action by city employees and
local officials has produced results. In San Jose a 9 day-strike cen-
tered on the issue of pay equity. Studies there showed instance
after instance of discriminatory wage setting. In a job evaluation
study, using the widely accepted Hay Method of determining value,
typist clerks were rated equal to the male-dominated custodians
but the custodians got $90 a month more in their aychecks.

On the rating scale, electrical foremen` and y nurses were con-
sidered equal in value, yet the nurses wer aid more than $300 a
'month less.

Another category: principal clerks, ostly women, were rated
significantly higher than the predominantly male painters. Howev-
er, the painters were paid $209 a month more.

The strike in San Jose produced results; 60 female dominated
types of jobs got wage increases of 5 to 15percenta rather sub-
stantial step tdtlards workplace equality.

In other localities, similar stories. In ,Los 'Angeles, a 1980 agree-
ment brought comparable worth adjustments for 12 clerical classes
of jobs. The city. of Woodland in 1983 began closing a 31 percent
pay gap between its male and female employees.

Progress is being made city by city. It is slow. It can be frustrat-
ing. But each reform makes the next that much more feasible. And
each helps to begin defining the economic impact of comparable
worth principles applied to the marketplace.

For the most part, frankly, we are still studying, still trying to
understand what is fair to everyone. But there is a growing Urgen-
cy aboit these studies, a realization that we must have answers to
highly significant questions. How much will comparable worth
cost?-How will it work? What will its impact beon employment op.;
portunity?

fro
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As Lieutenant Governor of California I chair the State's econom-
ic development commission. One of my first official actions was to
establish a commission task force on the feminization of poverty.
And that task force has set as one of its prime goals a thorough
study of occupational and pay disparities in California. That study
is now underway and going to make recdmmendations later this
year.

Still, as we talk about and think about widening career opportu-
nities for women, and narrowing or eliminating the pay gap, we in-
evitably come back to a 'final sticking point: How much is it going
to cost us and governmental agencies?

In the opinion of the courts, cost is no justification for the failure
to eliminate illegal discrimination.The'claim that an unjust prac-
tice bears a cheaper price tag is hardly an adequate defense for
prolonging the injustice.

NonetheNss, we are developing some informativ about costs..
In the case of San Jose, settling its strike and° equalizing wage

practices for 500 to 600 employees cost less than $2112 million spent
over a 2-year period. Statewide, California has identified four
female-dominated bargaining units of public employees, which
seem most in line for equalizing salaries. If these 64,000 State
workers, including nurses, office workers, librarians and those in
education and social services supportwere to receive an increase
in pay of 20 percent, kie State's payroll would increase just slightly
more than 3 percent! And if that increase were to be phased in
over a 2- or'\3-year period, as has been the practice elsewhere, its
impact could be absorbed without serious problems.

The argument that no sizable government has the resources to
cope with such a problem of equalizing wages is left wobbling on its
own preconceptions by the California figures. The cost can be
phased in. But the process of wage equalization should start its
tim4rame immediately.

There is one other economic factor frequently and conveniently
overlooked by opponents of comparable worth. Studies indicate
that a consistent policy of equal pay would elevate a substantial
number of families out of the poverty classification a very real
1i:frig-term benefit to government and to all taxpayers,,n to speak
of the families involved.

My point, obviously, is this. The consequences of eliminating
unfair and potentially legally actionable Wage discrimination are
hardly catastrophic in scope.

It is within reason, and within reach, to:bring about near equali-
ty of pay and opportunityin our society;. '

You will hear today the arguments of those who feel the compa-
rable worth is a concept destructive both to a free market economy
and to the sanctity of the American home.

The reality, of course, is that the average home now is a two-
salary family; 62 percent of all married women in this Nation
work. And there is no reason to believe that easing the financial
burdens of married couples will do anything but make their lives
less stressful and more fulfilling. I

As for the free market argument,'let me observe that I believe
strongly in free market principles, which allow rewards according
to ability. But these are times there have been times in the past,

1 20
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When the free market principle was misused. Ft was misused to try
to prohibit an employee's right to bargain collectively. It was mis-
used when we wanted to ban discrimination in employment, when
it was based on race or age or sex. And the argument ot the free
market principle in those instances, I do not believe is any more
applicable than it is now.

What we need, Madame Chair and Congressman Bosco, is Feder-
al action to Ified the way to take a giant step toward ending wage
discrimination in the civil service and to enforce Federal laws
against discrimination in compensation.

Further, we need to couple this action with Federal support for a,
wider occupational spectrum for women; 80 percent of working
women are now employed in only 20 occupational categories out of
120 as described by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Women must have equal access to that broad 'range of work op-
portunity that until now has been out of their reach.

By so doing, you will have expressed a firm Federal commitment
to ending the economic exploitation of an endangered resource: the
women of this country.

Thank you very much.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much, Lieutenant Governor.
And, first of all, I want to say that I am very pleased with the

work that you have done in California. My own State of Ohio has
some catching up to do. I am proud to say that our Governor, our
new Goi/ernor has appointed a task force and plans to do some-
thing about the manner in which the,State of Ohio treats its State
employees. I think that activity in the States on the issue of pay
equity is a very significant sign, even hough it is somewhat embar-
rassing that on a national level, we h e no done our fair share of
what should be done; in fact serve as th omentum for the State
governments to de the same.

I was struck by your testimony in which you mention that, even
when the rating is the same in terms of the value of male jobs and
female jobs, that women make significantly less.

Mr. McCARTHY. That has been proven again and again.
Ms. OAKAR. I think your ideas on phasing it in as well as the

women's contribution to the economy if you pay them properly are
right on target. Too often the dollar amount Of changing the pay
scales is over emphasized, while the financial loss'to women is de-
emphasipd.

So, I wartAp-thank you very much for being here.
Mr. Bosco.
Mr. MCCARTHY. Thank you.
Mr. Bosco. I have one question, Madame Chair.
Mr. McCarthy, is this a women's issue or is it a men's issile or a

family issue or a children's issue?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Well, Congressman Bosco, I do not view this as a

women's issue. And anybody who describes it that way anymore
does not have an accurate perception of the makeup of the work
force in America.

When we now know from the census that 62 percent or married
women in America are working, when we know just in California
that 600,000 women are heads of household with dependent chil-
dren, we must understand that this is a family issue.
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We'are Milking about the fiscal, and with that, the emotional sta-
bility of many familiea.geross,this Nation.

If we were discussing these issues in terms of the context of the.
work,force 30 mrs agog perhaps those who describe this narrowly
.as a women's issue could'get away with that' description.

That is simply, however, in today's terms, not a reflection of the
work force.

Mr. Bosco. Thank you:
Ms. DAKAR. Thank you. Very much.
Mr. MCCARTHY. Thank you.
M's. OAKAR. And we are very glad that you took the time to come

to Washington.
Our net witness is the Honorable 'James Oberstar of Minnesota

and the Honorable Jim Bates of California; both Congress Members
who are very supportive of issues that relate to fairness.

We are especially pleased that you could come to take the time
oUt of your busy schedules, 'Jim and Jim. 2- -4*

Mr. Oberstar, would you like to begin?

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES I.. OBERSTAR; A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Mr. OBERS'PAR. Thank you very thuch, Madam Chairman. I apolo-
gize for being delayed this morning...We were at a parent-teacher
conference with our 10- year -old,, and that'took a little longer than I
anticipated and I got stuck in traffic.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, we were just talking about how this issue is a
a issue, Jim. I think you relate to that in your own situation

as we .
Mr. S BERSTAR. It is very much indeed a family situation, and I

might say that I got my first lesson in pay equity at home from a
working mother. My father worked all his life in the underground
iron ore mines in northern Minnesota.

My mother worked in a shirt factory in town, not because she
wanted to, not because there was some unfulfilled dream that she
wanted to accomplish in a shirt factory, but because she had to, in
order to make ends meet, in order to get those little extra things
that made life enjoyable, and oftentimes the necessities of life.

And what she worked for was just barely the minimum wage.
There, hadn't been a minimum wage lawI am sure it would have
been a pay a good deal less. That brought home to all of us the
need for adequate pay for women as well as men in the work force.

I'm here in support of the Federal 'Employees Pay Equity Act
and the Pay Equity Act of 1984, both H.R. 4599 and H.R. 5092.
-Wage discrin'Onatigin based on sex and job segregation in the work-
place is common, elitrenched, and far-reaching.

It's a painful fact familiar to all too many women- who seek em-
ployment at 'a decent living wage. Despite passage of the 1963
Equal Pay Act and the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the gap between
men's and women's wages has not' decreased in the last two dec-
ades. It's either remained the same, and in some cases it has wid-
ened.

Women continue to earn some 60 cents for every dollar earned
by men, and even if you adjust that figure for factors such as the
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lower seniority of women and the fact that they are in and out of
the work force, you can still explain only half of the gap.

Job segregation accounts for much of the remaining gap. The
fact is that women are concentrated in a very small number of low-
paying' occupations; 80 percent of women work in only 25 of the
Labor Depart nwt's 20 occupations.

Secretaries, 99 percent female. Nurses, 97 percent. -Elementary
teachers, 84 percent female. Cleaning and household service work-
ers, 98 percent female. Clerks, 86 percent female-.

And all those occupations consistently pay less than occupations
dominated by men: truck drivers, plumbers, ,janitors, mail carriers,
meat cutters. The fact is that the average working woman now
earns some $9,350 a year Compared ,to a working man's wages of
$15,7:30.

And even if they have equal educational achievement, you still
find that the gap has not been narrowed significantly so far as
earnings are concerned. Women with a college education, often
earn less than men who have completed only the eighth grade..

The wage differential is even more critical for poor women, often
the single head of the family, sole provider, working to escape the
welfare rolls. A 191 report by the National Academy of Sciences
said that not only du women do different work than men, but the
work women do is paid less:

And the more an occupation is ominated by women, the less it
pays, and that. is just plain unfair, i ought not to exist in our socie-
ty. This committee has an epportuni y to do something about it.

Cities and counties, States all acr ss the country, questions are
increasingly being asked and confro tation being made about the
fairness of paying nurses less than ree trimmers, secretaries less
than custodians, female cooks less the n male'bakers.

And, I might add, by my 14-year- ld daughter, who says "Why
should I get paid less for spending Tclur hours with a family's pre-
cious three children than my older 4i-other does for cutting their
lawn' ?"

In my State of Minnesota, a job evaluation study found that
women who were employed by th6, State earned less than their
male counterparts, andthe pay gap Ptad widened from a $4,190 gap
in 1976 to a $5,013 gap in 1980.

Job segregation was the principal reason for that gap.,Almost
half of the women employed by th State are clerical workers,
while a fourth are craft workers, and they aremen,

Men's jobs are higher paid than the women's jobs. The State has
an evaluation system under which points are attributed to jobs
based on know-how, on problem-solving, on accountability, on
working conditions.

A dOivery van driver and clerk-txpist 2 are eae0i worth 117
points, so they're roughly equal, yet tl-le mostly male-occupied de-
livery van driver job pays $16,584 a year, while the mostly female'
clerk-typist 2 job paid $13,380 a year. .

A Minnesota study showed that librarians earned $1,825 a month
compared to a vocational field instructor at $2,260, and an unem-
ployment tax examiner at $1,961. Under' the State evaluation
system, both of the male-dominated jobs have fewer poinOkthan the
librarian job.
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Librarians should be paid equal or more, and yet it was paid less.
The State went on to pass legislation to deal with that problem.
The Minnesota Council on the Economic Status of Women made'a
number of recommendations resulting in legislation approved by
the State legislature in 1982 that earmarked $21.7 million to make
pay equity adjustments. Some 7,400 State employees benefited from
that legislation.

The interesting thing is, to counter the argument that if you pay
women it is going to break the bank, the Council on the Economic
Status of Women found that the increases amounted to only 2 to 4
percent, not (of the total State budget, but of the budget for sala-
ries.

The hourly pay for clerk-typist 2 will increase 23 percent, but the
total budget for salaries will increase barely 2 to 3 percent.

State and local governments have taken the lead in the fight for
pay equity. That is a- role that the Federal Government should
have played, and the time is long overdue for the Federal Govern-
ment to set the pace, to act decisively to end wage' discrimination
and insure economic equity for wome

The Pay Act of 1963, and I can rel, mber that; having served on
the 'staff here, we thought it was going to make broad sweeping
changes, require employers to pay the same wages to both men and
women for work that requires equal skill; effort, and responsibility.

And yet it hasn't worked that way. Even the Civil Rights Act of
1964 prohibits discrimination in pay, and that, hasn't proved effec-
tive. It wasn't until the 1981 Supreme Court case that we had some
court action determining that wage discrimination based on sex is
illegal, even if the jobs compared are entirely different.

That began to turn the clock in the right direction. More'recent-
ly, the AFSCME v. State of Washington decision last year, the
Court found that the evidence is overwhelming that there has been
historical discrimination against women in employment in the
State of Washington, and that discrimination has been and is
manifested by direct, overt, and institutionalized discrimination.

I haven't seen a statement that states the case as well, as suc-
cinctly and as dramatically as that Court'decision. Instituonalized
discrimination, overt and direct. The decision had a very important
aspect in requiringor finding that the State discriminated on the
basis of sex by paying predominantly female jobs less than pre-
dominantly male jobs that required equivalent or lesser composite
of skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions.

Now, the current administration came into Washington with a
commitment to pay equity, and yet the Reagan administration and
the executive branch agencies charged with enforcing the laws on
wage discrimination have failed to do so.

In 1981 this administration proposed to remove language encour-
aging Government action to correct sex-based wage discrimination
from an outstanding Executive order.

In 1979 and 1980 the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion played a leading role in employmentin equal pay cases. Yet
when this adonnistration came into office, President Reagan did
not nominate any EEOC Commissioners ,until August. 1981, and
when they, did take over, the new appointees expressed their oppo-
sition to correcting sex-based wage discrimination, and they made
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it clear to employers that they had nothing to fear rom the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission.

, And in the absence of positive action under the executive branch,
it is up to us in the Congress to take decisive action. Laws may not
change attitudes. They can -change the course of action by Govern-
ment and by private employers and by setting a framework of law.
Eventually attitudes also will change.

I congratulate -you, Madam Chairman, for holding these hear-
ings, for your constant dedication to this cause, setting the pace
and the tone on this vitally important question of pay equity.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, think you very much, and thanks for the Work
that you've done, not only as a Member of Congress birit as a staff
person prior to thet. The Fair Pay Act is very important in estab-
lishing what the law prohibits.

We're also happy to have with us Hon. James Bates from,Califor-
nia, who's always on the side of, fairness, and we're glad you could
come, too, Jim.

Would you like to proceed?

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES BATES, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. BATES. Thank you, Madam Chairman and Congressman
Bosco. I appreciate the opportunity to provide a short statement oh
the H.R. 4599, the Federal Employee Pay-Equity Act of 1984, and
H.R. 5092, the Pay Equity Act of 1984.

I'm a cosponsor of both pieces of legislation, which arse designed
to alleviate the unequal treatinent of women in our society. I think
you've heard a lot of the facts. I'll reiterate briefly some of those
that indicate women, working women, earn on the average less
than 60 cents for every dollar earned by the average male worker.

Couple this with the fact that most women workers, over 80 per-
cent, occupy only 20 percent of 427 job classifications listed by the
Department ofoLabor. These are the so-called traditional women's
jobs. They're indispensable to our societysuch fields as teaching,
nursing, child care, and clerical servi s.

And yet those persons holding ose jobs have consistentlyke-
ceived low wages. The higher ratio of female workers to wale
workers in a particular category, field, the lower the wages in that
particular field.

The traditional job evaluation and classification systems have
tended to favor male workers and have undervalued the work that
women have performed. There is definitely a need to conduct, re-
search in the area of compensation and job performance, and to de-
velop more equitable and quantitative methods which would take
into consideration the similarities in education, skills, responsibil-
ities, and working conditions.

It is such criteria upon which equal pay for jobs of comparable
worth is based, and that's why I think these two bills which are
being studied in these hearings provide us with an excellent first
step in that direction.,

The current administration has bee.11 hesitant, to say the least, in
enforcing the letter and the spirit of'the Equal Pay Act of 1963,
title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as it pertains to the gender
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gap in wages, and it seems to be incumbent on all of us, particular-
, ly in the. Congress, to address this situation and to remedy it.

And this legislation, which champions the cause of pay equity in
the Government itself, could provide a compelling mandate for
other agencies and businesses in our society to take similar steps.

Thank you.
Ms. OAKAR. Well, thank you Jim, and I just want to say that

we're really grateful for your support and your cosponsorship of
the legislation. Obviously the women in the House can't do it
alone. There are 21 of us out of 435, so we need all the male sup-
port we can'get. Your sensitivity, most importantly, concerning the
issue is very, very important to us.

Thank you very much, both of you.
Mr. OBERSTAR. Not as scintillating a performance as you had

before this committee yesterday, with all the TV lights and bright
personalities that were here, but our commitment is equal and seri-
ous and genuine, and we will unite behind your leadership on this
issue to get these two pieces of legislation enacted,

Ms. OAKAR. You know, Jim, we have a very interesting forum
today, as well. I think you'll find that in terms of substance, this
day's hearing will be just as important. You're certainly .a valued
contributor to that.

Thank you.
Mr. OBERSTAR. It was a delight to hear you on the network ner

last night.
Mr. Bosco. Madam Chair, I would just like to say that before

Congressman star leaves, that though the performance yester-
day was scintittfng, no one had the courage to bring up babysit-
ting and lawn-cutting. in this context. I admire you for that.
[Laughter.]

Ms. OAKAR. Our next witness is Ms. Diana Rock, director of
women's activities for the department.of the American Federation
of State, County, and Municipal Employees, accompanied by Rita
Wallace, wlio is the executive vice president of the Nassau County
Local 83 C8TA.AFSCME 1000.

I'm very honored to have you here, Diana and Rita. Your union
has been in the forefront in defending the rights of Its/ women
members. Certainly, the case that AFSCME won in the State of
Washington was etraordinarily important in putting this on the
front burner. Once again it is an issue.

,So we want to thank both of you for being here, and for all the
support and work you've given to our office, as well.

Diana, would you like to proceed? We will submit your entire
statement for the record, without objection, an41-yeimmay, proceed
in whatever way is most comfortable.

0
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STATEMENT _F DIANA ROCK, DIRECTOR OF W:OMEN'S A(1'IVI-
TIES, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY, ANIYMUNIC-
IPAL EMPLOYEES, ACCOMPANIED BY RITA WALLACE, EXECU-
TIVE VICE PRESIDENT, NASSAU LOCAL CIVIL SERVICE EM-

%41.0YEES ASSOCIATION
Ms. Rocx. OK, Thank you very much. Thank you for the oppor-

tunity to be here to testify on behalf of the two bills that you have
introduced.

It is appropriate that you would show the leadership at the Fed-
eral level. As you mentioned earlier, Ohio has shown real leader-
ship at home, also.

The bills you've introduced will serve as a very important signal
around the country to those that are considering comparable worth
bills, to those\ that fear it somewhat; and to those that have fol-
lowed the issue and know that the time for comparable worth has
come, there will be a great sense of satisfaction.

Particularly -11ehalf of the AFSCME members in eight States
and cities who filed EEOC charges, and had those charges fall on
deaf ears of the Federal. Government, I particularly express their
thanks to you in hopes that this actionjust the very hearing
itselfwill help EEOC take the issue a little more seriously. But
certainly the enforcement and the reporting mechanisms in your
bill will give them no choice if they choose to be reluctant.

There's no need to repeat the compelling statistics that have
been given by others in terms of why the need for this kind of leg-
islation, and what the results of discrimination in the past has
been on women and men in female-dominated jobs across the coun-
try.

We have been gratified by the kind of action that we've seen al-
ready taken by a number of StatesStates represented by wit-
nesses here, and States such as Minnesota and California. In Wash-
ington State much has been written, and much has'been said about
the case there. There are a couple of oints that I. would like to
make that often go unsaid about the cas .

We all talk about the cost of p. equity, and it's certainly a
actor that people should be aware -of. But let there be no mistake
from anyone in this room that sex discrimination in compensation,
called comparable worth, end called payAuity, is clearly illegal.
It's illegal in every State because of Federal law. Additionally, 13
States have passed their own laws formally using the phrase "com-
parable worth" in the State law.

Discrimination against women in sex-segregated jobs is such an
in le .kind of discrimination that it's almost been aqcepted as a

t of the system. And the attention that these hearings give to
hat issue will go a long way toward taking the veil off of this in-
isible discrimination.
But talking for a minute, if I (nay, about the Washington State

case, a lot of people don't realize when they hear the big price tag,
and it can range anywhere from $500 million to $1 billion in terms
of the final amount that will be assessed on the State of Washing-
ton, that as far back as 1973 AFSCME members asked the Gover-----.)
nor of the State to take a look at their State system. It seemed to
them that there was no justification for the discrepancy in salaries

I
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among women and among men ,except that women tended. to be in
. sex-segregated jobs and those jobs paid less.

The Governor of the State at that time asked the two personnel
agencies of the State ti do an internal study. They studied a small
sampling of sex-segr ulted jobs, and concluded that they could find
no explanation for the discrepancy in salary. \sea/They then commissioned a larger study now made famous by the
Willis Associate study, and that organization took a much larger
sample, and again determined that there was no explanation for
the vast discrepancy in salary except that women in female-domi-
nated jobs were simply paid less

In 1976 the Governor put money in the budget, a little over $7
million, to start redressing a remedy to the people in those female
dominated jobs.

. That Governor left office. A new Governor came in and immedi-
ately took that money out of the budget. For the next several years
AFSCME members there asked the Governors, two Governoq, to
put that money back in the budget and to simply follow the results
of their own repeated studies. Their request fell on deaf ears.

In 1981 nine AFSCME members there filed EEOC charges on
behalf of all of the men and women in female ominated jobs. In
1982, when EEOC had not acted on those charges, AFSCME filed,
ilt.s intention to sue.

Ironically, shortly following, when AFSCME made it clear that
We would sue, the legislature put $1.5 million in the budget along
with a bill that sounded very nice; that said that perhdps their
sWem was unfair. It certainly wasn't illegal, but perhaps it was
unfair. And in 10 years they wanted to bring all the female domi-
nated jobslup to where they should have been, and put $1.5 million
in the budget to do that. That's less than $100 gross for the 15 to
20,000 people in those jobs. Statisticians estimated it would have
taken 80 or 90 years to achieve equity at the rate that they were
going.

. The final, cost will be, and it's not yet determined, but the final
cost will be, as I said, between $500 million and a $1 billion. What
People seldom realize with that cost, and that, certainly is imposing,
is that two-thirds of that price tag is back pay because the State
refused for, years to address the problem that they identified:

So it's important for people to understand that most of that
, money, again, is back pay, Wt;,uld .not have been necessary if they

had simply responded to any .9ne of the requests that AFSCME
made over :a period of 10 years.

Another,case that I would like to point out because it's been
greatly underreportedI guess it isn't as sexy as a billion dollar
lawsuitwhat Minnesota did. We see that as a textbook example
of how pay equity ought to be handled where collective bargaining
agreements cover employees.

The union there put pay equity on the negotiating table. The
first 2 years it didn't go anywhere. Then r the court case inThen

theSupreme Court decision in Gunth , people were more se-
rious in Minnesota about negotiating for ay equity. About $22 mil-
lion was set aside vut of the State personnel budget. Again, that,
was 2 to 4 -percent of the total personnel budget, not the state
budget. A
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Pay, equity in 1982 and '1983 is being phased in and over 9,000
employees in the State of Minnesota, are receiving increases. The
amount of those increases were negotiated through our uhion
there, and done in accordante with the Commission on the Status
of Women study.

And so pay equity is a matter of fact
rejssen no one heard about it is because it j
sonable people sat down over a negotiating t
reasonable settlement. You haven't heard
heard about the State of Washington beca

Minnesota, and the
st worked right. Rea-
ble and worked out a
about like you've/

se Was ington was a
nit situation where people had to be forced through a court order to

enforce the laws of the land.
And they have, of course, still even appealed the decision, and

that appeal is pending.
Pay equity is costly, but I would like for you to consider the cost

to the employees affected in the State of Washington. For this
period of 10 years after the problem was first identified, women
were paid on average about 22 percent less than men were paid.

Ten years later when the situation was finally resolved at the
district court level, the gap had widened to. over 30 .percent.

And if you think about the people that were not able to buy
homes; the people that were not able to go back to school, it's a sad
statement for a State who's equired to enforce the law to be one of

' the most flagrant violators of the law.
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commissibh has testified

before other congressional committees that they have reviewed
over 250 cases that they have identified' as comparable worth cases,
and have not found \any that they found %meritorious to investigate.
I hope that the hedring, and the attention put on this issue today
will perhaps have them teconsidbr some of the charges that have
been filed against them.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, Mr. TrFrias is our next witness.
Ms. ROCK. Yes. Ronald Reagan is the only Presidential candidate,

to my knowledge, that does not have a position on pay equity one
way or another, and we" find it incredible that someone could be
running the Government 31 /a years and ha have any stated posi-
tion on what is considered' by friends and foes of the issue to be the
civil rights issue, the women's issue of the 1980's.

I would like to introduce Rita Wallace, who is a member of
AFSCME, and is a registered nurse, and is one of those people that
has filed charges with EEOC, and she'll talk about her personal
frustrations, and personal experiences when the charges that have
been filed have been ignored.

[The statement of Ms. Rock follows:J
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The Amoricin Federation of State, Crinty anl

(A7SC1E) appreciat2s the opportunity to present

testimon. on navg.iit? before tae Subcommittee on Compensation

and Employee 3enefits.

Pk! equity i3 a priori.ty of AFSCMF's. Among AFSC.F.'s

pillion members are. 400,000 women, over calf of whom are elericil

wor':ers, the remairler work primarily in other traditional

women's jobs lice secretary, nurse and librarian. Pay eqqity is

critical to the economic well-being cf A7SCME's women meml4rs and

their families. ArSCME President Gerald McEnt.ee has said "The

'1.-!ttlloiround for women's rights is the wor!:place ln ply equity

i3 tir. issue of the eighti'es."

ACSE:1E's commitment to pay equity goes hac to 1073 in the

State of ';:ashington where we initiated the first public sPctor

pay equity stulv. Since 1973, AFSCME has documented ?ay

'discrimination throughout tae public sector. AFSC1E in plolged

to eradicating pay discrimination through collective bargaining,

litigation and legislation. Collective bargaining oilers tae

best hope for prompt correction of pay discrimination. In the

absence of litigation, it may also allow employers to avoid back

pay and to phase in the equity adjustments over several years.

Indeed; 'thousands of AFSCME-represented wor!cers in

traditional women's jobs have already received substantial Day

equity adjustments at the bargaining table. In Sari Jose,

California, Spokane, Washington and the State of MinneAota nay
equity is tieing Oas'ed in to correct the underpayment of women'is

jobs iden,ifiea 5y job evaluation studies. In St. Paul,

Minnesota and the State of Mew York, AFSCME and the employers

have flegotipte jo:) evaluation studies. Ally disparities

uncovered will be dealt with througn negotiations. Without doing

formal studies, AFSCME affiliates in tic; Yor% City, Los Angeles

and San dateo County, California have negotiated upgrades for

female dominated classifications which both 7artie's have agreed

are underpaid.
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AFSCNE has strongly supported state and local legislative

pay equity initiatives. A number, of states and localities ntt

,./have legislatively mandated pay equity studies under wayand

')ills have heeh proposed in many others this year,.

A7SCNE will continue its efforts at the bargaining table and
A

in the .courts to eliminate wage discrimination. Vigorous

enforcement by the responsibl'e federal agencies as pronosed by

N.R. 5092 and H.R. 4599 is necessary, however, if private

enforcement is to he credible and wage discrimination is to :le

4 A.eliminated.

I. The Law

A. Sex -based wage discriminationis illegal - even where

the john, aretota4ly different. This concept is no longer

deatahle.

114
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, as well as Executive

Order 11246, expressly prohibit: an employer from discriminating

in compensation.
0,
Nearly three years ago, the Supreme Court declared that

111

hased -rage discrimihation is illegal even if the jobs heing
. o

c)moare.l are entirely liffemt.(1) The Supreme Court ounl that

if a differential in pay results in whole or in part. from sex

discrimination, such wage differential is illegal if the

effort and responsibility of the different "male" and "female"
4

jo:Js is equal or if, the difference in skill, effort and

responsibility ]oes not Supnort the amount of the differential.

A fair reading of Gunther and of the Court's rlfusaf to revicrt

the- favorable IUE v. Westinghouse decision,(2) a Companion case

which was pending when Gunther was being considered and was

implicitly approved by the Court, is that the Supreme Court held

that sex-based wage digcrimination is no less illegal than wage

discrimination based on race, national origin or religion.(3)

These Supreme Court decisioft banning discrimination in

compensation in no way require that the comparison be restricted

to similar or comparable jobs. In IUE v. Westinghouse, the.jobp

being compared were not similar, e.g., female assembly line

workers, inspectors and quality control workers were compared

601 welt,
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with male janitors, shipping cler%s, manual lahorers and other

dissimilar jobs.
4

Although the Supreme Court in Guntaer made clear that wage

hias is illegal, it did not spell out the %ind of evidence that

mist he pres2ated in other cases.(1) rQc,.nt holding in ,-vscmr.

v. 3tat7;77t.;:ashington ; ;cowed in detN the kind of evidence

that would generally result in a court finding of discrimkation.

The APSC111] case put moat on the Gunther s'celeton. The evidence

E?lioa upon by the AFSC:17 court, which resulted in a finding that

the evidence of discrimination in compensation was

werwhelming," is typical of the practices of virtually over!

O ployer, private and public, including the federal governront.

Such evidence included:

o Statistical evidence that there is a statistically
significant inverse correlation between sex and _,.glary.
For every 1% increase in the female oopoulation of a
clas-sification the monthly salary decreased by $1.51 for
jobs that the efiploygr evaluated to he worth the same. A
100% female job is lid, oh average, $5,400 a year lesS
than a 100% male job of equivalent value. The chances 'of
such a relationship occurring by chance is less than 1 in
10,000.

o Deliberate occupational segregation on the basis of sex.
The employer placed classified ads in the "male only" and
"female only" columns until the newspaoers stopped
accepting such ads because it violated Title VII. The
employer also used classification specifications whi.ph
indicated a preference for male or female employees.

o Disparities in wages between closely related but
segregated jobs such as 3arber and ffeautician,
Institution Counselor and Classifcation Counselor, House
Parent and Group Life Counselor, and Duplicating Service
Supervior and Data Processing Suprvivr. The
predominantly male jobs in each set weee consistently
pail more than the predominantly jobsobs requiring
similar duties.

o Disparities in salaries between predominantly male and
predominantly female entry level jobs which require the
same qualifications. Predominantly male entry level jobs
requiring no highoschool were paid an aver,age.of. 10% more
than predominantly female entry level jobs requiring no
high school. Predominantly male entry level jobs
requiring a high school degree are paid an average of 22%
more than predominantly female entry level jobs requiring
high school. Predominantly male entry level jobs
requiring one year of business school are paid an average
of 19% more than predominantly female entry level jobs,
requiring one year of college. Predominantly male Wintry
level jobs requiring two years of college are paid an
average of 13% more than predominantly female entry level
jobs.
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o A_series of joh evaluation studies performed by the state
which show a 20% disparity between predominantly male and
predominantly female jobs which require an equivalent
composite of skill, effort, responsibility and working
conditions. The dispar.4.ty-74-ne-i.ease4-by-I0,03---Xha.:atate.
updated the studies but took no action to correct the
discrimination. On the eve of trial, the state passed a
bill calling for a 10 year phase-in of comparable worth.
The judge did not make an independent determination of
job worth.

o Aftissions by top officials of discriminatyEpractices.
Successive Governors admitted that the job evaluation
studies performed by the stateshowed discrimination in,
compensation. Reports by the Personnel NardS, the
Governor's Affirmative Action Committee an others
documented discrimination in a variety of personnel
practices.

o Discrimination in the administration of the 'state's
compensation system. The Campus Police Assistant
pbsition, which had to be filled by a woman, was indexed

to the clerical benchmark instead of the security
benchmark, a male-tlassification. .Reclassification,
actions favored male employees over female employeeg.

Judge Tanner fogrid on the basis of this and atmilar evidence

that there.was.overwhelming evidence of "historical

discrimination against women in employment in the State of

Washington, and that discrimination has been, and is, manifested

U.rect, overt and institutionalized discrimination." Be found

the State had acted in had faith and had violated'Title VI,/ by

engaging in both disparate treatment (intentional dicrimination)

amd disparate impact.

The consistent holding of these cases is that,a pattern of

disparities it wages between male and female jobs is higbl':

persuasive evidence of discriminatory intent. A disparity

1)etween a single male and a single female job may on occasion he

se:plained away for idiosyncratic reason's. But a consistent

pattern of disparities is difficult to explain on any groand

other than discrimination. By analogy, if Jack is Selected

instead of dill for a promotion, in thee absenCe of any

circumstantial evidence of discrimination it is difficult to

infer discriminatory intent. But if the Jims,.Johns, Joes and

Jacks are regularly selected instead of the Janes, Joans, Joanna

and Jills, the inference of discrimination is unavoidable.
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B. Occupational 'Segregation and Wage Discrimination go

Hand-in-Clove

In the APSCMF: case, the court relied heavily on the evidence

showing that the State had deliberately segregated its work

force, e.g., placing clatsified ads in the 'male" or "female"

column, job descriptiO'ns that dimiteda joh to onewsex; state

"protective" laws which prohibited women from doing certain work;

and references in employer records to "pigeonholing" female

erployees, to average earnings Eor "men's" and "women's" joas, to

polls of supervisory and other employees to ascertain their.

reaction to opining "male" john to femalmployees, etc.

There is a symbiotic relationship between occupational

segregation and'wage discrimination. More importantly,.

occupational segregation practiced by nearly all. employers leads

to .and in .evidence of wage discrimination,

The initial assignmerarld'Subsegunt wage practices derive

from a common set of biases anoui-t,iolen.and minority workers.

The employer who assigns women, for example;'only to assembly

line jobs ne'cause it believes they are not suited for heavier

jobs, also inevitably believes that the jobs performed by womep

are Of less value than the "physical" jobs perfoimed by men. kit

another way, the same 'employer who believes that women should not

be placed in jobs of importance and responsibility, because of

the employer's conception of the role of women in our society or

of the "innate" abilities of women, is "Most certain to believe
4

that tae jobs women are permitted to perform have less value than

the jobs performed by men. (e.g., zoo keepers who ta%e care of

animals typically are higher paid than female employees who

engage in child care.) A prestigious study by the latioal

Academy of Sciences and commissioned ny E70C concluded, "...the

more an occupation is dominated by women the less it payn."(5)

Virtually every employer that hired women prior to the

pi :::.age of the Civil Rights Act Aeliheratelw_ne::-sgregated its

wor% force, and paid its female employees a discriminatory wage.(6)

14u 14ESI !API ir'Asi.,,t1.4g
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';ith few exceptions these employers are probably paying an

illegal wage today, in violation of the Civil Rights. Act and E.O.

11246. t\-

Me Supreme Court told us three decades ago t't segregation

and equality c4pRat Coexi:l.t. In its landmark school segregation'

case, Brown v. 3oard of Education, a unanimous Court held that

"(s)eoarate educational facilities are inherently unequal," and

that racially separate educational facilities result in inferior

education because "separating the races iS usually interpreted as

denoting the inferiority of the Negro group.(7),

The Supreme Court's holding that segregation is "inherently
tis

unequal" applies with equal force to race and sex segregation in

t:w work place, i.e., a racially or sexually sepdrate job

structure inherently results in inferior wages hecause such

structure "denotes the inferiority of the (female) group."(8)

When an employer has segregated the work force, wage

discrtrination invadiably follows.

4 C. Failure to Pay Equal Pay for Equal Work is Only One
6A4 . em 4

. , .1mite,! Form of Wage Discrimination

.

.Although the Gunther case clearly held that Title -VII was

heoader tban the Equal Pay Act, some aoologists for wage

discrimination'co4tinue to profess commitment to the goal of qual

pay for equal worksbUlopposeefforts to eliminate other forms of

wage discrimination. It is sheer hypocrisy to oppose one type of

discrimination and support Shother. As the Supreme Court held in

Gunther, the limitation of the Title VII to equal pay cases:

"means that a woman who his discriminatorily underpaid could
obtain no relief matter how egregious the
discrimination might be unless her employer also employed
.a man in an equal job in the same estahNshment, at a higher
rate of pay. Thus, if an employer hired a woman for a
unique position in the company and then admitted that her
salary would hav:e"been higher had she been male, the woman
would be unable to obtain legal redress under petitioner's
interpretation. Similarly, if an employer used a
transparently sex-biased system for wage determination,
women holding jobs not equal to those held by men would be
denied the right to prove that the system is a pretext for
discrimination."

452 U.S. at 178-179,,

4
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The Equa ay Act applies generally to cases where men and

.women are (Thing the Mme ~job and would not apply to sagreited

jobs. Those who argue that the law applies only to equal pay for

equal work innirtttly encourage employers to sex-segregate the

work force, thereby permitting discrimination an the erroneous

theory that neither the EPA not Title VII applies. The most

substantial component of the wage gap is attributable to

discrimination in compensation for the work women now perform.

. Even opponents of the elimination of wage discrimination

admit that one half of the total wagegap is attributable to

discrimination. Dr. June O'Neill, a vigorous opponent of

efforts to eliminate wage discrimination, testified on behalf of

the.unsuccessful Defendants in the AFSCME case. Dr. O'Neill

testified that there is an approximate#40% wage gap between

predominantly female jobs and predominantly male jobs.

Approximately one-half of that diSparity, according to Dr.

O'Neill, can be attributed to non- discriminatory factors such as

education, training, experience, etc. She admitted that the

other.half of the wage gap cannot be explained by any factor

other than sex. Ironically, Dr. O'Neill's testimony is

remarkably consistent with the wage gap identified in the State's

'oh devaluation studies. Dr. O'Neill's testimony is also

istent with that of Dr. George Hildebrand, witness for

De

w

nd Dr. F. Ray Marshall, former Secretary of Labor,

D. "Comparable Worth" Is Not The Issue

Title VII prohibits discririnikion in compensation. It does

not refer anyw'aere "comparable worth." "Comparable worth" and

"pay equity" are popular terms, not legal ones. The Supreme

Court in Gunther found that it wars not necessary to consider

"comparable worth" in order to resolve fiuestions relating to sex-
'6

based wage discqpimination. It is therefore, clear that all

cases involving wage discrimination'should be resolved by EEOC on

the basis of the statute, with no rlerence to "comparable

worth."
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The,ultimate issue in a wage discrimination case is whether

'sex or race was a factor in wage setting. A comparison of the

duties-of differen, jobs with the same employer is, of course,

relevant evidence of discrimination. In the absence of

discrimination, one Would expect jobs which require a greater

composite of ski , effort, responsibility and working conditions

to be paid more. .S pp.27-29 infra. In Washington State, job

evaluation studies found that there.were two separate salary
A

practice lines -- one male and one female; male jobs whic .

required greater skill; effort and responsibility were pail c more

than other male jobs and female jobs that required greater skill,

effort and responsibility were paid more than other female jobs

-- but on a two track system. The simple establishment of a

unirail wage system for all employees will end wage.

discrimination.

For purposes of Title VII, it really doesn't matter mhat a

job is "worth," or what an employer chooses to pay.- What does'

matter is, that an employer may not discrIminate,against its

female employees who perform work of equal skill, effort and

responsibility by paying' them less than it chooses to pay the

occupantsof traditional male jobs.

"Comparable worth" has become a re' herring to obfuscate the

real issue of discrimination and the clear holding of Gunther.

To avoid the force of Gunther, EEOC appears to have labelled

every wage discrimination case "comparable worth", and therefore

outside the holding in Gunther. In fact, any wage discrimination

case which is based in part'on a comoarison of job duties may be

tried on the basis of disparate treatment or disparate impact; or

both, depending upon the facts.

Sex bigots generally refuse to talk about'discrimination:

They prefer to use the "comparable worth" tag to create the ,

erroneous impression that all employers would he required to pay

the same wage rates and that this would bring about national wage

controls' But the Title VII yardstick measures discrimination on

the basis of how an employer treats its female and male

14 3.
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employees. Any comparison of job duties or wage rates in support

of a claim of wage discrimination must be based on a comparison

of the wages an employer pays the occupants of its male and

female jobs.

II. The Executive Branch Has Failed and Refused to Enforce the

Civil Rights Law.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, tae Deuartment

of Justice and other executive agencies are obligated to enforce

t'le.law, not to substitute their political judgment or

ideological philoso:Ihy for the/ decisions of Cringress and the

Supreme Court. A deliberate refusal to enforce the laws

constitutes malfeasance in office and warrants appropriate

action.

President Reagan'did not nominate any EEOC Commissioners

until after August, 1981. Until that time, EEOC had followed a

consistent pattern, interpreting Title VII's prohibition against

iiscrimination in compensation to incorporate more than tha Equal

Pay Act. A brief chronology makes this readily apparent:

1. Startihg in 1966i, EEOC iced Decisions (findings of

"cause") applicable to bOth race and. sex -based wage

discrimination where jobs were different. EEOQ made at least 10

"probable cause" findings in wage discrimination cases between

1.966 and 1970, e.g., Plianters-Manufacturing. Co. in 1956

tq4sparity'between blaCk foundry workers and white production

workers.) The joint brief of,EEOC and the Justice DePartment in

the Westinghouse case Poihts to this record with pride:
Atl e . p

...the Commission issued a numbdr of decisions which shcAed
that tt did not deem a finding 'of "equal work" necessary to
state a claim of wage discrimination bid on sex. Case
No. 66-5762 (decided June 20, 1968), 19 3 CCH EEOC
Decisions subsection 6001, n.22; Decision NO. 70-112
(Septembet 5, 1964, 1973 CCH EEOC Decisions subsection
6108; gesIlion No. 71-2629 (June 25, 1971), 1973 CCH EEOC
D cisions subsection 6300. In these cases the Commission
ff nd lower pay scales for jobs held predominantly by
f males in sex-segregated workforces to bo discriminatory.
Thus it has hebri the Commission's consistent position that
t!ie depression "of wages for females in sex-segregated,jobs
becallse such jobs are occupied by femalest constitutes a
violation of Title VII (empasis added).

1 4
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2. Congress. reaffirmed its intent to broadly prohibit

discrimination in employment on th( of sea and race in

enacting the 1972. amgndments to Title VII:

Discrimination against women is no less serious than other'
for -Q.Lurohibited employment practices and is to he
accorded the game Aegree of social concern given to any type
of unlawful discrimination..

H.R.Rep. No. 92-238, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 5(1)71). See also

S.Rep. No. 92415, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 7-8(1971).

3. Regulations issued by EEOC in 1972 were consistent with

congressional intent to apply the same standards to see -based

. wage discrimination claims as to race based wage discrimination

claims unfettered by the equal work standard. 29 CFR 1504.8(a)

provided that:

The employee coverage of the prohibitions againsit
discriminatibn based on sex contained in Title VII is
coextensive with that of the other prohibitions contained in
Title VII...

4. In 1979 and 1980 EEOC played a leading role in Gunther

and IUE v. Westinghouse. fter the district court initially

dismissed the Westinghouse case, EEOC Chair Norton, to show the

importance of this issue, assigned the then EEOC General Counsel,

Issie Jenkins, to urge the district court to permit a special and

expedited appeal to the Court of Appeals. Norton then requested

Jenkins' successor, General Counsel Leroy Clark, to argue the

case in the Court of Appeals. The Justice Department an-3 EEOC

played major roles in 'the both Court of Appeals and the Supreme

Court in rebutting defenses made by employers defenses which

were designed to permit the perpetuation of sex-based wage
4

gscrimination.(9)

5. Within two months after the Supreme Court issued
,

Gunther-, EEOC, in August 1981, had adogrted.a procedure to provide

"Interim Guidance to Field Offices on Identifying and Processing

Sex-baseh Wrofe'Discrimination Charges under Title VII and the

EPA." The stated purpose was to provide "interim guidance in

processihg...olaimsof sex-based wage discriminationoin light of

4
the recent Supreme Court decision in county of Washington, v.

Gunther.(10) The EEOC memorandum set forth comprehensive.

35-003 0 - 84 - f0'
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procedures for "investigating" and "evaluating sex-based wage

claims" and also provided that "counseling of potential charging

parties should be expanded to. reflect the scope of Gunther." The

memorandum also states:

...Title II is not limited by the equal work standard found
in the E al Pay Act.

.the decision brings sex-based wage discrimination claims
into conformity...with the Commission's consistently held
position in this regard when the charge is based on race or
national origin.

Gunther now Makes it clear that Title VII is also applicable
to sex-based wage claims other than those involving equal

pay for equal work.

The female telephone operator..4could compare herself...to a .

male who works in an entirely different job classification
(i.e., a male elevator. pperator).

...Title VII principles apply to the processing and
investigating of wage discrimination charges regardless of
whether they are based on national origin, race, sex, color,

or religion,

It should be noted that this earlier Commission memorandum

was addressed to the "Processing of Sex Based Wage Discrimina,tion

Charges" and does not refer to the processing of "comparable

worth" charges. e

President Peagan's appointees to ZEOC lost no time in

expressing their opposition to correcting sex-based wage

discrimination.(11) Their strategy was simple: call everything

"comparable worth" 'and claim that the Supreme Court did not

approve a "comparable worth" theory in Gunther. Se pp. 13-15

supra. It came as no surprise; therefore, that the ComMission

draggird its feet, failed to carry out its marlate to enforce the

law's prohibition against wage discrimination and made clear td

employers they had nothing to fear from the Commission.

Nevertheless, the Reagan Commission has renewed the guidance

procedure each 90 days since its adoption. On the other hand, in

our discussions with the Chairman and EEOC Commissioners, as well

as the regional office staffs, it is clear that the procedure has

been totally ignored; on several occasions,'we have sent the

procedures to EEOC staff because they were totally unaware of the

procedure. Indeed, in 1982, at the time oflke hearings before

149
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three subcommittees of the House Post Office and Civil Service

Committee, the Commission was on the verge of formally adopting a

new policy statement which did not even acknowledge the existence

of the present procedural regulation and which would have

required the dismissal without investigation of all pending sex-
AP

based wage discrimination charges.(12)

EEOC and Justice are actively seeking to raise from the dead

av

legal issues that the SupreMe Cburt put to rest in the Gunther

case.(13) For example, in commenting upon the AFSCME v.

Washington State case, one Justice Department official queried,

'How do you compare the poet and the plumber?' (N.Y. Times

January 22, 19841.(1a)

In Gunther,' the Supreme Court agreed with the position of EEOC

and khe Justice Depar ent that Title VII was not limited to

cases involving equal p y for equal work. The joint EEOC and

Justice Department brief argued then that

'When Congress.amended Title VII in 1972, it confirmed the
int ent of Title VII to broadly proscribe all forms of
4iicriminatton in compensation, against not merely those
that are most blatant... The complaint alleged that women
were paid less because they were women. That states a cause
of action under Title VII.'

Similarly, Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights

'41113m Ordford ReYmolds,(15) without having rear!' the oninion,

stated that), 'If the women with low paying lone lad.in lqual

on2ortunity to work at the jobs with higher salaries but nsver

too( the opportunity, where's thn scriminat ion 7" Y Tines,

January 22, 1984). Thb best response for !Ir. Reynolds is to be

found in the Justice Department brief filed by his :redecessor

with the Supreme Court in Gunther :

Petitioners suggest...that the purposes of Title VII will be
satisfied if wnmen are protected only against discrimination
in transfers and promotions. But such opportunities may not
always exist and some women, although qualified for the
underpaid lobs that they presently hold, may not have the
skills necessary to secure other employment. That women may
theoretically he able to move to )ohs in which sex-based
compensation practices are not present is irrelevant
inasmuch as (the Act) prohibits discrimination not only in
promotions and transfers, but also' in compensation.

Brief for the United Staten and the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission as arnica curiae in County] of Washington v, Gunther
.

at pp. 10-11, n.5. We assume that Mr. Reynolds ,as aware of

Gunther and of the role Its agency had played in that decision.

In view of this direct and olatant contradiction of the fornei

Solicitor General, Attorney GeneralGeneral and EEOC General Counsel,'
.

serious questions can and I should Je raised wtti rs,y1,..t to t',Li ',
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admihistration's commitment to enforcing existing civil rights

laws,

EI,:QC Chair Clarence Thomas correctly analyzes AnCME v.

State of t.lashington as a "straight Gunther " case. "'.1ho am I to

challenge the Supreme Court?" Thomas has asked rhetoricallY.(16)

White.Ve C;pir correctly recognized.unlike Mr. Reynolds, that

'ae should not question the Supreme Court (and his Democratic and

Republican predecessors at EEOC), he neglected;to answer why did

,70C mit investigated the duplicative charges filed against other

states, .cpunties, cities and school boards?"

Mr. Thomas extressed similar worthy sentiments in

congressional testimony a year and a half ago. He agreed that
4,

comparable worth is an issue of discrimination(17) and testified

that:

The Commission does place high priority on comparable worth
issues(18) ...The members of the Commission have shown no
hesitancy to use class act -ion litigation as an enforcement
litigation."(19)

..You have my commitment that we,will pursue very
vigorously the inequities and discrimination in the feder4
yOrk force.(20)

EE0t has taken no action on wage discrimination issues.

EEOC has not brought a single wage discrimination case to trial

since the Gunther decis,ion was rendered three years ago, nor has

it investigated and referred any public employment cases to the

Justice Department.

Then on March 7, 1934 before the House Subcommittee on

Manpower and Housing the Commission testifie1 it had, within thb

last week, appointed a "working.group" to study h.,? issue and

they expected to come up with a "comparable worth" guideline by

May of 1984, a full 18 months 'after their initial promise to act.(21)

Commissioner Clarence Thomas Stated that all of the 265 cases had

been reviewed "within the, past 3i/eeks" and it was determined

none were Gunthertype cases.(22)

,s1iV
d
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Indeed AFSCRE alone has had at least half a dozen wage

discrimination charges pending against public employers in the

last three years, including the Washington State case Which would

have provided an occasion for Justice Department litigation.

The Department under the current administration is also

retreating from prior government policy. Former Secretary

Marshall recognized the need for vigorous public enfoM.ement of

civil rights laws on federal contract programs, as well as the

need to support and complement private initiatives. Former.

Assistant Secretaryof Labor would require equal coipensation for

woment, and men's jobs wheneVer the jobs 'which may be. different

in content..required the same skill, effort and respon4ibility."

As stated by Elisburg, "The concept sourid,s so simple, one can

only wonder what has ta4n it so long to catch hold."(23)

.But here, too, the Reagan adminiStration's Labor Department

sold out the victims of sex-based wage discrimination. In 1978,

the Department of Labor brought charges againtt Kerr Glass

Manufacturing Corporation, based on the first Gunther-type

complaint of sex-based wage bias filed by a federal agency. The

complaint alleged that Kerr had skewed the evaluation of its male

and female jobs in order to maintain sex discriminatory wage

rates (e.g., under the Kerr plan maximum physical effort $as

allotted twice as many points as maximum mental effort.)

Desoite a 122 day trial in 19791 Reagan's Departmer$ of

Labor settled the case on August 13,.1982, by washing out the

wage discrimination claimeand all related back pay, andlagreeing

that the Department would not take any action based on the Kerr

job evaluation plan (or clianges made therein) until dt least
10.

4

1135.(24) Since most of the remedial aspects of the settlement

focused on allowing women to compete for predominantly male jobs,

it appears the administration is following the Justice Department

line of telling women in underpaid jobs that they should simply
f

"get aman's,job," otherwise "where's the discrimination?"
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EEOC, the Justice Department and OFCCP all have the

authority to investigate and litigate suspected ,:aga

discrimination claims even without a charge by a union Or

employee. We-know as a fact that the Westinghouse pay structure
o

exists throughout that. company and the rest-of the electrical

manufacturing industry. And we know as a fact t'Aat the practices

of Washington 'State exist throughout public employm*t. Surely
I

there is one case of wage di mination which even this

administration would consider a violation of Title VII,

III. Bigotry is Not Defensible .

Four basic excuses age used to defe ed discriminatory wage

practices: A) "apples and oranges': b) "market"' c) "cost" and

d) "blame the victim."

A. Apples and oranges is not a defense. a,

The apples and oranges argument is that it is not possible

to evaluate dissimilar jobs. But this is exactly why jo

evaluation was developed, As stated by Arbitrator nertra

i3Qttlieb:

From-the very beginning jot) evaluation plans'ere developed
for the purpose of devising a.yardstick for measuring
dissimilar jobs: For deterriini ng "How much one job is
worth compared with other jobs" (Occupational Rating Plan of
the Industrial Management Society, IMS, Chicago, 1937). If
all jobs were similar there would have been no need for job
evaluation planp.(25)

Virtually every large employer use some method to evaluate the

internal relationship of different jobs, based on an objective

evaluation of the composite of skill, effort, responsibility and

working conditioniatequired by the jobs.(26)

For more 'than 50 years, employers have been praising job

evaluation. Employers themselves upheld the job evaluation

concept when it wa,s in their Own interest, during Passage of the-

Equal Pay Act (EPA).(27) ConsiStent Oith that legislative

v.

tOPv tvg: E

ne,
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history, ludyes have been comparing "apples and oranges" under

the EPA for 20 years. Frequentla judge must determineon the

bads of.job evaluation whether men's and women's jobs 0144'"equal

or substantially equal" within the meaning of the EPA. Thus in

Taomnson v. Sawyer , 678 F.21 257 (DC Cir. 1982), a case

involving the Government Printing Office, a legislative agency

whose rates are set by-tie Joint Committee on Printing, the judge

compared the female job of journey bindery Worker with that of

the male job ofobookbinder, and found that the federal government

w.- paying women adjscriminatory wage.(28)

Male an4 female jobs can be compared'without a formal job
V

evaluation plan,' e.g., male barbers v, female beaut;cians, male

ligaor store clerks v. female school teachers, male toll

collectdis v. female medical stenographers, male tree trimmers

'v. female nurses. Similarly, it does not take an expert,

evaluator to recognize that discrimination exists where the

qualifications for entry level jobs are the Same .(e.g., high

school-graduation is the sole regutrement), and the rates for the

"female" jos are consistently 20% below the male jobs, as in the

AFSCME case!' See p.7 supra .(29)

B. The mar::et is not a defense The "market" argument is

that wages are estalished by supply and demand, not

discriminatioM!,. -"qe do aot discriminate," employers protest.

We just pay the going rate." There are several fallacies in this

argument.

First, the market itself is distorted by discrimination.

Supply and demand does not work foe.tradition;lly female jobs.

The well known and long-time shortage of .nurses in this grossly

Y

underpaid.afofession vividly dethonstrates that supply and demand

appear to havew little effect on the wages of female-dominated

professions .

Second, most wage discrimination in. industrial employmemt is

a product of "initial assignment discrimiiiation," as it was in

I
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JUE v. Westinghoue and AFSCME v. State of :/ashinaton .

Initial assignment discrimination occurs when entry level

unskilled applicants or applicants with equal skills are assigned

to different jobs on the laasis of sex, and female employees are

paid less.
ai

,- Third, the courts have consistently refused to sanction

"law-breaking" because "others do it." The Supreme Court and

lower courts have specifically rejected the market defense.

Although Corning Glass(30) involved .the Cqual Pay Act, the

Supreme couft's comment is equally applicable to broader claims

of wage bias:

'no liffereatial... 230 reflected 5 job market in which
Corning could pay women less than men for the same work.
That the Company too: advantage of such. a situation may be
un,1-erstandable as a matter of economics, but its
differential nevertheless became illegal once Congress
enacted into law the principle of equal pay for ecual work

The whole purpose of the Act was to require that these
'depressed wages the raised, in part as a matter .eat simple
eustice to the employees themselves , but also as a matter
of market economics, since Congress recognized as-well that
lincrimination in wages on the basis of sex 'constitutes an
unfair method of competition'." (At 205,207, emphasis added)

t

In :!orris v. Arizona Governing Committee , 671 F.2d 330 (9th

,cCir. 198'2), at 335, 'affd in part, rev'd in part 51 U.S. 'Law Week

3243(1983), the Court states:

Title vti has never been, construed to allow an employerto
maintain a discriminato* practice merely because it
reflects the market place.

Our society has advafced to the point where only a bigot would

publicly state that because of the "market" Blacks and Hispanics

should he hired Eor less money, or that because 'taf the tragic

unemployment rate of black workers they should he hired Eor lets

money.

The Civil Rights Act was designed to eliminate
discrimination. "Following the market" is designed to
perpetuate discrimination.

C. Cost is not .a defense . The "cost" argument asserts

that we must perpetuate wage discrimination. because the "cost"

correcting it would destroy the economy. Congress did not place

a price tag on the cost of correcting discrimination.

- 4
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In. Los Angeles Department ofWateThd Power v. Manhart ,

435 U.S. 702{.1.978), the Supreme court stated:

In essence the Department is arguing that the prima facie
showing of discrimination based on evidence of different
contributions for the respective sexes is rebutted by its
demonstration that there is a like difference in the cost of
providing benefits for the respective classes. That
argument might prevail-if Title VIL contained a cost-
justification defense comparable to the affirmative defense
in a price discrimination suit . But neither Congress nor
the courts have recognized such a defense under Title VII."
435 U.S. 702, 716-717(1978)(Emphasis added)

Nudge Tanner commented inAFSCME v. State of Washington ,

"Defendants" preoccupation with its budget constraints pales when

compared' with the invidiousnes of the ongoing discrimination..."

33 FEP Cases 824.

D. The victims are not to 'name.

As discussed, supra , the Reagan administtation attempts to

° blame the victims by suggesting that the "cure" for sex-based

wage discrimination is for women to change jobs. Again, only a .

bigot.wOuld tell black workers who are receiving a discriminatory

wage rate that if they don't like it, they should get a higher-

paid job. As Judge Tanner eloquently commented in the AFSCME v.

State of Washington case

...this court can see no realistic distinction hetween
dise'rimination on the basis of race or sex. The results are
just as invidious and devastating. There is nothing in
Title VII that distinguished between race and sex in the
employment discrimination context.

.33 FEP Cases 825 n.22.
- .

The suggestion to "change jobs" is another one of this

Administration's "blame the victim" tactics. Reagan officials

have already blamed the hungry for "voluntarily" going to soup

kitchens and blamed the unemployed for being without a job when

they could:read the classifieds." Telling women whosa,johs are

illegally underpaid that they can work elsewhere is like telling

a mugging victim_to move to another neighborhood.

Michael Horowitz, counsel to the director of the Office oi,

Management and Budget, apparently believes that "comparable

worth" would:thelp middle cal§s white women at the expense of

asV

n 11.7.
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blacks. (N.Y. Times, Jan. 22, 1984). The OMB official ignores

the fact that black women will be a major beneficiary of the

eradication of.sex-based wage discrimination. Significantly,

.however, OMB appears to assume that the victims, rather than the

lawbreakers, should make restitution and that relief can be

obtained only at the expense of the victims of discrimination.

IV. Recommendations

AFSCMLE commends Congresswoman Oakar for her commitment to

pay equity and her leadership in initiating pay equity

Legislation.

H.R. 4599, the Federal Employees Pay Equity Act of 1984 is a

First step toward eliminating wage discrimination in the Federal

workforce. The federal government is a major employer in the

United States. Many federal employees work in predominately

female jobs.

As an employer, the Federal government should he concerned

about discriminatory wage rates. H.R. 4599 provides the vehicle

for removing discriminAgion within the federal government and

sets an example for the rest of government and orivate industry.

HR. 5092, The PaybEquity Act of 1984 Promotes pay equity in

the private se:.:tor and provides vigorous oversight of the Federal

agencies charged ith enforcing the laws against sex-based wage

discrimination. We applaud this bill for requiring detailed

reporting requirements by the EEOC. As stated earlier, the EEOC

under the Reagan Administration has promsied much but dllivered

nothing on pay equity. EEOC and Justice have a legal duty to

enforce the law as interpreted by.the Supreme Court.

Conclusion

Existing laws - Title VII and Executive Order 11245

prohibit discrimination in compensation. Advocates of equal pay

for work of equal value have won significant legal battles in the

courts - and we need to act. Now is the time for pay equity.

-29 -q
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(1) County of Washigtpn v. Gunther, 101 S.CI 2242 (1981).
(2) 631 F.2d 1094 (Id Cir. 1930), cert.den., 452 U.S. 967 (1981)
(3) "(The Supreme) Court...refer(s) to discrimination on the
basis of race, religion, sex or national origin as they are
equally nefarious and equally prohibited," IUE v. Westinghouse,
631 F.2d 1094, 1100 (3d Cir. 1980), cert.den. 452 U.S. 967. See
also Los Angeles Department of Water & Power v. Manhart, 435 U.S.
702, 709 (1978); Dothard v. Haw1inson, 411 U.S. 321, 329 (1977);,
AFSCME v. State of Washington, 33 FEP Cases 808 at 825 n.22
(W.D.Wash. 1983).

(4) This is standard practice for the Court, which usually
restricts its rulings to the facts of a particular case.

(5) Treiman and Hartman, Women, Work and Wages: Equal Pay for
Jobs of4Equal Value, National Academy of Sciences, National
Academy Press (Wash. D.C. 1981) at 28.
(6) Th.% various State "protective laws" required some degree of ,

segregation; those laws did not, however, require paying women a
discriminatory wage. Although most of these laws have been
superseded by Title VII and are no longer in effect, the
continuing effects of such discrimination constitute evidence of
discrimination today.
(7) 347 U.S.483, 494, 495 (1954).

(8) For a more complete discussion of this issue, see "Separate
But Equal" Job Segregation and Pay Equity in the Wake of
Gunther, Newman and Vonhof, University of Illinois Law Review,
November, 1981.

(q) Shortly after the Gunther decision was rendered, the national
Acad2my of Sciences published a study earlier commis4Pone 5y
Ev.00 on wage discrimination and job evaluation. The study
concluded that "...jobs held mainly by women and minorities are
paid less because they are held mainly by women and minorities."
The study concluded that, In our judgment job evaluation nlans
provide measures of job worth that...may be used to discover and
reduce wage discrimination,.." Treiman & Hartman, Women, Wor% &
Wages: Equal Pay for Jobs of Equal Value, national Acadlmv of
Sciences, National Academy Press (Wash.D.C. 1981) at '3, 95.
(10) The memorandum of August 25, 1981, 'as unanimously adopted
by the Commission which they included: J. Clay Smith, Acting
Clair; Daniel E. Leach, Vice Chair and Armando M. Rodriguez.

(11) The first Reagan-appointed EEOC Gineral Couhsel Michael
('onnolly announced that he believes in the,"market" concept and
that he would not bring "comparable worth" lawsuits because the
remedy would result in "severe economic hardship" for the
discriminators. The present Chair and Vice Chair of the
Commission expressed similar unfavorable views and indicated
their lack of support for "comparable .worth."

(12) After being criticized at the hearings, the new policy was
not adoptedI See testimony of Newman, Pay Equity: Equal Pay for
Work of Comparable Value, Joint Hearings Before the Subcommittees
on Human Resources, Civil Service & Compensation & Employee
Benefits of the Committee on Post Office & Civil Service, House
of Reprsentatives, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., September 16, 21, 30 and
December 2, 1982, Part I, hereinafter "hearings."

15)
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(13) A favorite technique is to cite cases decided before the
Supreme Court's decision in Gunther. Citing pre - .Gunther cases
is like citing Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537(1895) after Brown
v. Board of Education, subsection 47 U.S. 483(1954) (separate but
equal is inherently unequal). Pre- Gunther cases are only

instructive insofar as they are consistent with Gunther. Even
before Gunther, there were Auccessful wage discrimination claims,
see, e.g., Eyries! v. Western Electric; 461 m.Supp. 804(ONJ
1918)1 Laffey v. Northwest Airl4nes, 567 '.2d 429(D.C.Cic. 1976)
and 642 f.2d 578(3.C.Cic. 1960).
(14) As discussed et pp. 13-15 supra, proof of wags
discrimination claims involves comparison of male and female jobs
with the same employer only. We know of few employer' who employ
both poets and plumbers.
(15) Mr. 'nynolda also stated that, "I have absolutely no doubt
his decision is wrong.' (N.Y. Times, Jan. 22, 1984) The
transcript of the Oriel is not even available yet and Mr.
Reynolds made this statement without 1.ew of any part of the
record.. Peynolds has admitted he was urately quoted.

(16) 1984 Daily Labor, Report, 25, AA:7.

(17) Hearings at 401.

(18) Hearings at 377.
(19) Hearings at 402.
(20) Id ., p. 403,

(2.1) Statement of Clarence Thomas in response to a question by
Representative Barney Frank rqgarding the EEOC's activities on
paw equity cases.
(22) The EEOC statistics underestimate the number of charges
pending. We understand that the estimate does not include AFSCME
charges against Connecticut, Hawaii, Wisconsin, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia, Chicago, University of California and New York
City.

(23) Daily Labor Report, No. 230, November 29, 1978.

(24) Decree, Case No. 77- OFCCP- 4,'U.S. Department of Labor
(August 13, 1982) at 3,5,6,12.

(25) Testimony of Mr. Gottlieb,who specializes in job
evaluation cases, before Carol Bell y and Andrew Stein,
President of the New York City Coun 11 and Borough of Manhattan,

respectively, on February 7, 1984.
(26) "Almost two-thirds of the adult population in the USA are

pay-graded by job evaluation schemes.' Job Evaluation ",

Patterson, Thomas T. (London Business Bobks) (1972) at p.xi;

Paul Katz, "Comparable Worth", Federal Service Labor Relations

Review, Spring, 1982, 38,39. -

(27) In Corning Glass Works v. Brennan , 417 U.S. 188(1974), the

Court held that the fourth affirmative defense in the Equal Pay

Act ("any other factor other than sex") had been added to protect

bona fide non-discriminatory job evaluations. See discussion of
legislative history in Newman and Vonhof, "Separate but Equal -

Job Segregatrion and Pay Equity in the Wake of Gunther," 2 Univ.

of Illinois Law Review (1981)

(28)'See Laffex v. Northwest Airlines , 567 F.2d 429

(D.C. Cir. 1976), cert.den. 434 U.S. 1086(1978), vacating and

remanding in part,'affirming in part, 366 F.Sup. 763

(D.D.C. 1973) and 374 F.Supp. 1382 (D.D.C. 1974). See also

Hodgson v. Brookhaven General Hospital , 436 F.2d 719 (5th

Cir. 1970). ("Nurses" and "Orderlies").
(29) A formal job evaluation' may be required in orde to structure

an appropriate remedy, but not to determine liability. Many"

kinds of cases -- antitrust, school desegregarion, etc. --

require technical support at the remedy stage.
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sTATEmENT OF RITA WA 4LACE, EXECUTIVE VICE PRES11)T,
NASSAU LOCAL CIVIL. SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION,
AFSCMF LOCAL 1000 .

Mt. WALLACE. Good morning. My name is Rita Wallace. I am the .

executive vice president of Nassau Local Civil Service Employees
Association, AFSCIVIE Local 10Q0.

I have been a ,egistered nurse for 40 years.- I graduated from St.
Vincent's Medi Cal Center in New York City in 1943.I worked as a -
nurse for 12 sears in th6 Bronx Veteran's Administration Hospital,
and for 11 years at. Columbia Presbyterian Hospital.

In 1968 I was hired:by' Nassau County, New York City, as a. head
nurse in the intensive care unit, at the A. Holly Patterson Home.

In. 1979 I was elected executiv vice president of local 830, and
since then have worked for the union on relief time from the -

nursing home.
Nassau Local, 830 represents 21,000 employees of Nassau County

government. This office, hospital, prison, and social service
employe0s. More than half of. 'Nassau County employees are
women..

The members of 'my union believe we are the victims of wage dis-
erimiriation by Nassaucounty. Although unequal pay for women
has been wovon into the -fabric of our economy for many' decades,
the improveits,bnient, of women workers is q .consequence we can
no Longer tolerate.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act requires that no employer may
'discriminate on the basis of sex, even when the jobs are entirely
different. My union demands fairness under he law. We demand
qual pay for work of equal value.

In May and November of 1983 my local filed EEOC charges
against Nassau County. We charged that county jobs are sex segre-
gated, and, that the county systematically pays women's jobs less
than men's jobs, which require the same skills, effort, and responsi-
bility.

We also asked Nassau. County to conduct a job evaluation study,
and Make the appropriate changes in the pay scale as required by
title VII.

The EEOC took no action on our charges, and Nassau County re-
fused to do a job evaluation survey.. AFSCME did its own study of
coujity jobs using the c9unty's pay records. Our results were star-
tling: They confirmed our worst fears. ,

First, most county jobs are sex segregated into female jobs or
male jobs. Of the 671 job classifications iin Nassau County over two=
thirds; that is, 450 of the jobs are filled exclusively by males, or ex-
clusively by females.

Second, women's jobs are at the bottom of -the pay scale. Al-
though only half of the county employees are women, women make
up 90 percent of the employees in the three lowest pay scales.
These jobs, and these grades, are domestic workers, food service
4vprkers, nurse's aides, clerk, and clerical assistant.

Third, our survey showed that .women's jobs are undervalued.
This means that even though the skill,, effort, and responsibility re-
quired by a female job is the same or greater than the skill effort
and responsibility required by a' male job, the women are paid less.

'4



For example, in N au County a registered ,nurse st have
degree from a school of nursing, and must\pass the State licensing
exam. She must know anatomy. and physiology, dietetics. She must:
maintain hospital records, and reports. She supervises subordinate
employees. She administers narcotics and drugs. She is constantly

minvolved in stressful situations, and must have good judgment in
life and death situtations. A registered nurse is graded at 11, and
had a starting salary of $17,000 a Year.

In contrast, a Correctional officer, a male job in. Nassau County,
requires graduation from high school and no other experience. The.
correction officer is under close supervision, nd requires little in-
dependent judgment. The bulk of the job consists of - standiri
guard, and escorting inmates to and from meals, bathing, a
recreation. In Nassau County a beginning correction officer 'is
graded at 13. Two steps higher than thaj of the registered _purse:,
and has a starting salary of $22;,000 a year. . .

I will give ou another example. A clerk/steno rapher, 'a female
job, requiri graduation from .high school, sup erheritary courses
in stenogT phy and typing, 1 year of experi ce and passing a
pree ment test. The clerk/stenographer ust know grammar,
spelli arithmetic; and how to operate various office machines.
Her ,d include dictation, typhig, answering correspondence,
proofrea 'fig, maintaining.zrecords and financial accounts, and op-
erating computers. The clerk/stenographer is a grade 4, starting at
$12,000 a year.

On the other hand, a laborer, a mal6's job, requiring no formal
education, experience, or testing. His only requirement is that he is
in good health, can follow directions; and can handle simple tools.
His job consists of sweeping, mowing the lawn9 shoveling snow, dig- °

ging and loading equipment. A laborer works under close supervi-
sion at all times, and the job requires limited judgment. The labor-
er is graded at grade 5, and starts. at $13,000 a year.

'My union believes that the inequities here are obvious. It doesn't
take fancy scientific techniques to figure out that the county is
paying women unfairly. Yet, the'EEOC has refused to act on our
charges. The law is clear. And so is the responsibility of the EEOC
to enforce the law. Your bill, Congresswoman Oakar, focuseS na-
tional attention on pay equity, and. the need fOr vigorous Federal
enforcement of the law.

For myself, and for members of loc' 830 in Nassau County,
thank you for allowing me. to appear be o e you today. I will be.
happy to answer any questions that you may have.

Ms. OAKAil. Well, thank you vory much.
Let me ask some questions, and 'either of you can respond. Your

union has been vigorous, probably one of the mote vigorous unions,:
to support women s efforts in the area of pay equity. But all don't
belong to unions for better or worse. I think its worse myself, but
anyway, they don't belong to unions, and they don't have the _re-
sources to go to the Supreme CoUrt, as the Nvornan had to do-with ,
respect to inequities toward private pension laws.

What do you say to those women that don't have an organization
such as yours supporting them in their efforts? Should they be left
to the whim of the EEOC, or.this administration? I-tow do you rec-
oncile all those women out there that aren't being pr &ected ?4

I 5d
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Ms: RocK. If employers knew that the Federal Government
would vigorously enforce the l'ws you'd see. the practicesthe em-
ployment practices change. It's like any other law that's violated, if
people don't hear that the law will be enforced they violate the law
it- it's convenient, and it'certainly is convenient and financially lu-
ci'ative to violate the4aw relating to pay equity.

And in short of vigorous Federal enforcement, those women who
aren't under colle'ctive bargaining agreem9nts have no hope for
their situation changing.

Ms. OAKAR. Weil, let me raise your point about EEOC, and the
266 pending charges in EEOC. And we'll ask this question ofMr.
Thomas.

as
they claim that' there's not one charge that can be classified

as a Gunther type charge. You don't agree with this.
Can you tell the subcommittee what charges AFSCME has filed

with EF:0(;.,that are Gunther type? If you have a lot of them, you
can submit it.for the record.

Ms. ROCK. We would be glad to submit it for the record. It would.
.help .us in submitting it for the record if we understood clearly
what EEOC meant by a Gunther type case, because I thin
have several charges that are clearly comparable worth charges
and how narrowly they choose to define Gunther might affect what
charges wi! feltfit. their definition. We will submit some that fit
our definition, ana some that fit theirs when we know what their
definition of it is.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, then, I guess the appi-opriate question is to ask
the definition, isn't it?

Ms. ROCK. Yes.
Ms. DAKAR. For the record.
Ms. WALLACE. Ms. Oakar, may I interject for a moment?
Ms-. OAKAR. Yes, sure.
Ms. WAt.LACE. We have one classic case that was filed with

EEOC. A gentleman who filed the claimbecause we believe that
this issue is just not a woman's issue, it is a workers issue.

Ms. DAKAR. Right.
Ms. WALLACE. And as a male social service worker, he filed a

claim stating that because he was found to be in a female dominat-
ed category that he was paid less salary. He chose to take a promo-
tional exam, the same knowledge, skill, effort, responsibility, and
became a probation officer. /

Just by moving from a female dominated position to a male
dominated position as a probation officer, with no change in any
other educational experience, he acquired a $6,000 increase in
salary. And you tell me that EEOC can't pick on that and focus in
on the pay inequity, then I say that complaint is there to be found,
and should be heard.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, we knowwe gave examples yesterday where
child careworkers were paid less than those who take care of dogs
because one is female dominated, and one is male dominated.. We
suspect there is a question as to where society's piiorities are
placed.'

We've heard rumors that the Justice Department is thinking of
intervening in the State of WashingtoNease. If they would do that.
what would be your reaction, Diana? '"\,,
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Ms. Rock. It would be. unfortunate because it sends a signal to
employers that. if they dig in a little while longer maybe this thing
,can be stretched out through the appeals process to last longer.
Their intervention would not change the facts, and we feel the
facts were so persuasive in this instance that it wouldn't change
the net resulNit the appeals court level, or in the Supreme Court.

But it certainly, is .a signal to employers that they needn't worry
about voluntnry compliance as long as they have the Justice De-
parthilmt willing to weigh in agai-rrst'u, Federal court decision on
the question.

Ms. DAKAR. So you're thinking that rather than being advocates,
they're actually trying to be some form of a stumbling block in the
enforcement"?

Ms. ROCK. Definitely.
Ms. DAKAR. Thank you both very, very much.
Ms. ROCK. Thank you, again, for your leadership.
Ms. OAK41R. Our next witness is. the Honorable Clarence Thomas,

Chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Mr.
Thomas had been before-the subcommittee several years ago. And
we are very happy that yoU were able to come today, Mr. Chair-
man. You may proceed in whatever way is most comfortable for
you.

And if you are accompanied by-anyone, perhaps they would like
to give Weir names for the record.

Ms. DUNCAN. My name is Allyson Duncan. I am a member of the
Chairman's staff.

Ms. TTIORNTON. My name is Elizabeth Thornton, and I am Direc-
to of Coordination and Guidance Services in the Office of Legal;
Counsel.

Ms. OAKAR. Mr. Thomas, you may proceed in whatever *ay you
would like.

STATEMENT OF' CLARENCE THOMAS, CHAIRMAN, EQUAL OPPOR-
TUNITY COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY /MASON DUN.CAN,
OFFICE OF THE MAIRMAN; A D ELIZAIW,T11 THORNTON,
OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL

Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Madam ;'hair.
Good morning, Madam Chair, and members of the subcommittee.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you to discuss H.R.
5092.

Let me'emphasize at the outset that EEOC has and will continue
to vigeously enforce laws which prohibit wage discrimination
based on sex, race, religion, or national origin.

Theories of wage discrimination are constantly evolving. And,the
Commission has playedan active and significant role in shaping
the evolving law in this area. Long before the Supreme Court's de-
cision in County of Washington v. Gunther, the Commission in a
number of its decisions had expressed the view that a 4x-based
wage claim under title VII need not be based on a claim of equal
pay for equal Work.

In 1972, the Commission issued sex discrimination guidelines
which clearly stated that the Bennett amendment incorporated

1t')
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into title Vii only the flour affirmative defenses of the Equal Pay
Act.

The Commission also vigorously sought to establish good case law
on this issue. The Commission brought suit against Marathon Elec-
tric Manufacturing Corp., and intervened in the IUE vs. Westing-
house suit before the district court of the northern district of West
Virginia.

In both cases, the Commission challenged the employers' practice
of intentionally setting the wages of females, but not the wages of
males, below the employers' own 'determination of the value of cer-
tain jobs. Both of these cases were successfully settled.

The Commission also argued its position in the Third Circuit
Court of Appeals as amicus curiae in IUE vs. Westinghouse and to
the Stipreme Court in Gunther.

Gunther ended the long debate concerning the extent to which
title VII and the Equal Pay Act should be read together by holding
that title VII incorporated only the four affirmative defenses of the
Equal Pay Act, and was not limited by the equal pay for equal
work standard.

Therefore, a sex-based wage claim could be brought under title
VII even though it did not allege that men, and women were per-
forming substantially equal work.

Due in part to the earlier efforts by the Commission in laying
the groundwork and asserting its position in the area of interna-
tional sex based wage discrimination, plaintiffs have been able to
successfully *gue.their wage claims in such cases as Gunther, Wil-
kins v. University of Houst,on, Taylor vs. Charley Brothers, and
more recontly APSCME vs. State of Washington.

While the Court in Gunther recognized that the parameters of
title VII were broader than the Equal Pay Act, the decision made
clear that the court was not considering a claim "based on the con-
troversial concept of comparable worth. '

The statement of13,urpose in H.R. 5092 indicates that provisions;
of Federal law currently exist "which declare that equal pay
should be provided for work of equal value." To the extent that
equal value includes the concept of comparable worth, it cannot be
stated with certainty that such a statutory mandate prestnt'ly
exists. Indeed, that question was specifically reserved by the Su-
preme Court in Gunther.

Our primary difficulty in commenting on H.R. 5092 stems from /

the ambiguity in the provision of equal pPy for work of equal
value. Does work of equal value in this context mean jobs involving
equal skill, effort, and responsibility?

If so, the Commission has been discharging its mandate in this
respect since assuming jurisdiction over the Equal Pay Act in 1979.,
On the other hand, does work of equal value include jobs clpime
to be of comparable worth? If So, it would be helpful, if this we e
made clear.

For the purposes of this testimony, we are assuming that e al
pay for work of equal value is a narrow concept within the age
discrimination area which encompasses the concept of comp able
worth.

If that is the case, and assuming that the purpose of H.R. 5092 is
to address comparable worth, then the reporting requirements in

35-003 0 84 11
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this bill are designed to generate data which exceed what would be
necessary and would be extremely costlyto implement.

Ms. OAKAR. What,would the cost of this bill be?
Mr. THOMAS. We have not broken it out in dollars. But it would

require us to divert significant numbers of our staff, from the en-
forcement functions to the reporting functions.

Ms. OAKAR. Do you think that it would be hard for you to pre-
pare a report on how you have reacted to the cases that you have?

Mr. THOMAS. We receive over 10,000 wage based--
) ," Ms. OAKAR. And you cannot give the Congress some kind of an

.-idea of, the status of sex-based wage cases?
Mr. tHomAs. We would have to, under this bill, do much more

than that.
Ms. OAKAR. That is right. So you saying that it would mean more

staff for you, is ttfiat the cost?
Mr. THOMAS It would mean more reporting to us. And assuming

that our resources remain at a constant level, it would require a
diversion of our current staff to a reporting function as opposed to
an enforcement function.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, what if Congress too the small percentage of
the cost overrun on the helicoptel. proje , and gave you a few more
people, do you think that you could the job of reporting to the
Congress?

Mr. THOMAS. I am not familiar with the program.
Ms. OAKAR. You do not feel any obligation to report to Congress

or the President of the-United States?
Mr. THOMAS. We report to Congress and to the President of the

United States in numerous reports no* in addition to an annual
report.

Ms. OAKAR. Do you feel an obligation to educate those firms? An-
other part of the bill asks that you institute an education process
to help those companies who are acting in good faith, who want to
change Some of the pay structures.

You do not think that you could handle that, is that the prob-
lem?

Mr. THOMAS. We are currently doing that. We are required to 10
that under title VII now. We are doihg that. And in fact, we we e
criticized by the civil rights community for' diverting resourc
from enforcement to the educational function.

Ms. OAKAR. You are currently doing that. We 'would be happy
know how much you think in staff it would cost you to 'enforce thi
proposal that we have. We thought that it was a very modest pr
posal. We are not asking for any change of the existing law. W
are just making sure that occasionally °you beCorne advocates fo

a enforcement of the law.
Mr. THOMAS. Well, this bill; from our standpoint, requires us n

- to be advocates, but rather to be reporters. I have no problems wit
,reporting to Congress. We do it Currently in the agency. And one o
our initial projects when I went to EEOC. was to make sure tha
the reports were done on time. And they are now. 14i

However, we are talking here about 10,000 cases" per year, mos
of which ot involve issues raised either by Gunther or in th

',area of c parable worth.

-
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Ms. OAKAR. You do not think that OMB would give you the addi-
tional resourIes to fulfill the mandate in this proposal?

Mr.. THOM S. I think that oitimately OMB does not give us re-
sourgps. We get it from Capit461 Hill. And in fact, OMB has been
willing in the Patt,years to give us more than Capitol Hill has
given us.

Ms. OAKAR. So they have added to your staff, is that what you
are saying?

Mr. THIOMAS., No, OMB-- -

Ms. OAKAR. They have proposed added staff people?
Mr. THOMAS. No, OMB has given us s--
Ms. OAKAR. You are really going to tell me. This committee is

very knowledgeable about where the Federal employees are and
where the RIF's have taken place.'

Are you telling this committee that OMB has proposed that you
get more help, not less?

.

Mr. THOMAS. The budget that I have submitted in each year that
I have been at EEOC has been more than has been passed on the
Hill. That budget was cleared by OMB.

Ms. OAKAR. I think that it would be interesting for you to subnjit
for the record, if not today, then later, what you think the cost of
this bill is. You made a generalized statement aliOut additional re-
sources. We did not think that it would cost the Government any-
more to become advocates, or that the cost was noNoing to be a
factor.

So if you think that there is going t6 be a cost involved, we
would like to know what that is. Please proceed.

Mr. THOMAS. H.R. 5092 would require the Commission to report
on all charges that contain an allegation of unlawful discrimina-
tion with respect to wages or to other forms of compensation on the
basis of sex, race, color, religion, or national origin.

In other words, the Commission would be required to report ex-
tensively on all wage claims filed under title VII and the Equal
Pay Act, not only on claims alleging unequal pay for work of equal
or comparable value.

Wage claims under the Equal Pay Act or title VII involving
either substantially equal work or intentional disctmination are
filed far more frequently`than comparable worth claims.

The Commission receives approximately 10,000 wage charges an-
nually. H.R. 5092 would require the Commissi to generate a
number of different reports on these charges Which would be ex-
tremely resource and labor intensive.

For example, section (C)(4) of H.R. 5092 directs the Commission
to write a brief description of the allegations contained in all wage
discrimination charges. To accomplish this for 10,000 different
charges is virtually impossible.

If the intent of H.R. 5092 is to identify Commission activity in
the area of equal pay for work of equal or comparable value, the
extension of these costly reporting requirements to all types of
wage charges would be of little value.

Section 3(A)(1) of H.R. 5092 proposes.that EEOC conduct and pro-
mote research in the area of wage discrimination. The Commis-
sion's Office of Program Research has recently initiated a research
project, which will attempt to estimate some of the costs of imple-
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Meriting comparable worth in the public sector, and to translate
these costs into estimates of the effect on employment levels.

The Commission has also formed a task force on sex-based wage
discrimination which will among other things resolve the backlog
of comparable worth charges currently in the EEOC inventory.

A more extensive research effort in the area of comparable
worth would require a major shift in personnel and resources away
from the charge processing, compliance, and litigation programs of
the Commission.

Section 3(A)(3) of the bill proposes developing and implementing
a program to provide appropriate technical assistance to any public
or private entity requesting such assistance to eliminate discrimi-
natory pay practices, and implement:the principles of equal -pay for
jobs of equal value.

Acquiring such expertise and providing that type and level of as-
sistance to any public or private entity requesting such assistance
would be prohibitively expensive.

Although the Commission does provide advice through the Com-
mission opinion letter and the voluntary assistance program, legis-
lating a provision to provide a specific program or a specific service
Solely in this area is a unique concept which removes from. the
Commission its ability to effectively mahage its resources.

H.R. 5092 would compel the Commission to funnel, its resources
into this one area to the possible detriment of other Commission
programs, and leaves the Commission vulnerable teunlimited re-
quests for specific technical assistance.

Section 3(D)(1) (A) and (B) state that the Commission shall con-
duct a study, in consultation with organizations representing Fed -,
eral employees, of the procedures established by the Office of Per-,
sonnel Management to establish classifications of positions in the
competitive service, and the actual practice of the director and
heads of other Federal agencies under such procedures

The EEOC presently has only.limited expertise in the e,of posi-
tion 'classification in the Federal competitive service. It ould be
not e4 that OPM has already begun a teview of the F eral job
evaluation system.

That concludes my statement. And I will be happy to answer any
questions that you may have.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Thomas.
Mr. Thomas, I think that it has become more clear than efore

because of your testimony actuallythat rather than dea g with
sex-based discrimination, you are trying to create phant s to jus-
tify your inactivity.

Rather than debating terms and counting costs, t hair feels
that you ought to be processing charges and litigati cases. And
when it comes to inequality and costs, the cost that is really of
great concern to the-Chair is the insensitivity and in ction to the
working-Women in this country and the inactivity of EEOC.

The record of EEOC in this area has been really shameful in my
judgment. Instead of trying to fight -.the law and try to get into
what the terms are and so on, why do you not become vigorous
about what you are supposed to be doing as director othis very
important department.

When are you going to starS"really doing your job?
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Mr. Timm As. Madame Chair, first of all, since I have\ been at
EEOC, I think that I can say that we have spent an enormous
amount of time making the agency more effective than it has been
in the past.

Ms. OAKAR. Effective for whom?
Mr. THOMAS. For everyone. We not only have sex discrimination,

we have race discrimination, national origin discrimination, age
discrimination, and handicapped discrimination. We are not, at
that agency, at liberty to put one group above another. We have to
take them as they come.

Now in litigation, over 40 percent of our cases involve sex dis-
'trimitlation. Over 50 percent of our charges involve some allega-
tion of sex discrimination. We have a very active litigation pro-
gram, particularly under the Equal Pay Act.

We do receive large numbers of the comparable worth type
cases. The cases that we receive are strictly within current case
law. And we deal with those very rapidly.

The small number that we have accumulated over the past sever-
al years of 200 plus cases of over 50,000 to 60,000 cases involving
sex-based wage discrimination are the most difficult cases. Those
are the ones that do not fit within the Gunther case law, and do
not fit within the case law that-has been currently developed at the
district or circuit court level.

Ms. OAKAR. het me ask you. When you appeared here 2 years
ago before Congresswomen Schroeder and Ferraro _and myself was
really hopeful.

You stated in your testimony in the fall of 1982 that compairable
worthwhich you are questioning today as being part of the law or
notwas, to use your own word, a,priority. You stated that EEOC
was really going to be vigorous, and you were in the process of
looking through The cases for an appropriate litigation vehicle.

Today, 18 months later,you still have not processed a charge.
And the issue of sex-based wage discrimination or, to use your
word comparable worth, is before a work group.

I do not consider this to be the record of someone who views sex-
based wage discrimination charges as a priority. In fact, you are
treating this important issue more as something to be ignored and
studied to death tlian to be acted upOn.,

And people out, there, Mr. Thomas, do not feel that they can
Wait, You know, the average black woman gets 56 cents for every
dollar a man makes. She is the absolute black-bottom poorest
person in the country, particularly when she gets older than when
she is younger. Anci white women ao not do too much better. They
get 61 cents for every dollar, which is;,less than they got in 1939
when they were getting 63.6 cents for every dollar.

You are the one who has the power to be the di-lief advocate for
what the lbw states today.

Why Are you not instituting cases to begin and to further define
and clarify the laws as the EEOC did in the past?

Mr. THOMAS. Madam Chairman, I have a respOnsibilityfirst;of
all, let's go back historically a bit. You refer to black women. I do'.
not have to be lectured or -told anything about the income of black
women. My mother was altnnestic making about $20 every two
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weeks working for a white nurse. I do not think that it is appropri-
ate to lecture me.

Ms. OAKAR. I do not- think that I was lecturing you. I was stating
a face about black women and white women. If you want to take it
that way, then that is fine.

Mr. THOMAS. Well-- -
Ms. °AKAR. I do not think that I was lecturing you?
Mr. THOMAS. With respect to this agency, what we have attempt-

ed to do in areas, particularly those-nreas where there is controver-
sy; where there is unsettled case law; where the case law is against
the agency; or the courts have not dealt with the issues, we have
been particularly careful to make, sur that we do not lose more
than we gain.

I have relied on the staff at the E OC that I inherited. We did
not bring in a group of political activists from the Republican
Party.to work on these issues. These are the same career people.
Six of the top people at the EEOC are women. The people who
head up this entire area, both enforcement and the legal counsel's
shop, are all wonten.

I do not believe that they are insensitive to this issue. The prOb-
lem is

Ms. OAKAR. You set the tone, and this administration sets the
tone as to what they are going to be doing with their time and
what the philosophy will be. Now you told this committee that this
was a priority with you 2 years agoalmost 2 years ago.

What have you done about it?
Mr. THOMAS. At that time-
Ms. DAKAR. Are you forced not to do it, is someone telling you

from on high to take it easy on this issue?
. Mr. THOMAS. At the time that I appeared before this committee,

.wehad what we felt iii the private sectorand we have to look pri-
'tiu,arily at the private sector, because our litigation authority does
not extend to the public sectorand we would prefer to litigate our
own cases where we 'have much;' much more successwe thought
that we had at that time a great case.

After investigating, which took quite a bit of time, the case just
'simply fell apart. We still have the case in-house, but it simply did
not develop the way that I thought it would. And I was very opti-
mistic at that time.

At the same time, we had to develtif our own internal policies,
notronly on the issue of wage discrimination pr sex discrimination
across the board, but on just making Gunther a part of our daily
Qperations.

Although I found myaelf repeatedly signing off on a 90-day
notice, we had to develop a compliance manual section which I
made top priority, so that our field people would know how to
handle these cases.

In addition, we had to develop additional in-house guidan
the issue. We ,have done .4,11 of those things now. Wage discri a-
tion, sex-based wage discrimination, has been a priority at the
-Commission. I have pushed it.

The only cases that have not moved, and those are the cases for
which I will personally have to accept responsibility, are those 250-
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plus cases which have not fallen within tie Gunther framework or
the existing law on sex-based wage discrimination.

Ms. OAKAR. What is your interpretation. of the Gunther frame
work?

Mr. THOMAS. The cases-that we normallyand again, to be more
precise, I would have to rely on our attorneys hereconsider to fall
within the Gunther case are those situations in which the employ-
er has evaluated the job, and the jobs are not then paid in accord-
ance with that evaluatiopwith the women receiving less money
or less pay under that system than men. Or the jobs are not paid
up to the level that they are being paid in the case of men.

The cases that we have in-house do not include that. They do not
include the kind of employer evaluation that you have in Gunther
or in AFSCME.

Ms. OAKAR. Have you found a vehicle to further develop the law
in comparable worth?

Have you found any vehicles for that?
Mr. THOMAS. As I indicated, we were looking in the private

sector. We do not have litigation authority in the public sector. It is
better for us, at the agency; to have a private sector case, so we can
litigate it up through the district courts and the circuit court and
the court of appeals.

We thought that we had such a vehicle. We are nowthe gener-
al counsel in a national litigation planpushing the field to devel-
op agaig such a litigation vehicle.

As you remember when I testife before you thV last time, we
did not have a general counsel. .ATd, accordingly, did not have a
litigation plan of any sort.

We think that we have a national litigation strategy now which
will yield us not only better cases in the sex discrimination area,
the sex based wage discrimination area, butAn all other areas.

Again, thi9 specific issue is being pushed by the general counsel.
Ms. OAKAR. Well, this is the third year of this administration.

You mean you have not found one public seetor case that you could
recommend to the Justice Department for litigation?

Mr. THOMAS. Historically cases that are investigated under title
VII are routinely recommended to the Justice Department.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, what are routinely retrommended?
Mr. THOMAS. Or referred to 'the Justice Department, not recom-

mended. We do not make recommendations to
Ms. OAKAR. Well, what routinely referred cases have you recom-

mended to the Justice Departnient?
Mr. THOMAS. Well, they are our standard title VII discrimination

cases. Under the Equal Pay Act, we can handle those. Again any
case that alleges sex discrimination that we have fully investigat-
ed, and where conci'iation has failed for. enforcement, we refer
those to the Justice Department and the public sector cases by stat-
ute are referred to the Justice Department.

Ms. OAKAR. Are you going to make a recommendation to the JUs-
tice Department with respect to whether or not they should inter-
vene in the Washington State case that was discussed earlier by
AFSCME?

, Mr. THOMAS. *les, we certainly will, It would go much further
than simply a recommendation.
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Ms. OAKAR. What do you plan to do?
Do you think that the Justice Department should intervene in

that case in a negative faShion? What would be your recommenda-
tion in that instance?

Mr. THOMAS. Well, first of all, it would be the Commission's rec-
ommendation, anti requires a vote by the Commission. And I
do not think I should prejudge that.

We take our recommendations, of course, from our general coun-
sel, who has indicated that he has yet to receive the entire record;
and certainly has not reviewed the entire record.

I think that it would be prudent for me to await that.
Now, my staff has advised me that the AFSCME case is simply a

straight Gunther case. That it is notdoes not in any way expand
the Supreme Court's ruling in Gunther. There is a difference of
opinion, obviously, by the Justice Department about that. And I am
Certain that is one point that we woulcithave to clarify before any-
thing was done.

Ms. DAKAR. So, again, it is going to depend on what framework
or what definition you give to Gunther.

Mr. THOMAS. Well, the whole issue we are talking about here is
definition. Wage discrimination has been defined by the Supreme
Court to include certain things.

Crfit of the areas which the Supreme Court specifically declined
to touch was this notion of.comparable worth. The district courts

Ms. OAKAR. That does not mean they were opposed to it, by the ar
way.

Mr. THOMAS. But the District Courts have not picked up the
slack. And have not come forth and indicated that the issue of com-
parable worth constitutes wage-based discrimination.

-- Ms. DAKAR. You have started a system that you discussed with
one of my other colleagues, and established a kind of work group to
identify the parameters of wage discrimination under title VII, job
evaluation systems, and whether or not you should advocate any
job evaluation is that correct?

Mr. THOMAS. That is right.
Ms. OAKAR. Have you established that work group to expedite

the process or just to slow it down? What is the purpose of it?
Many women who are paid so inadequately, do not have always the
resources to hire attorneys to go to Federal court; they depend on
EEOC to bring down some kind of decision.

Is the function of this work force to-really get on with the show
or to stall around?

Mr. THOMAS. Historically, the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission and Justice Department have only litigated about 5
percent of all employment discrimination cases.

The rest of those cases have been litigated by private parties.
That is a problem across the boardwhether or not an individual
is in a position to litigate his or her own case.

There is not a whole lot thatA do to wa,ste time, we do not have
that much. The work group that I have established is attempting to
resolve a very difficult issue which has not been grappled with
either, in the judiciary or in the legislative branches of Govern-
ment.

,
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The issue of comparable worth wns'specifica0 rejected by Con-
gress when the Equal Pay Act was passed.- When I testified before
this committee in September of 1982 there was some talk of intro-
ducing legislation to fill the gap.

Senator Kennedy indicated that he felt that it was necessary to
.----iintroduce legislation to fill the gap.

It is Obvious that the issue is not a settled one, either in the leg-
islative branch, the executive branch or in the judiciary.

Ms. DAKAR. Well, the Chair feels the laws are on the books. I
think that you are guided by two laws that are unquestionably
there: title VII of the-Civil Rights Act and the Equal Pay Act. They
are right out there for you to take action:

And the Chair is just concerned that when you establish another
level of bureaucracy to define.. terms and develop criteria as you
have put forward in terms of establishing this work group; that it
is another way of not getting on with the process that women so
desperately need.

For example, in your interim guidance report that is dated Sep-.
tember 15, 1981, EEOC. established procedures for, its. field offices to
use, for investigating sex-based wage claims; you spell out a signifi-
cant data gathering exercise.

What benefit is there in gathering this data when EEOC still
does not have a policy, and thus cannot use any of it to move the
case forward? Why are the guidelines still interim after 21/2 years?

Mr. THOMAS. The Commission, first of all, does not need a policy
in the area of Gunther. We have an investigation manual. We have
a Commission that can make a decisioff on specificcases.

None of these cases That have come forward on their face can be
decided without investigation. What we are attempting to do is /6
carefully assess the cases that we get in and to make a decision.

The cases, as I have indicated to you, that we have inhouse are
not cases that fall within current case law.

Ms. DAKAR. How many cases are there?
Mr. THOMAS. 266.
Ms. OAKAR. You have not found one case that clearly relates to

disparity and inequity. There is not one-
Mr. THOMAS. I thin we are confusing a couple different issues :.

We are not saying hat there is no- disparity in income or that
there is not inequit I mean, that is a much, much broader term.

What we have to do when we go into court, we have to have the
existing case law at our side. We have got to be in the position to
win.

Ms. °AKAR' Well, that is what I am asking, you do not find the
law on your side. Is that what you are saying?

Mr. THOMAS. The cases that we have inhouse, they do not fall
within the ambit of current case law.

The cases that have been before the,district courts as comparable
worth cases have been summarily rejected. In the face of that I do
not think that it would be prudent for us to continue to take those
cases before the same district courts.

What we have to do is find the case that we can win. We thought
that in the private sectorwhen I was here in September of 1982
that we had such a case. I think that with the effort that we are
making now within the Commission, we will find such a case. But
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on/

the 260-plus cases that you are talking about, do not fall within
current case law. And we do not think that without further investi-
gation or with something different in those cases, they are going to
be winnable.

Ms. OAKAR. AFSCME had filed some charges that related to the
state of Ohio, the city of Los Angeles, the State of Wisconsin, the
city of Philadelphia, the city of Chicago, Nassau County was men-
tioned earlier, Reading, Pa. school district, and there are a host of
other cases. What about those charges, are there any merit in any

"one of those?
Mr. THOMAS. Some of those may be in the field; I am not familiar

with all of those charges. As I indicated, we receive-
Ms. OAKAR. Well, they have been pending since. 1980some of

them since 1981. That is 2 years and 3 years later.
.

Mr. THOMAS. Well, as I indicated, if they have been filed, they
are in the field perhaps being investigated. I am not familiar with
all individual cases of those 10,000 sex-based wage discrimination
cases that we receive each year. .

And I am certainlyif we did have them, not at liberty to dis-
cuss them, because they are confidentiality provisions. .,

Ms. OAKAR. Can you tell the Chair whether or not youleel there
is substance in these cases that have been highly publicized?

Mr. THOMAS. I am not at this time familiar with all of those
cases personally. They may be in the various district offices around
the country. Nam certain that if they do have them there, they are
being investigated. We could report back to you and to the commit-
tee on that. Again,' we have to abide by the confidentiality provi-
sions o(the statute. The parties are obviously free to publicize their
cases, -but we cannot.

Ms. OAKAR. But there has been an action, and some have been
pending since 1981.. This is a 9nion that has resources to represent
its members. ,

What about the women who are out there, and the men, who do
not have those kinds of resources? If you do not act on those, how
does the public really expect that the law is goitig to be enforced
with somdegree of vigor?

Mr. Bosco?
Mr. Bosco. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Mr. Tho9a4A, I have to say that I have not really followed your

performance or that of your agency, and I can certainly und6xstand
that there is tremendous difficulty in understanding all the con-

, cepts, much lest the legal precedence that have been set, and wh t
may be happening in,50 different States.

ut let me sta t from the beginning in one way: What is the di -
fence between work of equal value and comparable worth?

. THOMAS. I do not know.
Mr, Bosco. But you make a distinction in your testimony--

probleMr., THOMAS. The m for us in legislation like this, if we do
not have a clear broader the definition or the more
subject the deft iti is to nilmerous interpretationthe greater
difficulty we have in enforcing it. l 1

If by this you mean comparable worth, I think it should be set
out.
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Mr. Bosco. But oven in saying that, what do you meanwhat
would you say work of equal value is as opposed to comparable.
worth? Are they one and ,the same? Or are you saying that there is
a dispute over what Congress meant in the terminology?

Mr. THOMAS. That Congress meant in what?
Mr. Bosco. In its terminology?
Mr. THOMAS, Well, as I rememberand I am not that familiar

with all the personnel rules and the context i which that term
was usedit was .talking about the value placed jobs within the
Federal Government as it related to jobs in the pri ate sector. And
that the,jobs would be valued, I think, at some fai . way, based'on
some reference to the private sector. .

Now, in the comparable worth area, it is the intrinsic worth of
the job or value of the job that we are talking about; whether or
'ot the job of the nurses is intrinsically the same value of a job of
a corrections officer.

And without, again, reference to th open market. But in the
personnel legislation, there is specific rEferenge by Congress'to the
private sector in valuing the jobs. I

. . ,
.

Mr. Bosco. All of us -agree there iS a problem. You mentioned
that your mother was a domestic; Congressman Oberstar said his
mother worked in a shirt factory and made infinitely less than
men.did. . .

Mr. McCarthy said that California has all kinds of laws and reso-
lutions on the books, but they have not made much progre4s in the
whole thing. ..

I would :Riess that everybody agrees that the problem -exists, but
there is probobly a lot' of confusion as to what would be a step-by-
step process far solving this problem. .

I think that, first of all, you would have 10 resolve what jobs are
worth the same, as other. jobs, And that alone would be a monu-
mental' effort. Say, that is for the first step. Then, there would be
other steps after that;

But. given that this is a loaded gun at the head of virtually every
city,'county, State, and the Federal Government, -- because of these
eourt cases that are coming down, and because of this historical
pattern;.it is a loaded gun at the head. of all private business, prob-
ably, for very much the same reason. ..

Is anybody actually putting together. a step-by-step, ''how to do
it" manual? You know, this is what we mean to the private sector?
This-is what we mean to the city government in Woodland, Calif.,

to what you should be thinking about; what you should be doing
ht now. Is anybody doing that?
Mr. THOMAS. I am certain that someone is doing it. It is not as,
ear. Things are not as settled as thatoOf course, we do have, as I

indicated earlier, our own educational program in an effort to edu-
cate the public an employers as to what the existing 'law is.
Giving an example the way something Was handled a little bit
differently: When t roblems arose aS to whether or not treat-
ment of pregnant e oyees in certain ways in the past were dis-
criminatory, after we did attempt to advance the jaw, Congress
took the next step and amended title VII, to make sure that, again,
the adverse treatment of pregnant women would constitute dis-
crimination. Again, that was after a Supreme Court case.

d
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No one, to my knowledge, is putting together, at least in the Fed-
eral Government, a step-by-step manual.

I think the first stop is to determine whether or not comparable
worth constitutes sex-based wage discrimination. We can enforce
sex-based wage discrimination laws.

VIs. OAKAR. Would the gentleman yield on th oint.
The point is that Mr. Thomas appeared before the committee on

September 30, 1982, at which time he testified that the issue com-
parable worth was a priority.

It was not until February 7, 1984, that the Director of the Office
of Legal Counsel received a memorandum from Alvin Golub, Direc-
tor of the Office of Program Research, entitled "Resource Needs
Related to Comparable Worth."

In the memorandum Mr. Golub suggests that there be a creation
of a work group such as the one that we discussed earlief.

So, yotir questioti about anyone wanting to do something about it
or wanting to define it is O. very pointed one anc, I think the facts
are that, while this was supposed to be a high priority, EEOC has
just gotten around to thinking about it by suggesting a bureaucrat-
ic level to deal with it.

Thank the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. Bosco. Thank you, Madam Chair.
I am a little less convinced that the law is that 'clear in all these

areas. think the law should be clear. That's sort of what I'm get-
ting at, because I know the people that work in all these local gov-
ernmtnts, on the boards of supervisors and county commissioners
and whatever.

And I know that they are not aware of all the considerations
that they should be making, and I guess what I'm asking is, is this
going to grow up like Topsy, one court decision at a time, one State
here, one State there"ill we finally over the years know what kind
of a problem we're facing, oil is there somebody that's going to
come, up with sortie legislation that'll put it to rest maybe a little
quickerythan.hat?

Mr.. THOMAS. And I don't have all the answers. I want to refer
back to one thing for a second, though. One of the, efforts that I
attempted to put forward in this area when I first ca-me on board
was to get. some guidance in-house to our own people on wage dis7+
crimipation.

We did not have that guidance. We do have it now. Again, that
was at my insistence a,nd my initiation. I will admit that things
don't' go as fast as I'd/like to see them go in Government, but I
think we are on 'the move now, and I think that wit will have the
guidance now.

I feel that there are certain areas where perhaps Congress could
make some changes. I think that it is clear to me from having tes-
tified on the Hill on a number of occasions that there are some
misconceptions about what we are and we are not able to do.

I think that personally, and this is my personal point of view,
that one way to be ore knowledge to the Hill in the area of
title, VII and wage discrimination laws and a lot of other things is
to first of all, make them applicable to the Hill.

I think that the same wage discrimination problems that you
have in society at large, the differentials, the disparities in income,
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are as prevalent on the Hill as they are other places. And I think it
would be clear if they are applicable to the Hill that the EEOC
although there is a small area where there's disagreement, where
there is confusion, and so forththat by and large, of the 10,000
cases that we get in, the law is absolutely clear, and it would be

, clear in any instance. There's just a small area where there is dis-
agreement, both legally, ideologically and philosophically, in this
society.

Mr. Bosco. Well, thank you very much. I know that we could go
on forever on this, but I really hope-that we can come up with
some direction, perhaps from you personally, or your Commission,
or the administration, or whatever.

I would like to see us come up with some clearer direction than
we have, because I think there are a lot of people with expectations
and a lot of people who will ultimately have legal responsibility
who have no idea what we're even talking about in this field.

Thank you, Madam Chair.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank you. I want to tell the chairman that I agree

with you about the Hill, and hopefully our bill that relates to Fed-
eral employees serves as a benchmark on that. I've brought up the
subject repeatedly, and as a' matter of fact I serve on a task force
that relates to wage'discrimination on the Hill.

And I'm proud to serve on the task force, and feel very strongly
about it. I agree with you that.we shouldn't be skirting the law as
well. That's why your role is very important. You have the jurisdic-
tion td coves all of us in enforcing the law, and being an advocate
for equity: We do notif we're not paying our secretaries, or if our
legislative assistants or our administrative assistants are not paid
comparably to their male counterparts, you'll have the responsibil-
ity to take Us to task on that, when Shole charges are filed.

There's the tremendous lack ofdvocacy, and this defining of
terms and establishing work forces seems to perpetuate the prob-
lem. All we're asking you to do is to do your job.

Thank you very much for appearing.
(The following response to written questions was received for the

record:.
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D C. 20508

MAY 2 1984

Honorable Mary Rose Oskar
Chair
Subcommittee on compensation
anl Employee Benefits

U.S. .House of Representatives
406 Cannot House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515"

Dear Ms. Oskar:

Attached are my responses to the Committee's additional
questions regarding the pay equity legislation.

Also, I understand that a etaf member from the
CommissOn's Office of'CongressjOsal Affairs will be
meeting with your staff next week as a follo4-up to
this response.

If we can he of further assistance to you or your
.

please let me know.

sincerely,

Clarence Thomas
Chairman

Queetion 1 (a)

You also stated in your testimony that EEOC was, and once

again I quote "looking for appropriate litigation vehicles

to further develop the law in comparable worth." Can I

take it that you have not found such a vehicle? Is this

the only reason you have not pursued a "comparable worth!)

case?

Answer:

To date, we hate not found a suitable litigation vehicle for

clarifying the state of the law with respect to wage discrimi-

nation. If the Wage Discrimination Task Force is unable to

find such a case in headquarters, we will attempt to do so

through our field offices. I have already informed the dis7.

tract direCtors to look for and notify headquarters of pay

equity charges that they receive.

v.
f
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The Commission's interest in the area of wage discrimination

remains a priority. On May 1, 1984, the Commission approved

the Compliance Manual Section, 633 "Wage Discrimination".

This section provides guidance to the field in processins

Gunther type cases. A copy of Section 633 will be pro-

vided within the next few days.

Question 1 (b):

[What is the status of the] charges filed by AFSCME:

State of Hawaii

City of Los Angples

State or Wisconsin

City of Philadelphia.

City of Chicago
Nassau County
Reading, Pa School District

1

Filed

1/81

7/81

2/82

10/82

1/83
5/83
8/83

Answer:

The following response gives only a general and ras!dom
description of the status of the above referenced charges. e

The Commission is not pebmitte'd to publicize charges absent
the consent of the parties involved. See Section 706(b) and
709(c) of Title VII. -

- Includes 17 charges filed 10/111d2. A request for informa-
tion was sent to the respondent who refused to comply.
The material was obtained event-hally by a subpoena. T1141

Commission has now requested additional information from
the city as well as from the charging parties. The dis-
trict office is awaiting these submissions.

1 - Includes 63 charges filed 9/83. These charges are in
deferral to the Pennsylvania Human Rights Commission.

- Includes 18 individual charges filed 2/82. Headquarters
staff has been requested to follow-up on this investiga-
tion and provide any guidance which may be needed.

- Includes 26 individual charges and Is currently in active
investigation. A response to a request for information by
respondent was inadequate and a subpoena requesting addi-
tional Information was issued 4/84.

Negotiated settlement on 3712/81. Charge closed.

- Filed 8/81. Charging party contacted. Headquarters'

staff has beillp asked to monitor the status of the
charge Investigation and to provide any guidance which

may be needed.

- The charge was filed on June 6, 1983 with AFSCME. The

charge number is 021-83-3147. On April 2, 1984, the
New York District office received aletter from Winn

Newman, Attorney For AFSCME, dated March 30, 1984, re-

questing a Right to Sue Notice. On April 3, 1984, the
New York District Office sent a form letter to the

Department of Justice for issuance of the Right to Sue

Notice.

A
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Question 1 (c): P

In addition, what action did the Commission take. In the case
filed by the American Nurses Association in Pittsburgh and in
Illin If nq action was taken, why?

. '

answer:

Charges filed 8/77. Stibpoena was issued and subsequently
enforced in federal district court and returosd to the
commission for processing.. Matter is currently in investi-
gation and under review by the legal unit regarding the
appropriate statistical analysis.

Includes 14 Individual charges. Charging parties requested
notAce or Right to Sue which was issued. Charge, was, there-
fore closed on 2/84.

Question 2 (1):

We understand that:

EEOC has the responsibility to administer Title VII with
regard to both public and private sector employers and EEOC
has issued numerous guidelines and taken positions in numer-
ous cases interpreting Title VII which haVe been given great
deference by the courts (according to EEO('s handbook Elimi-
nating Discrimination in Employment: A Compelling National
Priority -and

EEOC was.directed and given authority to coordinate all
Federal departments and agencies enforcing equal employment
laws and policies by Executive Order 12067; and

-- 8E0C was further directed by that Executive'Order to estab-
lish uniform standards, guidelines, and policies defining em-
ployment discriMination; and

EEOC filed n amicus brief in the Gunther case; and

-- The Chairman is quoted in the February 7 edition of the
Daily Labor Reporter as saying the Washington Stat4, case is
"straight Gunther," and if the Washington State case were in
the private sector, the Commission would be "right, out there"
supporting the women who ch'allenged the salary system; and

-- The Chairman said in his testimony before the Manpower and
Housing Subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations
on March 14 of this ?ear that the Washington State case is "a
clear case of InteWonal sex-based wage discrimination."

Based on this, why does the Chairman believe that EEOC does not
have the authority to file a brief in the Washington- State case
or any public sector case?

Answer

The COmmisslon does not have authority to file suit
against a state, nor could it intervene in the case,
without the consent of the Attorney General., See 42 U.S.C.

§2000e-5(f)(1). A reading of the followaig section should
..help to clarify the Commission's authority in the area of
,IAta'Ac sector litigation. Section 706 (f)(1), of Title VII
states.that:

If within thirty days after a charge 1s\filed
with the CommisSion or within thirty days after
'expiration of any period of reference under

r.
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subsection (c) or (d), the Commission has been
unable to secure from the real 'ent a conciliation
agreement acceptable to the C....mission, the
Commission may bring a civil action against any
respondent nota government, governmental agency, or
political subdivision named in the charge. In the Case
of a respondent which is a government, governmental agency,
or political subdivisiony If the Commission has been
unable to secure from the respondent a conciliation
agreement, acceptable to the Commission, the Commission
shall take no further action and shall refer the case to
the Attorney General who may bring a civil action against
such respondent in the appropriate United States district
court. The'person or persons aggrieved shall have the right
to intervene In a civil action brought by the Commission

1 or the Attorney General in a case involving a government,
governmental agency, or political subdivision. (EmphaSis
added)

Question 2: The Washington State case has been held out by
some to be a clear cut example of a comparable worth case, 1.e.
employees were not given equal'pay for work of Comparable value.
On the other hand, some argue that this case is traditional sex -
based wage discrimination. Is EEOC"s view consistent with that
expressed by the Chairman at the March 14 hearings?

Does EEOC plan to take an official position on this case
and if so, what has EEOC's General Counsel done to develop a
position?

When will an official position be ready and hom will it be
i used, could an amicus brief he forthcoming?

Answer:

The Office of General Counsel currehtiYis reviewing
the WasnIngton State case and when that review is com-
plete will make'a determination on whether to recommend
that the, Commission participate in the case as amicus

4-

curiae'. (Since the case is against a public employer,
the Commission could not have filed suit against.lhe
state in the first in'Stance, nor could it have intryvened
in the'case. See 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(f)(1) (Attorney
General shall litigate. Title VII claims against state
,and ipcal governments).)

As a rule, the Orrice of General Counsel does not make a
final decision on whether to participate in a case as
amicus until It hhs reviewed thb Cull record and transcript
in the case. Review of the transcript Is particularly
'important in fact-intensive"cases such as the Washington
State case. The transcrfpt of the Washington State case
has not yet been riled with the court. The court has,
however, established a tentative briefing schedule
requiring the appellant (the state) to file Its brief 60
days after tiae transcript is riled. The Office of General
Counsel will make a decision some time before this deadline
on whether to recommend amicus partlicipation.

Question 3;

In 1979, the EEOC commissioned the National Academy of Sciences

to determine whether nonbiased Jdb evaluation measures exist or

can be developed. Why, after two years of study, was the NAS
study insufficient and how,long will this EEOC study take? Also,

why do you expect this current study to result in anything

different?

1$
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Answer

The NAS study was not insufficient, it was, however, incon-
clusive because or the undeveloped nature of the technology
involved in Job evaluations.

The EEOC work group, using actual case files, will be pre-
,' senting options papers to,the Commission on the various

issues involved in comparable worth, which are raised by
these case files. The group will not again study the issues..
studied in the...,bloreport. However,, very real questions In-
volving Job evaluation may be raised by the files.

For exam,;le, the National Academy of Science study, "Women,
Wov and Wages: Equal Pay for Jobs of Equal Value" questioned
the usefulness or Job evaluation plans to establish comparable
worth:

[Sieveraj aspects of the Methods generally used in such
plans raise questions about their ability to establish com-
parable worth. First, Job evaluation plans typically ensure
rough conformity between the measured worth or Jobs and actual
wages by allowing actual wages to determine the weights of job
factors used in the plans. Insofar as differentials associated
with sex, race, or ethnicity are incorporated in actual wages,
this procedure will act to perpetuate tqem. Statistical tech-
niques exist that may be able to generate job worth scores from
which components of wages associated with sex, race, or ethni-
city hasbeen at least partly removed; they should be further
develop.

Second, many firms use different job evaluation plans for
different types or Jobs. Since in most firms women and min-
ority men are concentrated in jobs with substantially differ-
ent tasks from those of Jobs held by nonminority men, a plvi
that covers all jobs would be necessary in order to compare
wages of women, minority men, and nonminority men. The selec-..
tion of compensable factors and their weights in such a plan
may be quite difficult, however, because factors appropriate
for one type-of Job are not necessarily appropriate for all
other types. Nevertheless, experiments with firm-wide plans 4
might be useful in making explicit the relative weights of
compensable factors, especially` since they are already used
by some firms.

Finally, it must be recognized that there are no definitive
tests of the "fairness" of the choice of compensable factors
and the relative wPighs generating a wage structure that is
deemed equitable depends on achieving a consensus about.fac-
tors and their weights among employers and employees.

The Commission 11 attempting to address this complicated area on
a case by case basis. It Ls not possible to project tr and
when the Commission will be able to resolve the questions

. raised by the National Academy of Science study.

Question 3.1: It is my understanding that in 1981 the'

General Counsel Tiled 46 Title VII, concurrent Title VII-EPA,
and solely EPA cases. In 1982, this number dropped to 31, and

in 1983 to 28. It would certainly appear, based upon this data,
that the interest of the Fax: or the Office of General Counsel

was not as enthusiastic as it should b<r5, rt I trig these oAses

since I am gonvinced that the substantia drop in the number is
not because sex-based wage Liserlinination is, not as great a pro-

blem today as it was a few years ago.

[a) Can you tell ine why MX7 has r I led fewfr canes in 1983
than in 1981, why there was a drop of almost 40 percent?

41!
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Ans_Ires: v %.

Over the last few years the Coranission has experienced A
decline in 'cases filed under all three statutes that it- .. e*enforces !,Title VII or the Civil' Rights Act (11 1964, 1,,,,.a '''
Equal Pay Act, and the Age Discrimination in linployffiecit Act),
not Just a decline in sex2based wagediscri4Rination cask.a.' -
The decline in wage'discrimination cases is'a matter of 7.-,'particu lar aaoncem to the 17,ceini .p.ion.414)(1 ',the' General Counsel,

1 1'6-4This decline is definitely not due" tdAnyjyack of LntereSt In --
such cases on ihe-part or the HUN. 'Rather,- it is primarily
the result ofa lack or liffieleen numbers of fully inVesti-
Atiti cases worthy of Ccirmissioh litigatiork, which in tags
is eve result, or he Rapid charge ProcessinfOSystem

.:instituted by the Conikinsion in 1979. This system gAve .
parlunteOlafasis to rapidly closing charges of

6dine -tion through nefWated settldnent without ',.
due regarlet,o4helitig,a4ton potential of the dial*,

"the complexity Of the charge at' the exigencies 'of' the
Investigation. .., 00

0 -...

While the adoption in 1979 of the_gapirl charge process
fulfilled an Institution& need. tnobintain a manageable
workload inventory, the considerbgb i:Anphagis on this
process had An Arse.effedt on the Ccryilssion's ability
to address the mer ts of employtreng discrimination claims.
The rapLO charge process was epect4Ili kr/Meal to
Equal Pay Act and Title VII nex-based ai.0 discrkfidnayon . 43
lildgat ion. 'iuch cases usually neceSsi;t4te. on-site,
dqtal hal investigations- of joy, content aild working- .
conditions. The Rapid* Change Processing SystOn's

% . emphasis on charge prbcessing has brought. about a
particularly severe decline in the quality and quantity ,
01' investigations un et- the Equal Pay Act EPA).
Ilnder ',Oat Act a 01 s not a necessary predicate toN.,....
an investigation; s'Ilion haA authority to

`--

investigat, wag, Ii, :; natiqn .on it; owrolnittative. The
Department ,0 ' ch hai EPA authority before :979)
directed much of its enforcement activity under the I:l'A
to class wage di.sparitiendnft,n11nelosol an a by-product or
nvrstiKatioos to obtain compltane with the' minimum wage and
overtime provisions of the ',Air Labor 'itandards Act. However,
because or the Hapil Chary Processing 'iystem and hudgota.ry eon- t

straInts Ilailting on-site InvAtigatIons, 1..1,,OC's enforcement
.ICTfprts rave prImat4ly been jimited-to eharge. rilol under rile
Equal Pay Act. An Rotted in mir annual reports,, .'4% fewer EPh

of the number received, 10% ore were. resolved (closed) hlig
charges were received by the' -81. Also,EEOC during FY.-82 than fq

rn
th9 Administrative prIticens,twhich to turn reduces the number or
ca6es recommended to headquarters for litigation.

..
..To address these problems, the C6mmission on December 6, '''

' :983 unanimously pas-sed a resolution directing substantial modi-
fications In the Wapid iThaqge Processing 'ystem aimed at making
the'system more rsponnive to REOC's law enforcement responsi-
bilities. We expect that these changes will lead to,Improyements
In bp1h the quantity mud qualify of the Commission' litigation

41Jr wage discrimipation-casen. . . ,

f)l_particular, the Oecember b renolutioh recognizes the impor- V,A
tance or on-site .investigations in wage dibirimination cases and-
Ilrects that more thorough on -site inve,stigation* 'he conducted in
virtually aitl such cases. Also, the Office of General (iounsel has

( proposed arid the Commissibn how sadopteda Nalonal Litfgation Plan
that is .intended to-guld0 the Commispion's field;.enforcemt.nt
cials said attorrOys In the, s'election of cases that the Commission
believes to14e ofhil) priorltY,VOr EEOC'S litigatlpn-pruxram, such.

3
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as wage discriminatoin cases.. .11-wae initiatives will strengthen
ireatly the C,ommisaion's litigation program and thereby also en-
hancethe Conimisston!s efforts to redress wage discrimination.

The Commission 'and the Office of General Counsel consider
....rage discrimination to he an esptkially important Issue and will
'crentinue to enforce vigorously TItleVII and 'the Equal day Act in
order; to eradicate wage discrimination In. any form. Through its
?larticipation In landmark cases such as County of Washington v.
Iiunth,er, 452 U. . 161 (1981), and WE v. Westinghouse Electric

or p., 631 F.2d 10911 (3d Cir. 1960), cert.' genied,.
11, the Corm ission has contributed significanny

FLie..e.lopment of aiiorable legal princiPes necessary" to litigate
'''Weige-cliscrimination claims In the future. The Commi.saillbn and the

Office of General Counsel remain fully committed to the investi-
gation and litigation, on a priority basis, of cases alleging
int'entlonal wage or salary discrimination,in violation of Title
VII Arili/ir the Equal Pay Act, including cases involvi"ng issues

4 like 'those' addressed In the Gunther and Westinghouse cases,
whetter based on sex, race, color, religion or national origin..

The e1-112 currently has Al wage discrimination cases ixeitling
in lititprtion (casestindor Title VII allegino wage discrimination
on the basis Of sex; sex-bailed wage discrimination cases filed
concurrently under Title VII and the Equal Pay Act; and cases filed
under the Equal Pay Act)? In addition, in calendar year 1984 to
date, the Commission has approved for filing five Equal Pay Act
cases; eight' Equal Pay/Title VIII cases; and one Title VII sex
diserimittat iv) case involving wage discrimination. These oases
'either have teen Mel or will he filed in the near future.

stion 3.1 [b]: is ;Viso my underst.anding that. in 1 fll
t rt. more than twr-thii-ds of the 'cases Were resolved, i 1982 less
t an ,()percent ware resolved, and in 1983 less than 25 rcen'e.

What is causing this trend?

4.

Why were so many fewer cases, on a percentage basis aryl
in absolute nunbers, resolved in 1983 than in 1981,

Answer:

The lit icsition statiltics to which you refer are
those on the attache( chart (Attachment. A) e,ntiNed, "Title VII
Wage Discrimination/Filual Pay Act Cases Filed since January, 1981,'
which the Office of General Counsel submitted cmMarch 12, 1984 to
the Subucemi t tee cn Manpower and housing of the douse C,overonent
Operations Onriittee. The percentages of cases resolved that you
cite, however, reflect, a rnisititerpretation of the March 12 chart..

The chart shows the number .of cases oiled in calendar years
1981, 1982 and 1983 within each of the following categbries; (1)
cases under Title VII alleging wage discrimination on the basis
of sex; (2) sex-liasel wane discrimination cases filed concurrent,'
ly under Title VII and the Equal Pay Act; and (1) cases filed
under the Equal Pay Act.. fhder each year's column, the.chart
then shads the current status (as of March 12, 1984) of those
Cases filed in the year., es on, that is, hod many of the
cases filed in that year al ave 'been resolved fran that year
to the present. Thus,' for example, the chart shows that of the
4f Cases filed in calendar year 19f31, 33 were resolved betemict
1981 and the present, while 13 are ctordntly pendirxi in
ion. Similarly, of the 27 cages filed in 1983, 5 have been

resolved to date, while 22 are still in litigation.

The figures do not reflect any trend in case resolutions;
rather, they result slJ'Tly from the fact that a hiviner Erroent-
age Of the'cases filed in, earlier rare will have been Titigatecl
anti, resolved by this tire than cases filed sore recently.

s
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The total number ut' ca. es in the three cat.,gorles noted
above,(Tit le VII, sex/w e discrimination; FPA ; concurrent; Title;.
VII/ITA) that were reso. ed each year 18 as follows:

Calendar Year 11)62 1083

Cases Resolved 62.

We do not tiar.ea. total for 1081 because the Office of General.
Counsel did /flu?' have its_ System .06 case track ing system in
operation at that time.

4
O

Question 3.1 [c]: Does the Office of ;f.n ra c;ourgiel. have. _
suiTicient resources?

is the staff at the same today :14 In 1081?
I not, how many fewer ixisitions hre ther now? -

Answer:

The Office of ;(110E'iii. Counsel had the following numbers of
attorneys in the field legal Ads from .FY '80 to FY '83:

FY '80° 2014

FY '081 268
FY '82 231
FY '83 226

In addition, there are currently 48'attor-neys in headquarters Office
01' General Counsel,

We believe that the Camilspion can and should be litigating
More cases by using existing rya...err:es and existing if 7l staff
more effectively and efficiently. The diminution in case Pilings
over the last few years has not been due either to a leek of
resources, or to some sort of official urtwillliagness to litigate
more cases or particular types of eases despite the availability
of resources. Rather, as noted.,previously, the decline in cases
is a direct result of the Rapid Charge Processing Syst which
the Ca:mission now has substantially modified.,r
The Cumilssion will continue to try to increase the
-numbers of good gdallty canes that It files. If in the future
the pool of cases avallablefor litigation increases to the
point that additional attorneys are'rieded; he Ccemission=will
reallocate legal staff as necessary or Wi°11 take steps to obtain
an increase in legal staff.

Question 3.1 Ed]: Ilt2w have the ,yenes been resolvei4t.':1
would appreciate it if you would provide this suhoatta0jee with
full information on this, as well as where the cases welt filed.

Answer:

The attached list that the office of General t'ounsel
provided to the Suhcorttnittee on Manpower and Housino
on Mardi 12, 1984 (Attachment 8) gives the -Pal lckting
information on Title VII wage tliscrhaination/aptal Pay
iSit cases files1 by the 114t; since January, 1981: (1) 0,

coltein.1: the name of the defendant, the civil action
number asst.:int..Kt by the oourt, thedistriCt court where e
the case was filed, and the type of resolution, if applicable,
and date of resolution; (2) cc-)1 2: the date the case
was filed in irt, the statute S' under which. it was
filed, i.e., Ti..le VII, Title VII/FPA, or EPA; and (3)
whim 3: the 1 sig or bases of discrimination alleged in
the 'case, and the issue(s).

L.
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Question .

In light of the current comparable worth controvers./,
the many legal and legislative initiative:: throughout

. the rquntry, and considering the mandate ,r ,h EFOC,
shouldn't the EEO.; be active:?; determining the, appro-
priate cote ;IV any.) the Pederl shodli
take In establishing guidance determining whether
Job evaluation systems comply Oath discrimination law

Hasn't !-.(W's ,inty stiA,stantIve Actions Iaes, .1s0,ed L,
reviewing :11.1 1 .:e;! :5 ,q1:: tc deLp. I!. le.r,nI pro-
eedent:i beer; net that ,ouid be applied to other
cases?

IC no. other nigrIl!'lant 1.;LIons '.avo been taken:
If yes: How do you reeoncile these ;im:te'd effort.'; over
the last fly,- years with l-T.00's pres...hA resprinsISI:Ities
to define wage lincrimination wWch according lo 6FOC's
temporary guidelines- includes Title VII, dhnther-type
(i.e, comparable worth) casorc:

Answer

An I nave tettrtPd on 111.1.1 1 4, 1984, l do 'nu perceive
.,r its the re:" or a Federal agency to .'rent' aw. Our
role f..s to admihiver and.iffieroret the law d it stands,
l'eveiopIng'kuldanco ro4 Jetero!9ing whether J b evaluation
:tysttnn r.emply with. ii.scriminal Ion laws may h inappropri-
at ant ver.:; difficult for the-EEOC,

ur':a,r, CEO.: tar not just reviewed judicial dccinions.. We
also have deloved a compliance manual section en wage' din -'

a wcrImin tIon which helps our rh'Id BLarr to under ;Land
the vari Air ;saes involved and provides guidan. on . 4,

InvestIK,tig wage chiirw,e::. We activOy nought atd
.1nnuccessfully attempted to develop for litigatior a

.norge involving dissimilar Jobs where there was Aidence
it intnttonal wage disirlminattori. VIA have idftitihed
another sorb charge and ar,.awaiting rec.ipt or the iLe

from tO0 ell. The task group has,"reviewed ;n exce's of
1'b hea NuartOrs files; and is preparing its case
recommendations for the Commission's consideration.

Question 5 (1):

It is my understanding that there are currently 280 pend-

ing wage discrimination charges hefore the EE0C, those

cases in whlrh the Commissionvs have not yet approved

administrative findings and recommendations and that some

or these date hack until /19'/4. Is that correct?

f-ou mean to tell me that while you have been studying this
rr

issue, assigning memoranda, and creating task forces, there

are 266 charges sitting in your files? There are victims

.of wage discrimidation dating bact to 1974 who have their

complaints unresolved, people who have had to wait a decade

for your agency to act?
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When do you intend to lat,gln to act like a concerned enforce-
,ment agency?

Answer ;

You are correct in your understanding that therci.:were 266 wage

'discrimination charges'awalting a. Commission decision and that

some of these charges (four to he exact) were Flied In fiscal

year 1974. As of April 30, 1984, the CommisSion had 277 wage
.

discrimination charges at headquarters.

I take issue with the implication that the Commission has not

acted "like a -con3erned enforcement agency." The Commission's

responsibilities In the employment discrimination area cover

many other Issues-In addition. to wage didcrimination. In fact,

In Fy 83, charges were, Med with the Commission covering 25

general issues. Further, the CommissiOn recsivestopproxi-

mately 10,000 wage eharges'annually. M1of these are,
quickly processed. The cases which have blot moved are those

which appear not to Tall within the Gunther framework or the

existing law on wage,discrimination.

(Question 6:

In your testimony In 1982, you ::aid with regari to our

concerns about sy.,:temT ::ex- based wage discrimination In

the Federhl,government that, and I quote, "Th13 13 an area

where I, think Wierp has been some letdown or We have not

gotten the f:xcful commitment that there :should have been.

Hut you have my commitment that we will pursue very vigor-

ounly the Inequities dko diserimlnati:cn in the Federal'woN

force."

What have you done since. that time?

What In your ponItion on neetIon 3 or U. 'AV and on the

Federal Pay Equity Act of 1984":

Answer.
First or ail, the statemontreferrneed above was made in

response to a question posed by Representative Schroeder.

The statement was not a part or my "testimony" as yOu Indi-

cate. In response to the following quentifts from Represen-

tative Schroe der, I respoRded, as follows:

1 8
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,,utat, till 1optI:ilfit t I Vt. ..,brnit.101.-

":to you !!tat the reorganization plan givos yekl trio

autletritj to loo..at c.atiparablo worts: Wo rolt It .11d and

I Wq:i j4:it wondering If ion fe:4 that It. did..."

Anowor by Chairman Thomas -

": t i;o t hat wo do ha vo 1 rospons 11)1lily to

lott,w at tt :t both' In- the private and -public

Foderal work rorce. The point

that I w tO making is that i it! rospect to pay ettultY

pron:ott'.o rim ar cottklainti we have riot received many

in tn.. !,elera I ,tjovernment.

tano.i I. in from iipresent,at Ivo "!chrootier-

A*
. . ! t to he as pig a pooh 1 em liii 1 t. I s

!t, to I rt!:ate :a-et or. 'I- : nopo we can got. a
-arms...merit from yon to no 1p ti ildrost; that Issue.'

t; always ic' to have your own house
tatforo you out and proarh to the private

!C144'

-o I hip.' I can got you on board in
at the lat4 with un so w can move on

In 1,h.' P,deral overnment bofore

Anofror:W or ha'man 1 homas-

commitmont that wo will bogin to, ;Int
tt.I..; I:, an area where I thin that there -has boon tinn,'

otlown 'r w( have not gotten III.' forcoCul commftqe.nt '

tat thoro Mould hay" been. but you have my commitment
;,io pit!) pursue ypry vigorously the Inequitlos and

dia!rimination in the 1,ederal work forco,"

Answer icon't): What have we don,' since that Limo?
0

Wo have moved forward In this area 'on at least Four
fronts:

We hay" romp:otod it dcaft or regulations for procoss-'

ing complaints riled by Federal employees in ratios

alleging q1141 Pay. violations. Thoso regulations will

he issuoi t'or4romment to the federal agencies and

tho publl-. We anticipate fina114Ing the regulations as

soon oil, or tho aomment period as"dmssible. Publication of

theso rogat:ationo will undoubtedly cause a considerable

Lia,7roa:le in the foderal,Equal Pay At activity duo to
Increasod awareness or the l4w by federal employees.

We have Incroased the federal sector compliance with

roporttrg mid planning reduiroments from 1,5% In 198? to

9')I In lati3 through the completion of all program eloments

ro-qt irod for the proper implethentation and oversitgnt of

the.reloral affirmative action programs.

Tho anolto review; of agency affirmatIvo Action programs,

commenced In 118i,-have stimulhted a great deal activity

In the whole area of affirmative 4rtIon for women and minor-

In the federal community. sh:.

.

-1Ff.-t ,

S.
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EEO Management Directive 707 A Issued in September 1983,
outlines the annual requirements for reporting agency work-
force profiles. This directive includes criteria for de=
tecting occupa oval segregation so that thefagency might
begin to ro on resolving such problems.

Od ° The above-mentioned management directive explicitly states,
for the first time, that the promotion-from-within or women
and minorities is equally as important as hiring women and
minorities. EEO-MO'-707A requires Agencies to plan how they
will move women and minorities upward through the agency
and to report, separately from external hiring, any such
Internal movement made in the prior year.-

°

My position on Section 3 of H.R. 5092. Is set forth
in my April 4th testimony before the Committee. Tti

summarize, I believe that the language of H.R. 5092 is
ambiguous.. It also Imposes an unwareanted burden on
this .:ommIssion to compile information which 13 not
requirqd roc the CommisrOon to carry out its present
rebponsibilitAes. Additionally, the provisions would be
extremely costly and would divert cli starr,rrom the
en('prcement function.

We will he provId?Rg you wItheaddltIonal information
regarding the proJeated costs of compliance by
the end or this month 1May 1984)..

Question 7:

441.r Thomas, on March 22, 1984, I sent yow a letter requestLag
Y;pecIfic information on sex-has4d wage discrimination charges

_J anA cases in the EEOC. -My staff was informed on March 2b that
the information was not readily available. I would like to
submit the March 22 letter for the record. Do you have any
of the infrmation today? When can you complete this request
and why was the material not readily available?

Answer:

The questIons'presented in your March 22nd letter and. our .

responses to each question are noted below;

1. Identify the number and type of wage'dfscrimination
allegations currently pending at EEOC with regard to:

a) the Equal Pay Act;
b) Gunther
c) Comiorable Borth

0 FY 83

Equal Pay 656
EP/ T. VII Conc. 1,003

Receipts

19t Qtr. 84

45
195

Glusures

4

a

2nd Qtr. 84

d2a
517

Equal Pay
p

EP/ T. VlIsConc.tx 1,493 274 , unavailable-,
- ,

. .

We routinely maintain infoi,matIon with regard to the number of
..

charges alleging wane discrimination under the Equal Pay Act.

1 c0
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However, as I have stated In my March 14h testimony before
this Committee, the Commission does not separate its wage
discrimination claiMs by issue (whethe the charge alleges a
disparate treatment issue, such as the disparate treatment issue
presented in Gunther, as distinguished from a "comparable
worth" issue). Consequently, we do not have Information
categorized as you have requested.

2. Identify the filing dates oC all pending wage discrimi-
nation charges.

A. The Commission carries a pending workload of about
30,000 charges. The ratio of wage Issue charges
to the inventory has been determined to be about 1 in
7 or approximately 4,300 pending wage discrimination
charges. We do not have any documentation and the
computer is not set up to provide a listing of the
filing dates for the 4,300 pending wage charges. How-
ever, we can tell you that with limited exceptions,
most of the charges filed (93%) are resolved within a 300
day time frame. The average processing time for an equal
pay charge has been identified as approximately 217 days.

3. Where [were] the charges filed?

A. The Commission receives aharges at each of Its 48
district and ar offices.

Ai\

c.

4. [state] whether t e charges were filed by Individuals,
unions or commissioners.

A. - The Commission does not - maintain information in the
manner the information is requested. In order to
provide the information as to the identification
of the charging party, the Commission's Office or
Program Operations would have to establish a
computer format which would identify this information.
We do not anticipate establishing such a program since
the Commission does not require such a program to carry
out its statutory duties. Further, if the above information
has to be developed manually to respond to this inquiry,
we would estimate that the effort would require, at a
minimum, the time of 48 Equal Opportunity Specialists (1
per office) for ap roxlmately eight work days. A

tconservative esti 9 ate of the costs in-terms *or salary(based on a GS-11, step 3 level)would tie $40,000.
...

5. How many of the allegations are being investigated by
headquarters or,the regipnal offices?

Answer;

The Commission has 277 charges under review *at headqUarters.
We have apprximately 4,100 wage discrimination claims-
pending in the district and area offices.

6.

claims-

(pending
the] number pr wage discrimination claims whiq

are charges involving verge discrimination which the
_Commission 15 currently attempting to conciliate.

Answer: 0

The Commission does not maintain its charge information
In this manneP;: In circler.' to obtain a status report Cos
each charge to determine whelhee the. charge is in
we would have to check 'i,achlTile manually. fOg

18,

A

,1 ,,
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I

^t±,A

7. [Identify the] number or charges referred to the Justice
Department for civil action.

Answer:
"4",---,

The Commission's computers are not progftmmed 'ttprovide
this information as to the number of charges referred to

,the Justice Department. We will make a special request .° ..,.p
that.thisinformation be compiled as soon as pqasible...
However, since the compu.ter staff is involved in r 1 A e" .. , -
an extensive reprogramming effort, we therefore d6 not -,4_,

anticipate a reply until around June 1.
. /

8. [Identify) any other disposition of the cbactes:"".

Answer:

A
Current information is not available this time.

..,

However, we can providl information with regard to *he . '..,

number of wisulccessful conciliations by fiscal year. + II
For example, in FY 83, there were 2,1,62 unsuccessful

.

4

conc%Ilat,lons ( 114 - EPA; 1175Title VII and Title
VII/EPA; and 273 - Age):".

1. [Identify" the) number of wage discrimination charges
riled and types of charges filed since 197.

Answer

FY 1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975

Total M or
Wage charges

13,415
10,724
12,809
12,167

1
8,841
8,129

13;787
16,051
11,658

Total M of
Wages/Sek

5 Ali
445,458e

6;357*
6,278*
3,354
3,487
540D8
61160
54,229

* Figure includes charges filed under the.Equal Pay Act. '9

a )
Source: ENG Annual Reports

Although We eanidntlfy the number of charges riled by
statute, we do not haJe.any further breakdown of "tyfie" or
charges filed.

Jo -4( . \!. oi.
. , ...,

2. Status and disposition of all charges at the ynd.of the'
year idtwhicll they. were filed. ^

r
^ . ,lt , '.

4.0

Answer ,
-...A.

0 .'"P 1.. ,
..'

We do not maintaic the -information iri the manner requested.
Although charge resolution information is maintained by. .-

fistal year, 'the statistics may srelle_t charges filed in
an. earlier year. 17%r example, a charge filed at the end of
the fiscal year maA kt4carried over into the next year's
statistics. P

.
4.

.
4 Utruative description pfleach wage discrimination charge

0.
from 475 to thE! preaent.' .

Answer:

We do not maintain the Information in the planner requested.
It would be virtually_ impossible to provide a narrative
description of every wage charge from 1975 to the present
inasmuch as the Commission receives approximately 10,000
wage charges annually.

Co
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4, Number of chargesref.erred to the Justice Department since.

1975. 4

Answer

See answer #7 on previous page.

5.,
Number of civil actions initiated in each year since 1975.

Answer:

The Cpmmtsaion has flied the fol lowing suits, hich
include direct suits, interventions and suhpoe a
enforcement actions, as noted in the Commission s
Annual Reports

FY 1975 -
1976-

.1977-
197W
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

Question 8:

180
484
241.
188
208
326

1

368
164 +9j7 subpoena enforcement actions
195 + 50 subpoena enforcement actions

Some have stated, critically I might add, that we are trying

to underhandedly seep "comparable worth" legislation into the

law. I
firmly believe that the laws that are in place, the

Equal Pay Act and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act or 1964,

are adequate, but that Title VII is not being enforced pro-

perly. Further, it seems to me that the term comparable worth

'in being used by opponents to pay equity to create the illusion

that something new and radically different is being discussed;
when, in fact, we are simply- discussing and trying#to eliminate

a form of ilscrimination.

M10 Thomas, hdw does -the elimination of wage discrimination

- differ from comparable worth?

Answer p

One dif ference can be discerned from the SupreMe Court's

decision in County of Washington v. Gunther, -452 U.S. 161

(1981). The-.Court distinguished that sex based wage
discrimination claim from a "comparable worth" claim

by noting that undo!' a comparable worth theory, "plaintiffs

might claim increased compensation on the basis of a

comparison of he intrinsic worth or difficulty of their

job with tAk of other jobs. . 1/ and "without direct proof

of discrimination." 2/ By contrast, the Court noted

that in Gunther, the respondent "sought to prove, by
rect evidence1 that their wages we!ILdepressed because
intentional sex discriMnation [titre to the employer's

4 a t] consisting of setting the wage scale for female
guards, but not for male guards, at-a level lower9thah

Its own survey of outside markets and the worth of the

Jobs warranted:".

17-- 452 U.S. 161, 166

2/ '452 U.'S. 161, 166 at r.7

4

fDPY

ca
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In other worts, Tunther InvolvoA of Ifitt.W.1,,nal
sex tanIld wag" discrimination. The Court ,.oncluded that, evonabsent. a showing of substantially equal work, there Is a 'ao:or:action under Title VII where there Is direct evidence than.art employr intentIonahly depressed a WMAN'a n'itary
she 13 a woman. The court. did not approve "r
a,..tton based on -A "comparison of the wage cities of Aln:o.mtilrjobs". n 'iuch :t comparison or dissimilar ,1obs, wIthout proof'mr discrimination, 18 one example or what has been coined"comparablv worth".

Further, the theory (kr comparable worth In ft.;1.1 on a 0olttrImn.of "the ntrinslc worth or jobs to an employer, rather than on acompar n or the content or jobs. The legislative history orthe Equ.a Pay Act makes It, clear that Congrens All not. Intend toextend Its rmellen to employ,o
performingAdmparahlo work whir:0might somehow be determined to be of equal value r,,, an employer.

Representative Goodell, who sponsbred the httl that became theEPA, stated:

I think tt is important that we have a crlear legislative,m
history at thin point. Last year when the House" Cating(tdthe word "comparable" to "equal" the clear Intention was'A narrowotHe whole concept. We wont from "comparable"
t) "equal" meanhng that. the jobs involved should be. vir-tually Identical, that 18, they would be very much alike
or olotrely related to each'Nother.

We in not expect the Labor Department to go into an ez0.4b-
113hmvnt and attempt to rate jobs that are not equal% Weto not want to hear the hliartment

nay, 'Well, they amount
to the same thing', evaluate them no they come up to the
84M0 skIll or point.. We expect this to,apply only to jobs
that are substant. tally identical or equal. 109Cong. Rec.9197 lclG3l

hus, Coh;..:ress, In Implementing the Equal Pay Act, distinguished,a claim or sex based wagf discrimination from a claim of compara.
hie worth when It adopted the "equal pay'for equal work" ckitncept.

The four 113sonting justices in Gunther, without disputing
the majority's opinion, also emphasized:

. . (TJhe legislaCive history of the'Equal Pay
Act clearly reveals that Congress was unwilling to .

give either the Federal Government or the courts broad
authority to determine comparable wage rates. . Instead,
Congress concluded that governmental Intervention to equalize
wage differentials was to be undertaken only within one
crrcumstanCe:- when men's and women's jobs were Identical ornearly so, hence unarguably of equal worth. It defies
common sense to believe that the same Congress - which,
after 18 months of heafingc and debates, had decided in
1963 upon the extent or federal involvement it desired in
the area of wage rate Oalwt-Ndntendcd sub silentlo to
,reject all of this workeando abandon the limitations or
the equal work approach just one year later, when it
enacted Title VII. 452 U.S. 161, 188

Accordingly, this Commission, which Is charged with the
Interpretation and enforcement or Title VII and the Eqhal Pay
Aet, dtattngulshes a sex based wage claim from a comparable
wo,rth claim in a mariner consistent with itle ';upreme Court
and legislative intent. Thus, a sex baAed wage claim .

presents a recognized cause 'or action underTitle VII. A
comparable worth claim, standing alone, may not,
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The Cormiassioh wiI. continue to ijursne any charge which presents

evidence or Interqlonal wage discr-inkination 'because it An indivi-

dual's race, color, sex, national origin or reIIg{.ion, even in the

Absence pr evidenco. that the position s in question litre 'substantial ly

., pia I.

Equal Employment 01)portunity C(xmnission

UrricePOrOeneral CounAel

Title VII Wage Liscrtmination/Fqual Pay Act Cases
Filed Since January, 1981*

1981

Ga:endar Year:

1982 1983

CASES FILED

Title 711 ex Discrimination
Cases Filed 1nvolying Allegations
or Wage iiiscrimination

i

Concurrent line 711/Equa1
Pay Act Cases Filed 5 4 6.

Equal Pay Act Cases Filed 34 25 17*

affAl,

cufaurr STA'lliS:

46 31 27

SL- Resolyed: .- 33 14 5

Pending: 13 17 22

Total

13

76

104

'0..

52

52

in addition, in calendar year 1984 to date the Commission has Approved four
Equal Pay Act cases, six Equal Pay/Title VII rases, and one Title VII sex
discrimination rase involving wage discrimination.

*Totals include cases filed Oran January, 19f31 H-thrOugh December, 1983.
The table does riot include cases that were filed in 1981 and resolved
before August, 1982, when the Office of General Counsel rirst imple-
rirented its System 06 case tracking nystem. Only cases in activostatus

as of August, 1982, or filed thereafter, were entered in the system.-

3212/84 .

0 J

*ReVised figure.
One ease was erroneously reported twice by
Syst00 06, and thus in 3/12/84 submission the
fIgur* was also counted twice.

Attachment A
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CA!;ES FILED IN CALENDAR YEAR 1981'

Title VII Sex Discrimination Cases
Filed Involving Allegations of Wage
Discr'imination ("VII")

o Concurrent Title ViI/Eqwal Pay Act
Cases-Filed ("V11/EPA")

o Equal Pay Act Cases Filed ("EPA")

NoTE: The table does not Include'cases that were tild in
1981 and resolved before August, 1982, when the Office of
Gener-al_ oun;e first Implemented its System Oh case trackingsystem. 0 case in active status as of August, 1982, orfiled t tatter, werd entered in the system.

RESP/CIV NO./DISTRICT COURT/TYPE RESOL/DATE DTE FEUD/STATUTE BASE'S/ISSUES

AT City of Spartanburg

'81-2561-3, D. So. Carolina,
09-29-82

N
AT Robert & Company

C81-2077A, N.D. Georgia
S, 09-15-82

81 Delta Medical Center

GS-81-180-WE-0, N.D. Miss
CD, 06-23-82

BE HIrrilCUI County Sherrif's
S81-0595(8). S.U. Miss
CD, 09-4!0-83

As

CT Thurston Motor Lines

C-C-81-434-P, W.D. N.C.
S. 07-09-82

A&P et al

81-5374, E.D. Pa.
XXXX, 00-00-00 ,

PH Drexel Univ, College of'Bus. Admin.7
81-1043, E.D. 'Pa.

SA, 06-08-82

PH First National Bank of Philippi
81-283 E, S.D. W. Va.
CD;' 01 -06 -83

1,1

11-23-81

EPA
SEX(F)

08-26-81 SEX(F)
EPA

.09-08-81 SEX(F)
EPA

SEX(F)

09- 0-81 SEX(E)
VII, EPA WD

12-31-81
VI!

5EXiF)/RAC(11)
WHc11(

03-18-81 SEX(F)
EPA

09-01-81
EPA

SEX(F)

PH Gimbel Brothers, Inc. 07-17-81 SEX(F)
81-1f97, W.D. Pa. EPA
DIS, 06-04-82

PH Pennsylvania Electric Co.
81-1966, W D. Pa.

XXXX, 00-00-00

CH 'Formaloy Corp.
81-1146, N.D. Illinois
SA, 10-24-83

CH Game Plan
81 C 3990, N.D. Illinois
CD, 11-24-82-3rd

11-03-81

EPA

08-26-81
EPA

SEX(F)
w

SEX(F)

07-15-81 SEX(F)/RAC(B)
VII /Pcd
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c.,

DO RESP/CiV NO /DP.iIR'L,0) T Col:HI/TVA RESOL/DATE DIE F1LED/:3TATUTE BASIS/ISSEES

1°

CH Game Plan 07-15-81 SEX(F)
80 C 4659, N.D. Illinois EPA W
CD, 11-24-82-3rd

.CL Dayton Tiri,&Rubber Co. et.4-1 09C-81 SEX(F)
C-3:81:4-117S.D. Ohio i VII VP

$.-
STIP&DIS, 09-27-83

DT Macomb County Community CollegelL 07-08-81 SEX(F)
V 81-72542, E.D. Michigan ,,

EPA W
4*

S, 09-24-82

DT Evening News Association 05-11-81 SEX(F)
79-70987, E.D. Michigan VII

XXXX, 00-00-00

DT J.B. Tool & Engineering 03-__-81 SEX(F)
81-70744, E.D. Michigan EPA
CD, 09 -_-82 a

IN Essex Group, Inc. 11-18-81 SEX(F)
F81-0271, N.D. IND. EPA/VII W
X:(XX, 00-00-00

MK Shod Winderhoff Assoc 04-10-81 SEX(F)
3-81-245, D. Minn. VII . WD

Dis, 06-29-82
.--

NO Delta Asphalt of Kansas 06-22-81 SEX(F)
J-C-81-118, E.D. Arkansas .EPA
Note, 05-21-82

NO The Country Club of Little Rock 08-31-81 ., SEX(F)
L-R-C-81-585, E.D. Arkansas. .

EPA W
CD, 10 -08 -82 . .

.

SL Riverview Gardens School District 04-28-81 SEX(F)
81- 0148 -C(3), E.D. MO EPA 4 W
DIS, 05-14-82

SL Affiliated Foods, Inc. at al 08-19-81 SEX(F)
81-6066-CV-W, W.D. Mo.

,

EPA/VII WSd
XXXX, 00-00-00

0
DA Claremore College 12-21-81 SEX(F)

81C8758, E.D. Texas EPA W

SA, 12-27-83

DA County of Dallas 05-05-81 SEX(F)

CA3-81-0731-R, N.D. Texas EPA W .

XXXX, 00-00-00

DA Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company 09-28-81 SEX(F)

3-81-1751-C, N.D. Texas EPA W

D1S, 03-17-83-3d
dam.

DA Murdock Machine & Engineering Co. 12-19-81 SfX(F)

CA3-80-1668-G, N.D. Texas 'i EPA s. 0
, 11-16-81 ----------

DA Pagburn Riviana Foods 11-09-81 SEX(F)

CA4-81-610E, N. D. Texas 1 EPA . W

SA, 11-10-82
44,

DA Semedau Oil Company 02-09-81 SEX(F)
*

- 81-63-C, E.D. Oklahoma EPA W

J, 04-30-82

192,
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DE Howe of Economy
2-81-101, D. N

O&DIS, 05-20-82
I

'Dakota

NO Haygood.rools,Inc.
AA- 211 -CA -501, W.D. Texas

XXXX, 00-00-00

NO Texas Dept. of Corrections
H-81-280, S.D. Texas
CD, 01-18-83

LA. Central News-Wove
813776RJJS C.D. California

0
XXXX, ti -00-00

*0.
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SEX(F)

EPA .

!2-04-81 sEXtF)

EPA

02-03-Al ';EX(17.)

EPA

Q1-28-81 .-RAC(B)/SEX(Fi/AG
ADEA/EPA Wb

ONO

LA Clark County School District SEX(F)
81-660, D. Nevada NFA
XXXX, 00-00-00

LA L.A. Unified School District 00-00-81 'SEX(F)
812583RT, N. D. California EPA
Ma, 00-00-00.

LA United Community Efforts 03-30-g1
CV81-1520WMB, C.D. California VII /EPA

XXXX, 00-00-00

LA Argonaut In5urante
--------8127/8Mr;-77D7-CatTipinta

CD, 03-03-82

LA Genisco
81-5343, C.D. California
CD, 03-00-82

LA United Community Efforts
811520WMB, C.D."Californiao
Dec, 05-17-8/

06-05-81

10-14-81
EPA

SEX(F)

SEX(F)

SEX(F)

03-30-81 SEX(F),
EPA WDb

/

PX Murdock Travel, Inc 03-17-81 j SEX(F)
C-81-0527W, D. Utah WD

, 00-00-00

PX United Bank of Arizona
81975P11XVAC, D. Arizya
DIS, 08-03-82

PX Maricopa Community College
,811018MENC, D. Arizona
J, 08-12-83

SE Erik W. Polk, MD & 'oak, Fls Con Hsp.
CS1-4044, D. Idaho
XXXX, 00-00-00

SE Idaho Falls
C81-4044,
CD, 06-0i-83

SE United Savings Loan

C81-1504, W.D. Washin
CD, 01-24-83

SF Kahn & Nippert
C81-1085 WWS, N.D:: California
CD, 08- -82

.1

35-003.0 - 84 13 .

6EST COPY

08-13-81
VII

SEX(F)

UKD

08-24-81 SEX(F)
EPA

04-13-81

VII
SEX(F)

00-00A1 SEX(F)
EPA

12-231 SEX(F) a
EPA

03-11-81 SEX(F)
EPA

19,4
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CASES FILED IN CALENDAR YEAR 198 '

PO RECIV NO. /DISTRICT COURT /TYPE. RESOL/DATE DTE FILED/STATUTE BASIS/ISSUES

81 Anderson Electric Company
CV-82-G-0622S, N.D. Alabama
Ord, 11-21-83

( 0]-24-82

EPA
SEX(F)

W

BI Arrow TruckLines, Inc. 03-15-82 SEX(F)
82- 0- 0543(S), N.D. Alabama EPA/VII W
J, 10-14-83

131 Allstate InSurance Co. , 04-08-82 SEX(F)
J82-01860), S.D. Hiss EPA W
DIS, 08-19-83 ...

BI Lloyd Nolaa,Hospitd1 Or, -2S -82 SEX(F)
CV82-61417(S), N.D. Alabaalo EPA 4
XXXX, 00-00-00 .

CT Anderson & Webb Trucking Co OS-11-82' SEMI.)
C -82- 300 -WS, W.D. N.C. VII WP

.

CD, 12-01-82

MM Indian River Transport Co. 03-16-82 G tPX(F)
82246CIVTK, M.D. Florida EPA t..-.il W
XXXX, 00-00700

4

NY Astra Pharmakrucal, Ins__ ____ _01,2142 -5E 1
82 Civ 0019, Hass .

EPA W
CD, 01-29-82

PH DnitedsParcel Service
82-0(1,19, W.D.. Pa.

SS, 12-16-82

PH W. Virginia.Dept. of Health
82-2187, S.D. W. Va.
XXXX, 00-00-00

PH Whiting-Patterson
82-0183, E.D.
DIS,) 12-10-82

PH Eichler Labs

82-3073SA, D. N.J.
CD, 12-14-83

PH Rovner's Department Store
83-0306, D. N.J.
XXXX, 00-00-00

PH United Parcel Service
82-0619, W.D. PA.

STIPJ, 12-01-83

.PH Sheagok,doah Bible Baptist Church
82-0003IM. SA). W.VA.
XXXX, 00-00-00

tl

4

04-09-82

EPA'
SEX(F)
W

05-04-82 SEX(F)
EPA

02-26-82 SEX(F)
'EPA

,

EPA

11 -82

EPA

04-12-82
EPA

10-20-82

VII o

SEX(F)
W

SEX(F)
W

SEX(F)
W

SEX(F)
W

II
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DO RESPICIV !70 ;DIs:RIcT COURT:TYPE NESCLIDATF DrE YILP0:SrATLTE HASPS/ISSUES

CH Harvard
82 C 1071, N.D. IllinOts
CD, 00-00,00

SE.X t El

w

- 4 .

CH HGme Federal Savings Ind Loan ot.Elgla 02-08-$32 SEX(F)
82.0 0806, N D. 11,1inots EPA W
XX(X, 00-00-00

CH ;Terrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith
82 C 2922, N.D. Illinois
XXXX, 00-00-00

T1-11782 SEX(F)
EPA

CH Village of SchaLmhort Ol-24-82 SEXIF) j
82C1825, N.D. Illinois EPA W
XXXX, 00-00-00 '5, i.

CH University of IllInol:Urbana 07.-15-82 SEX(F)
82-2113, C.D. Illinois E)'A W
XXXX, 00-00-00

CL City of Toledo Pdice Dept.
82-919, N.D. Chia
XXXX, 00-G0-00

DT Acorn Building Components
82-70638, E.D Michigan
ala, 00-00-00

DT U.S. Tool T. Cutter Co.'

82-74477, E.D. Michigan
XXXX, 00-00-00

12-22-82 SEX(F)
EPA

02 -22-82 SEX(F)
EPA.

11-29-82 SEX(F)
VII/EPA W

DT Hytrol 07-02-82 SEX
82-72452, E.D. Michigan EPA a W
XXXX, 00-00-00

IN Commercial Services
IP82-191C,

02-11-82 SEX(F)
VII/EPA

CD, 11-09-82

DA Richard Aston dba.Astons English Bakery 01-05-82 SEX(F)
CA3-82-0008F, N.D. Texas - EPA W
SA, 01-21 -83

- _
DE Courtesy Hgd. Co dba CM-West Div. 02-05-82 SEX(F)

82 -C -198, D. Colorado EPA WD
XXXX, 00-00-00

HO Clamp Gas Company
A-82-CA-594, W.D. Texas
XXXX,.00-00-00

11-09-82 SEX(F)
VII/EPA

HO Corpus Christi ISD 04-12-82 SEX(F)
C-82-71, S.D. Texas EPA . W

" VDIS, 09-29-83

HO Weslaco ISD 03-19-82 SEX(F)
8-82-86, S D. Texas EPA W
SDIS, 08-08-83 4

6ddoo
LA m. Empire Rescpe 05-17-82 SEX(F)

F8281EDP, E.D. Ca4ifornia EPA W

ma* 00-00-00

LA Queen Beach Printers 00-00-82
CV82- 4806HRP, .EPA W
CD, 09-13-83

rr

ba..V. Wei 14:4fttakdil I 9 0
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1 LEO 1 CAL 1.NW YEAR 1 0 8 3" 1

RESP/CIV NO./DISTRICT COURT/TYPE RESOL/DAFE 111.Y. FILED/STATUTE BAS1Si:SSUES

BA 1st Virginia Bank of Tidewater
83-651.-W, F..D VA

SA?, 12-19-83,

81 _Guaranty Savings a Loan r,

83-0468-C, S.D. Alabama
SA, 09-30-83

BI 'Day's Inn South
J83-0424(R), S.D Miss
VDIS, 09-22-83

131 Wal-Mart, Inc.dba '.al-Mart Guntersville
83-C-2263(i), N.D. Okla.
X)0XX, 00-00-00

BI Martin Industries
83-AR 5699NW, N.D. Alabama
XKKX, 00-00-00

)PH Westinghouse Ele,tric
,t 83-L209, W.D. Penn.

XXXX, 00-00-00

PH County of Hudson
83-1669. D N

MX, 00-00,02 41+

PH Delaware Dept of Health
83-412, D. Del
XXXX, 00-00-00

00- 30-83

EPA

05-;)-83

EPA

05-15-83
EPA

09-22-81
F.PA

SEX(E)

SEX(F)

SexlF7

SEX( F)

W

09-29-83 SEX(F)
..EPA

05-11-13 SEX(F)
VII/EPA

05 -I0-83 SEX(E)
EPA 1,

07-07-83 SEX(F)
EPA

PH Minv's Savings Bank 08-15-83 SEX(F)
83-1164, M.D. PA EPA W.
XXXX, 00-00-00 .

f PH Gigliotti Corporation VT 08-09-83 SEX(F)
83-3849, E.D. PA. "OIL/EPA WH
XXXX, 00-00-00

;I. Dayton Power & Light e' 06-20-83 SEX(F)
C-3-83-553, S.D. Ohio 1 EE'/' W
XXXX, 00-00-00

CL Automatic Vendors 11-07-83 SEX(F)
C83-4570, VII/EPA WfPcK
XXXX, 00 -00 -00

.

F DT MESA, Local 6 09 -30 -83 SEX(F)
VII

XXXX, 00-00-00

IN Hendricks County Couneil and Prose Ofc. 08-09-83 SEX(F)
IP83-1148C, S.10" IND EPA
XXXX, 00-00-00

ME Palm Beach, et.al. 05-17-83 SEX(F)
83-123, E.D. Kentucky VII WdmPb
XXXX, 00-00-00

ME Memphis Mental' Health 06-15-AV SEAM
83-2493-H(A). W.D. TN EPA

' XXXX, 00-00-00

I I
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NO Conk Enterprises :_iremt;e\iurs Hole

83-341)6, E.D. La

an, 00-O0-00

SL Van Hot:man Press, Ins Lo

81-4136-cv-,:-5, U.D. Mo.

V.COC, 00-00-00 .

SL Madison Scnool Qrstri.ct

83-5231, S D. III.

MX, GO-00-00

SL Ste of '10} of D if Crectns
31-19;1-C, E D. M.).

XX.'C(, 00-00-00

SL Bitenoair Consolidoted Sch District
83-2313-C(11, E.D. Mo.
a:C(3,00-00-00

/ .

SL Goodyear rire N Rubber :o.
83-1469-C3), E.D.'Mo.

, 00-00-00

DA The Lerner Ste,ps

1a7.Ce-; .0-10 GO

DE United Bonk of t.on{rn.0

33-F-1333, D. Colorado
KKXX. 00-00-00 ,

HO Stone Foraring Comport.:
S.D TX

CD, 00-27-43

HO Stone Forwarding :apan
G-83-257, S.D. Texas

CD, 09 -27 -33

SE. Honeywell
C-81-4338, W. D. Walh.

SA, 05-20-83

SF Freemont Christian School
C ,2_1,1 , ,t). Cal ,
ktbc- 00- do-00

.

MI P4 ;:44T1tt,..., A

(1;-)o-41

EPA

-41

EPA

00-10-4

I1-29-41
EPA/VI:

d;-'"-33

V::

Or,-.74-81

EYA'

fi

19;

U

U

SEX(F)
U

SEX(F)
U

S1-.XiFI;H

VD

SEX(F)
U

!;Ex(F)

SEX

!;E X(.1.1
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My. OA K A R. 'rile 1.:hau is.going to ask perissidn to go out of, -
order..0n.,!....of'our. Witnesses-.is unable; to.stay, and We 4,i!-;;.ussed-the

. :ichedule contliq. It's. my pleasure to ask the presidento Alq;F,'
el

Ken Blaylock; appear. We'Pe very Fappy,;:to have you7 President
,.. filayloc.k. We'd l,ike yAtt to int roduce'yotir associate, a:':,.oleinfaey of

the P.x..ecutive Board of the 1lFI.--(10, Barbara ilutchinson. ,-.. ..,,
, Thank you very much for alwearing, Kelif:pnel° Barbara: I. thkink` '

6 the othei; witae-sses for allowing us to ,proceed out. of order:- ' '
.

,. , v.. - :411ATEMFNT OF' liENNETILLi1,8Y OC.F(, PRWII)ha'NT, AMERICAN.' e.
..

..0
- FEDEitATION OF G0VEIZNMENT EMPI.t0las;..1F1.-C10; -: ',..,'

- "gr.. Bt.A.Yi.ock. Xhaiik you, 'Madani Chait;', and on behalf 'of tV'y
. 070() -.0(U) weiilbers. who are Federart,m1plove01-1,4 in,y .union that ntyex

.'' represent, a siyable number or tholkobyioilslyz,being,yomen, let the .. 4

I.) '.,,vxpres; my apprtciat,idn_f6r your-efforts inilliSlarea, . ..'
-I thilik theftcord,is.*T'crear that the 1.1.g!E'01,11.irnm-rpt as itn .e.m- .,.

.ployero,has nOt 4ived. up, to the (45.nirnitMent vviii4,;Cwe'll-iink is con- '.".;;''''-
stItutional, Ito protect the bask ppf;iflke'vlktoiess.t.luid equity ...,...4..
and noitdise:.rinlidfationi-n thil countil, ... 7. 1, ,;. ... .1'. ;;,4.

Thel-0. ..beon a tot sa id by 4q-,e.firet:-ient itt iyes ofilli:i'-'-gin'innThent in. .i?°,,
.

ftjustifying thElir so-CaJjed.tort45,.'in the area' butAtwstAtvistic,c,speak,, .v'A';,,

'fOr theinSer;es, ail cr.vi01.-Ialkb about a ailiy of' thc'k-11 Awlay..Wo.ve at- ?-: ...

.'s tach0 sorite,k.upportiffg'docTuntept,atiun (hat hwi".beeicdevert.).pfid by , 1..
dour union wYkli yv(1.1w()uldci5 to 'be included iti-4/).e4...everei- . '; c.;,

-Ms. QAKAIt. W10101.11t, ohPetioni. . -. ' -,.
1 i. 's,v" ....I he supportmg durOjnentation f.oliows7 '',.!!:0 ' '' .*-

...-,. ob..- ,,,, z % - v.z. 64 .p..; ...',P ..
<, o , .
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STATISTICAL BACKGROUNE

OF

11.

WOMEN IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

,To appreciate the pervasive nature ,)1 pay discrim:nation

" aaiftst women in the Federal Government, we will examine some

pertinent statistics which reinforce our deep concern.

0

. Women .7omprise 12.9% of t4e Federal work force.

2.° The averale Federal salary fir white-collar male
workers is currently $27,57.0 annually. For female

. workers, it is S17,417. Expressed another way,
women earn approximately 63 percent of male
earnings.

Despite Citle VII and Equal Pay Act, ;he earnings
lap has been persistent, i.e., remained approximately'
60 t-) 52 per;; n/ over tne past decade. Women's.
earnings :n pefv..ate'sector, as ratio of men's earnings,
is currently 63%.

4. '.r omen by'grado level: 85* of all Federal white-collar
women are employed in grades 1 through 9. By
comparison, men in grades L through .9 only 39% of the
total male Federal working population. The average
grade f)r women is 6.26; the average grade for men is
8.33. c

5. Pay disparities against women are more evident in
the Department of Defense. Whereas the.Federal wage
bias mirrors existing practices in the private sector;
there is oven a greater bias in the r.'epartment of
Defense, the largest employer of women ,r'. the Federal

Government. This additional wage bias can be traced
to the -military view of the value of women in the work

place.
.-----

DoD 4mpl4ees 246,196 white-collar women, which
reprysents over'37% of the total Federal female
workforce.

4 y
- 91% of females in DoD are working in grades 1

through 9.

\-

Less than 1% of the women in DoD are in grades
13 or above.

- The average grade for women in DoD I's 5.65;
compared to 6.26 for women in all agencies. I.

6. The majority of women are concentrated in lower paid

occupational groupings,.which provide limited
opportunities for advancOment. In the Federal sector,
there are four major white-collar occupational

ca,tegori,es of jobs: Professional, Administrative,
Technical, and Clerical. The Clerical category
(embracing the lowest positions) is, the only group

.

in which women earn the approximate salary of men.

artZV
Pt.
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::p,': ha :.,itn1:1 ',.0-;,,rles 14;,. .re

:;erlos Men E.)rn More Tnan A Al:.
4,T.en

'.3 !

t 1 ': Bar A.) :n': t

4

a. Pust3:

w.men oniy : t tota:
work! earhIn;5

,?n:y IA less than their male counterparts.
hi.3 ':3rA he traced to the jams made In the

sec': 100 1:ocause of the r:,4 ht to'
L:arjaIn over pay.

Tennessec Va:le/ Authnr:t" ""1.

These Federa: empl,yees also 1,,ir:ain tar wa'es.
There is less than a 2k dIfferen in {Jay
between men and women employed in T.V.A.
T.V.A. employes almost 7,000 women.

A

A:: Agencies , Department of Dentense

No.Of Women 4 Women No. of Women

DISTRIBUTION OF WOMEN BY (,RADE

1 3,151 73.7 1,031 /

2 17,596 76.7

3 82,539 76.7

4 170,653 77.5

192,072 77.1

6 89,303 72.8

7 132,926 53.9

8, 30,690 52.6

9 ..160,837 41.2
A

10 28,858 37.9

11 163,892 24.5

12, 167,398 1414,4

13 117,147 9.6
1

14 63,847 6.8

15 34,619

6,157

32,423

55,404

58,824

23,48

24,704

3,69'2

19,118

699

12,151

-6,799

1,753

423

6.5 130

tt
**1

2_

% Women

77.7

79.9

82.2

79.9

'2.5

69.9

46.9

35.9

31.4

12.2

18.0

9.8

5.0

2.9

2:3
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DISTRIBU,I,)N OF WOMEN HY

P.rot,4ss:,'Ina1 Thtvri

Iota: .)ccupation series - 1Z1

4nrIes whero men make Ilre S-rnarl
'JR!

A of seri,.,s where :rwn make more $ than women 9.!).1:A

Admin.lsative

Total

No. r)f :;eries where men mcik 'nan 1

t of series:; where men make more S thin women
Mb

-''ateyor

T1tAi. series'- A'

sor103wh,_,J- 111, male S tha.n ../(;Tn - 10)

t A wnrAmen,make morn S than WO:71k '0,,Alt

Cleri.A1

Total oc:upation seria;s% 04)

No. of where..,11en make more $ than women
do

% of !;,-!t1,-ps where rr.,1) make m, re S Chin women -

Some white-c-,I'lr wcupAalons where mqa.r:ake more motley

than

- men 527,354

- Women $27,143,.

41.-

Men :323,920

- Women II:323,832

V.,-

e.

1. Home Ecol(lomi,:s

2. Dietician

3. Nursing Aalstant Men 4.013,196

- Women $11,036

It appears legitimate to conclude that where thcre are

(;male-prientedojobs, there is no pias in favor of women's pay,

but wtftn the jobs are male dominated, women earn onl,y two-thirds

of men's pay.
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Mr. BLAYLOCK. Your recognition of the fact that the constitution-
al principles,ol,fai,rness and equality must be rooted-in the. realities
of economics and our pay and classification system is both gratify-

, ing-and reinforcing to those of us who struggle for these rights
every day. .t-

In fact, the labor union movement, as you know, is grounded in
dihese\sarne principles. While the role of the Federal Government in
our society is and should'be cpntinually questioned in our demo-
cratie process, it's our convicti4i that the responsibility for leader-
ship of the Federal Governmentin addressing widespread discrimi-
nation cannot be sAiestioned.

WW in the Federal sector should be the role model.in this area as
our society attenipts to elimin,ate discrinlinatory wage practices.
We are pleased that RR_ 5092 and 4599 have bebn introduced and
that these hearings are being held.,

We believe that the passage; implementation enfol-cement of
effective pay equity legislation will show the Nation the impOr-
tance hind the depth of the wage problem

one
women workers.

The case where two employees, one male, one female, both do the
same work, but the male is pilid more, continues to be a practice
and a ;problem in the private sector, and is still far too prevalent in
the Federal sector.

Equal pay for equal work is still a goal, not a reality. We'd like
to point out that currently the entire burden of proving equal pay
discriMination falls almost solely on the unions and the. employees.

For instance, in AFGE we have .a fain practices department with
a full-time staff at our national office, and over 30 part-time and
full-time people in the field.

This staff is kept continuously busy handling these types of prob-
lems on pay equity and other discriminatory practices being per-
petuated by the Government as an employer.

The second type of problem we have in this area is the employ-
meAt barriers. It wasn't so long ago when various professional-tech-
nical schools excluded women; when women doctors and lawyers
were-75're; and women who worked were relegated to a limited
.number of occupations.

Although.many legal barriers are falling, there still exist equally
imposing social barriers, including employers reluctant to hire
women' in nontraditional roles. In the Federal sector, many: offices
have women, senior secretaries, whose activity is of an administra-
tive nature, but they continue to be classified in the clerical series,
which we'll talk about a little farther on.

One of the most fruitful potential sources of career growth for
women in the Federal Government allows them the opportunity for
seasoned secretaries to ascend to the administrative aide or assist-
ant sphere. Yet the startling facts are that of the 27,746 jobs of ad-
ministrative assistants, only 21.3 percent are held by women in the
government today, and their average salary in this field is $5,000
below that of their male counterpart.. in the same series.

. To effectively, address these employment barriers, the legislation
must recognize the needs for: one, revising the existing classifica-
tion standards and evaluation system; two, change the ingrained
attitude of managers toward women and the work they perform;

° U)
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three, provide for the a4ancement opportunity out of the clerical
job series to't he administrative job series.

And the third category is pay equityarthe subject of these hear-
ings. yobs which are predominantly held by women t''re underval-
tied by employers relative to jobs held predominantly by men.

The reason ford this undervaluing is many. .The 4hanneling of'
women int4 selected occupations -created an oversumAy of labor for
these positions, thus depresAing the wages. Once these relative
wage patterns were established,, they became very difficult to
bren,e'
r, Ana even today, employers will respond that titey'venever paid
their secretaries well. The Federal sector, which sets its wages
based On. wages-in the privaf ;-;ector, mirrors theemployment and
wage patterns in the private sector.

.Our attempts to' break out of this relative wage pattern to date
has failed. The responsibility of the Federal Government to set the
pace in achieving pay equity directly conflicts with the curreirt pay
and classification systems, which transfers the discriminatory prac-
tices of the private sector into the Federal sector.

You have in the Federal sector the same economic conflict that is
used as an excuse in this area as exists in the private sector. In the
private sector the discrimination, the inequity exists purely for
profit purposes.

The company, the employer in tiae private sector pays anybody
as little as they can, male or female, but because of the practices
and attitudes that exist they'v 'been able to pay less to the female
workers than they have the male,

Its fr profit. In the Federal sector, it's in the guise of keeping
the cost of government down, but the basic reason is the same.
They work people. They exploit people. They do it cheaper by
saving on the salaries, and that's what's happening in the govern-
ment today, as everybody on this Ilill and down on Ifith Street is
strangling with this Federal deficit as we move into a political
year.

Ms. OAKAR. As if' Federal employees were responsible for the def-
icit. You get blamed for it all, don't: you. They blame Federal em-
ployees for the deficit problem, when we know it's so many other
extenuating circumstances.

Mr BI AYI OCK Well, we're used tomale and female worker
alikewe're used to being Used as scapegoats in the Congress for
the admianistration's inability to manage the affairs of government.
You're 100 percent right.

You know, I see where the Governor of' Virginia says our Federal
retirement program is a major cause of the deficit. So we're used to
that, but we don't like it, and we'll continue to work to resolve it.

And this is one of the areas where the discrimination definitely
comes out.

We've longbeen concerned with the inequalities in wages be-
tween the female and the male workers. Despite title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act and the Equal Pay Act, the earnings gap be-
tween- men and women in the Federal sector has remained virtual-
ly constant over the past decade, as some of the attached back-
ground material I referenced earlier shows.

0
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Currently the average salary for white-collar male workers in
the Federal sector is $27,570 per year, while that of the female
worker is $17,417. In translating the earning gap to grade levels, 85
percent of all Federal. white-collar women..workers are employed in
gNIes 1, through 9, while men employed in the same grade levels
represent only 39 percent of the total male work (bra..

A more specific example of the problem of pay equity in the Fed-,
oral Gov4rnment is the Department. of Defense.. A review has
shown that the Defense Department employs 24(;,916 white-collar
women. However, 91 percent of those women are working in grades
1 through 9, while less than 1 percent are employed in grades 1.3
and above.

In fact, women ii) the Defense Department have an avemi:Te
grade of ").5G, while the average grade for women in all agencies is
(1.26. However, once again the average grade for male workers is at
8.3:3, and it outdistances that of all female workers.

Now, if you-equate that to dollars, that grade gap of an 8.33 and
that of the 5.5G, Madam ('hair, that equates to $1,000 per year dif-
ference in salary. Again, I would just reemphasize the three areas
-that have to be dealt with. One, the blatant discriMination; two,
the employment harriers; and three, the systemic imbalance built
into our classification and pay system.

In the Federal Government, the majority of women are concen-
trated in the lowest-paid occupational groupings, which provide

oppoiThnitY 1t advancem.ent. Despite the Federal equal-op-
portunity recruitment program, affirmative action, upward mobili-
ty programs, Federal women workers, continue to earn less than
males.

In all -four of the major white-collar occupational categories of
professional, administrative, technical and clerical, males earn
more than females. In fact, in the professional category, which is a
total of 129 job series in our classification system, in 12 Of those
series men ,earn more than women workers.

In the, other three, they about balance out. In the administrative
catjgories. which has a total of 153 job series, again, in 150 of those
series men earn more than women. Again, only three where they
balance.

And to ally rub .salt into the wound, the one series that is con-
sidered the c .cupation that is primarily female, out of a total of 70
job series in . e clerical field, men earn more than women in only
3(1 of those job series. But that says even in the clerical field, over
half of the series classifications, 'men still earn more than women
in what's considered to be a predominantly female occupation.

The problem in the Federal Government is grave, and it can't be
addressed solely by relying on the civil rights laws which have
been enacted. The payment of wages for a particular job in the
Federal Government is directly linked tour classification system.

It's evident from the statistics we've cited to the comnttje today
that the job series which are predominantly occupied 19y females
are paid less than those occupied by maleki

When an agency establishes a job, many (*actors determine the
grade Level. A major distinction determining grade level is whether
a task to be performed in. a job is substantive versus being proce-
dural.
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s Further, many jobs occupied by women cannot be used as credits
toward other job categories. A frequent and recurring problem In
-the Federal Government is dead-end jobs. Once the clericals reach
the top grade level in the clerical category, there is no credit given
toward job skills acquired in the clerical job to a job in the proles-
sion'al category or the administrative category, as an example.

For example, a medical records clerk in the..Federal Government..."
etannot receive credit for km wledge and experieve gained in that.
job to qualify for any entry lk vel. professional job categories in hos-
pital administration. In short, there is no mechanisin for horiontal
movement- among the four major job categories' in the Federal

Hector fnd n that classific-ation sysiem.'
Mecl ani ns.can be built into the Federal classification system to

eliminate the gross disparities which our statistiCs repeal in the
Federal ,Government today. The pflice of Personnel Management
which is responsible lot' the classTfication of positions and the Au-
lations.'which apply to this area has made 'little or no effort to
erase these disparities.

I see by the news accounts that Dr. Devine'appeatd before your
committee yesterday and basically said that there Is no need for
further legislation, there is plenty of. law on the books to imple-
ment and enforce this fairness and eliminating this inequity. ...,

Well, I hope the Committee asks Mr. Devine to answer to some of
they statistics, which come out of OPM by the way, that we are
citing. And I can only think of excuses that could be made, not rea-
sons, because that is his responsibility and it is the Government's
responsibility. The fads are here, Madam Chair.

I would like to point out that the ply in which OPM chooses to
construct and publish a standard has a deep effect on pay equity
and career opportunities. As an example, Federal libryrians,
predominantly women, have just lost a hard-earned wage benefit.
The master's degree, which has commanded a GS-9 recognition,
now earns only a GS-7 l2ecause of an impossible tiO credit-hour re-2
quirement that has been imposed by OPM despite present universi-
ty practices of accrediting 32 to 36 hours for the master's degree.

Another example where GSA level can be an important bridge
a in the clerical category toward entry into the administrative man-

agement sphere, it is damaging to career opportunity. In tact, there
.is no career opportunity because they have now drop) d those
levels from the mail and file clerk standard and the correspond-
ence clerk standard. There is no GS-ti, there is no,bridge for those
categoriesat all.

Ms. DAKAR. This was adopted in those two cases in recent
months.

Mr. BLAY1A)ok. Yes, ma'am.
Ms. OAKAR. And they are predominantly female occupations, Ii- ,s

brarians and the clerical workers. k. , Id

Mr. BLAYLocK. Not only are they not attemptihg to build bridges,
in accordance with the current law to develop affirmative action
plans andiwhat have you, they are eliminating those few that were
there; an that has happeried during this administration.

In the technician sphere where GS-5 is the usual journeyman
level, it is just as damaging to have depicted in the licensed practi-
cal nurse standard a benchmark only for GS-5 work in the psychi-
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attic ward and to have omitted the more typical ,.GS-5 work in a
general 'ward setting. Both downgrading and denial of promotion
opportunity have resulted from this calculated omission. Again, in
the name of reducing the cost of Government, these actions are
now being taken in regards to out classification system, which was,,
bad enough to slart with.

To enhance equity for women through the position classification
system, we urge the Coogress instrut ()I'M to review each of the
22 major families of occupations.in our classification system to de-
termMe which series in them could yield springboards of career
movement vertically as well as, laterally' to eliminate the deadend
situation and also to create career opportunity and take advantage
of theskills learned by women in these series, in these clasXica-
tions that now exist that do qualify them to move into and produce a
more actually. It is much better utilization of human resource if
you get right down tegood management concepts. .

Just as opportunity has been provided, by the way, for account-
ing technicians who net certain 'experienceleducation require-
ments to become ac(ount4nts and for engineering technicians to
become engineers, both GOI .1,e dominated, every .job family should"
have those kind of bridg..i.4iiitified in them.

We urge also that all -cikri&il standards include at least th'e GSA;
level because that is a 14::or a bridge to further career growth in
those occupations..

Pay equitsyhas been achieved in those areas where unions have
bargained for pay on behalf' of workers. Two exampleskeep in
mind the regular systOm that we are taking about and Mr. Devine
has a responsibility toAsee that progress is made in eliminating
these discriminations we transferred in from the private sector into
Government under the guise of comparabilitybOt in only two in-
stances where we have made progress since the laws were passed
has been in the two areas where OPM, the centralized agency
really does not have 'that much say so. And the problem has not

-been eljminated there; but the statistics show that there has been
progress. U.S. Postal Service is an example:

Now, the gap between the male/Female worker is at 3 percent.
Haven't eliminated it, but using the same sets of standards to de-
veldp the statistics for the rest of the Federal sector.

TVA (Tennessee Valley Authority], that gap is now 2 percent. So,
in those two areas where the centralized OMB operation, central-
ized OPM operation does not have jurisdiction there has been
progress made because there was employee involvement in those
areas.

-We'support the principles of both KR. 50)2 and 4599. Again, we
would like to express our appreciation for the introduction of those
bills and holding the hearings. We maintain thlit the Federal Gov-
ernment should be a role.model for employers, that the Federal
Government has a, responsibility to address problems of fairness
and equality in ouf Nation. And that responsibility dictates that
the Federal Governmjnt take the lead in eliminating wage dispari-
ties between men and women.

I would like to conclude my remarks with a list of very specific
recommendations.
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First and foremost, we think it is incumbent again upon Con-,
greys to direct the executive branch. We think there is a shortcom-
ing in your proposed bill where you ask the very people who have
created the problem to do a study. We think the facts are there. We
think Congress should direct the administration in your legIsla-
tivein the language of this bill. We think they-should be directed
to again correcting the problem and report back to the 'Congress on
a regular basis as to how much progress is being made. Wt think it
has been studied long enough and asking OPM to go study it when

l'hey have set here and told you there is no problem, it's like asking
the fox to guard the hen house and w' have seen too much or that.

We are concerned specifically--
Ms. DAKAR. Ken, you` might want to note that yesterday Dr.'

Devine announced that OPM wa's conducting their study. OPM
started a study and I asked they were in any way inspired
by our committee's work. They denied that. But, it was coinciden-
tal that the study just began on the day_ that we were going to
invite him to testify.

Mr. BLAyi.ock. Wen, we all, obviously, went to a lot of different
schools than quite a few of these people and, you know, they have
studied it to death. We come out with different equations and the
hard facts are there.

Very specifically, we think section 1(b) ID and (2) of the bill will
not do the job because there again the problem I just mentioned.
So, we would recommend very strongly you seriously consider some
changes in there.

Second, one possible approach, we suggest that the legislation in-
struct the Department of Labor to at this point identify the defi-
ciencies in the area of the classification, job standard, career ad-
vancement, training and job evaluation which has led to the exist-
ing wage discriminatory practices. We think they can be identified
quite easily, and once they are identified, then we think we
shouldthen the legislation should require correction.

Third, we further recommend that the Department of Labor be
mandated to set th,, standards for the elimination of the identified
deficiencies.

Fourth, legislation should establish a strict timetable for the
identification of the deficiencies and the establishment of the
standards.

Fifth, the agencies should be given 1 year to meet the establis ed
standards and eliminate the deficiencies, the Department of Lz or
should be required to report to the Congress on a periodic basi on
the status of the agency's implementation plans.

Sixth, the legislation should establish the right of employees and ,
their representatives to seek judicial enforcement of the Depart-
ment of: Labor standards. Emplwlyees should be entitled to relief, in-

. eluding backpay and any other such remedies which would bring
the agencies into compliance with the Department of Labor stand-
ards.

Seventh, legislation should be properly funded to insure imple-
mentation and not hollow promises.

Eighth, again, specifically section, 2(b)(1) should be amended by
inserting the wordsafter the word "techniques," the words "in-
cluding occupational and position comparisons." It is not specific in
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what it is requiring to be done there and we think there it has to
go to the standards themselves. the classification standards.

Ninth. we have a set oilminor changes which we believe would
strengthen the findings and purposes of the two hills.

Section, 2 of H.R. 1599. Section 2(10:0 should he amended to read
The contributions of female workers are vital to our economy. and
the continued existence and tolerance of these discriminatory
wage-setting practices and wage differential prevent full utilization
of the tnlen.ts. skills, experience. and potential contributions of
female workers and resull in the special exploitation of those work-

Section 2(a I) should, he amended to read: "The aforementioned
_problems and conditions, which are present in the United States
generally, are also.present in the Federal (loven*tt, because the
Federal pay and c-kissifcat ion system merely transfers the private
sector discriminatory practices into the Fede0 sector."

Section 2In should he amended to read: "Recognizing that the
elimination of discrinnnatoy wage-setting practices and wage dif-
ferentials is in the public interest, and that the elimination of such
discrimination is the established responsibility of the Federal Gov-
ernment."

Madam Chairman, that concludes tidy remarks. Barbara would
like to expand on some of' the points that we make here. As you
know, she is the director of our women's program and our fair
practices department. She is a member of our executive council,
and also a member of the AFIA10 Executive Vouncil. and we are
quite proud of the progress we have made in .our own union and
our people are proud of the effort we are putting into this kind of a
problem, and Barbara has sure been in the fbrefront of it.

So, Barbara.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA B. Ill"I'CIIINSON, DIRECTOR, WOMEN'S
DEPARTMENT, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF covERNmENT EM-
PLOYEES, AFL-CIO

Ms. HuTHINSON. Madam Chairwoman, I want to thank youlbr
having us appear before you today arid for holding these hearings
and introducing these bills. This is a very grave and critical prob-
lem for Federal women workers and the breath of the problems is
illustrated by the fact that currently we have class actions pending
in the administrative stages against the Department of Defense
and the Social Se urity Administration based on sex.

Those crisps ve been in the processes for approximately 31
years, each of t-it m. I think that that is just some indication that
there are some s vere problems out here for women, and we also
have any nurnbe of cases Qn individuals that we are representing
for our members. Wt are also training our members in equal em-
ployment opport pity processes and at AFGE, we have been negoti-
ating contract lar guage on affirmative action, sexual harrassment,
and upward mobi ity programs.

And let me kin of give you some reason why we went to collec-
tive bargainihg for these proCesses. The reason why we went to
putting specific language in our collective bargaining contract is
because we were not getting anything at all in terms of responsive-
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ness out of' the Federal EEO programs. Our members cannot get
through the complaint processing.

The Federal employees in terms of discrimination matters have 11
been under -continuouA attack. Even though the EEO(' received
funding lor new hires in the Federal sector for the affirmative
action compliance prograni in the previous adinini.st ration, this
ministration 6s cut the staffing of that program so that it is im-
possible to perfbrin compliance reviews due to lack of staff.

The Chicago
Ms. DAKAR. If I could just interrupdt. You heard 0 ',E0(' criti-

cize one of my bills -based on the fact that it wo involve inure
hiring of staff IF they had.notzprekposed all thos Ili's in that area
of law enforcement, they would no even use at as a Factor.

It is interesting that the Reagtin administration has been very
selective about where they want the cuts. Drastic reductions were
made in the Education Department's WEEA program. It is inter-
esting it has been in that division of the EEOC and so on and so
forth.

The Chair would like to observe that it seems as it the Defense
Department has not been the area where they, in terms of weap-
ons, have been cutting. You do not have to comment because I
know you represent Federal employees from every agency.

In personnel related to civil rights issues, they have cut across
the board. I thought it was ironic that he would use that asiiis
criticism of the bill, the very weak argument in my judgment.

Thank you.
Ms. HUTCHINSON. One of the problems that we have and you

know we represent the employees of the EEOC., and we have been
monitoring how many attacks have been taken on affirmative
action and the affirmative action compliance units for the Federal
sector, in fact, the Chicago District Office of the EEOC has only
three employees with no superviseir and no clericals to cover Feder-
al facilities in seven States,

Now, these employees are supposed to review the Federal agen-
cies' affirmative action plans to see that they arc being implement-
ed. In fact, there are no reviews being done. They have assigned no
travel funds to these units and, so, I agree with you that what the
chairman says, the facts belie what his statements are.

In addition, there is another plan on the drawing boards that is
under the purported EEOC reorganization that would merge these-
affirmative action units into the hearings unit so that the' people
who were formerly doing hearings for Federal employees would be
doing both things; that they are going to merge these units togeth-
er so you would not have separate units, you would have the af-
firmative action plans being reviewed by the same people who were
doing the hearings.

We had another new thing that was introduced under this ad-
ministration in the EEOC regulations. As you know, the way the
1978 Civil Service Reform Act was set up an employee had the
right to. make an election to choose whether to go through the EEO
processes or to go to the Merit Systems Protection Board if they
had a case that was appealable to MSPB.
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The EE()(' trrtdvr Chairman Thomas issued a new regulation
which arbitrarily gave the EEO(' the right to determine where. a.
person woulcifile a complaint for processing.

We have opposed that -particular regulation. We 'comment nib
it. We were opposed to it. HIM it was implemented in two cases t

rwe have right now in ou administrative process and we have iled
a petition in those cases o.trti to solte that problem.

We also have a third case that we were notked,of this week
where the M-PH actually refused to hecr the person's complaint .
and referred it back to the P,'EOC, putting our member Federal em:
plo,.ees into a legal harass: Where ?lo they go'? 1low; do they get
discrimination problems*taken care of? .

E6 We do not feel the P,F,OE' is doing its job in relation to Federiiil
employees and we think that that is an indication of their.cmninit-
ment to enforcement of the rights of women and 1 think that their
regulations and their records speak for itself'.

In the'larea of employment harriers, again, the Federal Govern-
ment has done little or noting to eliminate and correct the prob-
lems.

As our statistics show, woi len are being held in low-paying jobs
with limited career opportui ities for growth. The limited,opportU-
nities available under of ative action, and upward mobility, are
clearly not enough. .

We believe that this legislation should require the correction of
the problems in the claslicatIon system which have become in-
grained.

For example, a keypunch operator position is defined as routine
work, and falls in the lower range of the general schedule. Yet,. a
keypunch operator in any agency must have knowledge of the
agency laws, rules, regulations, and operations in order to properly
perform the job.

This is particularly true of the Social Security Administration,
where data entry operators must enter claims processing .informa-
tion. Our women members are currently being assessed errors if'
they enter information which is incorrect in accordance with the
regulations; yet, they receive very few points in the job evaluation
system for knowledge of laws, rules, and regulations.

Another neglected evaluation factor is stress. Ouy, claims and
/complaint processing members in the Veterans' Adthinistration,

for stress even though they must constantly respond to citizens,
and makej determinations on their requests 8 hours a day.

the Social Security Administration, the Equal Employment Oppor-4-
tunity Commission, and other agencies, receive little, if any, points

In fact, in the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in
terms of the intake people, people who take in complaints from
people who conic to the agency, the EEOC has now made a request
to downgrade the job to a GS-7. Their rationale being that it can
no longer support a GS-9 because it is routine work.

They said that they were making fiat determination at the di-
rection of ()PM, and becawe they said the person does not have-to
do anything but process paper. In fact, an intake officer in the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission must know the juris-
dictional requirements of title VII. They must know all of the laws
and regulations on age, equal pay, and yet they are not going to be
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given any credit based on the statement of the chairman of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

Ms. DAKAR. I find this ail interesting example:
You Mean t'at within the EEO(' framework, they are requesting

for a downg.iding of what are obviously going to be female posi-
tions?

Ms. HUTCHINSON. Yes, they are. Many of those were bridge jobs
for clericals to go into.

Ms. DAKAR. Well, irthat doesn't 'demonstrate one of the severe
ironies of this administration. _That's about as blatant, I think,as--

Mr, I3LAYLok. It is this centralized system, the very point you
-math- 'IT- moment -ago on the 'manpower st-an dardf.i... where-they tike
across-the-board cuts and they apply it to every agency without
looking at' the impact at all. And the same thing has happened to
classification tanch,jocds, they-don't care where the people work..

If a clerical series, its a clerical series. All women anyway so
don't worry about it, and_cut it, and drop it, and wherever it im-
pacts it..She's talking about these intake review officers that have
to have. the knowledge of the regulations, the law, the jurisdictions,
and.that isin the factor evaluation systemyou're given credits in
technical and professional field for having to have that knowledge.
You',Ee not given any credit in the clerical field for having to have
that knowledge to make an evaluation.

And you can't address this problem without attacking that classi-
fication system. That is a big part of the barrier.

Ms. HUTCHINSON. That is currently going on as part of the reor-
ganization negotiations. So that I take issue with Chairman
Thomas. But related and acquired experience and knowledge is an-
other employment barrier for women. A- clerical position, no
matter what the kikills acquired, and knowledge required,. can
rarely be used to bridge the gap to the professional and technical
series except at the Ickwest

In fact, a senior secretary in Federal'employment wduld be hard
pressed to convert her acquired knowledge and experience to a pro-
fessional job in the administrative office of an agency without re-
ceiving a college education.

This brings us to -a third barrier, that of' training. Ot,ir women
members are lonstantly refused training because the regulations
require that lee training be directly related to your job. Therefore,
clerical and personnel clerks cannot take a course. in personnel ad-
ministration because it is not related to her job as a secretary.

This is repeated throughout all the job categories, and this is an-
other area when we have gone into negotiations with agencies;'
where we have had a terrible difficulty. It does not make any dif-
ference how you define the language, and how you define what is
considered training related to the job, they end up when someone
makes a training requestand primarily these are womenthey
end up denying the request because they will say "that is not relat-
ed to your job because you are a secretary."

And so I think that that's a very critical areas because they say
Women don't want training, they won't take it. Anybody who is a
cler,ical, who wishes to get education, doesn't want'to take another
shorthand course, and that's a fact.
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We believe that these are several areas in which, the Federal
classification system, and personnel system" is continuing to hold
women in lower paying jobs. We do helieve that these barriers can
be eliminated. Job classification standards can be redrawn to re-
flect the proper skill, effort, and responsibility. Bridges can be pro-
vided for the jump fro i clerical to technical and professional.

Finally, the expansio of training regulations will do much to up-,
grade the Federal wor ing women. We urge you to adopt the rec
ommendations set forth in the testimony of President Blaylock,
and to uphold and enforce the principles of equal pay for work of
comparable value as set forth in the purpose of the 1978 Civil Serv-
ice Reform Act.

And thank you. .

Ms. DAKAR. Thank you, Barbara, and Ken. You have giien very
excellent exampirs of the types of discrimination that exist. That's
why we think the Federal Government should serve as the bench-
mark for the country in the manner in which it relates to its em-
ployees. Federal employees _already are 21 percent behind the pri-
vate sector. So discrimination just makes it worse.

The Chair has said many times that this is not a confrontation
between men and women. We do note want to see any salaries of
men lowered. Yesterday in Dr. Devine's testimony he indicated
that he believed that much of the wage gacoin the Federal Govern-
ment was due to the overclassification of male positions. I suppose
that's an attempt to make it a maleiemale confrontation.

Do you think that's correct?
Mr. BLAYLOCK. No, I don't think it's that the jobs are overclassi-

fied. You're talking about a compensation syStem, and basically
what has happened, both in the standards for the classification
system, as well as the process for determining pay, the Comparabil-
ity Act, we are simply transplanting.discriminations that exist in
the private sector into the Federal sector.

And the're has been a real effort, *as you well know, the compara-
bility process has been totally aborted. We. do not have comparabil-
ity iu the Federal sector anymore with the pay caps and the artifi-
cial injections that's going into.that.

The next area that you can best reduce cost of Government,
when you're trying to take it off of the hides of the workers, is to
move into the classification system, and there has been continuous
action, and increased activityby this administration to reduce the
grades of all these standards.

Now, they run' a survey of less'than 400 positions. Out of the 21/2
million positions we have in the Federal Government they did a
survey of less than 400, and come tip with these figures that Only
11 percent were-undergraded, and that like 78 or 68 percent were
overgraded. And there's nothing.atistical about that.

You're riot only dealing, I thinT, with the system and the auto-
matic barriers that had been built into the 'system, you're dealiv
with a' philosophy and aroottitude, just like the activities going on
with EE0c.

As you well .know, when' that agency was established we had
Republican administration in power at that time, and they di of
want that agency. They've never wanted that agency look' over
the shoulders of the corporate-structure, or over the Iders of
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the rest of Government in that particular area. And there has been
a cdntinued effort to torpedo that agency's ability to perfdrm.

We simply say to the Congess "it's time you built enough stand-
.ards into the law ttat they can't help but perform\" And it's time
that if Congress will build the standards into the law, and We'll
damn sure fight for that; and just give us.access to the courts. If
the Federal Government won't enforce it give us access to the
courts on behalf of the employees. And it's a long drawnkout proc-
ess, and a costly process, but we'll enforce it.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, I think you present a very important challenge
to us. Let's hbpe we can someday fulfill that challenge. I think
that's what the spirit of the lagislatidn i§ all about.

4Thank you very much for appearing.
Ms. HUTeHINSON. Thank you. -
Mr. BLAYLOCK: Thank you.
Ms. OAKAR. I'm very, verygrateful.
Our next witness is going to be Mr. Moe Biller, who is the wet-

dent of the American Posta4, Workers Union, accompanied by Ms.
Josie McMillian, the president of APWU's local in New York City,
a city that has been in the headlines recently.

We're very pleased to have both of you here. Moe, we know you
won a historic case yesterday in the courts, on another issue that
relates to everyone's democratic right to vote. We're very delighted
with that decision.

We want to welcome you, and Josie, here today. Thank you very
much for being here.

STATEMENT OF MOE BILLER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN POSTAL
WORKERS UNION AFL-CIO, ACCOMPANIED BY JOSIE McMIL-
LIAN, PRESIDENT, NEW YORK METRO AREA POSTAL UNION

Ms. BILLER. Thank you very much, Madam Chair, and we are de-
lighted to be here, and thank you for your kind comments concern-
ing the restraining order on voter registration.

I just want you to know, Madam Chair, I'm delighted to testify
today on behalf of the American Postal Workers Union AFL-CIO,
and to introduce Ms. Josie McMillian, the president of our 20,000
member New York Metro Local, and a leader for women's rights
within the Postal Service.

Women comprise one-third of the workers repriesented by the
APWU. Our union, has a fundamental interest in promoting pay
equity within the Federal and PostaiService, and ultimately for all
public and private sector employees.

Madam Chair, your efforts as.an advocate for women's economic
independence are most commendable. Your leadership in the Con-
gress to promote economic opportunity for working women and fi-
nancial security for older women, and women who work in the
home, has been consistent and forceful. You are indeed a bright
light for working women whose interests have been overshadowed
by the antifeminist attitude within the Reagan administration:

APWU fully supports your legislative efforts to address these
issues by introducing H.R. 5092, and H.R. 4599.

I also express my appreciation to the very fine Congresswomen
who you mentioned in your statement yesterday, Congresswoman
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Pat Schroeder, and Corigressworni Gerry Ferraro from my own
community.

By the way, it is tlftt city that new:h sle-eps; s you know.
1 nose in your statement, Madam (Thair, towar tl
Ms. ()AKAR. Mr. Peresident, you just ernember y ill were born in

Cleveland.
Mre1311LER. Yes, well, I was conceived thereto,. You know that.

[Laughter.]
In any event, I note in your statement ytu say that the President

declined your invitation, and Justice and Labor refused to send
witnesses.

rind then you add, sad as it is td say, heir silence is illustrative
of the inattention that this administration has given to an issue
that affects every woman in this country.

And I would like, most respectfully, to quote from Dante's Infer-
, no for those who do remain silent, "that ,..the hottest places ih .hell

are reserved fbr those who remain silent during a moral. crisis."
And I don't choose to share that podium. .,

APWU has been in the forefront of previous'fights on behalf of
working women. Since the Postallleorganization Act of 141111), we
have pushed strongly for affirmative action, training, and upward
mobility for female and minority employees. The results of our ef-
forts, we believe, are impressive.

Not only are the major Postal Service crafts well integrated by
sex and by race, but the wage gap, so apparent in every other in-
dustry, and throughout the public sector, is virtually nonexistent in
the Postal Service. In fact, we ca argue) tbat to look at the Msta?
Service workforce integration and comparable wage rates between
men and women is to look at pay equity at work. And I suspect
that the collective-bargaining system has .1i good share in that.

In most publii5and private employment workforce segragation is
still rampant. In the Federal Government (excluding postal) for ex-
ample, over 85 percent of the clerical jobs are held by wren,
.while women hold fewer than 20 percent ill jobs in the technical,
administrative and professional categories. Even within specific oc-
cupatic al series, women are still concentra ,d in traditional
female .obs. Womeig are over 95 percent of publi ealth nurses, 85
percent of library technicians and o er 90 percent of personnel
cle'rics<These. are just a few example of jobs in the Federal sector
which Wavialways been viewed a's women's jobs and thus, havei always beefi undervalued in the general marketplace.

n . -, As y4 know, byliblic law, the Federal Government's- general.
schedule wages basically reflect wages for comparable jobs in pri-
vate industry. The Government's system, therefore, incorporates
market based wage discrimination into its classification system.. This concenirvtion of women into the lower paying traditional
female jobs is largely responsible for the wage gap between men
and women. Women do slightly better in the Federal sector than inlate industry, but on tfie average still only earn two thirds of
the wages of their male counterparts.

The difference" within the Postal Service is illuminating. The
postal service, which is well integrated, is the only major industry
where there is no wage gap between -men and women or whites and
blacks. i



A study by Joel Popkin and Martin Asher, that is footnoted ap-
propriately, compares wages in the Postal Service with 12 major in-
dustries. This study, which I will submit snows that: bi,

First white male postal workers are paid comparable wages to
te males other
cond females at d blacks th' mPostal Service a paid higher

industries.
1-1

, ges than similarly ,situated female and black workers in ,other
',industries. a . .

Third the -Postal Service pays comparable wages for each skill
level regardless of sex or race. ' -

Fourth the Postal Service i4it only industry studied where .
there are not statistically sign& mt. wage differentials between
blacks and whites, and Men an o en. In every other industry
women and ,b147wks are . paid-less- tf_white. ,rua.L6 fo..c.,..ccit.11 P A r4.17.1(-! .. ..,..

work. :

Because the Postal Service does not follow the discriminatory
wage practices so evident in the marketplace, it can. indeed, be,- ' I

used as a model for pay equity. And I'll point out some concerns in
a few moments.

Popkin also points to the positive impact of unionization on pay
equity. Ile suggests that a high degree of' unionization in an indus-
try may lead to the development of a formal industrywide scale.
SL .14.7h a scale may have the added 'feature of reducing wage differ- .

ences among men and women, and whites and blacks.
It is "clear., in fact, that much of the recent movement for pay

equity lit come about at the insistence of unions during collective
bargaining _negotiations. ,.. .

We don't mean to imply that all is perfect within the labor move-
ment, or within the Postal Service. Most Of the 'gains by women
and minorities have taken place over the last decade. Because of
seniority protections, the statistics are less favorable in the super-
visory level. It will take the aggressive enforcement of' affirmative
action programs for women and minorities to fully integrate the
management area. - A

Madam ('hair, our current President tries to speak to the con-
cerns of working women, but his actiorrs, or more pointedly the in-
actions of his administration, speak a louder message. Affirmative
action and pay equity are opposed aLthe highest levels of the exec-
utive branch. Therefore, it is imperative, now more than ever, for
the legislative branch of' Government to step in and to take asser-
tive action. tr

_

And before I go further, I just wink to express a concern based
on a very significant and important Meeting yesterday of Board of
-Governors of the U.S. Postal-Service, who have come up with four
points.

And point No. 2 says that the benefits to labor exceed compara-
ble benefits in private sectors. And they want the negotiators for
the Postal Service to seek correction of this situation.

First and foremost I'm going to see whether or not this has any
basis for fhtfr labor charges. But a greater concern, is that after
years of struggle and collective bargaining, women and minorities
seem to have reached some comparability and now administration
appointees want to push t,liat down. And that's what they're obvi-
ously directing to the,ir negotiators well, in advance.

. #
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You may note, and I don't want to get into the collective bargain-
ing process, until nay it's been relatively quiet, unlike past years,
because there has been no rhetoric by the Postmaster General. I
want to commend them for it.

But now his bossesthe Board of Governors of the Postal Serv-
icehave decreed on their own in advance that this should not
continue to be a fact.

atti-
tude

I have to raise very, very strongly the question of their atti-
tude both to women and minorities. In fact, there are efforts now
to downgrade positions based on the advent of mechanization. I am
concerned that in an industry where pay equity has been achieved, a
or close to it, that, again,. there are efforts to remove that. So our

,struggle really continues.
If I may, I would now like to turn--
Ms. OAKAR. Could I just stop and ask you one question about

that?
Mr. BILLER. Sure.
Ms. OAKAR. Is that somewhat unprecedented that the Board of

Governor ul make th4t kind of a recommendation? :,

Mr. BILLER. my knowledge, it is, Madam Chair. As a matter of
fact, in the past they have been quiet. It has been echoed and
stated that they're going to take a more activd.voicein whatever
the negotiations are. I suspect technically that they have a right to.
They are the Board of Governors. ut if they're going to negotiate,

a parameters. I don't know.I suspect they have a right to se
But certainly at this point, i becomes an interference in a collec-

tive bargaining system, which is important to us in the very
n row sense. But what is far more significant is the fact that in
an rea where we believe. we have at least achieved some measure
of ppropriate equality, now the battle goes on to remove that.
How can these people claim a sensitivity to this?

I will pick up with my prepared statement.
The U.S. Government must take an active role to promote pay

equity initiatives as a tool to end sex discrimination. It is a shame
that the Reagan administrqtion has chosen to oppose this issue in ,the courts and in the executive branch We are told by the Assist-
ant Attorney General at the Department of Justice, William Brad-
ford Reynolds, that the ,Justice Department opposes the landmark
legal victories for .pay equity (GUnther versus County. of Washing-
ton, and AFSCME versus State of Washington) and will act to over-
turn them. It is interestingfto note that President Reagan does not
share the view of the courts that sexbased wage discrimination is
no less illegal than wage discrimination based on- race, national
origin, or religion.
,,The current Chair of the EEOC has stated that the EEOC is

unable to investigate wage discrimination charges because the
9..

, agency has not yet developed a "policy" on the subject.
The National Committee on Pay Equity concluded, after review-

ing the evidence, that the EEOC's litigation of wage discrimination
cases during the Reagan administration is nonexistent. There is no
organized effort to identify and bring wage discrimination cases;
there is no litigation strategy and no one identified in charge of
any centralized program. There appears to be a pattern of whole-
sale dismissal for no cau§e of wage discrimination charges in the

2 I j
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field; and even when charges are foriirded to headquarters, there
is no action taken.

Furthermore, the Director of OPM has indicated that the Feder-
al Government's job classification system has never been studied
for sex bias. Yet OPM applauds its own system as a fair, albeit
judgmwtal, job evaluation tool. APWU feels that the evidence of
wage discrimination within the Federal Government demands that
such a study for sex bias be done.

Two initiatives on pay equity require immediate attention. First,
with regard to the Federal sector, there should be a review of the
entire position classification system for sex bias with recommenda-
tions for implementing changes to eliminate wage discrimination
ilracticeg. Such a plan is embodied in H.R 4599, the Federal Em-
ployees Pay Equity Act of 1984. APWU fullY_ supports the intent of
this legislation and will eagerly support. ..tile bill with one modifica-
tion. OPM should not:be directed to unilaterally conduct a study of
its own system and make recommendations for changes. For any
study and subsequent recommendations to have the. sVpport and
trust of the workers it will effect, it must have the active participa-
tion of those workers in the process, and it must be carried out by
an unbiased organization. APWU recommends that the.study be
twofold. The first phase would seek to define the problems, set the
standards and requirements of the study. Through their unions and
other employee organizations, workers should have steady input to
this process. Then, once the parameters of the study are deter-
mined, the committee or the Congressional Research Service
should work with an independent job evaluation firm to carry out
the study. Periodic reports should be made to employee representa-
tives and congressional oversight committees. Employee groups
should also be involved in the acceptance of recommendations for
changes. Madam Chair, we hope our your committee will giie full
consideration to this recommendation.

The second major initiative must come from the EEOC,
and other agencies in enforcing existing wage discrimination laws.
We strongly support H.R. 5092, the Pay Equity Act of 1984, .which
addiesses this issue. Since the EEOC has ignored its obligation to
pursue enforcement of antiwage discrimination laws and h...A even
ignored its own interim guidelines to accomplish this, strict report-
ing requirements and congressional oversight are obviously needed.

With regard to the Federal Government classification study (Sec-
tion 3), we would make the same recommendation as before, requir-
ing union participation in the process.

Madam Chair, APWU is proud to say that the unionized Postal
Service does not suffer the same sex-based wage discrimination, so
evident in other public and-private sector organizations. However,
the problem of discrimination wherever it exists, will be actively
pursued by our organization. It is in this spirit of..collective advoca-
cy, that APWU offers its full support and congratulations to you
for your leadership on pay equity. Thank you very much for invit-
ing us td testify. We look forward to working with you on this im-
portant legislation.

And, if I may, I'd like to turn now to Ms. McMillian for specific
comments on th6 legislation. Ms. McMillian is also a leader id
CLUW, the Coalition of Labor UnionWomen, and I'm proud to sa3,

I
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a very significant leader in the labor movement, and also a leader
in POWER, which is Post Office Women for Equal Rights in our

ion.
s. OAKAit. It's a pleasure to have you here.
r. BILLER. Thank you very much.
s. McMiLLIAN. Thank you, Mr. Biller and Madam Chairman.

This is of great importance to our members.
As you know, we have antidiscrimination laws on the books of

this country. What we don't have is any positive action on the part
(of the Reagan administration, whose. job it is to enforce these very
laws.

For instance, we are told by the Assistant Attorney General that
the Justice Department opposes the landmark legal victories for
pay equity, and will act to overturn them. President Reagan and
this administration do not share the views of the court that sex-
based wage discrimination is illegal.

The current Chair of the EEOC has'stated that his staff is unable
to investigate wage discrimination charges, because the agency has
not yet developed a policy on the subject. The National Commission
on Pay Equity concluded, after reviewing the evidence, that the
EEOC's litigation of wage discrimination cases during the Reagan
administration is nonexistent.

There is no organized effort to identify and bring wage discrimi-
nation cases. There is no litigation strategy, and no one even'iden-
tified as being in charge of any centralized program. There appears
to be a pattern of wholesale dismissal. For no cause of wage dis-
crimination charges in the field. And, even when charges are for-
warded to the headquarters, thereis no action taken.

Furthermore., the Director of OPM has indicated that the Feder-,
al Government's job classification system has never been .studied
for sex bias. Yet, OPM applauds its own system as a fair job eval-
uation tool.

The Ameragan Postal Workers Union believes that the evidence
of wage discrimination vilthin the Federal Government demands
that a study be undertaken to specifically identifythesex bias in
Federal employment.

Two initiatives on pay equity require immediate attention. First,
44 with regard to the Federal sector, there should be a review of the

entire position classification system for sex bias, with a recommen-
dation for implementing changes to eliminate wage discrimination
practices. Such a plan is incorporated in 'H.R. 4599, the Federal
Employee's Pay Equity Act of 1984. APWU fully supports the
intent of this legislation, and will eagerly supporrthe bill, with one
modification. OPM should not be directed to unilaterally conduct a
study of its own system and make recommendations for changes.
For any study with subsequent recommendations to have the sup-
port and trust of the workers.,it will effect, it must have the active
participation of those workers in the process. And, it must be car-
ried out by an unbiased organization.

APWU recommends that the study be twofold. The first phase
would seek to define the problem, set the standards and require-
ments of the study. Through their unions and other employee orga-
nizations, workers should have steady input into this process.
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' Then, once the parameters o e study are determined, it should
be contracted out by the commit , or the Congressional Research
Service, to an independent job evaluation firm which would report
periodically to OPM, employee representatives, and congressional
oversight committees. Employee groups should also be involved in
the acceptance and recommendations for changes.

Madam Chair, we hope your committee will give full consider-
ation to,this recommendation. The second major initiative must
come from the EEOC, the Department of Labor, and other agen-
cies, in enforcing existing wage discrimination laws. We strongly

support H.R. 5092, the Pay Equity Act of 1984, which addresses
this issue.

Since the EEOC, has ignored its obligation to piieSue enforcement
of' antiwage discrimination laws,.and has even ignored its own in-
terim guidelines, strict reporting requirements and congressional
oversight are obviously needed.

With regard to the Federal Government classification study, sec-
tion 3, we d make the same recommendation as before; requiring
union participation in the process.

Madam Chair, APW is proudtto say that the unionized Postal
Strvice does not suffer' the same sex-based wage discrimination so
evident in other public and private sector organizations. However,
the problem of discrimination, wherever it exists, will be actively
pursued by our organization. It is in this spirit of collective advoca-
cy that APW offers its full support and congratulations to you for
your leadership on pay equity.

Thank you verF much for inviting me to testify. We look forward
to working withTou on this important legislation.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, I want to thank you very much for your very
fine testimony and your leadership, not only in your own union,
but in the CLUW and other organizations.

t
Let me ask; since you do serve as a kind of model, you've men;

there are some problems regarding pay equity in the Postal
Service but that, overall, there is not the inequity that there is in
other areas of the Federal work force. Do you attribute,this to the
fact that you do have a degree of collective bargaining? Do you
think that s one of the areas?

Mr. BILLER. I attribute this to collective bargaining,' 'and our con-.'
certed efforts in the area of affirmative action.' Affirmative action
can have many directions, and particularly during the collective
bargaining process.

You will note, also, the table you have that was issued way back
in 1980 by OPM. You will find in headquarters-upostal headquar-
ters, which is not a collective bargaining groupquite a difference
in the salaries of the average female compared to the other em-
ployees. It goes down to about a 25-percent differential.

Ms. OAKAR. We've heard it argued that phy equity remedies
interfere with the free market. And to correct the problem will
create economic chaos, because the cost is so high.

Since the Postal Service has already created a fairly equitable
pay system;,has it caused economic hardship to the system?

Mr. BILLER. I'm glad you asked that question, because it's inter-
estink. Under the old system, the Postal Service could never be in "
the black. Now, according to the Postmaster General's report, the
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Postal Service is $016 million in the black this past year. Three out
of the last 5 years have been in the black, and at the very time
when they have achieve ,pay equity. Because they've got to under-
stand that when people are paid appropriately, there are returns.

As you well know, we also have the highest productivity, not
only in this Postal Service, but all other postal services in the
world. As a matter of fact, our productivity has probably been
higher than that in the private sector, which has been looking so
admiredly at the Japanese. Japanese postal workers are the
second. And they're probably 30 percent or 25 percent behind us in
productivity.

So that absolutely, certainly in this industry, probably the larg-
est in the Nation, other than Defense, the reverse is shown by the

'figures. And these are not my figures. They are the figures of' the
Postmaster General of the United States.

Ms. OAKAR'. Well, the Chair would like to thank you both for
being here. Thank you very much for your leadership. I think your
point about productivitywhen people are paid, fairly, they're
bound to be more productive and their morale is highercertainly
relates to the economy in general.

Mr. BILLER. I would just add one,point, Madam Chair, that the
last time OPM issued these statistics was November 1980. And
again I say, it obviously reflects a great degree of insensitivity by
this administration, which has been forced to protest kind of too
much.

We thank you very much, not only for permitting us to be here,
but for-your continuing efforts, and your colleagues' efforts as.well.
But, we know that your job is tough. Thank you very much.

[Mr. Moe Biller submitted the following answers to written quef-
tions:1
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Mr. Biller, in your testimony you come down quite hard on the
Reagan Administration as being anti-feminist and anti-
wrker. Do you feel this administration will ever attempt to
view things from the perspective of federal civilian working
women?

A. Madam Chair, if Mr. Reagan's past record over the last 1
years is any indication, the answer, I'mlafraid, is clearly-
NO. Women in the federal government_have born the brunt of
every administration effort to slash away at pay, benefits
and jobs. Being lower paid, women suffer most when pay
raises are insufficient. Being the vast majority of single
heads of households, women suffer most when health benefits
are arbitrarily cut. And being last hired, lacking seniority
and veterans's preference, women are first fired. This
definitely has been the sorry pattern in all the RIF's.

Q Mr. Biller, in your prepared remarks you comment on a study
researched and written by Joel Popkin and Martin Asher. In
their, study, as you pointed out, they come to startling
conclusions regarding postal workers. Would you like to
comment further on their study?

A. The study by Joel Popkin and Martin Asher compared postal
Service wages with wages in 12 major industries. As we
pointed out in our statement, the fact which distinguishes
the Postal Service from all other industries studied is the
absence of any significant wage gap between men and women and
between blacks and whites. Furthermore, other data indicate
that although women are still under-represented in the Postal
Service compared to their general workforce participation,
they are well integrated throughout the major crafts.

It is commendable, Indeed, that the Postal Service neither
segregated its workforce by initial job "streamlining", nor
does it blindly follow market rate discrimination against
wom and minorities in pay. This is a real tribute to the
effe tiveness of sound labor-management negotiations.

Q: In your testimony you speak in glowing terms about the
success of women in attaining better paying positions in the
U.S. postal service. Why is it, in your opinion, women fair
better in the postal service than in the federal civilian
workforce?

A: In the Postal Service, women and men have the distinct
advantage of strength through collective bargaining. As you
know, men and women lack this advantage in the federal
civilian workforce. Also, affirmative action and upward
mobility have been prominent issues in our negotiations.

Q: Mr. Biller, in your testimony you describe in detail the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's,failure to Monitor
and enforce sex based wage discrimination. Why in your
opinion has tRe EEOC shown such reluctance to enforce the law
against this type of discrimination?

A: Madam Chair, the EEOC's reluctance to enforce the law against
sex-based wage discrimination can only mean one thing-this
administration doesn't take such practices very seriously.
Here we sit, a full 3 years after the landmark Gunther
,decision, and the EEOC Chair,says' they don't yet have a

"policy" on how to process sex-based wage discrimination
charges. They have a core backlog of 266 charges of this
kind, and lacking any final policy guidelines, field officers
don't have the foggiest notion how to process new charges.
Is this lack of "policy" or lack of "commitment"? I suggest,
Madam Chair, it is the latter.
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Ms. DAKAR. Thank you tyery much. Thank you both. We're going
to recess for about 10 minutes because of' a vote. When we com-C
back, we're going to hear from various organizations, including the
Nurses' Association and Federally Employed Women, Nine. to Five,
the National Association of Government Employees, and we're
going to hear from Mrs. Schlafly of the Eagle Forum, and others.
We'll be right back:

[ Recess. I
Ms. OAKAR. We are going to ask our next witnesses to come up

as a panel in the interests of your time, if you don't mind. Unfortu-
nately, various budgets are being dealt with today on the House
floor. Dr. Lea Acord, who is the executive administrator of the Illi-
nois Nurses' Association, speaking on behalf of the American
Nurses' Asgociation; Ms. Delores Burton, who is, president of the
Federally Employed Women, and Ms. Cheryl Wainwright, who is
with Nine to Five. We are pleased to have you here.

I would like to also ask Ms. Catherine Waelder, who is counsel
for the National Federation of Federal Employees; and Ms. Cynthia
Denton,, who is the general counsel for the National Association of
Government Employees, to please come up as well. Thank you very
much.

Dr. Acord, if you want to begin, the Chair is happy to. have your
statement that you submitted. You may discuss it in any way that
is most comfortable. If you feel that you would like to summarize,,
your statement, it would be helpful because I would like to ask you
questions.

Thank you very much for being here, Dr. Acord.

STATEMENT OF LEA ACORD, EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATOR OF IL-
LINOIS NURSES' ASSOCIATION ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN
NURSES' ASSOCIATION

Ms. ACORD. My name is Lea ?word, and I am a registered nurse
and executive administrator of the Illinois Nurses' Association. I
am appearing on behalf of the 170,000 members of. the American
Nurses' Association.

The American Nurses' Association is pleased to have the oppor-
tunity to present our views on pay equity. And we commend the
subcommittee for bringing to the public an issue which is crucial to
the attempts of millions of working women to achieve pay equiSy.

ANA is painfully aware that the higher the concentration of
women in an occupation, the lower the wage is in relation to the
occupation's worth. The 1.7 million registered nurses, over 97 per-
cent of whomare women, have always suffered from this discrimi-
nation.

The American Nurses' Association is committed to achieving pay
equity for all working women. I would like to discuss two of ANA's
efforts to combat sex-based wage discrimination.

The first, a wage discrimination charged filed with EEOC in 1977
against the University of Pittsburgh argues forceably for better en-
forcement of the law, while the second highlights ANA's most
recent effort to achieve pay equity for nurses and other female ern-

, ployees of the State of Illinois.
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Before joining the Illinois Nurses' Association, I was on the facul-
ty of the University of Pittsburgh's School of Nursing. In August
1977, ANA on behalf' of the nursing faculty of the University of
Pittsburgh filed a sex discrimination charge with EEOC alleging
that the university discriminated against all women faculty mem-
bers by paying them lofer salaries than those paid male faculty, in
violation of title VII of Ithe Civil Rights Act.

In August 1978, which was 1 year later, the"EEOC issued a sub-
pena to the university demanding salary and job information re-
garding faculty members employed in four health professional
schools of the university.

The EEOC claimed, and we agreed, that such information was
necessary to demonstrate employment practices and patterns of the
university. It was necessary to get this kind of information from
other health related professional schools, because the school of
nursing was 97 percent female. So we had to get information from
other comparable schools.

The university refused to submit the information claiming that
salaries could not be compared. And it was argued that each school
had striking differences in factors influencing salaries which were
most influenced by the marketplace.

In 1979, the EEOC applied for an order enforcing The subpena.
And. -irr March 1980; the district- court issued such.an order reject-
ing the university's claim that information concerning the faculty
of the four schools was not relevant.

The court of appeals affirmed the district court's decision finding
that the information requested- was relevant. And the issue was re-
solved by the Supreme Court in October 1981 when it denied
review of the lower court's decision.

Since 1981, EEOC has failed to pursue the case. In spite of con-
tinual correspondence with the EEOC and assurances that the
matter will be investigated, EEOC has not taken any action since
the court's decision in 1981.

Ms. OAKAR. I just want you to repeat that.
Ms. ACORD. Since October 1981 whe'n the Supreme Court failed to

review the lower court's decision, in other words upheld the lower
court's decision, and the university was told to give the information
to EEOC, EEOC has not done anything.

Ms. OAKAR. So the courts are on your side on this?
Ms. Acoim. Yes; they were on our side in this case.
Ms. OAKAR. And they have not taken any action?
Ms. AcoRn. No, they have not. Which means that it has been 7

years since we initially filed the case in 1977, and 3 years since the
university was told to give the information over. And still th*
EEOC has not done anything about it.

It is curious to me, tha$before 1981, EEOC seemed to be working
diligently to get the information from the university. Once the
court said that the university should give the information over,
then they stopped. And they decided that they were not going to go
forward with the case. I am not really sure why, but this was in
1981.

Ms. OAKAR. I think,that is important for the record to state, be-
cause we had the EEOC. chairman here earlier.

Ms. ACORD. Yes; I was here when he was and heard.

1) I
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Ms. DAKAR. You would not agree with his attitude about the
agency's zeal, would you?

Ms. Amin). No; I would not.
Ms. DAKAR. OK, thank you.
Ms. Arnim. Most recently in a second case, ANA in conjunction

with the Illinois Nurses' Association filed a charge of discrimina-
ti2n with the EEOC on behalf of nurses and other women employ-

-, of the State of Illinois. 40
The complaint was filed December 22, 1983, and it charges that

the State engaged in illegal sex discrimination against employees
in female dominated job classifications .on the basis of wages and
other terms and conditions of employment ip violation of title VII
as well as the Illinois Human Rights Act.

The complaint is based on a job classification study conducted by
Illinois and released in June 1983, less than 1 year ago. The study

g
focused on 24 job classifications; 12 were female domin7ted, and 12
were male dominated. And each job classification was /given a cer-
twin number of points based on the evaluation. The more complex
the job,.the higher number of poiittg assigned to it.

Here are some examples of the findings of the study. First of all,
No. 1, the predominantly female classification of nurse 3 was as-
signed 415 points for job complexity. The predominantly male
dominated classification of stationary engineer was assigned 181

rpoints.
Nevertheless, stationary engineers earned $12,500 more last year

than did R.N.'s classified as nurse 3.
The second example. There are approximately .58,000 employees

in State service in Illinois-57 percent are women. However,
women are less than 20 pqrcent of those State employees who earn
more than $26,000 a year, but com rise more than 85 percent of
those employees who earn less than $16,000 a ye'

The third example. Of 12,000 occupational asses currently in
se in Illinois, in the State, 51 percent ar ale dominated, and 18

percent are female dominated. Which means that 70 percent of all
classifications are dominated by one sex or the other.

The facts of the case are very similar to AFSCME v. State of
Washington. Like the Washington case, Illinois has conducted its
own studies which show that female eniployees are underpaid rela-
tive'to males holding comparable jobs. And Illinois has failed to
take steps to remedy the situation.

As you know, in the Washington case, the judge ruled that Wash-
ington violated title VII by paying woineruin predominantly female
job classifications less than men in male dominated categories.

NGW because of ANA's experience with EEOC, alid as 1 told you,
ANA filed a sex discrimination charge at the University of Pitts-
burgh, ANA requested a right to Sue, and received aright to sue
letter from the Department of Justice last month. And ANA will
file suit this spring.

It is our belief that the outcome of this case will be very similar
to the Washington State case.

I would like to thank you. And if there are any questions, I-Would'be happy to answer them.
Ms. DAKAR. Thank you very much. And we will submit your

entire statement for the record.
[The statement of Ms. Acord follows:J
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEA ACORD, M.O. P.N.

The American Nurses' Association is the national profeinional asso,iation .

representing the nation's registered nurses. we are'plead 'o have .!.e

, present our stews on H.R. 5012, The Pay Equity Ac' of'1984, and H.R. 459k.1,

The Federal nmployees Pay Equity Act of 1184. in addition, we would like to dis

sa our'recent etf-Jrts to achieve F,vy equity.

a

The American Nurses' Association r:; nainful I? aware that, the higher the con-

centration or 'fomEn_ibi:: an occupation, tl:e .lower tl,(, wages to relation ") the occu-

atIon's worth. Registered nurses, over 37 rercent of whcm are women, have always

lefferA from this discrimtnation. Registered nurses exemplify the problems women

face in receiving equitable compensation for their work. In fact, to a large extent,

registered nurses have become a symbol of the persistent inequities expeYienced by

women who work.

There are over 1.! million p Z ivinq registered nurses for whom the concept

of 14 equity is 1 tpn priority. The American Nurses' Association. L3 omml"ed 'o

achieving pay elul'y for all working women, and believes that the tame for action

Is now. The working women of.this country can no longej afford to wait to earn an

equitable wage while policy makers continue merely to give lip .iervi:e to the prob-

lem. Working womcn need concrete steps taken now to eliminate .-!le enormous wage yap

Ilithat exists between men and ;Len.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1164, Execvtive 2.rder 11246, and Title V

of 'he :ode all address pay inequities. A major obstacle 'o e im ulatlnq dis-

crimination and achieving pay equity at the national level is the lack of adequate

ctiAtiotilLti
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flmpment p.porrunity 'ommsit,n, and the -:.ffice of 7.'r-;,:ntt.el M4na-rement have fail-

ed 'o their responsibilitie':.

# H.R. AND H.R. CY)2
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enforcement of these statutes that prohibit wage disc.:rim:flat:9n rhe basis of sex,

race, '1a':mal 'andicap, or rc.icn. :r ';it !e 1,.4n,wle!led that this en-

;.roblem is,.7 impounded by the restrictive no/T:etati-n ;:me these
10

laws by the federal ,:ourts. Measures must be taken t, o:.sure that thc,se agencies

reshr.nsible for 3p;;Qlding the laws do so. There is et'i.lence that the

7.iepartmenr 'ffIce of Federal 7,ntra,' mm

a

t

Both H.R. V",,'), The 7ederal F.mployeen Pay ::,;urty Ac' .n4 and

The :%1.y Zguity Act Jf lik34, address the problem

existing statutes pertaining t. wage discriminati.,n. s.,nte:,d 'hat cur-

rd'nt laws adequately address -pay e,-,.:1"0/ and that addi'l,nal srat..:tory Language

prohibiting wage discreminati-in a' the !ede:ar level in ::.ne.:essai..

H.R. 4',19, The Federal Fmcloyees Par ETIIi Act ,f l'414. H.R. 411) is intended

to.:.romote equity and eliminate .:ertain lis,:riminatory wale 5e tin'; practices

within the Federal recognizes 'hat these ii3criminatory

practl:es continue to 'incur despite the fact that federal equal opl.ortunity laws

exist whi.:h prohibit such practices.

rho %ill would require the if 'Rers,,nnel :!anagement ;!entify and elimi-

nate discriminatory wage setting practices within the fed al government by studying

'he ;overnment4 job-classification system andssul,mit'ing_a report to 'he President

and congress which, 1) contains findings with respect to discriminatory wage setting

practices, 2) identifies appropriate measures for eliminating such practices, includ-

ing proposals relating to the development of equitable gob evaluation techniques, and

) specifies measures and makes recommendations for legislative or other action neces-

sary to meet the purpuses.of the bill.

/
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H.R. .,2. The av Equity Act of ,4. H.R. The 1ay r,;,11'y 7vt of 1)84

, ;:ire 'hat addity;nal effort., :, made .%.:Im::,ate

.IA '71 41". waN5 .u1.1 ."her forms e

the 1.11: 401 require the Equal Employment ,,prr"..ni"y te
" men, ,Attor. , 'he :lust Ye :epartment to report on Pres I.!er.t. and

iros.> the pa.; 0,101.7y I .........

:arry ,At a .:wItIn.io,v, pr-x]ram of education on way-i '.., "ri:inate !isriminac--)ry

',age le.':nq practI,Jen t:.r,-,,:qh research )n eTlitable :,r; :r.w.: 2:,. The EE,.,.' awild

A::, !,,!1.4- a : :in:, provile telfelnioal assistance ', any emfl,yer seeking help in

pay ,:etrin, pra;t1.e.

:n 1'7, report ",, the ire..;ident u...; ,ngress, , ::!: , ,:ould escril, i 5 an-

tYitles on !'ending ray e';'11,-i. -;ha: ;e,., ,.rovi!ino in,..rnati.A. ,r. 'he .1,:mLer _f cases

filed, he :oeationl; of the ci:ar,le:; filled in regl,nal .,f:i c.-;, 'he ty,,, ,:f lllegatIons

filed, number -f cases 1:roce';se-1, the leci::1-ns made dith re,2Fe.:* t.,, 2,!,e -,harles, and

he number '.,." 21.vii actions which the ... )mini lion has filed -::cc ernIng ..age :hiscrimi-

nation.

:n addition, he EE'7,- wG,11. ,t-igly ,he Federal -;cverrime:A's pay

;truct.ire, and report ref:OmmendA,Ins tor change to fun he 2'Jr.gress and the .:Efy2e

f-erw.):::101 mancamment. would he In I ly Depar"ment of Labor .

regarling the enforcement of Executive ,rder w:tich prohibits wage discrimination

:OP
7ederal ':on",acrors; and by the list ice :-,erartment, r. ardino I's ef t3 In en-

v

Fresent ray equity laws.

ANA 1-,E,2'.,MMF.NDATI";NS

both.bilis have identified the problem at he 1:atioal level as one of

Inade,Vtate enforcement e7existing laws, we have .',incerns about whether, ,Alder cur-

rent 71z.-anst:in,:es, 'hese bill; are inffi-lent enslre that enforTemen*. Gffice

a 0 of Per sonnet Management and EEOC have been unwilling to enfocoe laws prohibiting wage

low AVIV" 1410
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discrimination. We are skeptical that reports or investigations conduc d by any

'of the federal agencies under this administration would reflect a mov, e%lightened

viewpoint or bring about greater commitment to eliminating wage ilscilm iation than

those agen(4es have thus faP demonstrated.

ti

Regarding H.R. 4599, specifically, we believe that it is unlikely that the

Office of Personnel Management is*capable of conducting an unbiased study of the

federal civil service .:ob classiftcation. We do not believe that an employer Can

,bjectivedy assess itself as to discriminatory or otherwise unfair employment pracf
40

tices. We strongly recommend that any study cnnd,:cted of the federal government be

v undertakeriby an IndeFendent consultant with an ,Tror,.Inity ,he input and ver-

sight Ly employee representatives.

In addition, with respect to R.P. 4599, we are concerned that the present lan-

guage of the bill is too restrictive rtrhaps evlik more restrictive that the

Equal Pay Act. sec. 3(2) presently defines discriminatory wage setting practices

as covering only those lobs requiring comparable education, training, skillsnex-

perience, eftort, responsibility and working :,-ondltions., The requirement. of ;01

-omparability does not address the prob)2m for women workin1 in rretminantly female

:.)c:upations. Since the vast ma;ority of workir4 women ar4 employed in sexually segre-

gated -)bs, there is no "comparable comparisons." 7or example, college prepared re-

gisteliNnurses working in hospitals could not be compared with truck inners working

)n highways since none of the factors identified in the Lill are likely to be cora-

?*
parable in these two jobs. Moreover, this language also encourages a narrow factor

by factor comparison of their worth as a whole, rather than examining a composite of

these factors.

We strongly recommend the following language:

(2) wage-setting Frac ices- means the se"Im of

wage rates paid for jobs held predominant' female w,,rkers

Ake-
d

14'

ft
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lower than those paid for jobs held predominantly by male

workers, although the work performed ty the female workers

is of at least comparable value in the overall composite of

skill, effort, responsibility and working conditions required.

In addition, the definition of. equitable job-evaluation technique should spe-

cifically exclude market wage rates as a component. Although market wage rates are

:ommonly incorporated into j6b evaluation plans, they have beerf shown to reflect

sex bias. When
0an employer says that he is paying his female employees according

to the "going wage rate" in the female labor market, he is actually engaging in sex -

based di;icrimination. For this market. itself, Is depressed' by discriminatory,

societal notions that a 4oman'S work is uf lessvalue to working America than is

her male counterpart's.

We also question whether the hill intentionally omits, as prohibited components

for determining the comparable value of a ;ob, those reflecting religion, age and ..

handicap. We recommend the following language:

,CI ':equiable:ob-evaluation technique" means a :ob-evaluation

technique which, to the maximum extent feasible, does 'not In-

slide components for determining the -omparable value .af a :ob

that reflect the sex the market wale

rate for such job.

with. reIpec. to 9.p. 50W, we recommend specific reference to tIle marketplace

as a source of disc #imination, for those who would argue that the marketplace is

neutral rather than inherently sex-biased and is therefore a proper basis for wage-

netting. -For example:

.3LCTION 1 (t) (2). Promoting the' establishmeAt of wage rat :s or other

pay scales and lob classifications are based

7
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upon the worth or the work performed rather than

the sex ... of the employee, )r of market wage A

rates.

ANA EFFORTS TO COMBAT SEX-BASED WAGE DISCRIMINATION

ANA is well acquainted with the frustration associated with government- agency

fallure .2.q pursue charges of discrimination. In August l977, `the American !:tirses'

Association, on behalf of members of the faculty at-the School of Nursing at the

'Jniversity of Pittsburgh, filed a sex discrimination charge alleging that the

University discriminated against women faculty members at the School of Nursing by

paying them lower salaries than those paid male faculty in ither schoolsft All but

one of the nursing school faculty were female. The charlkwas filed on behalf of

tie:we faculty members if the ':niversity's School of Nursing. ANA alleged

that the discrimination was. an violation of Title 'a: of the Civil Rights Act.

On August 1, 19411, the EEGC issued a subpoena to the ':niversity demanding the
go.

sex, date of hike, date of termination, academic degree, tenure/non-tenure status,

positions held, initial and present salaries, functional ;c1_, description, and lob *'

inalifications of every full time and part time Assistant instructor, Instructor,

Assistant Professor, Associate Professor and Professor employed in four separate

and distinct professional schools of the Vniversity: Nursing, Social Work, Health

Related Prof4ssions and Pharmacy. The ::E')e claimed 'hat salaries and :,51) information

of faculty members other than in the School of Nursing would demonstrate the employ-

ment practices and patterns of the -nlversity, and wouli support the charge of dis-

crimination if women instructors, and professors performinqsimilar duties are paid

lower salaries than male instructors and professors.

The Thiversity refused tc submit the information rerp:ired by FEGC, elaiming that

the information was highly sensitive and onfidential, and the salaries could not be

compared because of he vast differences between facnIry member:: teaching different

disciplines in different schools. The Deans of the four schools test,ified that the

.10
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comparisons sought to be made by the EEOC could not be made and would not be-.rele-

vant to Nursing School salaries. It was argued that each SchNhad striking differ-

ences in the factots influencing faculty salaries, duties, and resfonsihilities, and, IN

most importantly, salaries of faculty members were .influenced by the marketplace
ti

e.1., the School of ?harmacy had to offer a salary high enough to attract.profession-

als to tie school as an alternative to working as a private practicing pharmacist.'

N ember 117d, he EEOC applied to the District Court for an order enforcing

the sob March 1JBU, the-District Court issued an order enforcing the sub-

:.oena. The court rejected the `2niversity's claim that information concerning the

faculty of the four i-rofessional schools was not relevant to the EECC investigation

of the sex discrimination charge filed on behalf of the female members cf the nursing

faculty, not.mg that the very language of thp charge showed that the charge is not
',-

restricted to the School of Nursing, but its dimensions are ThiverSity-wide. Further,

the court found that, the entire faculty of the School of Nursing is female and in-
t

formation beyond- (that school may be crucial to the EFOC's determination of probable

-:ause." The Court of Appeals affirmed .the District Court's decision finding that the

inforMation required by the subpoena As relevant to the -Marge under investigation.

The issue was resolved by the Supreme Court in October 1281, when it denied review of

he ThiversiE:i of Pittsburgh's petition to overturn the lower c-)urt's decision.

After this decision, the EECC assigned an investigator to this matter. Thus

far, however, EEOC has failed to pursue the case. In spite of continual correspondence

with4the EEOC and assurances that the .matter will he investigated, EECC has not taken

4
any action since the Court's decision in 1981 to resolve this matter.

We believe that this instance is a good example of the treatment ofwage dis-
t

crimination cases by EEOC, and argues forcefully for better enforcement of the law,

not only by the EEOC, but by all federal agencies in order to ultimately achieve pay

equity.

I
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PAl F.21:ITY IN 11.LIMIS

Most recently, ANA, in .:ur6unction with the 111tnois Nurses' Association, filed

A .:harle .f :isorlmination -9.th the EF.;:r on Eehalf ut nurses and other women tihtloyees

of the State-of Illinois.

The 'fomplaint, filed December 22, 1981, at the EECC district office inieNcago,

.hares that the State is engaged in illegal ;ex fisorimination against employees In

female dominated 1,A, ;lausitications. on the basis wages and other terms and con-

emplwment. Such discrimination is in volation of Title %II of the

Civil Rights Act Jf 1964, as well as the Illinois Human Bights Act. 'The State under-

compensates the female-dominated classifications_xelative ts male kminated classi-

fications involving equivalent or lesser skill, effort, and responsibility.

-The State If Illinois released a study. in June 1983, which demonstrates that

it is very expensive to be a woman worker In Illinois State service, and that women

,are paid substantially less than men for Sobs of equivalent or lesser complexity in

duties and requirements. There are approximately 58,000 employees in State service,

of whom'S6% are women. However, as shown by the following chart, women are less than

of those state employees who earn more than :26,0C a year, but more than\P5% of

those employees who earn less than 516,000 a year.

TABLE 1

Distribution of Male and Female Employees in Each Pay Grade

S26,006 and above
$22,001 - 526,000
$16,001 - 522,000
s16,000 and below

MALE FEMALE
% of % of

Number Salary Group Number Salary Group

4,460
9,246

8,982
2,780

25,468

81.08

64.63
52.23

1,041

, 5,061

p,216
16,673

30,991

18.92

35.37

47,77

85.71

The State 14 responsible for this massive and illegal underpayment of women by

virtue of its maintenance of a discriminatory job classification system, occupational
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segregation :n the workforce, and ,ilscrLfiittry compensatin of those :ob :lassi-

f.:atins which are predominantly female. :f 1,219 .)c-:IpatIo7lal 171aosec

in -.he .Itate worxfr-e, 611 '11 . 131) are maleLd;mita-ed ir.d 214 I-).2,11i,: are

fe;aie-d-ominatel. lady 7C% of, all job classifications are 10minated ty one sex

or the other, with females occupying a smaller number or Jot

heavily-porn:laced State :ob. :Igsdificationshe ;.ne 11.m4, stgdyfocgsed

ilmos- 16,;E: Sate employees war,. In one of these :lassifat.':.n',. '4r almost :d

'he total ;Late (workfoLce,, wnich are notably sex-se:related 8,2% if one

-oex or the other. Twelve of the classifications chosen were predominantly female,

wnile 12 were predom14.antly male, is Sc

TABLZ

1.

2.

1.

I.

1.

to

nale-Ocminated :lasses

70tal Number

of Employees

Correctional Officer
Highway Maintainer
-Highwdy Maint. Equip. Oper:
Stationary Engineer
Automotive nechanic

.

99.1
99.2

I1O.1

1,666

614
259

-. 2ecgrity. Officer : 82.7 141

Electrician 92

8. Veterans Inpl. Reer. I 97.5 BO

Accountant V 88.3 77

I!. E.3. Local Effie Manager 84.5 65

11. Stbrekeeper 51

12. Financial Inst..Examiner :II 36.11 27

Female-Dominated :21asses

TitlE % Females

Total Number
of Employees

1. Mental Health Technician II 82.8 2,785

... :16rk T'ypist III 48.5 1,524

Public Aid caseworker IV 8017 1,519

4. Olerk Typist II 18.5 I,E70

:. Licensed Practical Nurse 1...: 37.1 624

-6. Nurse III 95.6 608

7. Data Input Operator II 96.8 554

8. Secretary I 79.3 538

9. Secretary II 100.0 282-

10. Switchboard Operator II 95.2 166

11. Accountant I 80.8 104

12. Nurse IV '97.3 _73
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The :obs were then rated using,Vt4eiy-knowni'Method 'of job-evaluation developed

by Bay Associates, a' nationally-prominent management consulting firm, which considers

dot ,:ompluxity in terms jf such factors as know-how, problem solving, accountability,

and working conditions.

Bay estimates that the percentage of underpayment to female :obs range from 29%

at 1: ;ot, evaluation points to 56% at 5('0 job evaluation points. As Table 3 graphi-
.

:ally iemonstrates, this costs female workers dearly. .-

TABLE 41R 4

June 1983
_elected Tnale Lob Averaue Monthly 7,ercentaqe AnnuaL
:lassiti:ati,,ns Bay Points 3alary '.:nderpayment Underpayment

Nurse IV 48C S2,134 56% :14,139
Nurse rr: . 415 1,724 56% 12,056
Data Input Oper. I: 132 1,::12 29% 3,522
nerk-Typist.II 12C 183 29% 3,421

. I

As shown in %men employees are even more disadvantaged in pay in the

more complex pribs, because the salary disparittes are greater.
. . .

, ,61

ilvaluats.66 Points.

190 J.E. Points
500 J.E. Points

TABLE

Male Advantage in Annual Salary

6,200
7,152

In many instances, 45 shoWn by 7able:-,4, male-dominated Jobs with fewer points

than female Jobs in overall complexity earn more than those female Jobs.

Selected
Job Classifications Hay Points

Nurse IV (F) 480

Accountant V ( :1) 451

.Nurse III (F) 415_

Stationary Engineer (:.1) 151

Secretary I (F) 203

Storekeeper II (MI 157

TABLE 5

,

June 1283 , ,

Average Monthly. Annual Male
Salary Salary Advantage

52,15
2,4

1,704

2,38-3

1;293

1,432

$ 4,392

12,540

1,660

Eleven registered nurses employed by the State of Illinois, including one male,

are Joining the American Nurses' Association and the Illinois Nurses' Association as

charging parties against the state's sex-discriminatory practices. They are members

of the Illinois Nurses' As!fociation. and American Nurses' Association.

. The facts of this.case are similar to those in AFSCME v. State of Washington,

U.S. District :Dort, Western District of Washington, No. 082-46ST, where the court
.

'considered a claim of rntentionaj discrimination against female eTployees. Like the

'State of Washingtoh, Illinoismilas conducted its own job evaluation study which showed

0



the female employees are underpaid relative to males holding comparable jobs. Also

like Washington, 'Illinois has failed' to take steps to reined} this discrimination.

In the Washington State case, the ;cadge ruled that '4ashington violated Title VII

of the Civil Fights Act by paying women in predominantly female,;bb 21assifis:ations

less than men in male dominated categories.

The decision was based on the lob evaluation study whi,h owed that wo

predominantly female jobs were paid 2'; to 3 percent less than men' in -;obs rate. as.

equal in value.

In ;larch 1-P14, ANA received a ri ;hr to sue letter fr,,m the 7:epartment of .2ustice

and intends to pursue the Illinois discrimination :ase fsrther, andwill likely file

suit this spring.

:t i.: well established that working women continue to earn far less than working

men, and that this wage lap is one of the oldest and most enduring symptoms of dis-

crimination. It is also well known that the single, most important reason for this

wage discrepancy is persistent and severe occupational segregation which locks women

into job's whose worth is undervalued. This wage vap has pr wen to he relatively

immune from signifaT, economic and political changes.

A ma;or obs o eliminating iiscrimination and achieving equity 13 the

lack of enforcement nq federal statutes that prohibit wage discrimination

of the basis of we tonal origin, handicap and religion. Although this

enforcement is tive interpretatkon of some of these laws by

federal courts, it is essential that those agencies fesponsible or upholding these

laws vigorously investigate charges of discrimination

1

and expeditiously pursue reme-

lies to correct violations of the law.

Any law intended to promote pay equity and eliminate discrimination wage set-

ting practices must address the specific problems of women in female-oriented occu-

pations Thus, wage setting practices most examine a composite of factors, rather

than a narrow factor comparison in determining job worth.

Any law prescribing job evaluarion techniques should specifically exclude

market wage rates as a component because these rates are inherently sex-biased.

The American Nurses' Association would like to thank this committee for bring-
\

inq attention to the problem of discriminatory wage setting pr'actic'es and specifi-

cally to the inadequate enforcement of federal nondiscrimination laws. We look

forward to working with you to help resolve these problems and to achieve pay equip

for all women.

23d ta':
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OAKAR. Our next witness is Delores Burton, who is the presi-
dent of Federally Employed Women. Delores, thank you very much
for coming.

STATEMENT OF DELORES BURTON, PRESIDENT, FEDERALLY
EMPLOYED WOMEN, INC.

.42

Ms. BURTON. Thank you very much, Chairwoman Oakar. I am Delp
Burton,- president of Federally Employed Women. _

The issue of pay equity is an important and timely issue. Pay
equity has always been of major concern to our members. And we
applaud you, Madame Chair, for your initiative in introducing H.R.
4599 and H.R. 5092, and chairing hearings on this legislation. And
we are grateful for the opportunity to appear before you today.

I will proceed to summarize my testimony, and would like to
,--subrnit-r ny- written-testimolvy--for-the-record-.--

MS. OAKAR. Thank you.
Ms. BURTON. The fact that women are paid less than men in our

society has a long history. Women have always earned less wages
than men. A slogan of the women's movement is that women make
59 cents for every dollar earned by men.

Although there have been minor fluctuations in this statistic, it
has held basically true since the turn of the century: This persist-
ent wage gap has resulted in women having fewer earnings to sup-
port themselves and their families.

The wage gap reflects the deep rooted sexual discrimination that
is so prevalent in this world. Occupational discrimination is preva-
lent in the federal work force. Today in the Federal Government,
women are concentrated in the lowest general schedule grades
earning the lowest wages; 75 percent of all of the women in the GS
pay system are in grades 1 through 8, and 85 percent of all women
in the GS pay system are in grades 1 through 9. Only 6 percent of
all workers in the executive pay system are women.

The existence of occupational segregation in the Federal Govern-
ment is observed even more clearly when we study the detailed oc-
cupational listings. For example, even though women are 80 per-
cent of all clerical workers, they, are 99 percent of the secretarial
series which is a GS-5.

Women are 10 perbent of all the professional emplOyees, but 99
percent of all public health nurses are in the professional occupa-
tional category.

The fact that women are in the lowest grades directly results in
federally employed women earning less wages than men employed
by the Federal Government. The median earnings itr 1981 of feder-
ally employed men Was $22,676 a year as compared to $14,414 a
year for women.

The occupational crowding of women in certain job categories
coupled wit') wage data makes a strong case for discrimination
practice within the Federal Government. These practices must be
halted at once.

The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 endorses the concept of
comparable worth and suggested demonstration projects to be im-
plemented. The time for action is now. Comparable worth for feder-
ally employed women means, that Federal employees regardless of

1,,,Id
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sex should be paid equally for jobs that are of comparable value to
the Government as the employer in terms of skill, effort, and re-
sponsibility.

Inherent in this definition is the assumption that the employer
has a unified job evaluation system which can assign relative value
to all jobs creating a scheme of internal equity.

Caution. must be executed, however, because the nature of job
evaluation makes it possible for sexual bias to enter. For example,
when determining which factors to include in a job evaluation and
to what degree they should be weighed the skills involved in a
woman's job are often assigned less importance.

The passage of H.R. 4599, the Federal Employees Pay Act of
1984, and H.R. 5092,-the Pay Equity Act of 1984 would accomplish
many goals.

The Office of Personnel Management's study of wage practices
and position classification in the Federal government would clearly
show that a wage gap does exist. Agency participation would both
heighten awareness and include the agencies in their accountabil-
ity. Setting goals for EEOC will encourage stricter enforcement of
title VII.

We applaud your efforts, Madame Chair, to correct pay inequi-
ties in the Government. We support ,both H. 4599 and H.R. 5092,
and we look forward to working with you dri the passage of this
legislation.

The are many compelling reasons why pay equity should be re-
alized i our society. Women have the same expenses as men, and
should t be penalized because of their sex. The wage gap has con-
tribute to a growing number of women and children with incomes
below he poverty level.

W men-headed households as well as elderly women are increas-
ing) living in poverty. Retirement annuities are dependent on
one's lifetime earnings.

Low wages directly translate in4o small pensions. This is a prob-
lem shared by women in both private and public employment. The
mean amount of a woman's Federal pension in 1982 was $7,541 per
year as compared to $13,767 for men.

FEW urges this committee to vigorously pursue the issue of pay
equity in the Federal sector: as well as the private sector. The Gov-
ernment should acit as a role' model employer for the priyate sector
to follow. Eliminating wage disparities between men and women in
comparable jobs in the Federal Government and establishing bias
free job evaluations would encourage the private sector to follow
suit.

We hope the day is near when jobs are not defined by sex, but by
the skills and responsibilities needed to perform these jobs.

We thank you very much for allowing us to testify here today,
and we look forward to working with you again.

. [The statement of Ms. Burton follows:]
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TESTIMCkY ON c".Y E;Atl-Y
P: 1,T C;1 ICE AND CIVIL SERVICE SUBCOvMI1TEE

ON COmPENSATION AND EM;N_OY:1 CINE4ITS, APRIL 4, 1964. '

(HAIKyumAN bAKAR, THANK YOU HIE{ ASKING FEDERALLY IMPIOYED womEN, INC. (FEW)

TO 4sTIFY HELL TiZAY. Up,/ IS All 'Nit IotATIONAL MErIPERSHIP ORE',/,N!ZATION

BC' PE S I 01 I N ; I.;:21EN I N THE / E DE RAE ,c.OVERNmi t.t T 1HROUGHr1UT THE UN I 1E0 STATES

AND 16P1 V.N 1t::T1,02, FEW WAS f.,)ONDED IN 1,768 TO ,11y:CCATE EDU/1_

AND Fiy-,Tp FULL Pt,TENIIAL FOR WOKING W:IEN IN THE EEDP:AL SECTOR. IT IS A

P114:t1I_ NO!.-PPt..FIT, NON-PARTISAN
OPU,NIZAlICN AND ITS CHARTER IS 1HE sA!..q_

AS ThAT OF THE EL:',ERAL PRO:,' "d', AN INTERNAL GOVER':-L'iT

ES(ABLI%r!-.: by LAICuTiVi: nDER 11315.

THE 1!..',U O. P.Yt I!, Al 1n$,:TA:,T TWEE PAY Kull': HA;

AL W,, . 3:1% A t-

FOR IN111:.'.1'.1. I% 4;:!!. At.L, u.P. 5L22 L.121!,

KARR, r,,:tTHIS IEGI''LATICN. WE APE t,,ATEFUL FOR. THL FtEI;)2T ',;TY 10 ADPEJ.R

111F 17.1rT,L",T W'PEN APE P/ID LESS '.; rirN IN OUR SOEIE11 HA:

WO :'.'. t LL,t1, 4,ACS THAN MEN. A SLCGAN CF 1HE Wr.1-

tip;1 IS IHAt wotv, 40,K1 59 CENT FOR EVERY SOLE EARNED BY 1, mA0. ALTHTOSII

EHLoc 111 BEEN bmoR itUCTOTIONS IN THIS STATISTIC, IT HAS HEAD 34S1E:0_1Y

TRUE SINCE THE Tok:, C,F THE COLNY, NES-PERSISTENT WAGE GAP ti/.S RESULTED

FN WHIM NAVIN; /EWER EARNINGS
TO SUPPORT EHEMSFLVIS AND THEIR iAMILIES.

THE WASE GAP REFLECTS THEDEIP ROOFED
SEXUAL DISCRIMINATION THAT IS SO

PREVALENT IN 111r) WORLD.

THE MALFFE-'. t WAGE UIt IREEETIAE IS WELL DOCUmLNTLP Ill THE PRIVATE

IN :.TATt ;'(4 GE,:;:IN1S, AND IN THE FLDL7.".L No"IF.,?.uS

SIUNTS Co:WY.,IED THAI DIMCNSWTE AGF, LAB:r FORCE OPLPLENCF,

G:u6RAPHIC IT'S , AND EDOEATI(U.L ATTAINMENT IS ;TEED CONSTANT 10:E MEN AND

WO.ItN,. A 70 )11:ENT WAGE DIIEIRENT.Itkl STILL. EXISTS. THIS 20 PFRCLPJ [P.R';INGS

('0' IS USUALLY AMIEUTO TO SLY DISOIMINATIEIN IN THE LAGOT MARKET.

THE WGI mLN AT) W;MEN IS NOT GOING TO GO AWA, BY ITSELF. LEGIS-

iAtION AS WILL AS LITIU.F100 IS NICEST,APY TO CEARLC1 THIS imullAGIA.

SITUATION. THE PROPONrITS OF A FREE MARKET SkSTEM INSIST THAT SUPPLY AND

35-003 0 - 84 16
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DEMAND DETiRMINE MARKET WAGES, AND THEREFORE, WOKEN ARE RECEIVING WAGES IN

ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR WORTH TO SOCIETY. SUPPLY AND DEMAND FuNCT I ONS IN THE

LABOR MARKET CONTAIN DISCRIMINATGRY ATTITUDES THAT CAN ONLY BE CORRECTER,BY

MEASURES SUCK AS THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

OCCUPATIONAL SEGREGATIO.; EXISTS WHEN WOMEN AND MEN ARE CONCENTRATED IN pir-

FERENy JOB CATEGORIES. OCCUPATIONAL SEGREGATION SIGNIFICANTLY IMPACTS MALE

AND FEMALE WAGE RATES. WOMEN ARE EXCLUDED FROM HIGH WAGE JOBS WHERE THE

MAJORITY OF THE WORKERS ARC MALE AND CROWDED INTO JOBS WITH 'LOWER RATES OF

PAY AND PRESTIGE. IN ADDITION, WOMEN AND MEN ARE OFTEN IN JOBS WITH COM-

PARABLE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES, YET THE JOBSZOMINATED BY MALE EMPLOYEES

ARE HIGHER WAGE OCCUPATIONS. FOR EXAMPLE, WOMEN ARE TYPICALLY CHAMBERMAIDS

WHICH IS SIMILAR TO THE MALE DOMINATED OCCUPATION OF JANITORS, YET THE 1970

MEDIAN EARNINGS FOR CHAMBERMAIDS WAS $2870 PER YEAR AS COMPARED TO THE 1970

MEDIAN EARNINGS OF $3590 PER Y(AR FOR JANITORS. ACCORDING TO MANY ECONOMISTS,
.r-

THE LOW WAGES THAT ARE ASSOCIATED WITH SEGREGATED JOBS 15 THE MAJOR EXPLANATION

FOR THE EARNINGS GAP BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN. CERTAIN J011 CATEGORIES ARE RE-

SERVED FOR WOMEN AND MINORITIES WHICH SIMULTANEOUSLY DETERMINES THE LOW

ECONOMIC VALUE OF THOSE JOS. IN FAC1, STUDIES HAVE SHOwN THAT AS WOMEN

ENTER AN OCCUPATION IN LARGE NUMBERS, THE WAGES FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN IN

THAT OCCUPATION DECLINE. A NATIONAL ACADEMY Or SCIENCE SrUDY FOUND THAT

EACH ADDITIONAL PAINTAGE POINT OF WOMEN IN AN OCCUPATION EQUALS

$42 LESS IN OVERALL WAGES. THE OCCUPATION OF RADIO OPERATORS ILLUSTRATES.

THIS PHINomENON. IN 1960 ONLY 17 PERCENT or ALL PADIO OPERATORS WERE WOMEN;

BUT Itt 1980 57 PERCENT OF ALL RADIO OPERATOR; WERE WOVEN. DURING THIS

20-YEAR PERIOD, MEN'S MEDIAN ANNUAL WAGES IN THE RADIO OPERATION OCCUPATION

DROPPED FROM 108 PERCENT OF AVERAGE HEN'S WAGES IN ALL OCCUPATIONS TO ONLY

67 PERCENT OF AVERAGE MEN'S WAGES IN ALL OCCUPATIONS.

OCCU PATIONAL SEcREGATION IS PREVALENT IN THE FEDERAL WORKPLACE ALSO. FROM

THE BEGIN%IIG OF WOMEN'S PARfIciPATION AS GUERNMENT PPLOYEES, THERE

SEGREUAiD INTO LOW 4AYING SEPARATE OCCUPATIONS. THE HEAD OF 1HE DEPARTMENT

OF THE TREASURY, SPINNER, IS CREDITED FOR BRINGING FEMALE 'LABOR INTO THE

GOVERNmENT SECTOR IN 180. HIS RATIONALE WAS THAT "WOMEN CAN USE SCISSORS

BETTER THAN MEN AND THEY WILL DO IT CHEAPER." HE HIRED WOMEN TO CUT TREASURY

NOTES AT $600 PER YEAR AS TEMPoRARY CLERKS. TODAY IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT,
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WOMEN ARE C0%,INTRATED IN13 THE. LOWLST GENE1:kL SCIEDULE Gl:AD1-; (DS), EARNING

THE. LOWEST WAGES. SEVENTY -FIVE PERCENT OF ALL WOMEN IN THE DS PAN SYSFm ARE

IN GRADr,, I THCW:CH 8 AND 8; PERCINE OF ALL WOMEN IN THE CS PAY SYsTEm ARE IN

GRADES i I10,3-Th 9: ONLY 6 PENLINI 01 ALL WORKERS IN THE ENECUTIvE PAY SYSTEM

ARE wumEN. THE ExISTENCE01 OCCUPATIONAL SEGREGATION IN THE FEDEPAL COVEPIIMENT

IS OBSERVED EVEN MORE CLEARLY WHEN ONE STUDIES THE DETAILED OCEoPATICNAL

LISTINGS. FOP LxAmPLE, EVEN THOUGH WOMEN ARE 83 PERCENT Or ALL CLERICAL

WORKERS, THEy'ARE 99 PERCENT OF THE SECRETARIAL SERIFS (CS-5). WOMEN ARE

10 PERCENT Ut E! VP.,.!,SsION;1 1.!210YELS, BET 99 PT[j 01. ALL PUBLIC

HLALTH NT, iS IN ;HI OFCuPATIONl .ATEcor:v.

THE FACT CHAT WOMEN ,cE IN THE LOWEST GRAD'; DINEETLY REsUITS IN FEDERALLY

EMPLOYED WOHLN EiWNINN LOWER wASES IRAN MLN EPPEOYEDMY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

THE MEDIAN EARNING; IN 1981 Of FEDERALLY FAPInyED MlN w,.S 572,676 PER YEAR

COmPARi0 TO $16,616 PLR YEAR FOR WOMEN. HI ADDITWN, WITHIN EACH OCCUPA7-

TIONAL ;Eras MEN EARN NNE MAN 0011111 (Pf.OFESS,ITNAL, AomINISTRATIvE, TECHN CAL

ANO CLERICAL). ALTHOUGH THE lkoo SERIES (LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES Wvf',;RS) IS

DOMINATED BY WOMEN, HEN'S ANNUAL WAGES ARE $25,156. PER YEAR AS COMPARED TO

$21,010 PO YEAR FOR WOIIEN.

THE OCCUPATIONAL CROWDING OF WOMEN IN CERTAIN JOB CATEGORIES COUPLED WITH

WATE DATA MAKES A STRONG CASE FUR DISCRIMINATORY PRACTICES IN THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT. THESE PRACTICES MUST RE HALTED AT ONCE. . THE CIVIL SERVICE

REFORM ACT OF 1978 ENDORSED THE CONCEPT OF COMPARABLE WORTH ANO SUGGESTED

DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS BE IMPLEMENTED. THE TIME FOR ACTION IS 1104.

COMPARABLE WORTH FOR FEDERALLY EMPLOYED WOMEN MEANS THAT FEDERAL EMPLOYEES,

REGARDLESS OF SEX, SHOULD BE PAID EQUALLY FOR JOBS THAT ARE OF COMPARABLE

VALUE TO THE GOVERNMENT AS EMPLOYER (IN TERMS OF SKILL FFORT, AND RE-

)r.ESPONSIBILITY). INHERENT IN THIS DEFINITION IS THE A lUMPTION THAT THE

EMPLOYER HAS A UNIFIED JOB EVALUATION SYSTEM WHICH CAN ASSIGN RELATIVE VALUE

TO ALL ;JOB/ S, CREATING A SCHEME OF INTERNAL EQUITY. CAUTION MUST BE EXECUTED,

t

HOWEVER. BECAUSE THE NATURE OF JOB EVALUATIONS MAKES IT POSSIBLE FO SEXUAL

BIAS TO ENTER. FOR EXAMPLE, WHEN DETERMINING WHICH FACTORS TO INCE DE IN A

243
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JOB EVAEL.ATW,N AND TO UIIAT OfGAE 111EY *..w.eED FE THE SKILLS ito.W,VTO

IN A "WOHAN'S JOB" Aki DETIN AS;WOO LESS IrORTANCF

GOVERNP.LN1 GifICIAL AT THE Of; it". Of HANAGE!i%TCLAIm

COMPARAOLL WORTH IS ..OT A PRL.bit:t JN THE ILDERAL SERVILE. THIS CLAIM IS

BASED ON ipE FACT THAT 1Ht GOvERYIENT HA:. A UNIFIED JoB CLA,.;IIICATICN r,YSTEN

WHICH mE,SE':.E'. ALL wHITE ChLLAr: THL SAME YAG.DSTIEK ANN TH.%1 ONE SE1

OF DEFINITION`. Ai'PLIIS TO AL! LEVELS. IF THE FrOE;:%0 SUIDR IS FRE Or

4
SEX DISCRI '1NATIGN CU EHPLOYLES E,:l.S1STENTLY

EARN LESS THAN THEI4. mALL COL,NTTkp;J015?

THE GENLR4 SCHEEJLE LAS bESILNEU IN IA IN SUCH A WAY TO PkESFP,vE BOTH

TAP PAY ANC THE JAB-REL,',T1MHIPS 1.':IEH WERE ESTABLISHED IN THE 1523

CEASSIFloT:CN AC1. .0EFEN Of 1HE SYSTEM POINT TO ITS EN-
,

LaANCL AS ANId0:::_70,i OF !IS VALIDITY. OTHII6 ',Pali- THAT SUCH

IS ;TRW C..iUENCE Cr THE CYSPE,.'S FAILURE TO RESPOND TO SOCI.'L CHANI.I AND

PERPEL,ATION OF SEX DISCklINATIO!:.

IN THE 19/0,, THE JOB EVALUATION AND RANKING METHOD WAS FURTHE cEFINED BY

THE ADDITION CF THE FACTOR EVALUATION SYSTEM (FE!,). FES IS A PROGRESSIVE
V

SYSTEM IN THAT IT DOES FORMALIZE AND RATIONALIZE JOB CRITERIA IN A SYSTEMATIC

WAY. QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS REPLACED NARRATIVE INTERPRFATIONS FOR ASWIGNING

VALUES (AND HENCE WAGES) TO DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS. THE PROBLEM STILL EXISTS,

HOWEVER,c9N THE RANKING OF FACTORS. MANY KEY COMPONENTS OF "WOMEN'' JOBS"

ARE GROSSLY UNDERVALUED. SPEED AND FINE MOTOR REQUIREMENTS, NEGATIVE WOR ING

CrIDITIONS, AND ADAPTING TO NEW TECHNOLOGY (COMPONENTS OF MANY CLERICAL 0

COPATIONS) ARE GIVEN LOW PRIORITY WHEN RANKING FACTAJIS IN JOB EVALUATIONS.

DAILY S.,NIACT WITH OFFICIALS IS rCRE HIGHLY VALUED 'HAN DAILY CONTACT WIT)

OTHER POI(LE (SUCH AS PATIENTS). TAKING CARE OF PEOPLE IS LESS VALUED THAe

OPERATING CHINES. HEAVY LIFTING IS MORL hIGHLY VALUED THAN kE-LATED LIGHT'

LIFTING, AND'.$0 ON. THE NINE FACTORS THAT ARE USED 'IN EVALUATING JOBS AND

THE ASS14ED TO EACH FACTOR IS BASED ON OUTMODED VALUE jUDGMENTS AND

PERCEPTIONS. STUDIES HAVE BEEN DONE BY NUMEROUS COMMISSIONS, UNIONS AND

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENTS WHO ALL SUPPORT THE CONCLUSION THAT PUBLIC SECTOR

WORKFORCES ARE SEX SEGREGATED AND SEX DISCRIMINATION IS AN INHERENT PART

w4
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OF THE JOB E.::1.0,-.TI,% TH7;ICW;11 ,r,%:LSIS 61 TI!: ,LDT:A: C:AS'ArICATTON

sysrul Li7 0A%!, OETc:1!1!y_ TAE ExTENi Di\S IN TO

VLG,N 1. C',',7T.i

V.

TEE FCH,%- PAY ACE (; 19c,3 40 HILL All C, TAL ClvIL ACT LASIS

FOR p:.ThE mARKH IN

CT. 1981), Iii siOREE ppLIFO A ern() IL:7L1:H.1.TAT1.,Th

TO TITLE. S. 4.T R!;Th TH! I1. SEX SIGKI.TLE, ENT:TLi,

UNDER TITIL ':II TO 'S.frEi,, Tic,T DLPRE,SE3 WAGES fE IN PART t'.'1 TO PUR-

POSL'01. 11C.E,NTIOC.1F GISCEIRINATION BECAYSL OF SEX. ALTHOUGH THE C,G1,55;.P,

DECISION OCtS CuLT DIRECTLY AFFECT THE rENPAL covERNmFNr, THE ImPLICAT10%S

ARE CL1 %R, THE RECCNI GECISION BY JUDGE T:T';ER IN ArScAE V. STATE 01- -

WASHINFCH S: CT. 1983) IS ALSO VERY SIGNIFICANT. FIFTEEN THGUSA%D

WOMEN wC!iil.,r, FOR THE STATE OF WASHINGTON WILL RECEIVE pAy INCREASES Ell'EUUSE

THEIR FAT, EompAR;,TqE TO HIGHER PAID JOBS HELD BY LIEN, THIS CASE IS THE

LY..STRONGEST FECAL ENOORSLALAr TO DATE FOR COMPARABLE WORTH.

THE ETTA! PAY ACT OF 1963, TITLE VII or THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT, EXECUTIVE

ORDER 11246, AND THE CIVIL SERVICE REFORM ACr OF 19/8 ALL AFFIRA THE NEED FOR

COmPAIccr.i WG. Iii. 11SL LII,1.,-.1.1-1L.N1 0' THESE LAWS A N:,-SSI IT 10 ER,T.SI

SEX DISCglmiN-11:,'

THE r(6.,ALF 01 H.A. lk FEDERAL EINIAYEES FOAITY'ACT Cl 1?6::

AEG T, -1hc PAY EQUITY ACC OF 1981" WOULD ACCOm?LISA MANY COALS.

THE cT:ICF Cr HANS5F-A1NT1S SIGN Or WAGE. PRACTICES AND 105IT1011 10.

CASrli.IGS110C IN TPL WOULD CL:. 111' scjW THST A WAGE CAP

EXIST'. AUESCY PAIRTICIP,STION WILL BOTH HEISHTEN Acs,.ENTSS AVJ 1!;CI:::E

AEFNCIZS IN ACCCoNTABILITY. SETTING (wins FOR EEOC WILL PA.OoPGE STTICTE.

ENFORCEMENT OF TITLE VII. WF '"LAUD YOUR EFFORT, MADAM CHAIR, TO COF.RELT

PAY INi_r,A1'!1'. :II THE, GCTIKPlc'cl. FEN SUPPORTS ROTH H.R. 4,..;9; t,D H.R,,5092

AND WE 100K FORRD TO WORKING WI.TH YOU ON THE PASSAGE 01' THIS LEGISLATION.'

THERE ARE MANY Cr'"ktLLING REASONS WHY PAY [0th TY SHOULD BE REALTZLO IN OCR

SOCIETY. WOVEN IIAVF TEE SAAE EXPENSES AS MEN ArD SHOJED NOT F11: PENAL.17.10

lit

0
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HEE; O. TiLi;, s.. THE t!IA,.:E CAP ,S CONTRIB07t!) THE o;..1%-. f.U1EtE".

O' 1.-.),[!, HIL +'';'dITH NCO"E BELLY: H'Y I.

HousEHoLps I'S WEIL AS ELPT.EY WO;tEN ARE INRWINr.LY UVI'tt; Iv

RETIRE NT N,,j1TItS ARE OEPT.;;U:7,,; 0'. 6Ni'S

4

DIRLCTLY Tii;.%sLATE INTO'smALL pENsio. P,IS IS A pPOC.LLm HA:,

IN BOTH PRTSATT AND PUBLIC Et'TLOYMNI. THE YEAH AHOnT ov A Wom,',N's FIljpA;

11N5105 Ill 1932 `./.541 PER NEAR AS E0mPATED TO SI3./6; ,tEN.

FEW u:"AS THIS CG "MI TTEE TO VISOPYUSLY PURSUE THE ISf,LT Or PAY

THE FEDERAL 5EFT04, AS WEL AS IN THE PRIVATE.SECTOR. THE 005EONANT

ACT AS A HOUTL-EHPEOYER FOR THEliRluATE SfcT(T TO FOLLOW ELImINATING WISE

DISPARITIES BETWEEN mLfl AN() WOMEN IN cOmRARABEE JOBS tit 1HE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

AND EVAi.OAT10%; 4001.1. SECTOR

10 t.ourw suit. I.E LICK Thi 0,Y IS NU" ,:HEN JOE,- l:' SOT V:I15:-D TNT

. SFr HCT by 5v1L1.S AN{) RErr;INSITIL,'Y N,CJED TO
.

pE:(107.m THeSE

i
To; .., YOU, mAEA'l C-',Iit, F61 Ar,KiN7, US 10 TESTIFY HIKE TODAY: WE WOULD Ill

HAP '1 TO 1N:L1t A5f Q'UESTIO'NS F154 THE (OVIFTEE.

1

.
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tffs.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much. I want to congratulate you on
your new appointment. Probably the one thing that I agree with
Dr. Devine on is this recently inspired activity that he had enough
good sense to appoint you the Chair. So, good luck with it.

Ms. BURTON. Thank you very much. And, I hope that maybe Dr.
Devine does share some of our concern, and can see that my pres-
ence there is moving in the direction that we are=

Ms. OAKAR. I only have a positive influence, I am sure.
Ms. BURTON. I hope so. Thank you very much.
Ms. OAKAR. The next witness is Cheryl Wainwright from Nine to

Five.

STATEMENT OF CHERYL WAINWRIGHT, FORMER. VICE PRESI-
DENT OF 9 TO 5 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OFD WORKING WOMEN

M's. WAINWRIGHT. Thank you, Madam Chair and subcommittee
members for inviting me to testify about this important piece of
legislation

My name is Cheryl Wainwright. I am a member and former vice
president of 9 to 5 the National Association of Working Women. I
am also a full-time clerical workers.

9 to 5 is a national membership, ganization of office workers
with 12,000 members and 21 chapters around the country. Our goal
is to improve the status.of women office workers by upgrading pay,
'gaining respect, and inuring our rights are protected on the job.
We strongly support the proposed Pay Equity Act of 1984, H.R.
5092, which will insure strong enforcement of pay equity.

The past decade was a period of debate about the status of
women workers. Now that debate- is over. There is no question that
women's work is characterized by discrimination. Every measure
proves'it. We average 59 cents to every dollar earned by man. We
can't go into a store and say to the cashier, "Surely as you can see,
I am a women,.but by me making only 50 cents t4 man's dollar, I
am sure you would not mind if I only paid 59 percent of the total
bill."

Recent Department of Labor statistics show that. women earn
considerably less than men in every field. Worhen with college de-
grees earn less on the average than men with high 'school diplo-
mas. And highly skilled clericals, rffirses, women in other women'sjobs earn far less thann' men working as warehousemen, grocery
baggers and parking lot attendants.

Women are segregated into the largest'paying job categories in
the labor force. Job segregation is so severe, that in 1982 more than
50 percent of all female workers were concentrated, and 20 of the

'total 427 occupations.
One of those occupations is clerical work. In the mid-I800's'cleri-

cal work was dominated by middle class males and paid very good
wages. 'By the 1940's, women dominated the clerical work force,
and it wag no longer a well paying occupation.

Today, office workers are the largest sector of the work force; 20
percent of all workers are clericals. And more than one-third of all
women workers are clericals.

ve.
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The typical work is no longer a man in a hard hat, but a women
at a typewriter or rather a keyboard as typewriters are replaced by-
video display terminals.

Office Work is one of the few growing sectors of the work force
and is the fastest growing.

Despite our importance to the Nation's economy, we are among
the lowest paid of all workers, earning less than every type of blue
collar worker. The average woman clerical's salary hovers around
$12,000. 4

Office workers are trapped in a job ghetto; 80 percent of all
workers are women, and 98 percent of all secretaries are {vomen.

Job segregation in the, office is so severe, that a woman clerical
who feels underpaid can rarely find a man doing equal. For exam-
ple, similar work to compare herself to. When she does find this
one, he usually earns $4,000 a year more than she does,

Our low wages may reflect the prevailing rates of office work,
but our pay is the rude violation of the spirit of the equal employ-
ment laws.

Why °are women concentrating in job ghettos? And why are our
wages low in relative to other workers?'

9 to 5 maintains that employees create and maintain a female
job ghetto by discriminating and hiring, promotion, transfer and
pay.

9 to 5 have hundreds and hundreds of cases of disCrimination,
our members have encountered. over the last 10 years in every
State of the Union. And 9 to 5 members write to us regularly with
complaints of wage discrimination.

For example, a study of public employees in Newark, N.J., found.
that auto .mechanics earn 45 perceni more than senior stenogra-
phers in 1980. Both are equally skilled jobs, but auto mechanics are
all men, and stenographers arse all females.

Another public employee study in Minneapolis, Minn., shows
mid-level clerk typists earning $13,124 and sanitation workers
earning $23,712. Both jobs require equal revels of skill {and respon-
sibility but the typists are mostly females, and the sanitation work-
ers are mostly males.

9 to 5 members in Muncie, Ind:, conducted a study of wage classi-
fication at Ball State University where they were employed. They
found that high le.vel clerical workers, mostly females, earned 21
percent less than entry level custodian workers, mostly males: .

When the clerical workers seized the opportunity to earn more
pay by applying for the custodial positions, they were informed
that they were overqualified for those jobs.

The consequences of wage discrimination help to account for the
increasing poverty among women of all ages. One-third of the 9

million females headed households in the United States are at.pov-
erty.level. One in five women will be poor in her old age.

Clearly wage discrimination laws are not adequately enforced.
When our members encountered discriminatory situations and take
cases to the.Equal Employment Opportunity ComMission, they are
discouraged by the immense backlog and incredibly slow processing
of cases.

Few office workers can afford the time and the ongoing mental
anguish which are currently required to take a case to the agency.

1 ) A
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Many who afT suffering discrimination do not bother to take cases
to the EEOC because the process is so discouraging. They do not
feel that their cases will be taken seriously.

And in this situation, many employees see no reason to fear the
agency's regulatory powers. They feel free to not deal with pay
equity problems.

Now is the-time to take serious action to readdress these inequi-
ties and realize the true spirit of employment opportunity laws.
The proposed Pay Equity Act of 1984 will accomplish this by press-
ing enforcement agencies to take action on pay equity cases.

9 to 5 supports H.R. 5092 because it will begin to address those
problems.

As a short-term strategy, the bill will help working women who
are taking cases to the agencies receive more prompt remedies. In
the long run as attention is drawn to these issues, pay equity en-
forcement, employers who have been lax in addressing pay equity
problems will see that it is no longer to their advantage to do so.

Again, thank you, Madam Chair and the memberS, for truly, I
appreciate the opportunity to come before you today.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, thank you, Cheryl. I am only sorry that the
head of EEOC could not hear your testimony. Maybe we can see if
we can get it over to him. Sometimes I think that instead of having
a hearing we should be conducting a debate on the issue.

We 'want you to know, since the Chair represents Cleveland,
Ohio, how proud we are of 9 to 5, which has its roots in Cleveland.

Our next witness is, Ms. Catherine Waelder who is the general
counsel for the National Federation of Federal Employees.

STATEMENT OF CATHERINE WAELDER, GENERAL COUNSEL FOR
THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

Ms. WAELDER. Madame Chair, I am pleased to appear before the
subcommittee today on behalf of the National Federation of Feder-
al Employees to support two bills, H.R. 4599 and H.R. 5092, which
the chairwoman has introduced to promote pay equity in the work
force, and' particularly in the Federal Government.

NFFE has long taken an active role in seeking to promote pay
equity within the Federal work force. We joined in an amicus brief
in the Gunther case, the first Supreme Court case to touch upon
the concept of comparable worth in the evaluation of different jobs
held by male and female workers. And to allow a suit based upon
title VII, due to the documented wage disparity between those jobs.

We have been an active member of the Federal sector caucus of
the Committee on Pay Equity. The delegates to our last biannual
convention adopted a resolution which reads:

Whereas women are concentrated in service and support jobs where salary levels
are lower than in fields where men predominate. Therefore, be it resolved that the
NFFE support legislation to achieve pay equity for women by eliminating policies
which set pay at Iowa levels for jobs which are traditionally held by women, and
jobs traditionally held by men.

And NFFE represents a large number of women in female domi-
bated occupational classifications, principally nurses and health
care professionals in the Veterans' Administration, teachers in the
Bureau of Indians Affairs, and clerk typists and secretaries
throughout the Government..

24d
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On September 30, '1982, NFFE appeared before a joint hearing of
the Civil Service Subcommittee. The Human Resources Subcommit-
tee and the Compensation, and Employee Benefit Subcommittee to
testify for a need for the thorough review of the obstacles to
achieve pay equity ii the Federal Government.

The introduction 'of H.R. 4599 and H.R. 5092 along with today's
hearings mark an important step toward identifying and overcom-
ing the obstacles that we discussed 3 years ago.

Both bills also go a long way in reaffirming the fact that wage
discrimination still exists within the Federal Government, and that
it primarily affects women.

H.R. 4599 and H.R. 5092 both contain congressional findings that
women generally earn lesS than men because jobs held predomi-
nantly by women usually provide lower compensation than those
held predominantly Jey male workers. Although women have in-
creased, as a percentage of the total workforce, this wage disparity
persists. Women receive approximately 59 cents for each dollar
earned by a man, and this represents a 5 cent decrease since 1957
when the ratio was .64 cents to every dollar. [A related, often over-
looked consequence of wage disparity is the likelihood that the dis-
parity will continue into retirement. Because many pension plans,
including the Civil Service Retirement System, factor earnings into
retirement compensation, women leontinue to be penalized upon re-
tirement for inequitable employment and wage practices.]

Within the Federal Government women continue to be concen-
trated in the lower paid grades. congressional findings in your bills
that women generally earn less than men, because jobs held pre-
dominately by women usually provide lower 'compensation, thari
those held predominately by male workers is certainly very appre-
ciated.

The concentration of women in the lower paid grades exagger-
ates the problem of pay inequity. Although, women represent 35
percent of the civil service work force, and more likely to be select-
ed for work of a clerical or support nature.

In 1980 women represented 51 percent of the Federal clerical
work force; 43 percent of the technical work force; and only 23 per-
cent of the professional work force. It comes as no surprise then,
that women employed by the Federal Government that year re-
ceived annual salaries of about $16,000.00 compared to the average
man salary of about $21,000.00.

The need for studies comparing male dominated and female
dominated jobs is vital to the implementation of equal pay for jobs
of equal value.

Job evaluation studies were critical to the plaintiff success in the
Gunther case as well as in the recent District Court judgment in
AFSCME the State, of Washington.

We think Ihe requirements of H.R. 4599 and H.R. 5092 charging
the EEOC and the Office Personnel Management with the responsi-
bility for conducting research to develop methods and techniques,
for identifying and measuring discrimination in wages are vital to
this effort. And, I believe these are important steps in the right di-
rec t ion.

The fact that women are paid less than men in both the private
and public sector is indisputable although the reasons for the obvi-
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ous pay disparity are controversial. At the heart of wage inequity
seems to be the long-held attitude that women are the "weaker
sex" and the female-dominated jobs are therefore "worth" less
than jobs held by men, and should be compensated as such. Like-
wise, men have traditionally been perceived as the "breadwinner"
and supporter of the family, thus needing higher wages. This
notion, perhaps above all misconceptions, is highly discriminatory
and entirely fallacious. Salaries should not be designed on the basis
of need. If,this practice were followed, men with larger families
would be better com'ensated than men with smaller or no familes.

Employers in both the public and private sector need to stop
thinking in these terms and instead concentrate more on the worth
of their employees' work. Generally defined, comparable worth is
the idea that equal salaries should be paid for jobs that require
comparable effort, skill and responsibility.

The principle of comparable worth supports the development and
application of a bias-free evaluation system that uses objective cri-
teria to assess any given occupation.

Despite the clearly defined objectives of comparable worth the
concept has yet to be realized because of the failure to reach a Sn-
sensu.5 in judging worth and finding a job evaluation system and
classification standards that adequately assesses worth.

Many of the standards in job evaluations are outmoded and con-
tinue to be weighted against women.

A comprehensive study of the classification standards used by
the Federal Government in its job evaluation system is long over-
due.

NFFE supports the language in H.R. 4599 that requires OPM to
complete a thorough review of the extent of wage discrimination-
within the Government's position classification system; to recom-
mend equitable job evaluation techniques to correct these discrep-
ancies, and to.develop a timetable for implementing theirrecom-
mendationK

If enacted H.R. 4599 could force OPM to take a significant step
toward resolving the wage classification disparity within the Feder-
al work force. Although the Federal Government has attempted in
the past to update its evaluation system, the necessary forms to
correct wage discrimination were not made.

In 1975, a new factor evaluation system [FES] was designed to re-
place the old narrative system with one based on nine factors
knowledge required by position, supervisory control, guidelines,
complexity, scope and effect, personal contact, purpose of contacts,
physical demands, and work environment. Each is assigned a spe-
cific range of points. The factors are subdivided into levels which
determine the total points a job may receive based upon the posi-
tion description. When the points are tallied, they are matched to a
conversion table that determines the grade based on the total
number of points.

Although OPM may claim that the FES is a bias-free, quantita-
tive evaluation system, the FES has nevertheless failed to objec-
tively assess the v_ alue or worth of most female-dominated jobs. The
new system still relies on outmoded value judgments and stand-
ards. Because the standards"used are not continuously revised, they
frequently fail to account for the ability needed to use the develop-
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ing technological resources essential in many professions (i.e., data
processing knowledge and word processing skills). The factors ap-

p plied to job descriptions tend to be weighted against or fail to ac-
count for traditionally female "skills" because they do not recog-
nize the value of such skills.

The factor which assesses personal contact in any given occupa-
tion provides a good example of the biases wit i the FES. The
factor assigns few points to positions where conta Is are with co-
workers or which require the answering of simpl questions from
the public. High points, however, are assigned to positions which
require contacts with high status professionals or high ranking offi-
cials. Therefore, a nurse who must deal primarily with coworkers
and must assist patients and their families by relying on tact, ex-

-,pertise and-professionalism will receive fewer points than a hospi-
tal administrator who uses the same skills. The end result is that
typically "female" jobs continue to be given lower grade status.

Classification disparities continue to plague many female-domi-
nated professions, and OPM has generally failed to undertake a
fair consideration of them. NFFE has continuously encountered the
refusal of both OPM and agencies to undertake a position-to-posi-
tion job review in classification appeals. OPM has only been willing
to compare an employee's position with the standards for her
series, a practice frowned upon by the courts. In Haneke v. Secre-
tary of HEW, 535 F.2d 1291 (D.C. 1976), the court held that in proc-
essing classification appeals OPM's predecess r, the Civil Service
Commission violated 5 U.S.C. 5101 when it r used to do position
to- positionto-position comparisons. Thus, in a situation here two people are
doing the same or comparable work under different job series, clas-
sifiers refuse to make essential comparisons.

Pay equity does not exist for federally employed women. While
limited remedies are available to combat situations of wage inequi-
ty or discrimination once they have occurred, The root of the prob-
lem remains unchanged. In spite of the equal pay provision in title
V, the structure of pay and classification standards precludes pay
equity. Implicit in the grading system are societal values which are
often sexually biased. The actual process of assigning particular
jobs to particular grades is also inherently subjective, and sex role
stereotyping is common. The result is the underevaluation of jobs
held predominantly by women. Finally, the mechanics of the,...)
system, such as career training, prevents upward mobility out of
gender-dominated jobs.

The thorough review of the position-classification system called
for in H.R. 4599 is therefore essential. When NFFE,testified in Sep-
tember 1982 on the issue of pay equity, we palled for such a study
and stated that "OPM should undertake an ongoing review of the
skills required in most female-dominated occupations and update
their relative value and worth." H.R. 4599 would require OPM and
other Federal agencies to take this step toward identifying gender-
biased, job standards and correcting them. It is NFFE's hope that
upon enactment of H.R. 4599 the administration will carry out the
bill's mandate in a fair and timely manner.

NFFE also recommends the following legislative changes we ad-
vocated in 1982 and which we continue to support. We believe 'it
would be helpful to delete the exclusion of classification appeals

0 r
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from the grievance Oroce'dur;,: found in title 5, United States Code,
section 7121(0(5) to allow classification decisions to be grieved and
arbitrated as they are in the private sector. Currently, OPM has
the only word on classification appeals. The system could be im-
proved if employees had an opportunity to have third party review
of the classfication decision. Second, we think ()PM should be re-
quired to do position-to-position comparisons when evidence of mis-
classification based or such comparisons is raised in an appeal.

Third, we feel it would be useful to bring the language of the
classification section of the statute, title 5, United States Code, sec-
tion 5101, into line with the principle of the Civil Service Reform
Act that equal payA,Jae proVided for work of equal value. The statute
currently says that equal pay will be provided for substantially
equal work. It is closer to the Equal Pay Act standard than to the
pay equity standard embrace n the preamble in section 2301 of
the Civil Service Reforr4 Act. We uld like to put the concept of
pay equity into a part c he statute w ere it can do more substan-
tive good and can be bettefi used as a tool for pa .equity.

Finally, we believe that the statute should b amended in section
5596 to provide retroactive pay in classification ppeals, overruling
the Testan case, a Supreme Court case which held that retroactive
pay was not provided for by current statute.

In conclusion, NFFE also strongly supports the intent of H.R.
5092 to identify discriminatory wage-setting practices, to promote
pay scales based upon the "worth" of work performed by an em-
ployee and to insure
work of equal value.
portunity Commissio
General to report to
ment of wage disc.
full cooperation from,

hat Federal workers are given equal pay for
he bill calls upon the Equal Employment Op-
, the Secretary of Labor, and the Attorney

e President and Congress on their enforce-
tion prohibitions. Once again, this requires

he administration. Not only must adequate
funding for these agencies be included in the President's annual
budget requests, but each agency must also work diligently to de-
velop the means to insure pay equity becomes a part of the Federal
wage system.

That concludes our statement. I would be pleased to answer any
questions you might have.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much. I appreciate your suggestions
concerning the legislation.

Th* reason I smiled when you were talking aboutadequate
funding for the bill, was because EEOC stated that inadequate
funds 'was a reason why they opoposed it. But we are talking about
some staff people that they had cut.

Ms. WARLDER. Just a few years ago in this administration.
Ms. OAKAR. If they just put back the staff that they cut, they will

be fine. And it is a few thousand dollars.
Our last witnessand we certainly are happy to have you here

as wellis Ms, Cynthia Denton, who is the general counsel for the
National Association of Government Employees.

)
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STATEMENT OF CYNTHIA DENTON, GENERAL COUNSEL FOR THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

Ms. DENTON. Thank you. Good afternoon, Madam Chair. My
name is Cynthia Denton. I aln general counsel with the National
Association of Government Employees. We are an afjiliate of the
Service Employees International Union. We are ver pleased to
have this opportunity to present our views on the Pay Equity Act
of 1984 and the Federal Pay Equity Act of 1984..

The NAGE, which represents employees in all sections of public --
service, strongly supports the efforts to create pay equity represent-.
ed by both H.R. 4599 d H.R. 5092.

This legislation re ffirms the Federal Government's sponsibil-
ity in enforcin equity laws, encourages employer to comply
with those la , and brings Federal wage-setting actices into
compliance wit existing law.

We would like .to address our remarks this afternoon to two
areas: First, the failure of the EEOC to enforce the existing laws in
the area of pay equity as demonstrated by a complaint filed by the
NAGE in Boston.

Second, the failure of the Federal Government to address pay
equity problems within its own work force.

The NAGE represents a unit of over 10,000 clerical employees
working for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

The Massachusetts experien,ce for these working women has
been no different from that working women nationwide. In a
review of the Commonwealth's employment practices in 1979, the
Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination found that 75
percent of the State employees in the lowest job grades were
women, while over 80 percent of the male employees were found in
the three highest job grades.

This inequitable job grouping is a result of legislation which,
prior to the establishment of public sector colle tive bargaining set
the salaries of all State employees.

Clerical workers obviously occupy the lowest dive of the gen-
eral service scale.

A comparison of the two salary structures approved by the Mas-
sachusetts Legislature in 1948 shows that the lowest paid common
laborer in the State made a .wage comparable to a grade 45 in the
general service scale. In recognition of the comparably poor pay
scale of clerical employees in the State, which continues to date,
the National Association of Government Employees filed a class
action charge of discrimination with the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission claiming that, among other things, the Com-
monwealth has created and maintained a classification in salary
system which has discriminatorily compensated certain positions
normally encumbered by females to the lower job groups for no
other reason than because of the sex of the incumbents.

The charge has been before the, EEOC since August 1981. The 4
only action on that case in 21/2 years of which we are aware has
been a 2-day on site investigation by an employee of the EEOC
New York Office.

The EEOC has demonstrated an attitude of outright indifference
to claims involving pay equity.

f)
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The decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in June 1981 in the Gun-
ther v. County of Washington case, cleared the way fQr pay equity
cases to be filed under title VII without meeting the requirements
of equal work contained in the Equal Pay Act.

While a number of pay equity cases have been successfully won
for employees in the Federal courts since that time, to our knowl-
edge, the EEOC 'has,yet to decide a case based on the principles of
pay equity and comparable worth.

Our charge of discrimination is being referred to the Washington
Office of Policy th-rp.kernentation for decision apparently since the
EEOC has no clear standards for review in these cases.

The agency, which ought to be at the forefront in enforcing the
federally mandated policy of equal pay for work of equal value, has
taken no action to establish case law in the area of pay equity.

The decision not to enforce EEOC laws in the pay equity area is
a political decision, and its remedy is also political.

As a party with some experience in seeking relief before the
EEOC, the NAGE applauds H.R. 5092, which sends a clear message
to that agency to take swift action on pay equity cases.

The NAGE also represents large numbers of 'employees in the
Federal Government. Historically, the Federal Government led the
way in the hiring of women, but,- unfortunately, has also led the
way in the intentional paymerit of discriminatory wages.

When women first entered the work force in large numbers
during the Civil War, period the Federal Government led the way
in their employment'by giving preference-to widows of war veter-
ans. However, it also led the way in setting women's wages at a
discriminatory level.

Today, women in the Federal Government are paid less than
men because of a classification system which is biased against the
skills, responsibilities, and duties of predominantly female jobs.
The Federal Govermment must revers9 this trend and take the
lead in the payment of a' gender neutral compensation. These bills
are a vigorous step in that direction.

Both H.R. 5092 and H.R. 4599 direct Federal agencies to rid
themselves of the discriminatory wage setting practices.

H.R. 5092 requires the EEOC to conduct a study in consultation
with federal employee organizations, on the procedures used to
evaluate Federal practices, and whether those procedures comply
with pay equity law.

H.R. 4599 requireOPM to submit to Congress:a study on wage
setting practices, and'wage differentials, and to develop a proposal
on equitable job evaluation techniques, and to specify and take
those steps needed to correct the problem.

The NAGE endorses both these bills as a sound and equitable
measure which will help identify and correct the bikts in wage set-
qpg practices.

W6 would like to thank the committee again for the opportunity
to present our views,oand look forward. to working with the com-
mittee in the passage of these important pieces of legislation.

[The statement of Ms. Denton follows:]
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Comnission since Aueust,19E1. The only action on that case in

two and a. half years of whictl, we are aware has been a two day

on -site inyestication by an employee of the tew York office.

If the experience of other complaints is similar to that of
o

the 1,7AGE ithen it shows an attitude of hesitation t not

outright indifference to claims involy4co Pay equity which

ought to be swiftly corrected.

The decision of the Unitedtates !'uore1e Court is

1981, in the Gunther Y. Count,' of Cashineton case cleared the

way for Day equity cases to be filed with the vetial cmnloy-

ment Opportunity Commission without meeting the requirements

of equal work contained in the Ecual Pa'' Act. while a

number of pay equity cases have been successfully 'art tor

,errloyees in the federal courts since that tire, to our

knowledge the Equal Employment opportunity Commission has

yet to decide a case based on the princimals of nay eeuity vz
and comiwrableworth. Our Charge of Discrimination is be,iro

referred to the Washington Office of Policy Implementation '

for decisions since the Equal Employment Opportunity Co!:mission

'has no clear standards for review of these 'casesi:

Temporary guidelines were issued by the Equal Emoloyment

0000rtunity Commission shortly after the Gunther decision,

and extended beyond their. orininal 90-day life. 1'o ever, no

noarent action laas been taken by the Equal Pmnloyment (O

Commission, the aoency which ought to. be at the' forefront in

"enforcine the federally anHAed policy of equal for work

of enual value, to establish case Ja in the area of pay eeuity.,

If reeuired by this Iceislation to review all oendinn 'charoes_

and to report to the appropriate Connressipral Sul'-lnimmitteeS

on their status as well as to take adnini$;trative action to

enforce the policy clearly.erunciated in H.P. Lho E.qual

Employment Opportunity Commission may bee in to 4ssove its

proper :hoadership role and provide a necessary forum for .L,:

resol4tion of nay equity charees.

The decision not to efiforce EEtiC laws In nit''

area is a nolitica] decision and its remedy is also oolitieal.

As a party with some exnerien^ce in seeking relief hefore- the
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Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much fbr your fine testimony. And I
want you to know how important your tesotimony is For our record.

I was struck by the paint that Cheryl made in her testimony
about poverty in old age. We haven't even touched on that. But it
is true that if you're paid inadequately when you're younger you're
bound to be poor when you're older. We have some laws in the
books related to pension and social security that Tire in itable
also.

It's a real catch-22 situation. We could make an entire heari
out of fringe benefit.

Our interest is not only for women in the work Force who are,
let's say, young to middle age, but for older women as well. We
know that to be old and female today is to be alone and poor. Sev-
enty percent of our older women are poor.

It has, in part, something to do with the manner in which
they're treated when they're younger, doesn't it?

Sokn glad that you mentioned that, Cheryl.
I aess nurses are almost the classic example that everyone used.

I was an educator by profession. They used, teachers. And then th_ey-
used service em4.1loyees. You really represent a spectrum ,o,c, the
classic examples of wage discrimination.

How important are nurses? I think we should establish this for
the record. I've always had a nurse on my staff, by the way, be-
cause of all the health issues that arise. So I know they're very ver-
satile.

But how important are nurses to the health delivery system?
What would we do ifkwe didn't have nurses in the health delivery
system'?

Ms. Aeon!). I think the health delivery system would probably go
down the tubes if' we didn't have nurses.

In the first place, nurses comprise the largest health related pro-
fession in the United States. We have 1.7 million nurses,

You're absolutely right about nurses being a classic example. I
was struck this morning by a number of' people who either refer-
enced nurses, or there was a nurse testifying for AFSCME, who is
also a Member of our organization. But it is a classic example. It's
something that we've been' fighting forever and ever,.

Ms. OAKAIt. I don't' think there's a person in the room that gets
health delivery, or anyone who is older and stays in nursing homes
that doesn't depend on that provider.

You know, I used to teach at a community college' in Cleveland,
and I remember when we had career days some of the male stu-

'dents telling me that they'd love to go into the nursing professions
but that they knew that it wasn't going to be paid adequately be-*

cause it was a so-called female dominated situation.
So we do discourage men who want to go into traditionally

female occupations as well, don't we, by the stereotype of that
wage gap.

Ms. Amin). Absolutely.
Ms. DAKAR. Cheryl, you represent service employees, and clerical

workers. I know in my own case, when I was elected a Member of
Congress I didn't realize that in order to put forward my work I
really needed to.form quality offices, one if) the district, and one in
Washington. I remember that the hardest position to fill was the
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secretary. And I've come to realize that the focal point of the ;office
is that secretary. If you don't have a good secretary the office will
not openite efficiently.

was struck by the fact when I looked over the wages how poorly
secretaries are paid compared to someone who is a legislative as-
sistant, and so on, and so forth.

It must be difficult to encourage people to stay in clerical posi-
tions, isn't it?
4 Ms. WAINWRIGHT. Very difficult. It's very difficult, but at the

same tinr women who are dominating in those professions really
like it. They see as a way of opportunity for incasing their skills.

Say, for instance, you may have a secretary who works in a hos-
pital, for instance. She may work for four doctors. And those doc-
tors may be classified in different fields, and she has to relate to
their medical terminolOgy. But based on because it is a female
ghetto-type job her wages are lower. And here she may be working
for four profeAsionals whose pay scales range from anywhere be-
tween $50,00-lo $70,000 a year, and she's making 12 to 13.

I find thatyou find that secretary, that clerical is very loyal.
She works very hard. She's willing to work through lunch hour.
She works overtime. But at the same time is very stressful for her
economically to secure her family, and at the same time continue
to work through that process, and fear for her job.

Thank you.
Ms. OAKAR. You have a number of *employees of your,,member-

ship who are female obviously. Do you ha\e\a number whO are
head of the household?

Ms. WAINWRIGHT. I would say about 75 percent of the women in
9:00 to 5:00 are heads of households.

Ms. OAKAR. What is the range of the salary that they bring in.
Ms. WAINWRIGHT. Range anywhere between the salaries of

$8,500 all the way up to $13,500.
Ms. OAKAR. One more question. It may seem facetious, but I

think it's important to put it on the record.
Do *omen work because it's a luxury, or are they just bored?

Why do women work?
Ms. WAINWRIGHT, Well, I personally work because I need shelter,

and food, and I need to take care of my child. And at the same
time I feel in this society, and in the United States, that everyone
wants to secure those necessities of life, so, therefore, you must
work. And if you don't have a husband, or a family background to
support you, then surely you have to do it yourself one way or the
other, whether you're a professional, or service employee.

Ms. OAKAR. And just one 'quick point for the \lederal employee
people.

Yesterday when questioning Dr. Devine, I said, "You knoW,in
the white collar jobs the average male makes $27,800 and some a
year, and the average female makes $17,000, and that's after
you've been working for a'while."

He responded by saying, "Well, one reason for that is 'that
women don't stay in the Federal labor force(-''as long: It was the
tenure that was the"you're laughing, but that's the answer he
gave.

Now, you're a career--,

O
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Ms. ButvoN. I have :5-years.
Ms. °AKAR. flow do you respond to his remark about ,141); Li re ?r

Would you say that's the No. I reason for-
Ms. BiltrfoN. No, women coma in and out of the work Force, hut.

we find that most women come-back into working for the Federal
government because of the pay and the benefits. Even though the
pay may be lower in comparison to the males. but in comparison to
many areas within the private sector, it is higher.

'Rut we find women do retire and would stay within the Federal
tiovernnient. Most of them do go out between 53 and GO. And quite
a few women we find do have 20, 23, and :W years of service. I met
someone the other day who had 15 years of service.

Ms. DAKAR. You may want to take a look at the statistic he gave.
I wanted to question it. but we didn't have that statistic.

Ms. BeRTON..I plan to when I get hack to the office.
Ms. DAKAR. The last question is, there's no rivalry on this issue

between men and women, is there? We have marriages, and we
have working spouses. Husbands don't like it too much if their
wives are discriminated against. do they?

Ms. Acorn). I think women and men work for the same reasons,
arid I can't imagine why a man would not want "woman to make
the stare salaries. Women work because they have to; because they
need a job; because they need the money to support themselves and
their families; in order to gain satisfaction from their work, and so
forth. I can't believe that its a question of rivalry at all.

Ms. DENToN. We represent both men and women, about 30 per-
cent men, about 50 percent women. We have found no difficulty
within the union in supporting the issue of pay equity for women.It is a matter that was endorsed wholeheartedly by the entire con-
vention. There is no division on this we've discovered as we pur-
sued the atter.

Ms. 0 AR. Well, I thank all of you very much for your' testimo-
ny. We're ery happy to have you here, and thanks for your pa-.

hence.
Our last panel, and the Chair' apologizes for the long wait, al-

though we're glad that you didn't wait too long, is Mrs. Phyllis
. Schlafly, who is the president of Eagle Forum and Mr. Lawrence Z.

limber, who with the American Society for' Personnel Administra-
tion.

And the Chair' at this time is going to ask unanimous consent to
place the testimony of June O'Neill, who is the director' of the Pro-
gram of Policy Research of Women and Families, the Urban Insti-
tute, in the record.

[The statement of Ms. O'Neill follows:1

PREPARED STATEMFINT OF JUNK O'NKILL

'Congresswoman Oakar and members of the committee, my name is June O'Neill.
I am an economist and the Director of the Program of Policy Research on WOMEN]
and Families at The Urban Institute in Washington. D.C. I am appearing today,
however, in an individual capacity and the views that I am expressing are my own
and are not necessarily the views of The Urban Institute or its sponsors.

I would like to address some concerns about the implications of a policy of "equal
pay for jobs of co rable worth." The idea that prices or wages should reflect in-
herent worth 'has hac appeal over the ages. However, practical considerat this have
won out over philoso ry. Wages are not intended to be value judgments. In a free
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society they perform the crucial functions of balancing supply and demand. Thus if
the demand for eating out in restaurants rises, the wages of chefs rise and more
people train to be chefs; and if people stop' attending baseball games, the wages of
baseball players fall as does the. incentive to become a player. Basically the system
works, although it is not hard to find examples of market imperfectionS. For exam-
ple. wages in certain industries or occupations may reflect unusual market power of
a professional association or a union. The way to correct this, hoWever, is to address
the market power directly. not to destroy the whole system.

Comparable worth would substitute wage boards for the market on the assump-
tion they would he more fair. But who is to decide what is fair? Should education
the standard? But some leave school early and learn on the job. Should unpleasant
work be given special compensation? But who is to say what is unpleasantis it
devising detailed actuarial tables, lifting heavy objects, sitting at a desk all day,
working nights and weekends? Without the market to process the scarcity of tal-
ents, the tastes of individuals and demands of business and consumers, there is no
good way to assign valuesi.e. wages----to jobs. Invariably wage boards mulling over
studies that are outdated by the time they are completed: and bowing to political
pressures from all :tides will come up with a wage structure that does not reflect
supply and demand. We will then be faced with shortages of workers in some areas
and surplusses in others, and the dilemma of how in a free society to induce work-
ers to leave one occupatiop or area and take up another without wage signals to
guide them.

With this, comparable worth would not remedy the discrimination it is intend-
ed to relieve. That case rests on the premise that occupational differences,between
men and women are the resulehbf discriminatory barriers. While many factors other
than discrimination have been shown to determine occupational differences there
are certainly instances where discrimination has been a factor as well. The remedy
for this discrimination, however, is to remove the barriers, not to change the wage
signals that provide thkimpetus for women land men) to train or take other steps to
enter these occupatiOtis.

In sum a policy of comparable worth would be impractical, if not impossible tot
implement, would distort the functioning of the economy, and would ultimately fail
to serve the best interests of women.

ADDITIONAL. PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUNE O'NEILL

The women's movement,has long fought for equal opportunity for wome4.oppor-
Ntunities for women to gain access to the schools, training, jobs and promotions they
choose to enter, and on the same 'basis as men. These equal opportunity policies,
however, generally accepted the basic premises of a free market system. In fact the
thrust was to improve the wpy the market functioned by removing discriminatory
barriers that might reatri9Kthe free supply of workers to jobs. By contrast, the
policy of "comparable worth" rejects a market system where wages are set by
supply and demand and seeks to substitute an administered wage system, where
pay in difThrent occupations wouitl be based on evaluations ofintrinsic worth made
by politically chosen groups. This would be a radical departure from the economic
system we how have. Moreover, if implemented, it would lock women into tradition-
al worn-en soca ations, and in the long run would work to their disadvantage.

The idea 1 beh d "comparable worth"that wages should reflect' the inherent
value of th job ather than the prejudices and greed of the mar tplace---is not
new. At lea t as fa back as the middle ages the concept of the "just rice" has had
some appea . Practical considerations, however, have won out ove philosophical
musings. Ndwadays, most people recognize how inefficient it would be to use an
evaluation sc\heme independent of t ar et to set prices of consumer goods, or for
that matter k set wages in pre inantly male occupations. So, for example, we
accept a higher price for dianrfids than for water, even though water is undoubted-
ly more important to our survival than diamonds, and a higher wage for lawyers or
engineers than for clergymen or bricklayers. even though they may be equally
worthy and important to our survival. We do so because we recognize that consumer
prices and male wages will adjust to reflect supply and demand and that efforts to
impede the process will only lead to shortages or gluts.

Why abandon the market
The argument for abandoning market determination of wages and substituting

,t9"comparable worth," where wage decisions wipid be based on an independent as,-
fiessment of the "value" of occupations, is based on the following premises: (1). The
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pay gap between women and men is due to discrimination that takes the form of
occupational segregation, where women are relegated to low paying jobs; a d (2) pay
in these female-dominated occupations is low simply because women hold th \m.I will comment briefly on these premises.
The pay gap

In 1952, the pay gap, viewed as the ratio of women's to men's hourly pay was-about 70 percent .overall. Among younger groups the ratio is higher .(and th ; pay
igap.sinaller)a ratio of 55 percent for 20-24 year olds, 79 pervnt for the age 25-34

years old.,,Among groups age :35 and over the ratio is tl5 percent.'
What accounts for the pay gap? Clearly not all differentials reflect discrimination:

Several minorities (Japanese, Jews and Cubans for example) have higher than aver-
age wages, and I do not believe anyone would ascribe these differentials to favorit-ism towards these groups.

A growing body of research has attempted to account for the tap. After adjusting
for the different proxy variables that social scientists use to measure productivity
differences, studies have explained varying proportiOns of the wake 'gap' ranging
from almost nothing to almost everything.` Among those studies that- have used
broad national samples, perhaps the central finding has been that about half of the
gap is accounted for by a few key variables: schooling, years of work experience,

° -years opt of the labor force, and job tenure. The unexplained residual, however,
cannot be taken as a measure of *discrimination. It is more correctly described as ameasure of our ignowce. Work experiepcAndqualitativebaspects of schooling areusually measured crudety, and variables that may be important are'omitted because
of lack of data. chief among these is the intensity and motivation with ,Which a
career is pursued. The .intangible qualities that affect training. job search, and job 0 T
advancement are likely to be related to the extent to which one s energies must' be
shared between home1responsibilities and a career.

Although occupational segregation exists, is in .large part the re. It of many'ofthe same- factors that determine earnings: years of schooling, on-the-job training and
other human capital-investment,s, as well as for particular job characteristics.
In a recently completed. study I found that vidmen's early expectations about theirfuture life's work 'that is,.whether bhey planned to be a homemaker or planned to
work outside the homeare strongly related to the occupations they ultimately
pursue.. Many wwnen Who initially planned to be a homemaker, in fact became
labor force participants, but they were much more -likely to pursue stereotyped
femalc occupations than women who .had formed their plans to work at younger
ages. Early orientation influences early training and schooling decisions, and as aresult women may, be locked into or out of certain careers. Another factor is that
women often maintain a dual careercombining wqrk in the home with an outsidejoband this leads to an accommodation in terms of the number of hours that
women work and other conditions that influence occupational choice.

Women and men were also found to differ sharply in the environmental charac-
teristics of their occurations. Women are less likely to be in jobs with a high inci-
dence of out work, noisy or hazardous work or jobs requiring heavy lifting.These differe may reflect employer prejudice. I believe it is more plausible that
they reflect cu al and possibly physical differences.

Is pay in worn 's occupations lower because employers systematically downgrade'them'? The ;Ad' y of firms to wield such power is questionable. t a firm underpaid
workers in women's .occupations, in the sense that their wages were held below
their real contributions to the firm's receipts, other firms would have a strong in-
centive to hire workers in these occupat s away, bidding- up the. wages in these
oceupationS. This process could only be ailed by collusion, an Unrealistic pros-pect considering the hundreds of thousan firms.
Implicattoft of a oMparable worth policy

Any large scale implementation of comparable worth would likely be based on job
evaluations that assign points for,various factors believed to be common to disparate
jobs. A job evaluation, however, is of necessity a highly subjective undertaking.
How, after all-, do you compare high level quantitative skills with high level verbal
skills or nurturing skills with adminiatrative.skills? Different job evaluation corn-

The commonly cited pay gap- -where women are 'said to earn fill cents out of every dollar
earned by menis based on a comparison of the annual earnings of women and men who work
year-round and are primarily full-time. In 1982 this ratio was 62 percent. '('his figure is lower
than the figure of 70 percent cited above because the annual earnings measure is not adjustedfor differences in hours worked during the year.
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mittees composed of individuals with different values will surely reach quite differ-
ent conclusions. In fact it is doubtful if any two of us would rank occupations in
exactly the same way even if we fully understood what it takes to pertlirm each and
every one of theman impossible undertaking in itself.

Without the market to process the scarcity of talents, the tastes of individuals and
demands of business and consumers, there is no efficient way to assign wages to
jobs. Invariably wage boards mulling over studies that are outdated by the time
.they are completed, and bowing to political pressures from all sides will come up
with a wage structure that diverges from underlying conditiiins of supply and
demand. We will then be faced with shortages of workers hi some areas and sur-
p es. in others, and the dilemma of how in a free society to induce workersito
I ave one occupationf or area and take up another without wage signals to guide

em.
With all this, comparable worth would not remedy the discrimination it is intend-

ed to relieve. While many factors other thah discrimination have been sRown to de-
termine pay differences, there are certainly instances where discrimination has
been a factor as well. This discrimination may take the form of barriers.to entry
into particular Ci s or types of occupations and training. It canals() occur between

41' women and menu the same occupation. The remedy for this discrimination, howev-''
.er, is to remove th barriers, not to change the wage signalS that provide the impe-
tus for workers to train or take other steps to enter occupations with strong
demand. By mandating a wage for predominantly female occupations that is above
what conditions of supply and demand would warrant, one is creating a_ situation
where queues of yerkers will be lining up for a shrinking pool of jobs.

One final corn nt pertains to nursing. In much of the discussion of comparable
worth the nursing profession is caked as eviden/that the market does not work.
But facts are never presented. The basic data on employment and earnings of
nurses are as follows: Despite a perennial "shortage" of nurses that seems to have
existed as far back as one can go, the number of nurses has increased dramatically,
both absolutely and as a percentage of the population. In 1960 there were.282 regis-
tered nurses per 100,000 population. ro 1980 there were 506 nurses per 100,000. ThiS
rate of increase is even more rapid than the incnitse in doctors over the past decade

n rapidly increasing. Why did the increase occur?
Were women forced, into rursirlg because they were barred from occupations like
computer system4 analysts. That does not seem to be the case in recent times. What
has happened is that nursing along with other medical professions has experienced
a large increase in demand since the middle IlitiOs when Medicare and Medicaid
were introduced and private health insurance increased. As a result, the pay of

,

inurses increased more rapidly than in other fields. Between 1960 and 1978 the
salary of registered nurses increased by 250 percent while the pay of all men rose by
206 percent and the pay of all women rose by 193 percent. During the 1970s the rate
of spy increase for nurses slowed, which is not surprising considering the increase
in Apply. And entry of women into.nuoing school has recently slowed suggesting a
self-correcting mechanism is at work, Entry of women into medical school has
soared, however. Women received only 8 percent of medical degrees in 19704In 1980
they received 23 percent of medical degrees.
- These changes are taking place because of fundamental changes in women's role
in the economy and in the familychanges that themselves reflect a response to
rising wage rates as well as changing social attitudes. Pay set according to compara-
ble worth would distort wage signals, inducing inappropriate supply responses and
unemployment. One cannot wave a wand and change the structure of wages because
one wishes it to be that way without incurring adverse effects. If women have been
discouraged ht4Ii..iety or barred by employers from entering certain occupations,
the appropriafe response is to remove the barriers, not try to repeal supply and
demand.

In sum, a policy of comparable worth would be impractical, if not impossible to
implement, would distort the functioning of the economy, and would ultimately fail
ti5 serve the best interests of women. Comparable worth is no shortcut to equality.'

Ms. OAKAR, Ms. Schlafly, we're very happy to have you here; and
as I was telling you privately, I'm very grateful for the book that
you gave me some years ago on Cardinal Mindszenty. I read it and

. still- treasure it. It's a very excellent book. And he's one of my
heroes. I think he's one of yours.

and the supply of doctors has
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You may proceed in whatever way is most comfortablevWe have
your statement. If you'd like to read it, that's tine. Whatever way
you feel is most comfortable. Thank you for beinghei.e.-

STATEMENT OF' PHYLLIS SCIII,AELY, PRESIDENT, EAGLE FORUM
Ms. SCHI,AFI.i'. Thank you, Madam Chair.
My name is Phyllis Schlafly, president of Eagle Forum, a nation-

al profamily organization. I am a lawyer, writer, and homemaker.
Last October, Eagle Forum organized and sponsored a 2-day con-

ference on comparable worth, the subject of today's hearing.
H.R. 4599 is identified as a bill to promote pay equity. What is

pay equity? Equity means justice, but what is justice when it comes
to wage setting'? Clearly, there must be something mighty fair and
just about the American economic system which has provided
higher wages, and more of the good things of life to more people,
than any nation in the history'of the orld.

Th4, free market, which allows m st. economit decisions to be
made freely by individuals and unions ofs.indivi uals, has produced
an American standard of living that is he e y of the world. The
method of wage setting which has produc the highest wages for
the most people is the system that allows wages to be determined
by freedom of choice. What is an individual willing to work for,
and what is an employer willing to pay? The result is what is
called market 'rates.

'Our society has made a few slight modificgtions to this system.
,Prior to the current generation, society's notion of pay equity was
generally understood to include giving the job preference, the
higher pay, and the promotion to the father who is supporting a
family. He was perceived to need the wage more than other men or
women. Is that what pay equity means in this bill?

Some 20. years ago, the American society codified into Federal
law the consensus that equity in wage setting includes the concept
that' an individual should receive equal pay. for equal work, as de-
termined by looking ,at two ar more persons doing,substant,ially
equal work. There is no apparent dissent from this principle.

Now, however, H.R. 4599 comes along and wants to engage in
wage setting by very different factors. e "

Instead of allowing wages to be set by millions of free decisions,
H.R. 4599 wants wages toe be set by the subjective opinions of anon-
ymous persons who will decide job worth.

This is an even more intangible will-o'-the-wisp than pay equity,
and even less able to produce consensus or equity. How can we
agree on what you or I are worth in dollars and cents? Who are the
unnamed .persons who can fulfill H.R. 4599's assumption that job
evaluation techniques can be equitable?

Are they the same job evaluators as those in the State al Wash -
i ton case who decided that laundry workers are worth the same

truckdrivers, and should be paid equally? The estimated $1 bil-. lion judgment levied against the taxpayers,of the State of Washing-.
ton by the judge who deed this case, in American Federation of
State, Courtly, and Municipal Employees Cr. tiff State of Washington,
was based on a job evaluation that called for 'wages to be paid aot
cording to the following'points, allegedly describing job worth:

I .,
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Laundry worker, 96. Truckdriver, 97. Librarian, 353. Carpenter,
197. Nurse, 573. Chemist, 277. The evaluation concluded that
female laundry workers shouki be paid equally with male truck-
drivers, and that female librazfaits and nurses should be paid about
twice as much as male carpenters and chemists.

Do the sponsors of H.R. 4599 really think that the American
people will accept as equitable a job evaluation that comes up with
such subjective opinions? There isn't a shred of evidence that wage
settings by job evalu6tors will be nearly as equitable as wage set-
ting by the millions of individual 'decisions operating in the free
market today.

Once' you divorce wage settings from prevailing market rates,
every determination of job worth, being a matter of subjective opin-
ion, will result in a dispute. And most of those disputes will end up
in the courts. That.? the inevitable scenario of artificial wte set-
ting.

That's why the federal judge who rejected the Denver !purses'
complaint that they be paid equally with tree trimmers said mat
the comparable worth theory is "pregnant with the possibility of
disrupting the entire economic system of the United

Comparable worth rejects marketplace factors, and instead at-
tempts to fix wages by a point system based on, (1) a subjective
evaluation of job worth, plus, (2) a comparing of different kinds of
jobs held mostly by women with jobs held mostly by men, and then, .
(3)-uses litigation or legislation to mandate the system regardless of
.Cost.

This is a radical plan to restructure the American economy by a
process of using the courts to raise wages for women's jobs signifi-
cantly above prevailing maarket rates, and without regard to pi6-
ductivity or costs.

The game plan of those people who want to engage in-artificial
wage setting is Co trick the employer into agreeineto a job evalua-
tion or job evaluation study. The lesson of AFSCME v. State of
Washington is that any employer who orders a study or a job eval-
uation is buying a lawsuit.

Judge Tanner made this crystal clear in his decision:
"The 'State was on notice of tile legal implications of conducting comparable

worth studies without implementing a salary structure commensurate with the
evaluated worth ofjobs.

"It would seem obvious that wheri. the State passed the 1977 legislation requiring
submission to the legislature of comparable worth studies that the State knew its
employees would be entitled to pay commensurate with their evaluated worth.

"Any other conclusion defies reason. It would then follow that the economic con-
seqt.t.ences of comparable worth were predictable and foreseeable by the State. The
State cannot be heard at this late date to argue they were surprised, confused or
misled as to the legality of its action, and subsequent failure to pay.

The joker in.The political game of trying to impose artificial wage
setting on the American economy is to inject the bias into the job
evaluatiori at the outset. Hay Associates, for example, is quite will-
ing to bias its)ob,evaluations to suit its paying clientS. '

The city of San Jose, Calif., known then as the feminist capital of
the world because. feminists held a majority on the city council,
hired Hay AssocAates to give expert back-up to its highly publicized
campaign to lattrIcha national drive for,comparable worth.

t-).
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In a client briefing on August 6, 1981, Hay Associates stated,
"Within their situation, it is perfectly reasonable for some,organi-
zations like the city of San Jose to attempt to lead the march for

. civil rights of women in the eighties." This briefing makes clear
jthat, if the feminists want a job evaluation designed to serve femi-

nist goals, the job evaluation experts will comply.
Hay Associates did a small $10,000 evaluation of a few State jobs

-in 'Illinois in 198.3 for the Illinois Commission on the status of
women. Knowing that this group is controlled by the feminists,
Hay Associates tailored its evaluation to please its client.

\ Hay agreed at the outset that its job evaluation would not in-
. ',volve any comparison with marketplace factors. It then set up a

point system under which the maximum number of points that
cpuld be given --for adverse or risky working conditions was 19 per-
cent of the total points.

That explains how the evaluation came up with the conclusion
that nurses should be paid equally with electricians. The State of
Illinois will now have to defend itself in court against that biased
evaluation.

Comparable worth is basically, a conspiracy theory of jobs. It as-
serts that, first, a massive societal male, conspiracy Is segregated
or 'ghettoized women into particular occupations by exc ing them
from others, and then, second, devalued the women's jobs by
paying them lower wages than other occupati6ns held prim by
men.

Not a shred of evidence has been produced to prove these a
sumptions. For two decades at least, women have been free to go
into any ,occupation. There are even 3,000 'female coal miners
today. But most women continue to choose traditional rather than
nontraditional jobs.

This is their own 'free choice. Nobody makes them do it. If the
wages for these traditional jobs are raised. above the market rates,
the result will be that even more women will crowd into those jabs.

On the other hand, the reaction of employers will be to reduce
the number of those jobs, and there will be even fewer of the kinds
of jobs that women obviously prefer. The pay gap between men 'and
women is not due to discrimination. It is due. primarily to the fact
that men and women "get married.

The average married woman spends only 3;5 percent of he'r poten-
tial working years in the labor force, and this has a dramatic effect
on her earning power. Most married men are motivated to work
harder in the labor force to provide for their families:

Most married women are motivated to spend more efforton the
daily care and nurturing of their children. That's why most women
choose occupations which allow repeated entry and exit from the
labor force, part-time work or shorter hours, transfer to another
city in order to accompany their husbands, and which have plea-
santer and less risky work environments.' Comparable worth is aattempt to force employers, taxpayers and consumers to pa
women as though they had not made those career choices.

Since the essence of the comparable worth notion is a comparing
of jobs held mostly by women with jobs held 'mostly by men, if
women's jobg. are allegedly underpaid, then which men'ts jobs are
overpaid?

I)
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The occupation's alleged' to be overpaid are truck _drivers, con-
struction and highway, workers, electricians, plumbers, mechanics,
maintenance and repairmen, policemen and firefightersinciden-
tally, we have net_heard from those groups 'of men in the hear-
ings. .

Comparable worth asserts the notion that it is unfair that blue-
collar men are paid, more-than pink-collar women. The true answer
to the pay differential is to have open access to all occupations so
that women are not barred from any.,

There is nothing equitable about forcing workers who do un-
pleasant, risky, outdoor work to subsidize those who do clean, safe,
indoor work. When H.R. 4599 asserts that, the average earnings of
full-time female worker's are significantly lower than. the average
earnings of similarly situated male workers, the words "similarly
situated" are, to borrow a current Mondaleism=the sleaze factor.

if the male and female'workers are indeed similarly situated, we
have adequate current re'rneiies under present law enforced by the

r Equal Employment Opportimity Commission.. Most jobswith pay
differentials, however, are not. similarly situated, and it would-be
gross pay inequity to force the artificial setting of wages as though
they were.

Tharil you, Madam'ettair..
: Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much, Mrs. Schlafly. I think maybe
'we'll pause there arilifgsk you questions, and then proceed with our
final witness.

First of all, for .the recordand I want
,
to thank you} for your

statement; and, by the way, I want to thank Eagle Forum for en-
dorsing three of my. pieces of legislation rested to inequitable
treatment toward women in the social security system.

YoU' don't-agree with the other five pieces that I have, but you do
agree with three. I was pleased by, that. I really was.

I want you to know that w,e did.invite corporations to-come today
who represented some of the groups that you mentiohed. Some cor
porations have voluntarily made some very fine headway. Unfortu-
nately, they didn't want to be here today.

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Madam Chair, may I respond to that?
MS. OAKAR. Sure.
Mrs. SCHLAFLY. I didn't say anything about corporations. Run-

ning through the testimony of the advocates of this bill is a put-
down attitude toward the blue collar .man. I thihk that was clear
from sever` 1'. bfthe pieces of testimony when we're discussing job
worth.

I would suggest that, if you had here the truck ever, the electri-
cian, the plumber, the maintenance-man, and thepoliceman, your
would get a different perspective on why they believe their jobs are
maybe worth, not just a little bit more than the clerical worker,
but maybe a whble lot more than the clerical worker.

Ms. OAKAR. We did have the unions that represent a good
number of these, workers who, we presume, were speaking for all
their workers. On*: thing I want, to m e clear, in case 'it's not
clear, is that I don't think that they're ove .d.

I don't thihkfirefighter6, are overpaid. k that worn-en-
dominated positions Oat are comparable to the kinds of jobs that
you mentioned in terms of their. value to American society are not

;i=';,
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paid adequately. We don't want'to lessen any male's salary in any
way, shape or form, you know, and I'm glad you brought up the
issue.

But in no way does the Chair feel that the positions you men-
tioned are overpaid. That's not the issue as far as tht Chair is con-
ce,rned, or as far as the legislation is concerned.

You know, Phyllis, I think that a lot of the confrontation that
goe's on between women is Sometimes due to a lack of
i

understand-
e ng.

,

So that why I'm trying to clarify our position. We want to have
dialog on /his, and we want to eventually get your support: We just
feel that somehow underneath it all, you have some feelings about
this issue. Let me also mention that my legislation, the Pay Equity
Att of 1984, dOes not impose a specific wage determination system
in any way, shape, or form.

We agree that the laws are on the book, and I can go over what
the bill does if you'd like. The bill asks EEOC to report to Congress
about tipir activities. They have a lot of backlog's of cases: We
think tl* Civil Rights Act is on the books.

- The Equal Pay Act is on the books. The hill creates a report
system atnd a mechanism of research and assistance to employers
that need some technical assistance on the overriding issue of pay
equity. In no way, do we set a ,specific wage determination system.
I'd py to give you .a copy of the legislation.

S4. FLY. May I respond, Madam Chair?
s. °AAR. Sure.

Mrs. ScHLAFLY. H.R. 4599, on page 5, refers to job evaluation
techtigue as an objective method of determining the comparative
value of different jobs. I think we have two problems here, whether
it is objective, in.other words, whether you and I canor anybody
cNndecide the intrinsic worth of a job, and then you have the
compa'ring, which is the essence of comparable worth.

I do not think I exaggerate when I say that running through the
testimony of the advocates of the comparable worth theory is
almost a feeling of envy that the blue-collar man is making more
than the white-collar woman. Where a business has to sell its prod-
uct at a certain figure to meet competition, or where a government
has to meet a certain budget, you may be dealing, with a fixed
budget.

;So, in some instances, it's going t9 be inevitable that it s a redis-
tribution of Wages from the blue collar, to the white-collar groups. I
thirlk this does set up a rivalry. I'm not saying who I think is
worth tnwe; I think that is impossible for us to agree on. This is
why I believe that the free decisions of the marketplace provide the
greatest equity.

Ms: DAKAR, Well, let me assure you once more that in no way
does the Chair want to lessen any man's salary. That's not the
issue at all. The issue really Mates to those individuals who. are
not valued as highly because of the kinds of work that they do.

I wanted to'just ask you soniequestions- from your testiMorly.
You talk about the market rates; and ,you talk very patriotically
about the fact that. 'our country has provided higher wages and
More of the ,good things in life to more people than any other
nation.

;',"
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I think to a large degree that's true. I also think it's unthinkable
that in Sweden, one of the wealthiest groups of people in the coun-
try are women over 65. In our country the poorest people in the
country are women over 65;13gcause their pensions are dependent
on the wages they earned when they're younger.

It's a catch-22 for our elderly women, because if you're not paid
adequately when you're young, you're bound to be poor later. Isn't
it unthinkable that we would be such a wealthy country and still
have the greatest percentage of our older women below the poverty
level?

I think its important that we illustrate that the market rates
and what employers are willing to pay are not always fair. It'd be
nice to think that this was Utopia, but the reality is that it's not
always fair out there in terms of what wages arecpaid to certain
groups.

We know, Mrs. Sc lafly, that if jobs are dominated by women,
they're bound to pay and 30 and 40 and 50 percent less than
jobs that are paid to men. You ask, for example, how can we agree
on what you or I are worth, who are the unnamed persons who can
fulfill my legislation's assumption?

I want you to know' that I have been criticized by some of the
unions here today because I'm not asking for a private study. I

want the Reagan administration, whom I believe.you support, to do
the study. Do you trust them to do the study? '

Mrs. Seill.AFLY. Certainly riot, if it's divorced frorii prevailing
' market rates. I don't think anybody is smart enough to decide what

is fair. Is it fair, for example, that lawyers make a lot more than
ministers? Is it fair that football players and tennis players make
more than soccer players andvolleyball players?

You are not paid what you are worth. You are paid what some-
body's willing to pay you, and it's my belief that the free system of
millions of people making the individual decisions is better than
any group of people who label themselves experts and try to decide
these things.

Ms. OAKAR. So you don't feel that having this administration do
the study is going to be objective.

Mrs. &MAFIA'. The biases are put in these studies when they
are divorced from the marketplace. Our experience with this issue,
particularly at the State level, is that w4at the advocates of compa-
rable worth, such as AFSCME and oth, are demanding is that
they start at the outset by saying, "We are not going to look at pre-
vailing market rates. We are only going to look in our crystal ball
and decide what we think this is worth."

And I think thEit is impossible, because we don't have a system
whereby you're paid what you're Worth; we have a system that
you're paid what people are willing to pay, and what others are
willing to work for; and I think the free system has enormous ad-
vantages over any controlled system. And I would hope that you
would not be advocating the type of controlled economy that they
have in Sweden.

Ms. OAKAR. I agree with your statement about wealth in this
country. I don't lr,..9now that it's distributed as equitably as we'd like
to think it was.

'
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Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Well, but look, I agree with that;.-T,he question is,da you-- ,.,
'4 Nis. OAKAR. Do you agree.with that? ..\

M'rs. SCHLAFLY. Nothing's ever perfect: Jet' 'say--
4.

Ms, OAKAR. Yes, but how do we reconcile,tife problem?
... , Mr§.;,SCVILAFLY. We don't givegmor'e-rpower. to the Government. In. 1983___. . I ..., k ...

Ms, DAKAR. We have law on' the booksyou agrA that ylehave the Civil-R Act. ,
.....

.. Mrs: SCHLAFLY. Pagree with lir-Civil Rights Act,°but iri,--i' ;

'
i,..Mmsrs...OwAxtiALA,ArTuyit.lei aVgIrle,41edvio ivvi,bhutthiant?1988

, as a.resu lt--
MPS:DAKAR. What does it say? What' oes"title vIr say?

,i.Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Well, as I .potritede, '-,cluring my testimony, we
w haweitasically a free econerny; but we ave put some modificationsif on it. One, of them is equAl pay for 'equal' worka modification. I

support that. Everybody supports that. .- :., 4,,z
But. in 1983, under the- Reagan adminiWation s tax .reduction

program, the private sector cFeated. 4 million new jobs. This is the
greatest thing that can be done 'for women, for rhen,and for the -
econ,olny.. But to bring in a controlled system, that allows somepeople in some room som ere ,to claim they are everts, and
then redistribute incorne an es according to what tlaN6L-think is '
equitable, is going to do no but reduce the creation of new
jobs. ,

I would also point out that I'm not trying to impose my view of -
job worth on anybody el;e. I just pointed out that you have, in this
-hearing, heard only from the point_ of view of those categories of
jobs of people who are comPlaining`that hey're not being raid
enough. °' ,

;ii. I , . ,
4 But I think you would get .ahother perspective if you heard from

the meii who are the truck drivers, the mechanics, the electricians,
Jhe plumbers, and all those fieople who do those blue-collar jobs
which your other witnesses think sh,Ould be paid as much as.. MS.:QAKAR. But again, you have Co understand that the issue is

. not that' we want to take a 'nickel, away 'from a firefighter, or an
electrician. .

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. But that's what'll happen. ' .

Ms. 0.AKo.'tlow do you know that it will happen? You mean by
',enforcing the law that you support, wages° will decre* in some oc-..

ecupations?, .
. /Why is it necessary? I wish we didn't have togo Co court on these\ issu AsfI pointed That out during illy questioning of AFSCME, 4\ the re. a lot of women who don't belong to the labor.movement.
. -.The don't have anyone to protect them in terms of enforcement..4

A' v than shouldn'e ;have to go to 6ourt Ito get a fait. pension
whe -she'ELpaid the "same amount into the. system for the same
laurnber of yAany as a man, her male cotenterpart,,in the same posi-

- Don.
w,

,
A I

So e don't want-people t6 go to court on these iesues'if it cap be
avoided. We want the EEOC to pr'otect the law that's already in

',the books that yOu.support.' ,
, .'Mrs. SCHLA FLY. Yes, I do support,---- -':- ., e iN

4 '
:,.. .
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Ms. OAktoi. My legislation attempts to Make them ,advocates for
the law.I'm ndt asking for any exact standard or specific wage de-
termination 'system. I think if' you look real 'close at the. legislation,
you'll see that there's n hing that says we want firefighters. to
make less. ' -' i .: -. i;

'.4;,Is
I'm an adkiocate for fir ikhters, as a matteF of fact, and hers

that yop.mAtioned in your testimony. We do not .want to- eke a..

cent away from.the American worker, whether he is a firefighter,
. .an eleCtrician,:br any other type of worker. ,

Mrs../ScHLAFC;t. Well, even though you don't want to take any-
thing away from the blue-collar man, you're asking f'or a raise in
wages which has nothing to do with productivity, and which, if it's
a govcMmental entity, would require a raise in taxes, dr, if its a':
pri/ate'company, May force that fit* to lose out in the competitive
market,,,

1
.

support the enroccepien at of the law, and I believe the present
law igbeing enforced, but the law does' not require comparable
Worth. The law requires equal pay for substantially equal work, as
decided .hy loo,king at two,peopke doing substantially e ual work.

The law -c(oes not require us to look at whole categ ries of clerks
and compare. them with whale categories of plumb rs or electri-
cians.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, we're talking about the value of an individual's
work and how important it i5. Do you think by your last statement
that women are less productive in the work force than men?

Mrs.- SCHLAFLY. I think you have to answer that question' in
terms of individuals, and no as groups. It is completely prd'vent

beyond a shadow of a doubt that the average linarried woman
spends only :35 percent of her otential earningyears in the labor
forCe.

I am among those who resent very much when some people, not
you, but some people,, including some of those here today, refer to
the married woman as though she is the nonworking. woman. She
is a working woman, but she is not in the labor force.
'But if%she is only putting' :35 percent of her potential working

years in the labor force, she 'obviously is not going to draw the
same pay as a man or woman who has spent all his or her life in
the labor force. ,

Ms. OAKAR. Well, let me ask 7Arlere all women homemakers?
Mrs. SGHLAFLY, All women---,
Ms. OAKAR. You and I might wish they wyre-- .

ANA,

Mrs. SCHLAFLV. All women aren't anything, except notI men.
Ms. OAKAR. OK. Well, that's true. OK. Vive la difference.
What percentage of women arse the solo head of the household?
Mrs. SW-MAFIA: ,I Orl't know what the percent is: It'1,,certainly

groApg, no question about that.''But are we getting back to the
medieval theory Of a just wage, that vile sh,ould pay Somebody what
is enough to support the family? .

I thought the modern consensus was that we shmild Oily based on
...., the work, and not on the person's situation. This notion of a just

wage is a kind' eQomedievaJ theory that it's the obligation of the em-
ployer to pay a familrfiead.eQough to suppor the family

That is not the modern theology, so to pea We have -come in
our country to a consensus of ptiyi,pg for'-he wor that is done, re-

ev---
,.

7
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gardless of who does it. I believe ghat is the premise which the
people oNyhis country support, and which I support.and which the
Reagan administration supports, and which I think is the most
valid in the present day and age.

Yet, when we discuss this term of -pay equity, I watch these advo-
cates on television, and they often get back to 'saying "Well, my

usband has left me and he's not sending support payments, and I
ave two .children to support, therefore I need comparable- worth."
1That is a very different argument. That's the argument of the so-

called just wage theory of centuries ago which I do not think is the
consensus or should be the consensils today.

Ms. DAKAR. Well, if a woman is-doing a job that is exactly the
same as a male. counterpart. Do you think she should be paid the
same athounnt of money as.is the male?

Mrs. SCHLALY. Absolutely. And she is, and if there are violations
of the law, workers can make their claim. It won't C,ost them any

linoney, and the EEOC today has almost no-backlog of cases, be-
cause that law is so generally observed.

Ms. DAKAR. That's not true about EEOC today in terms of,their
backlog of cases--

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Well, it's nothing cumpared to what it was years
ago.

Ms., DAKAR. I think you .should take a look at that.
Mrs. S(71-II.AFLY. Several years ago the backlog was if or 5 months.
Ms. OAKAR. You should take a look at that, because whew the

180 days runsfeut, women are .being forced to go to court
drop their irtibrest iogihre case that they put forward before EEOC.
The reason they don't pursue the Can is that EEOC has not been
reviewing ethose cages. .

Most Americans can't afford the kinds of fees that attorneys
charge.

Mrs..SCHIAMY. But most of those cases that I- think, yL5u were re-
ferring to are attempts of certain groups to establish the.:compara-
ble worth notion by bureaucratic regulation or by litigation, even
though it is not in the statutes. I do not believe that a bureau
should be rewrit'irig the statute. That is what a lot of thok claims
thatyou refer to1'.eally are.

Ms..GAKAR. We'renot asking the Bureau to rewrite the statute.
The Chair believes =that the is on the books, that .there are.,
two laws that relate to the issue of pay' equity.

What we're asking foi ist, some advocacy and some kind of evil
dence that EEOC is doing its job. We're asking for a study by the
Office of Personnel Management of the Fedetal work force as well.
The Chair could have been .pak,isan about it and asked for another

study by, Democrats or. somebody like that, but decided; on an inter-
nal study.

We.'re asking this administration to de the job. We think they're
charged,...to do a job.

Mrs. SCIII.AFLY. But thy're not chatged to establish comparable
worth. The Supreme Court has made if very clear that comparable

. worth is not the law, and I do not believe that EEOC should make
that law.

eMs. QAKAR. Well, the Federal. Court in Washington said .the op-
posite. They said that 'comparable worth was a' factor, and" that s

2 7i
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why they ruled in favor of AFSCME's claim. You may not like
AFSCME's suit, they won.
:That's an iSSue that all women and all mon in this country ought

to be behind, ,

I am concerned about the quality of life of each and every
person, and the issue ofTairness and justice in this country--

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. The State of Washington suitof course you're
rightdid decide for comparable worth. Fortunately, that so far
only applies to Washington, and it is on appeal. But, that case was
based on a job evaluation system in which the so-called experts
said that it was unfair that laundry workers were paid 40 percent
less than truck drivers; and part of this billion-dollar judgment is
to raise the pay of laundry workers equal to'truckdrivers' pay.

Now, I submit that that is a subjective judgment, and that here
is no evidence that this type of subjective evaluation of job w th is
going to produce gener& equity any more,than the free n rket
system.

Ms. OAKAR. Mr. Bosco.
Mr. Bosco.°Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Certainly, a lot of what you say Mrs. Schlafly, I can iden ify

with. I had lunch late last week with a young man from my dist ct
whoihas been judged to be oneof the three best high school basic, t-
ball players ira the country. And we were laughing thlit I am po
tive that upon graduation from college that he will tptIke more in,
his first years than I will probably make as a Member of Can-
gress and as a lawyer for the rest of my life.

Mrs. SCHLAFLY Now is that fair?
Mr. Bosco. So there is something in all of us that can identify

with the difficulty of establishing which jobs are comparable and
which people are worth what in the workplace.

But I do have a few questions. One is that you identify yourself
as president of Eagle Forum, a national profamily organization.

Can you describe to me how your positiogpon this is a profamily
one? I can see how your testimony relates to the free market, and
the free enterprise system, and everything else, but how does it
relate to being profamily?

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. We believe that some of the most formidable at-
tacks on the family today are the economic attacks. Wethave ad-
dressed ourselves to many of these economic attacks on the family,
such as the tremendous decline in the value of the child's income

44.* tax exemption, which has taken place over the last 30 years.. If a
child were to have the same value in the income Tax' Code today as
a child had when my first child was born, the child exemption
would be $4,000 per year.

We criticize the tremendous attack on the traditional family that
exists in discrimination in individual retirement accounts.

Mr. Bosco. Some of those issues are,easier to'Understand.
Mrs. SCHLAFLY. We think that the comparable worth 'notion is

-4 unfair to the traditional family. The target group of the compara-
ble worth advocates, and I have listened to their rhetOi-c all over
the country, is the blue-collar man- who is trying to support his
family.

Running through the rhetoric of all of thette people whom I have
debated for 10 years is a feeling of e that the man who does not

7'i
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have n college education, could possibly be paid as much a a
woman who has a business school or a nursing school certificke.

So we look upon one of the elements of comparable worth, as a
direct attack on the ability of the blue-collar man to support his
family and to maintain the traditional family lifestyle.

Mr. Bosco. You believe that the result of any action that we
might take in bringing women up in the workplace will inevitably
result in bringing men.down, and that will be the attack on the
family?

Mrs. S(7HIAFf.Y. Yes, and not only men, but women. If you raise
' the wages of clerical workers, the inescapable result is that every

employer is going to reduce the number of clerical workers. So,
,maybe you will have some women who will get a dollar an hour
more, but you will haye other women who will lose their jobs alto-
gether.

Mr. Bosco. But we have had testimony which I assAne is true,
that more and more women are going into thb work ford including
more and more married women. I 'think that we had testimony
that over half of the married women, not the single parents; or the
divorced women, or women who choose to be single, but more than
half of the married women in this country are back at work.

Why do you think that they are doing that, is this some frivolous
activity on their part' to buy luxuries,.or are, they going back to
work.out of necessity? .,

'Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Well, think that women work for the same
reason that men work. They need the money. But I looked at the
Census Bureau figures which were released this week, and the ma-
jority, that is more than 50 percent, of the married women who are
in the work force today are doing only part-time work.

think there is significant evidence that the majority of those
were induced into the labor force by the financial incentives we
have built into the income-tax law which tell her that, if she goes
into the labor force, approximately the first $3,000 she makes can
be tax free.

Mr. Bosco. So this is motivation behind women getting into the
work force to take advantage of the Internal Revenue Code?

Mrs._ SCHLAFLY. I do not think .that you can discount financial in-
centives. The IRA's-,,the_individual retirement accounts, are highly
discriminatory. They tell wives that, if you will just move into the
work force, the first $2,000 you make cain be tax free:

Mr. Bosco. I do not want to be overly argumentative. But let's
assume that most of the women who are going back into.the work
fo. , he married women, areidoing it out of necessity. Apparent-

, that would mean that the benefits of our society that you spoke
of are costing more, whereas years ago in a family, the man could
earn enough to provide that standard of living. Now it is taking
two people to provide it.

Would there not be an advantage to the blue-collar worker if his
wife has to go out,and work to support the family standard of
living, that she is paid an equitable wage vis-a-vis what men in the
same situation are paid?

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. I believe in paying an equitable wage. The ques-
tion is who decides. .
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Mr. Bosco, But in terms of this prolamily that you are support-
ive of' I can conceive of a situation where the I.Aue-collar family
would be advantaged by a woman making more ill a .clerical posi-
tion where historically she has not been able to.

Mrs. SCIII.A FLY. The assumption in your a'r*mient is that -certain
categories of work are not paid equitably. I think that tbat is a sub-
jective perspective, and that you have not "heard from the other
point of view.

I agree that people should bepaid equitably..The question is who
decides.

Mr. Bosco. I think that what we are talking about is not so much
the case of the basketball player that I mentioned earlier,,but large
numbers of people working in aditional Jobs where it can be
shown not through a conspiracy as you mentioned but just through
history, that it is very hard for people to get out of that kind of
discrimination.

And I think 1,hat if' anything we will probably want to address
those major yeas where historically women are underpaid for
hard work that Aomparable to other hard work. And it can prob-
ably be shown that this hurts families as much or more as some of
the things that you have felt does.

Mrs. SCHLXFIN. Well, what wehave been discussing here is com-
paring the clerical Worker with the blue-collar maintenance man.

Mr. tiosco. And the nurse with the prison warden.
Mrs.: SCHLAFIN. They are running ads in the Chicago papers

right now offering jobs for nurses at an hourly wage that figures
outtb $30,004) a year. 4

flow much do you think a nurse is worth?
Mr. Bosco. Well, the nurses that I have experienced in the minor

illnesses that I have had are worth at least that or maybe more.
Ms. DAKAR. It would be nice to think that the average nurse

made $30,004) a year. But I think that the typical nurse makes
about $13,000.--The median income for nurses -is about $13,000 a
year.

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. I have a daughter-in-law who is a nurse; she can
call in on .Monday and say, I choose to work only Monday and
Wednesday this week. -

Ms. OAKAR. Well, she is lucky. I do not know many nurses yvho
can. I do not think that my staff person can call in and do that.

I have read the article about your flimiiy in Good Housekeeping.
And I thought that it was very interesting. Very honestly, and \I
am being very sincere about this, I thought thab it added a very
different dimension .to.you. I was struck by the iact that you gon
for Congress twice 4ev4ral times when your child en were younger.

And some of the women here have younger children. So you have
a lot in comma with some of the people around here.

Mrs. Situ,mt,Y. 1 believe in free career choice.. I' think that
women can do whatever they want. When you discuss a subject
like this, look, for 'example', at the women who have gone into the
real-estate business wheFe women have always been paid exactly
the same as men, Whoever sells the house, you get the same.com-
mission.

ti U
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And women have virtui taken over that field. They are now
over 50 .i5ercent. Nobody kept them out. This notion that women.
are deliberately ghettoized, I think, cannot stand up.

Ms. DAKAR. But you are stating on page 5 clearly, in that last
paragraph there that somehow our motivation relates to trying to
break' up American marriages. It would be nice to think that all
women got married, and all spouses were fairly well off.

But women by and large work today because they need the
money as much as any man needs the money.,

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. I said that a few minutes ago..
Ms. OAKAR. And we are not out to disrupt the American family. I

believe very strongly that the basic unit of society is the American
family.

Mrs. SCHIAPLY. Madame Chairman, there was no implication ,in
my testimony that you were efying to di' rupt the American family,,
or that I think that our society is structured the way it ought to be.
I have just made my observation of the way that society is.

Maybe in 50 years, women will be in the work force all their
lives like men. I do not think so, but it is possible,ButYn the world -
in which weAive today, most women have not spent all their lives
in the labor/force like men, and therefore, they do not achieve the
levels oNelarnings that men achieve.. In addition, women value
other elements of the wage-benefit package besides pay itself.

Ms. DAKAR. Mrs. Schlafly, you mention here "that is why most
women choose occupations which allow repeated entry and exit."
You imply that women choose these occupations because of mar-
riage. A good portion of the women in this country are not rpar-
ried.

Mrs. SCHLAFI:Y. But there is no pay gap between unmarried men
and unmarried women. The pay gap is only between the married
men and the married women.

Ms. OAKAR. That is absolutely not true. We will give you the sta-
tistics on that, and we Can 16.hare each other's statistics.

You also mentioned that their choices have to do with the less
risky work environment.

I think that'wOmen choose so-called traditional jobs like nurses,
social work, teachersund not that they should riot choose other
jobs like being engineers, and lawyers4 you are right, ..the\re are
more options open today than ever before because it is an exten-
sion of their femininity..

I think women choose those jobs, because they care abdut people.
To care -is a feminine quality. I do not think it is fair that nurses.
are discriminated when paid, particularly- when their work is so
important to our society. They spend more time with all patients
the elderly, sick, childrenduring hospital care.

I truly believe it is a crime that important occupationsliketsec-

F
retarial wort, teaching, and nursingare undercompensated just
because our Government standards are not being met.

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. If you took away the garbage collectors, our soci-
ety would collapse.

Ms. OAKAR. I agree.
Mrs. SCHLAFLY. And they are all men.
Ms. OAKAR. But they are paid' a much higher salary than the

typical occupation that I just mentioned.

0c
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Mrs. SCHLAFLY. There you go again attacking ,the blue-collar
man.

Ms. OAKAR. I am not attacking that person. What I am saying is
that that individual who collects the garbage, or that individual
who is the electrician, or the fire person, or whoever, male or
female, should not make any less.

And Phyllis, please do not try to confuse the issue. Because we
are not saying that. We are saying that women who are in occupa-
tions that should be valued higher should be paid more adequately.
That is the point. Not that we want to take one thing away from
men.

As a matter 4 fact, the president of AFGE, in his testimony,
cited individual cases of men who were discriminated against, be-
cause they were in traditional kinds of jobs like secretarial posi-
tions. They were making less money as they should as well.

I agree with that. We are nonaing to take away any male's
salary. And frankly,, I am not goirig to let you get away with it.

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Well, we would like everybody's salary lo be
higher. ,

Ms. OAKAR. You and I know that that is not the point. But really
and truly we appreciate your coming here. I think if yoij examine
this more closely, you will take a better look at where the poverty
is in /this country. The fact that a third of the women who are head
of the household are below the poverty level, who have children to
take care of is a statement in itself.

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Do you think that they should be paid more be-
cause they are heads of households? ,-

Ms. OAKAR. No, but I think that i-ley.should be paid more in the
arious jobs they hold, if those woupations are underpaid. You

know, the only .reason thda.t, the market does not pay more is that
we do of demand that they pay more.

An let me tell you something. If we had the nurses, and the
teac rs, and the secretaries say, listen, we are just not going to
persrorm for those wages, our country would really have some pros-
lems.

And I am saying to you that we are all people who care. We ar
Americans who care about our people. We both believe in the Civil
Rights Act. All I am saying is let's enforce it. That is all.

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Let's enforoe it as it is written.
Ms. OAKAR...Exactly. I. could not agreCwith you more.
Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Not as sorrie,:people'would like to write some

jargon into it. ..
I

new

Ms. DAKAR.. I absolutely agree with you. Lett iLetts enforce it as it is
written.'

Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Thank you, Madame Chair.
Ms. OAKAR. We agree on some things anyway'. It

you here, really.
The following written comments were received

subsequent to the hearing.]

is good to haye

for thcrecord
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.PHYLLIS SCHLAFiY 4""

TESTIMONY ON- COMPARABLE WORTH

One of President Jimmy Carter's appdintees to the Federal

bench, -,U.S. District Judgejack E. Tanner, handed down aAl2-

page decision on 4,December 14, 1978 at Tacoma, Washington, wOch,

attempts to legitimatize a radical new condept of judicial

activism thia has massive implications for all.governmental

bodies

and private employers. [1] As he announced in his epinipp,

"This is a case of-first impression insofar as it concerns the

implementation of a Co.;:iivrable Worth compentation system."12]

Washington's Assistght Attorney General, Clark Davis, told

the press that the court's ruling would "jeopardize the

scheme of every employer in the country."[3] Thaks n h

0 When another Federal judge rejected a Comparable Worth compl

against theirity of Denver in .1978, he accurately said that tl

Comparable Worth theory is "pregnant with the pogsiblility, of

0 .1
disrupting the entire..ecomonic system of the United States.."[4]

.

The financial burden of-Taver's decision, unless reversed

on appe1l, is estimated to costs the Washington State taxpayers
o

about $l billion on wage increases, fringe benefitg, backpay,
1

and injunctive relief. to the pOintiffs. TDe potenti,altlitigSting

load on the courts boggles one's imagination. When attorney

'Winn Newman won the Tanner culiiig on behalf of the American

4
......

Federation of State, County, and" unicipal Employees against'

the Stat./Of ileshi tr ilngton6 AFSCME is a news release predicting
e ,,

. , OR . , i
, that "the ruling medits..N,milaractions can be expected in other

4 state and Pocal governments."[5] Indeed, class-action suits are

already pending in Pennsylvania, NewYork, Illinoit, Uisconsin,

Connecticut, Los Angeles, and Hawaii,

° 0:,1,01±;
k-004 f 03
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What Is Comparable Worth?

"Equal Ha y. for Comparable Worth" is a system of Wage-

setting whichrejects marketplace factors and mtstead fixes

wages-by a point systeh based on (1) a subjective evaluation of

job WORTH plus (2) a. COMPARING of different kinds of lobs held

mostly by women with jobs held mostly by men,(61 and then (3)

uses. litigation or legislation to mandate the system regardless

of cost.

The Tanner ruling is the initial victory in d radical plan
t

to restructure the American economy by a process of using the

courts to raise wages for women's jobs significantly above

prevailing market rates and without regard to productiveiy or

costs. What makes this concept appealing to some people is

that it is falsely packaged as "women's rights" when, in fact,

the real issrit 'is whether we will allow the courts to disrupt

private enterprise as they have already-disrupted the public

schools.
o

"Disrupt" is not too strong a word. Judge Tanner; conceded

that is order might severely dent the recession-ridden Washington

State treasury, but insisted that the remedy "has to be disruptive

because you're' changing past practice."171

Nothing Jess than a complete court-takeover ref the private

sector 1,;.14he goal of_the "Ccnnparable WortiLadvocates. Winn

\

Newman testified-before a House subommittOe on September 16;

1982 that, ' ere can be li:ILIAtulit-,rhat pervasive sex-based
4
wage discrimination exists throughout the publi.c sector."181t)

Speaking. to a friendly subcommittee, he laid eut his game plan:191

Pk
It appears that only a strong fitigative strategy

will quad employers to end the blatant sex-based dis-
crimination.whfch exists it-, almost every workplace that,
has tradit'ionally employed women workers. In a word,
it is time to move Comparable Worthfromthe'yonference
room to the courtroom.

Labor Unions, women's rights groups and individual
female workers must step up the pace of filing discrimi-
nationr charges and-litigating these cases. A number
of dramatic court victories will do Itiore to inspire
"voluntary" compliance, effective collective hearings,
reports and studies. The teaching of the enforcement of
civil rights laws is that a lawsuitror the threat of a
lawsuit is often the best way to educate.

:tr11!
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WO Evidence pf DiscrimiriatiOn

06e would think that in a dramatic $l billion judgment

agai er, the'42.-page46n4 m.itlht cp.iita in some

evidence of what Ta, er asserted was "historical ... direct,
0.

Overt and. inst-i tut iot4Llized discniA)in4tion." against. w9men. (10)

-But-..the proof .bf.,.4ny wrongdo'itt -g by Washinton State against its

female emplo'Yees. is less, ylan,pprsuast.lve. The decision 'contains

4.40 vidt nbe .that any 'woman 'was' pa id'less than aotti.inIol.etjual

work; for substffintially equal work, or forcomparable wofk.
404

The decision lcontains no evidence. tha.t.anyMvoMall.
"
eXC Uthia.

dven discodragod from. takiing. a"ma.n's job" 6i 1X,ing.proinoted

to one._ The decision q,uliden<T'that woytn

induce0 to take "women s mobs " or Oere. paid IT s1.; 'bet-luso

were women. As would be expected, th5.1dec.isaon leans heavily

on current civil rights Low that ts

discriminatoiry

The Tanner -deolsten rsted its calie.f or sex dat;.c.r imi-

nation on:-(1) a siowing that the State did riot pziy4womon'the

salaries indicated by the_ 'fob evaluat lOn the.:1 it hired.

to be. mivie' hwf. the prlyate copsult ing firm of- Herman Wdllis

Associates; (2) i showing that prior to 197.3 the.:ttate ran

some "help wanted ads ifi thl- 'male' and ft.mate. columns of- p

newspapers" ; '(4) some self-serving gyibralit ics

I :

. t
g

hews releases; and (4) the passage'of ,twri Comparable Worth

implementation bil la -by thEN 41tato Leg is liattrro- in 198"3:4.12i^

whiCh"were"ridioilIod. as a "token appropriation of $1.5 nrilliori

and construed -as an admission against i-ntervs,k..113)
_ , 4

:.The $1.ApillioM decision 01,ssenia/ly depends on -.the Wi.11.M".

.lob'evaIuation.- Tanner rifled that thorgate discriminated and

acted in "badl.Taitb" b.ecausis lt did hot pay t.qua4. ,igageS fora
. . . ,

t:iorneh'ik.jbbS to' which the Willis ev0tiation had assigned a
. ... 4. . - ,,, 4 r

number of poihis. "cotilpar4Wer.other jobs helti 1.;\ men ipqlool.ing

ent ixity -di f4ert- kiiids of work. Tanner refused- to\entertain
..

GI
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any arguments about costs, saying, "It is time, ri4ht now for a
k

remedy. Defendant's preoccupation' with Its budget constraints

pales when compared with the invidiousness of the impfct ongoing.

4iscrimination'has upon. the Plaintiffs herein."[14]

The'Fraudulent PreMise ofJob Evaluation

.The Tanner' decision itself is.based or i.nvidioue comparisiA)ns.
1

\

Their entire concept of Comparable Worth is a house of cards

built on the false premise that persons who call mserves ,

"experts" can -- after completely closing their eyes to all-

,"arketplace facto-rs -- evaluate a wide variety of jobs (pro-

fessional, white - collar and blue-collar) and give each one a

"point" value which (1) is objectively accuarate, and (2) is

just And equitable in comparision with every other type of job

with the Agme employer. The key element in the Comparable Worth

methodology (and specifically in the Tanner decision) is getting

the judge to accept the assumption that someone can and should

set equitable wages totally divorced form prevailing market

'rates.

The Tanner decision states that tho,Willis job evaluation

assessed each job class "using the following four evaluation

components: (1) Knowledge and Skills (Job Knowledge, 'Interper-

sonal Communication" Skills, Coordinating Skills); (2) Mental

Demands (Independent Judgment, Decision- Making, Problem Solving

Requirements); (3) Accountability (Freedom to Take Action,

Nature of the Job's IMpact, Size of the Job's Impact); (4)

Working Conditions. (Physical Efforts, Hazards, Discomfort,

Environmental Conditions). The total Of the value of these

four components constituted the final point value of the class."115l

It is unlikely that 'any two persons, even "experts," could

agree on a relative point distribution amoung that list of

intangible for 'even one job, let alone the 15,500 jobs involved

in the plaibiffs' class-action suit.
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The -type of job evaluation used in the Tarn* Decision -

.and'generally,,demanded by the Comparaable.Worh advgcntes is
ti

-lundaTentalliyAifferent from job evaluations used by employers
J

.today. 'Firp.tthe Comparable Worth job evaluation is aLprpcess-

of subje9tive_optnion masquerading as objective fack,. Second,

the ComparableWorth job evaluation deliberately excludes market-

Place factors such as prevailing wage rates.

Thir7d, the Cdfiparable Worth job .evaluation compares profes-

. sional white-collar and blue-collar jobs in the same point

--scheme. ',Fourth, the professional and white-collar "evaluatois"

(who have little, real understanding of blue-collar work) sys-

tematically and consistently undervalue risky and unpleatiant
.

working conditions.

This process produced such bizarre results as the fol-

iowing:I'laundrr:worker 96, .truck driver 97, librarian 353,

carpenter 197, nurse 01, chemist 277. The evaluation con-

cluded,that (femile) laundry workers should be paidippally.

with (male) truck drivers; and that (female) librarianand

nurses should be paid about twiejas much as (male) carpenters

and chemists.116) -It's no wonder that tWilshington State saw fit

not to implement the .Willis evaluations.

Lessons of the Tanner Decision

The strategy of the Comparable. Worth advodates is clear:

Seek the forum of;a Carter-appointed judge in order to try

class action cases against State and local governments oTO the

4\-
Federal Government. The 'judges will be friendly, the govern-

ment okffioials won't have toorry about keeping-.costs down in

order to compete in the free market, and the politicians can be

intimidated by the false assertion that this is1a "women's

rights" issue.

Then, having judicially establised the premise that

Comparable Worth qs a equitable system; they will start liti-

gating, legislating; and striking to force the priVate sector

-N\

1.

e.

r.
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to comply. At i t 1951 Convent- ion, t hr Af'1,-C lo

unanimously ?1,171777r"-'15---ade1.t the conrept tot

comparable ' to cont ract seqot Cat a:: Lind_ t t ake a 1 1

other appropr la 0 act ton to ring t t t is. pay

for work of :parabl value. ''[ J

The Tatiner s makes clear tlt.tt Washin;: i.

its head in it omir t i.;;101:,d tot,

Lion. ender T inner 'r easor: nig , 'd or; flI tun :"

ev t whorl t !r. .!t ttr de 1 n0,1 to itiodier:ent t lo I. :1 t ev,e:

riowl. Tanner's deei,:non ruthlsl stard:1113)

The St at e-was on list ice of the 1 ega teat low;
of corah,e* Cot,Tar ai10 Worth ;t tidies wit It., .t ing
a sa lat./ Otr [a coirliten5,.tirat t t .0.111.1*(v1 won t
of iorT. It would seem obvious t hat when t State
the 1 ') /1 leg slat ion r equ ring ssi en t
lute of cowl arable Worth sod I 0; t :tat the it kn,W,
Orrp ryef .!; 140t: I ti be entitled to pay o.mensui.-tt t 1. t

evaluated worth. Any other corn ti: ton dof
e

+son.
It would then fol low that t he ,:eno:1 cone, .inhes
Comparable Wort h were 14 0(11(7 t olIl Corr 3.. by
I IR? State. fhe Slate cannot be he,11,3 at this, late d
to argue t hey were surpr ised, con fa ,ed or iris 1,p1 as to

"a the legality of its act ions arid subsequent tat lut',.4 to

All other employers, public and priato, should
4

ponder

those words carfully before they commis::,ion a "job evaluation"

or acquiesce in the radical notion of Comparable Worth.

(1) American FerderiationoffStatc, and Municipal Employees

State of Washington, No C82-465T, slip opinion filed

December 14, 1983, reported at 33 FEP Cases 808.(W.D.

d>esedOkraghington 1983); Cited hereafter as AFSCME.

(2) AFSCME, slip opinion at 29.

(3) Reported in the Chicago Tune, Dec. 13; 1983.

(4]' Lemons v: City and Couilty of Denver, 17 FEE' Cases 906

(D. Colo, 1978), aff'd, 620 F2d 228 ClOth Cir. 1980),

1cert.. denied. 442 U.S. 888 (1980).
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[121 Law:; 198 t, 1 it Ix. cll. 1', and rh. /6 §1 i't,

11i1 AFSCME, n11p op. at H and 14; ::ce also footnote 19: "What

other logical rea!:on [than sex dt!;criminaLion1 can there.

be for the Defendants kic) adoption [by the passage

of the 198.! statutes] of the 'compafable wr,rth' theory

of compensation."

[14) ArSCME,slip op. at 34.

[15) AFSCME, slip4op. al 40.

1.

[16) AFSCME Memo in Support of Comparable Worth Charge Against
.

Washington State, published by the Bureau of National

t

AFlairs,The GoTparable Worth Issue, 1981, pp. 30-32.

(17) U.S. House Hearings, op. cit., p. 164.

(16) AFSCME, slip op. at 36-37.
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Ms. OAKAR. Our ne, witness will proceed.' We are sorry that we
saved you for last. Brut sometimes we save the most challenging
witnesses for last. We are glad to have you here, Mr. Lorber.
Please proceed in whatever way is most comfortable.

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE.Z. LORMIL AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR
PERSONNEL MANM;EMENT

Mr. LORBEII. Mada,me Chair and members. of the committee, my
name is Lawrence Lorber. I am currently a lawyer in Washington
specializing in .labor and equal employment law. Prior to joinink
my law firm, I held, various positions in government including that
of Director of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
in the administration of President Font.

I am before you today to deliver testimony on behalf of the
American Society for Personnel Administration. ASPA is the
world's largest personnel association consisting of 34,000 perainnel
professionals in the United States and abroad.

As the largest association of personnel professionS, ASPA *as
taken seriously its responsibility to conduct and sponsor resean'h
into human resource issues, and increase the capacity of the profes-
sion to serve society by insuring that the economic system is fair
and productive. To that end, ASPA has devoted extensive effort
toward studying compensation issues. In 1981, ASPA in conjunction
with the American Compensation Association published 0a major
study entitled "Elethents of Sound Base Pay Administration"

- which described the fundamental elements of structured compensa-
tion systems.

Thus, I am testifying on behalf of an organization uniquely quali-
fied to participate in the growing debate over fair compensation,
and one whose collect'i've expertise can help remove thS mist of con-
fusion and rhetoric which has so far obscured the real issues.

It is with this background that I offer ASPA's vitws,tm the issue
of comparable worth as a concept and as embodied in the legisla-
tion before this committee. As a matter of law and as a matter of
sound public policy in a free economy, the concept of judicially or
bureaucratically mandating comparable worth is unacceptable

It has no basis in statute, no support in the reported cases, and
represents a startling reversal of 20 years of direction in the en-
forcement of our equal employment opportunity laws.

The history of cong*ssional activity in the area of compensation
discrimination and comparable worth4is clearly beyond reasonattle
question. Only a.year before the passage gf title VII, Congress
a hard look at the morass in which thistheory would lead, and e---

cisively rejected the idea that the courts should be thrust into it.
The original bills that eventually became the Equal Pay Act of

1963, 29 U.S.C. § 206(d)(1), adopted a "comparable worth" approach.
Thus, Congressman Zelenko, sponsor of H.R. 11677 in the 87th Con-
gress, one of the key parent bills of the Equal .PO Act, described it
(referring to a letter from the Secretary of Labor discussing the dis-
tinction between "equal" and "comparable") as requiring that
" 'work of comparable character' on jobs requiring 'comparable
skilh.' . . .".must be paid for on an equal nqndiscriminatory basis.
108 Cong. Rec. 14768 (July 25, 1962). Congilbsswoman §t. George,
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stating her fear that the term "comparable" was too nebulous and
--would allow "tremendous latitude to whoever is to be arbitrator in
these disputes," propoed on the House floor an amendment to
change the language work of comparable chara5tet" to "equal
work. 108 Cong. Rec. 14767 (July 25, 1)621. Congressman Landrum

'Op concurred, observing that in fact.; we Want to establish equal
pay for equal work, then we ought to say so and not permit the
trooping aroundall over the country of employees of the Labor De-
partment harassing business with their various interpretations pft the term 'comparable' when 'equal' is capable of the same defini-.
tion throughout the United Staees." 108 Cong. Rec. 14768 (July 25,
19621. Congressman"St. George's amendment was adopted, and in
its version of the bill the Senate later employed similar language.

That bill failed in conference action in the adjournment rush at
the end of the 87th Congress. It was reintroduced. early in the 88th
Congress. In that Congress, even the use of "equal" rather than
"comparable" terminot6gy did not allay concerns that the enforc-
ing authorityand therefore the courts"could be cast in the posi-
tion of second-guessing the validity of a company's job evaluation
system."

Cornihg Glass Works v. Brennan, 417 U.S. 188 (19741. Congress-
man Goodell emphasized that the change from "comparable" to
"equal" reflected the fact that "[wie do not expect the Labor De-
partment people to go into an establishment and attempt to rate
jobs that are not equal. We do not want to hear the Department
say, 'Well, they amount to the same thing,' and evaulate them so
they come up to the same skill or point." 109 Cong. Rec. 9197 (May
.0, 196:. Congress accordingly modified the language still further,
using language which "ensurefdl that wag,e differentials based
upon -t ona fide job evaulation plans would be outside the purview
of the Id. at 201.

When the Equal Pay Act was finally passed, Congress modified
the language further using language to-which the landmark Cor-
ning Glass decision "ensured that wage differentials based upon a
bonafide job evaluation plan would be outside the purview of the
Act.''

One ygar later, Congre§s passed title VII encompassing a prohibi-
tiap against discrimination and compensfition on the basis of sex.
The Supreme Court in its 5 to 4 decision in Countrof Washington
v. Gunther instructed us that title VII define sex-based compensa,
tion discrimination more broadly than the Equal Pay Act, and that
it is not necessary under title VII to show that the jobs are equal
in order to support a charge of discrimination.

HoweN'ter, and most importantly for purposes of fairly analyzing
the legislation before this committee, the Supreme Court explicitly
rejected the notion othat title VII encompassed a "comparable
worth" component, which would allow plaintiffs to claimquoting

'from the decision"increased compensation on the basis of the
comparison of the intrinsic worth or difficulty of their job with that
of other jobs in the same organization or comlnunity."

And as succindtly desclibed by the dissentirig Justices, the Gun-
ther majority decision held that "there is a cause of action under
title VII where there is directpgyidence that an employer.has inten-
tionally depressed a womp sTalary because she is a woman. The

5
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decision today does not approve a cause o f action, based on a com-
parison of the wage rates of dissimilar jobs." ibid. at 204 (emphasis
-in original).

The teaching of Gunther, as reinforced by the opinions which fol-
lowed, is th'at title VII PrOhibits intentional sex -baud compensa-
tion discriminatiOn. In Plemer v. Parsons-Gilbane, 713 F. 2d 112-7 (5
Cir., "1983), the Fifth Circuit Court ofAplieals rejected a plaintiff's
attg;inpt to have `the courts make an essentially subjective assess-
ment of the value of th'e differing duties and responsibilities of the
positions tin questioin] and, then determine whether Plemer (the,
plaintiff) was paid less/than the value of her pKiition because she
was female." Other courts have similarly rejected- the opportunity
to "engage in a subjective comparison of the ifitrinsic worth of vari
ous dissifnilar jobs, ' Connecticut State Employees Assit. v. State of
Conn., 31 FEP -Cases 191 (D. Conn. 1983), or to "evaluate different
jobs'and determine their worth to an employer or' to society and
then, on that basis alone, determine whether Title VII or the Equal
Pay Act has'been violated," Power v. Barn' County, Mich:, 539 F.
Supp. 721 (W.D. Mich. 1982), or to 'revaluate the abstract

I
. . . to society, or to an employer' of one job as against an-

other or to compare jobs that diffor from pale another in their re-
quirements. of effort or responsibility or to cross job description
lines into areas of entirely different skills." Briggs v. Ci4y orMadi-
son, '536 F. Supp. 435 (W.D. Wis. 1982).

And I:d add that the ASFCME v. State of Washington case,
Judge Tanner did not on his own adopt a comparable worth theory.
He, in fact, expLisitly noted his opinion was not a comparable work

11, opinion. lie merely. cited the fact the State on its own conducted a
comparable worth' study, and for whatever reason chose not to
follow it. That was the discrimination in the AS ,ME, and it was
not'a judicial finding that title VII encompasse c mparable worth.

It is in this clear, legal context that the pur oses of the legisla-
tion before this committee mu be analyzdtt. H.R. 5092 purports to
"*e. affirm tube provisions in F ral law which declare that equal
pay should be provided for ,rk of equal 'value." has been
shoWn, there is simply_no &Aar- pro lion in Federal raw. Rather,
this legislation framed in. the. guise ofl'required reports to Congress,
which seek to create the Federal law it wishes to receive reports
on.

While.tthere is no dispute there is a pay gap between men and
women, there is simply no support for the proposition advance that
the pay gap is solely the product of discriminatory pay practices of
employers.

The term djscriminatibn im plies the contravention of a legal obli-
gation. There is no legal ohligatjon.requiring that all jobs be com
pensated equally, or that employers must be senioily gender con-
scious in compensating' jobs, or that the substance of the jolt is ir-
relevant. Only the gender make -up of the job be considered. 7.-

This would be the inevitable result if the legislation before this
committee were enacted into law. The Ninth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals similarly rejected the proposition that reliance, in part, upon
prior salaries in setting'current salariet was, per se, discriminato-
.ry. This will be the circuit which will review the Washington deci-
sion,

2 9 t,!
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The district court,suggestedthat the existence of the wage-gap
led to the conclusion that all p..ior salaries were tainted to sex dis-
crimination and reliance upon priori, salary was dis6-ilnipation. The
Ninth CircUit rejected this conclusion and order instead that the
employer be given the opportunity to show a.rational basis for.its
compensatidn decision,including the consideration of prior salary,
and that the plaintiff be given. the opportunity to show pretext in
the consideration of priOr salary. Kouba v. Allstate Ins. Co.. :30 FEP
Cases 57 (9th Cir. 1982). Thus, at-least one Circuit. has expressly re-
jected the propositon that the wage gap is a product of employer
discrimination.

It is thus clear that the prti.glise upon which II.R. 5092 is drafted
is unfounded. Furthy, the implications raised by the legislation
ough, to be closely scrutinized. Itr.,is unquestioned,that wage-setti
practices in this country, are complex. The Na ional Academy of
Sciences recognized this complexity of wage setting' in its report
",Women, Work, and Wages: Equal Pay for Jobs of Equhl Values."

While the National Academy of ScienCes recommended that for-
malized job evaluation procedures might be ope legitimate response
to the wage gap problem, it did not endorse any one system, °I-Nen-
dorse the contept for all employers.

The spate of recent cases points out the complexities in this area.
(4. Employers have been found to have violated title VII when they

did not implement in whole or in part the pay evaluation plan they
voluntarily undertook. To hold employers .to thelegai stand rd of
discrimination, when they voluntarily-undertake a pay eval ation
study will serve to chill the incentives to updertake the stud ,.avl
to directly contradict the National Academy of Sciences rec men-
dation.

Second, there is h clear conflict between the concept of legally
mandated compensation comparability, and the effective function-
ing of collective bargaining.

First, it must be clearly understood that the leadership of orga-
nized labor has vigorously and historically opposed job evaluation
systems as an appropriate response to wage disparities.

In 1980 A.F. of L. President Lane Kirkland submitted testimony
to the EEOC during its hearings on the comparable work issue. In
his statement Mr. Kirkland noted:

An-approach that has been suggested to ascertaining discrimination in these cir-
cumstances to look at some version of formal job evaluation to provide the neutral
measuring stick by which to determine the work of widely differing occupations. It
is, we agree, an approach with surface attractiveness, but qne that we believe is tin-
available at this time. The labor movement has, of course, long been opposed to
most job evaluation because it has clearly not been a neutral deb ice but rather a
highly value-laden tool typically devised unilaterally, by or for employers and solely

' in their interest. There is no basis for concluding that the job evaluation, where em-,
ployers have used it to determine pay rates, has produced equitable wage structures.

Certainly j evaluation is not a science in the normal sense of that term, but a
disparate se es of systems for articulating and structuring subjeCtive judgments.

As M . Kirkland clearly stated, job evaluation is an art, not a sci-
ence. rid- it would be inconsistent to 'accord job evaluations to
legal standard of determining if discrimination has occurred.

Further, the concept of job evaluation contradicts collective bar-
gaining where external factors predominate in determining wages.
The union position on this issue` is further clouded by' its support
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for legislation such as the Davis-Bacon Act, and the Service Coii-
tract `Act, which override all objective measures except for collec-
tively bargained wage rates in determining wage levels on Federal
projects. Thus, it is easy to understand the discomfort of. Mr.
land as this issue develops.

Third, the 'legislation before this committee seems to ignore the
impact of the met in determining wage levels. It is clear and
uncontaverted t women cannot -be made to accept lower wages
for equal jobs because of their sex. However, there is no law which
Says that jobs cannot have lower compensation levels because of
the surplus of potential employees, a lower requirement for the
skills of the job by a particular employer, or yet other factors.

SimLy
Ms. OAKAR. Wait a minute. Hold everything. You're saying that

the reason vvon)ien are going is because there's a surplus of jobs?
Mr. LORBER. No, what I'm saying is if there are a surplus of em-

ployees for any individual job, an employer can certiokly pay-
Ms. OAKAR. So women make upthe surplus. Is that the way Au

,view it?
Mr. LORBER. No, I'm simply saying- -
Ms. OAKAR. Who makes up the surplus you're talking about?
Mr. LORBER. In certain jobs right now 'there's a surplus of law-

yers'. I think that men make up that surplusv .

Ms. OAKAR. Oh, I see.
Mr. LORBER.oDependi'hg on what the job is.
Ms. OAKAR. Well, does that mean auto laically that the wages

might go down?
Mr. LORBER. That's, in fact, what's ng on. To the extent to

which the market seems to be operating, where there is- a surplus
of applicants for any job an employer will pay less, if they can.

Ms. OAKAR. We have a great shortage of nurses in my State, and
I don't see their wages going up.

Mr. LORBER. Well, I think Ms. Schlafly cited testimony, and,
indeed, I've seen testimony by the American Nursing Association
showing that things such as fringe benefits, shift differentials,
weekend pay differentials for nurses are now increasing. That's a
result of the shortage of nurses which nobody is denying.

Ms. OAKA,R. But have their salaries gone up substantially?
Mr. LORBER. Well--
Ms. OAKAR. We often. hear the notion that when women go into

the labor force they are somehow putting other people out of work.
I just wanted to make sure you clarified that.

LQRBER. No; that's clearly not the position we're taking. It's
simply that where thereis a surplus for employees for any given
job, wages will go down.

In New York City there's not a surplus of teachers, and the
wages for the public school teachers in New York City now are sub-
stantially higher than they are in the suburbs. Clearly, it's not a
very attioactive job compared to suburban teaching jobs, and the
city has to pay more. That's' going on in New York City; where
there is an'excess of surplus of applients for any job, the wages for
those jobs inevitably are going to drop.

2 9'4.1
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If an employer, whatever the employer is, could pay less for a
service, less for a function than it has in the past and get that
function performed adequAtely, I don't think so.

Ms. OAKAR. I think that there's a shortage sometimes of people
with really terrific secretarial skills, and that, doesn't. meart6they re.
paid mote.

Mr. LORBER. Well, if you were hiring skilled secretaries in this
city, I think you'll find that, you would pay more, as my law firm
does.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, you 20 to 1 that your secretaries don't
make nearly the salary that your law firm makes. In fact, maybe
for the record, you'd like to state the per-hour wage of a typical
lawyer in this country.

Mr. LoitHEft. In this country I simply wouldn't know that.
Ms. OAKAR. What about Washington'?
Mr. LoitrIER, Per-hour'wage?
Ms. OAKAR. Yes.
M-r."LORBEIZ. What the lawyer makes? What the firms have to

o pay?
Ms. OAKAR. The laWyer.
Mr. LORBER. I wouldn't know. Less'than $100 an hour, I'm sure.

Expenses for the law, firms in the city are running over560 percent
of that income.

Ms. OAKAR. $100 an hour. $150 is more like it, or $200, $250?
Mr. LORBER. I wish I knew people like that. In any event, you

have to look at the expenses, such as secretaries, such as rent% such
as all those other factors.

Ms. OAKAR. Seewhat we're talking about isand I'm not
biased against the lawyers in this countryis that lawyer worth
more than a nurse who takes care of an intensive care unit?

Mr. LORBER, That suggestion-'--
Ms. 'DAKAR. She doesn't make $100 an hour, I want to tell you.

You know? She's lucky if she makes $7 an hour.
Mr. LORBER. But that's a judgment that this country is making. I

mean, lawyers in this country, are accorded the status they're aC-
corded in no other countries.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, what's your judgment on that. If you were in
the intensive care unit, would you pay a person $100?-i

Mr. LORBER. Of course I would. And if I were in a docket on trial,
I suppose,I'd pay my lawyer a lot of money too. It depends what
your needs are at the moment.

Ms. OAKAR. OK.
Mr. LORBER. Finally, it is ASPA's position that the legislation

before this committee; and the development of this new legal con-
cept, is unnecessary. There is no gap in our current equal employ-°
merit laws which must be filled by the development of the compa-
rable worth theory. To the contrary, 20 years enforcement of equal
employment Laws has been based upon the ierarchy 'of jobs meas-
ured in largo measure by compensation. exclusion of women
from higher-paying jobs because of .their se is discrimination
should not remedy this wrong by changing the pay level of jobs.
Rather, we must insure that access to the better-playing job is avail-
able.

0 CI
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And I note that, at least during the 'lb administration at the
Labor Department when I headed the ag ncy, we Mr night major ac-
tions against s ch covipanies as Uniroyal, which resulted in.a ti-
ability and a pa ment of $10 million to women. Against the.Honey-
well. Co.; St. Re is; Harris Bank. These were all pay discrimination
actions brought..in'1976 at a time when nobody was advancing the
comparable, worth theOry; never brought successfully.

Ms. OAKAR. We asked the Department of Labor to come to this
j hearing. They wouldn't testify. Was enforcemer),t different under

of the Fordadministration'?,
Would you say there's-a zlifference? Or do you think that the

enforce the law as vigorously as you did? ,. , Mr. LORBER. Well, I don't know. I mean, the point is that we en-
force those laws, and we did it at a time when nobody was advanc-
inKrthe comparable worth theory. .

Ms. OAKAR. 'No: I'm asking you for a comparison. Perhaps the
16,...... issue did not arise became there weren't as many complaints. '

Mr. LORBER. Well, Madam *Chair, I could simply point out that
the cases I mentioned were the only cases brought by the Labor
Department throughout the 1970's, and that included the peri'od
197,7 to 1981. It's not a partisan issue.
Ms. OAKAR. Who is making it a partisan issue? I wouldn't care

who was present today.--If-they're not enforcing the law,--I think
that's the issue. -

,

Mr. LORBER. Well, we've heard' a lot of statements, again, about
. one adthinistration or another.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, if you were with the Department of Labor
would you advise the Department of Labor to at least send a repre-
sentative to a hearing like this?

Mr. Low:in. That's a decision that departments make. I'm sure
they're called upon to testify at a lot of hearings, and I'm not a
representative of this administration.

)Ms. OAKAR. I see. OK.
Mr. LORBER. I'll just conclude now.
The concept of comparable worthor in itsnewer more innocu-

ous term, pay equity:--stands this concept.on its head. The goal of
comparable worth is not workplace integration, but compensation
eqUality regardless of thejob or the employer's need. This makes
no sense. Nor does it make sense to force one employer who may
have gender-concentrated jobs to ualize the wages, and incur
greater costs, yet allow a second e yer who has the same jobs
but is gender-integrated to maintain e current wage rates.

These two employers, in the same industry, and with the same
jobs, may thus have different legal obligations regarding compensa-
tion levels. The law cannot be so skewed as to require this result.

Employers are required to follow the law, which reqeires equal
access and equal opportunity to all jobs. ASPA 139lieves that fair
and vigorous enforcemept of existing laws will close the wage gap.

Adoption of these new theories and legal requirements will cause
confusion in the workplace, conflict among the equal employment
laws, and the further diminution of incentives and compensation
'goals in our society. We do not beiieve these results are necessary
or welcome.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you.
et,

29
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Mr. Bosco'?(Mr. Bosco..Thank you, Madam Chair.' .
.Mr. Lorber, as I understand your \testimony, you are saying thatin the ASFCME case, the Court ruled more narrowly-than I havebeen led to understand from the rest of the testimony. ..I have not read the case, but you are saying that the. Court did

not rule that there is any compulsion under-law to..grant equal payfor equal work?.
Mr. Lortaim. Well, it wasthe State undertook a comparable

study. What the Court said is, the State's decision not to follow thisstudy was discrimination. There was no obligation to undertakethis study, and on its own voltition . the Court Would netevery
other court has said it would not, and I think Judge Tanner said sotoo.

On his own, he would not compare worths of jobs. He simply
stated, the decision by the State not tofollow its own study was the
discrimination. The State called the study comparable work.

Mr. Bosco. Did the State enact into statute liequirement thatthe study be followed or simply that a study be made?
Mr.. LORBER. I believe the statute was that the study be made.
Mr. Bosco. And the judge said that simply because they had this

study around, that they had conducted some-
Mr. LORBER. That is cxactly right, and the theory that the judge

based his opinion uRontvas since the study purported to state thatcertain jobs, fernale dominated, were underpaid, the State's deci-
sion not to follow the study constituted intentional discrimination,
which is all the Gunther report said.'

If there is intentionallyintentional payment of a loWer rate to
a job which is fernale-dominated, that is discriminationc, It is not
comparing worths, or anything like that.

Mr. Bosco-. So, in other words, the court, in your opinion, said
kind of the opposite of "What you don't know, won't hurt you."

Mr. LORBER. That is right. What the court-

\N
Mr. Bosco And since you dd know that you are discriminating,

you must reedy it.
Mr. LORB .R. No, the studyI mean, the study simply said, the..

study on whatever the Willis study was, it allocated points to jobs;
what the Court said' is that the States decision not to follow that
study was discrimination; the study itself simply allocated pointS.
am not familiar with the intricacies of the study except to say that.there are other compensation experts who would disagree with its
finditgs, as there would be in any.

Mt. Bosco. And you .are extrapolating froin that that we,are ineffect being led into a snare with this 'legislation in the sense that
it calls for the same type of studies and were they to comeinto ex-
istence, theFederal Government could conceivably be held to the
same remedial requirenients.

Mr. LORBER. The Federal Government is subject to title VII and
if it undertook that study and Jilid not follow the results of that
study, if the study showed the gender concentrated jobs were under
female gender concentrated jobs were undercompensated, under
the theory of the. district court decision, the Federal Government'
would have substantial, obvioUsly substantial liabilities.
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, , The point is that the courts themselves, on their own, title VII,
.o not require anybody k undertake this study, any study such as
this.,

Mr. Bo and to believe though that the court.woUld.cinfer
-. legal responsibilities :imply based on what you happen to know or

don't know. ' .
Mr. LoRstot. What that's ; - .- .., , .

Mr. Bosco. Well, in other word,' if t-he ,Fedegal Government iS
presently discriminating, but dOesn't have any 'study.- to .show it,'")
then it is absolved from resporiSibility; butte -

,,

Mr. LORBEIt. Well--. , .

Mr. -Bosco Icontinuing-J. But if we.do commission a study that'e'nd
up showing that our practices ate, discriminatory' then. ye- ,14

must A
1 .

Mr. LORBER. Well,, we can. The studies, did not Say theyractices
were discriminatory. It simply assigbed a' point value. to various
jobs. If you want 1.o.correlat-%.that poiatValue to dollar value, with
out taking account of the market, or whatever-other factors, with
out' taking account of Competitive 'factors, -then you wi,l1 have a

k .
copensation.study. ei

What the law says, at least' in the cornpensation area, that was
, `Fu

the Gunther. decision. In the Gunther decision the county in Oregon
undertook alitudy saying_ that male jobs7,-that male jail guards
should be paiZ .at certain level; ferncile joba-,female matron paid
at a level 95.percent of fhe,malvs. The females were paid at.70 per-
cerit of the males. The discrincination was not that the study found

) .4

the jobs unequal; it SAS' that t.h county in Oregon conkpensated the ,

i.-
fenrWles at a lower rate than the;study would have said, compared
to the male rate, That is all that decision. s*That- was thee, dis-
crimination. . , ,

,. .6 °"
That is what the 'Supreme Court said, ,thelnajority and the dis-

sent. Thar is all the decision said. That is thelaw. If you want to
extend the law, Congress shoulcLpass the raw to do that, I suppose;
but the law now does riot reqdW jobs to be compensated eTrually or
either an employe" or the Ggvernment Make comparability studies..

Mr. Bosco. Well, I can understand that if either the law in
Washiiikren State or the Federal law required anS/ particular prac- . .* A/
tice that it would be a Ablation of the law not toabide by that
wactice, but you are, in effect, saying that becaUse,they commis-
sioned a Atudy that assigned certain points to particular jobs, even
though the did o. "not' pay any particular atttion, or

7-
encode thr study into laW, it was, in effect, incorpOrated by,refer-1
.eiice. ..

oh;Mr. LORBER. T achat is exactly' right. And, in fact, Lrnight add that
,, .qde of the resUlts as I alluded to in ray testimony, there has been, I

Mink, statements by many lawyers, notifying employers, ertainly
private emplbyers who are under no ,obligation legislatively oth- ;

erwise, that thOy undertake a job evaluation study, an internal
equity study at their own Mil, the peril of legal liability. 4

There ha -ben a slew 'of cases,all cited in my testimony which
stand for that provision. All df those cases oppose Gunther./

Mr. Bosco: Well,I wanted to be clear of your testimony, because
I am going to ,read the case carefully myself because it seems as if

O
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what you say. is accurate, it would almost imply' that we arot better
off hoping ignorant of a lot of things than-- °.

Mr. LORHER. I any not saying that. I doff\ think that the person-
a- nel profession would say that. What they are saying is tiat if the

attemTA to acquire knowledge brings with it .dollar liabil-
ity, I suppose taxpayers and others.inay be -Soncowhat hesitant
about acquiring their lkeiowledge.

Mr.: Bosco. I have' had .instances where, in my political career, a
little bit of acquired knowledge does me, a lot,df harm tc% so,
thank you very much.

Thank you, Madam Chair.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank you.
I think ypu are misrepresehting what our legislation does. What

we are saying is'that the law requires that there not be discrimina-
tion. You agree with that,,don't you?

Mr, TAitsm. Of course.
Ms. °AAR. We are asking that a study be. done as to whether or

not the law is being enforced.
Mr. LoRnmit. Well, but, Madani
Ms. DAKAR. Is that a problem'?
Mr. LOttilER. Well, but your findings of fact--
Ms.0AKAR. Afraid of what the truth might - -'
Mr.-LORBEK. Wellj don't know what fbe.truth -is. Y-our fintlings

of fact eeitri to state that the wage gap is simply the result--
MS. OAIZAR. don't feel threntenedrYou would not feel

threatened 'at all if nurses and teachers were.paid more equitably,.
according to the value of their performance.

Do you think that they are as ippnportant as your profession?
Mr. LORBER. Personally, I do, but I am not the person wIrtr sets

theiwages, nor did I set the wages-
Ms ()AKAR. DO. you think the free market should and will deter-

mine wages?
MC. LORBER. I think the market obviously has a role in setting

wages. I am notI mean; we have heard testimony--
Ms. OAKAR. Is that:where the wages phould,be set?
Mr. LOEIBER. Well, what is a free market? If I represent employ-

ers,ers, if4 sat down at collective bargaining and told the union,
don't Ant to bargain about wages. What we will both do is com-
mission a study, and whatever that study tells me, that will be our
wage rates fdr the next 3 years.

Ms. OAKAR. WhQ__21101.110 set the standard for wages?
Mr. LORBER. Well, in collective bargaining, it is the free play be-

tween employers and employand their employee representatives.
Ms. OAKAR. Sc; you don't agree vfith Mrs. Schlafly that it is the

free market?
iMr. LORBER' Of course, I do. I mean that is one aspect to the free\ market. It is simplynobody is telling; nobody is setting a stand:

ard-for what the wages are. It simply'sets a mechanism for deter-
mining wages, and in that context it is bargaining; and in other
contexts--

.Ms. OAKAR. Well, the is a standard. We are saying by IN you
can't discriminate-

Mr. LORBER. But I am asking what is discrimin'atiotA?

4, 0
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-Ms. OAKAR. On the basis of religion, national origin,
cetera.

Mr. LORBER. That is exactly right, but what is discriwination in
comperuation when you havEldissimilae jobs.

Ms. DAKAR. Urn-buh. e,

You place quily a lot ofemphasis on the market ,theory. When
slavery was to be abolished and child labor laws 'Implemented, 'op-
ponents used the same arguments.

"'So, I th.thk history will lend itself very well to the fact that the
so-called free market theory is not that strong.

Mr. LoRBER.. How are you going to make the determination as to
what job should be compensated?

f mean, will the Congress establish laws saying that laIACers get
paid x and nurses get piid x-plus 2; teachers get paid x:plus 3, or x-.
minus 2. 15'

M. DAKAR.. We are not even asking for anything that specific.
We are basking that there be a study conducted to evaluate where
discrimination exists-in the classification and pay systems.

How did you determine that4 If your answer is the free market, I
ovvould say that I have some druments about that. As a member of
the Banking Committee, I noted with great interest that the banks
were saying, we are all going to go bankrupt if we have to give
. credit to women, whether they are married_ or divorced or single. It
is a real burden for the banks.

You.know what? It has proven' the reverse that when you are ,

fair, industries blossom.
Mr. LORBEIt. I have not not heard anybody, at least the society I

represent,- saying anybody is going to go bankrupt; we are simply

Ms. DAKAR. But you feel threatened by the whole issue of fair
equity?

Mr. Loittim0 dont feel threatened at all.
Ms. 04KAR: From your testimony you strike me as feeling very

threatened. I think the same of your organization. I just want to
assure you that nobody is trying to threaten anybody. We are just
talking about itistice and fairness. We honestly need lawy s, like
yfurself that are in this kind of business on our side as rrfuch as
the lawyers who represented AFSCME.

So, we are very pleased that you could come toda and thank
you, Mrs. Schlafly, for coming.

°

-4°
L appreciate it.
This is the conclusion of this hearing. We will ad journ tOaay, but

Will be having futur hearings.
[WhereuRbn, at 3:34 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[The statements and additional inforfnation which follow were

received for inclusion in the record.]

,STATEMENT BY JUDITH FINN

My name is Judith Finn. I an an economisypolitical scientist from Oak
Ridge, Tsnnessee. I am chairman of Eagle For m's Task Force on Comparable
Worth and served as conference coordinator of our scholarly one and one-half day

4,10. Conference on Equal Pay for Comparable Worth which we held last October. I have
also assisted in the preparation of our new book, Itual Pay for Unequal Work, A
Conference on Comparable Worth, containing the 19 conference papers which repre-
sent many different perspectives and points of view on Comparable Worth.

U
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--
I do not believe this nation should adopt a standard of "comparable' worth" or

"equal pay for work-of equal value" instead of the present equal pay for equal work
standard contilined in the Equal PayrAct. Therefore, I oppRse both H.R. 5092 and

' H.R. 3599: These bills are based on the premise that, there is an objeoliv' means to
measure the intrinsic worth of jobs performed for wages in the labor market. It is
frequently asseEited bey Comparable Worth proponents and others that the National
Academy of SeThrices< \study Women, Work, and. Waims, has provided the objective
mewls to evaluate job worth better than the market.',Some propotients argue.thati
these objective means ,should repINce- the market determination of wages because
market wages embody discrimination. Others argue that ttiese job evaluation point
systems can be used to measure what market wages would be in the absence of dis-
crimination. (Is there any difference?) What the NAS study actually says is that,
"In our judgement militiniversal standard of job worth exists, both because any deli-

' nition of the 'relative worth' of jobs part a matter, of values an because, even
for a.particular definition, problems of measurement are likely."2 Far from conclud-
ing that existing job evaluation techniques provide an objecitive.means of measuring

*r. tobeworth, the NIS study says the.use of job'evalidition as a standard for comparing
he relative worth of jobs is one appro4h "which needs further development but

shows dome promise"." Given that this NAS study is the supposed yource of this
crucial objective means it must be concluded that there is no scientific or objective
means,to evaluate job 'orth other than the free market..Job evatuationpoint sys-
tems involve subjective judgements about what comp.ensable factors should be and
what Ole relative weights of these compensable facter'rs should be: Such point sys-
tems are not objective and do not produce either a treasure of intrinsic job worth or
a measure? of market wages in the absence of discrimination.

In my judgment the search for a measure of intrinsic job worth, divorced from
Market wages, is a misguided effort. In a free economy such as ours wages are
strongly influenced by supply and demand. Employers demand very specific skills
and pay more for the'bnes which are in short supply when they need them. For:
example, assistant professors of engineering at our public universities have salaries
that are substantially higher than "comparable" assistant professors of history or
litqrature.4 These jobs are "comparable': in the sense that they do not differ in the
levkl of skill, effort, responsibility or working conditions. Computing "pay equity"
using a single job evaluation system in a university would give these jobs the same
evaluation points and thus not permit such a differential to exist. These differences
in wages for seemingly "comparable" jobs reflect market conditions and perform a
very important function in our free society..Wage,differential provide workers with
the incentive to acquire needed skills. This in turn allows us to live in an economy
that is relatively (lice of shortages and gluts, while at the same time our citizens
have a great degree of freedom of choice in preparing fNand entering careers.

If the market work,s, sq.well, some will ask, then why do these wage differentials
between seemingly- "comparable". jobs persist. The answer comes intwo parts. First,
there is a lot of adjustment to market conditions and wage differentials fluctuate
with this. Second, part of the wage differential persists because of preferences for
some kinds of work over others. Let me explain:

(1) There is ample evidenze that wage differentials change with market condi-
tions. For example, the wages of petroleum geologists and petroleum engineers in-
creased dramatically during the nine years following the Arab oil embargo of 1973.5
This-led to a large increase in the supply of these specialists which made possible a
large increase in exploration and drilling for oil and _gas.° These efforts helped to
limit spiraling oil prices and lessen dependence on imported'oil. This could not-have
happened if employers were required to identify "intrinsic job wortr using job
evaluation and to set wages accordingly. Similarly, the supply of nurses would prob-
ably be less today if employers had not been able to increase their wages relative to
the wages of other workers over the past three decades.

(2) Some wage differentials do persist through long periods of time. This is some-
times due to market failure, i.e., barriers to entry such as restrictive licensing. How--

Dosiald J. Treiman and Heidi 1. Hartmann (Eds.), Woman, Work, and Wages,. Equal Pay for
Jobs of Equal Value, (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press), .1911,Y:

2 Ibid., p. 94.
3 p. 91.
i Average selaiies for new assistant professors at public universities are: $28,662 in engineer-

ing, $19,125 in history, $19,002 in letters. See, "Average Faculty Salaries by Rank in Selected
Fields, 1983-84", The Chronicle of Higherducation, February 29, 1984, p. 17.

5 See "Petroleum Industry Engineering Salary Trends", paper by Donald G. Brown prepared
for annual meeting Society of Petroleum Engineers, New Orleans, SePtember 27, 1982.

e Ibid.
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ever, there is no evidence that such barriers to entry fall disproport1ionately on
women as opposed to men. And most of the persistent wage differAtials can be ex- le
plained without recobrsetto such barriers. EngliSh professors cannot cite barriers to
entry in the engineering profession as a reason why they studieciliterature instead
of fngineering. Social scientists who have looked for barriers to entry in science and
engineering cannot find them:* Rather, English" professors will tell you tliey aro/
doing what they like best, and perhaps that they didn't have the necessary math
skills to become good engineers. Nor can the existence of barriers to entry explain
the concentration of women in traditionally female jobs. Sex barriers in access to
occupations started .toifule long ago and have not existed over 'the past tw,enty A.

years, Those who assert the contrary would have a,hard time explaining the vast
increase in women entering goon paying professions such as law, medicine, and ,en-
gineering during this period: If these kinds of persistAt wage differentials between
seemingly "comparable" jobs are reduced or eliminate* we can expect a consider-
able loss of efficiency in the U.S. economy.

Both H.R. 5092 and 11.R."4fi99 are based on a crucial assumption that is faulty,
i.e., that existing male/feniale pay disparities are the result of "wage setting prac-
tices which are based on the sex of employees", or to put it another way that jobs
held predominately by women pay less because of sex discrimination. While some
mocial scientists share this belief, they have never produced solid proof that this is,
st-.In spite of the fact that millions of Federal research dollars have funded studies
examining this question.

I know that witnesses appeared before this Committee. during Pay Equity hear-
ings in 1982 and said that at least half of the pay gap between men women is due to
discrimination." Thy, like the recent New York Times editorial on Comparable
Worth, cite the National Academy of Sciences study, Women, Work and Wages in

'support of this view." However, prgoi of the discrimination hpothesis is not to be
found in this book, or in any of the many research studies ifs authors review. The
NAS Committee which prepared this report merely reviewed the existing research
on this question, it published no new research findings of its own on the question of
whetherseic discriminilion accounts for any part of the pay gap between men and
women. None of the studies cited by the NAS study measure discrimination directly..
What these studies do is to explain as much of the differences between men and
women in such things as years of work experience, years of schooling, and training.
For exignple, one of these studies, said by NAS to be the best of this genre of stud-
ies in w s able tb explain 44 percent of the earnings gap between men and women
using these variables together with some measures of-"labor force attachment".

The remainder of the, gap, they concluded, must be due to discrimination and
other factors." The realm they fail to simply attribute the residual pay gap to dis-
crimination is that they know their study did not accurately measure all of the fac-
tors which could legitimately be related to productivity and thus earnings. They
rneasAre some things very imperfectly; for example, their only measure of educa-
tional' differences is years of schooling, totally ignoring the fact that men study the
kinds of subjects which lead to high paying jobs such as engineering and business,
much more frequently than women. Also, the authors of the study which could ex-

t plain only 44 percent g5 the earnings gap failed to include any measure of 'several
factors which are known to affect earnings. In the view of one prominent economist
". . . the list of those factolas producing differentials in productivity and therefore

',wages, but which can never be controlled for statistically is far longer and potential,
ly far more important than the short list currently entered in any computer"." He
is referring to such things as work effort and working conditions which are difficult
to measure and which these studies do not attempt to measure:And we now have
some estimates of just how important some of these omitted factors ail Recent re-

Jonathan C. Cole, Fair Sciences: Women in the Scientific Community, (New York: The Free
Press) 1979. .

R U.S. House of Representatives, Subcbmmittee on/Human Resources, Civil Service, and Com-
pensation and Employee Benefits of the Committee on Post Office, and Civil Service, Pay Equity.
Equal Pay for Work of Comparable Value. Ninety-seventh Congress, Second session, pp. 12, 72,
615, 943-944.

9 New York Times, editorial, February 17, 1984.
10 Mary Corcoran and Greg J. Duncqn, "Work History, Labor Force Attachment, and Earn

ings Differences Between the Races and Sexes," Journal of Human Resources, Vol. IC no. 4,
.1979,pp. 1-20. Cited in Women. Work, and Wages . . , op. cit., p. 19.

" Ibid.
"CottonCotton Mather Lindsay, Equal Pay for Comparable Worth: An Economic Analysis of a New

Antidiscrimination Doctrine (Coral Gables, Fla.: Law and Economics Center), 1980, p. 34.
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. ,seareh indicates that job-related accidents and injuries are an important source ofearnings differentials.
The earnings, of workers in very risky jobs consist in large part of a compensating

differential for the risk taken. Olsen estimates that firms in industries with an aver-age level of accidents pay weekly wages 13.6 percent higher than, the wages paid toworkers. in a risk free industry.'" This is very significant because it is known that
women workers have an occupational accident and injury rate about half that ofmen.''' This is just one of the factors that was totally ignored by all the studies of
sex discrimination, and these data suggest that it alone might explain a substantialpart of the ''unexplained residuarwhich is so often (and incorrectly) interpreted asbeing due to discrimination.

I hope you will not be hoodwinked by political advocates who say that economists
have proved the earnings gap is due even in part to discrimination. If you look at

10 the studies which supposedly "prove" this, you will agree with me that thisisimply
isn't so. Numerical disparities between the average compensation in predominantly
female occupations compared to Male occupations are not evidence oE discrimination
against women. Lacking _Clear evidence to the contrary, it should not be assumed
that there disparities reflect anything other than individual choices, the fact that
men and women tend to choose different occupations, and the dramatically differentimpact that marriage, has on the earnings of-men and women. Comparable Worth
goes far beyond the concept of equal opportunity and equal pay for equal work inthat it seeks to insure equal outcomes, regardless of the causes of numerical dispari-
ties between the wage rates in female vs. male occupations.

With respect to the effect of Comparable Worth on the well being of women, Iwould like to make a couple of points. First, raising the wages .for traditionallyfemale jobs would increasse unemployment among women and would therefore only
benefit those women who keep their jobs. Comparable Worth would be especially
harmful to married men (and their wives) with average or below. average education-
al credentials because these men hold most of the highly paid blue-collar jobs. It is
necessary to consider the women who will be harmed because they will lose theirjobs altogether or because their husbands' wages will be reduced.

Second, to the extent that such a Comparable Worth standard .was successful in
raising wages for predominately female jobs, it would lead to a greater oversupplyin those fields and reducoathe incentive for women to acquire the skills needed to
work in traditionally male fields.

Third, it is not true that the increase in the number of women who live near the
poverty level is largely the result of employment discrimination on the basis of sex(as asserted in H.R. 5092, Sec..1.(a)). This simply cafinot be the case when, for thefirst time in many years, the,earnings of women are rising faster than the earnings
of men, The ratio of annual earnings has gone from 59 to.62 percent. A better Meas-
ure for this purpose is the Labor Department's "median usual weekly earnings offull-time wage and salary workers." This ratio was 62 percent in 1979 and has risen
about one point a year since that time. By the second quarter of 1983 it was 66 per-cent." I am not an expo on the causes of female poverty, but I know that a majorcause is the disintegratio f family in the .U.S. Large increases in the divorce
rate and the rate of illegimat firths are responsible for most of the increase in pov-erty among women of working e.

Finally, I know of no provision in. present Federal law which calls for the applica-
tion of the Comparable Worth doctrine to the private sector. I do not believe this
nation should adopt a standard of "equal pay for work of equal value" instead of the
present equal pay For equal work standard contained.-+n the Equal. Pay Act. This
would produce an endless morass of litigation because of the subjectivity of this con-
cept and because of the conflicting message this would send tp the courts as the
intent of Congress. In the debate over the EqUal Pay Act the Congress considered a
Comparable Worth standard and specifically rejected it. If you feel there is now sup-
post for a Compaiable Worth standard, then I would urge you to attempt to adopt it
explicitly by amending the Equal Pay Act. The legislation we are considering this

13 Craig A. Olsen, "An Analysis of WageDifferentials ReceiVed by Workers on Dangerous
Jobs." The 'Journal of Human Resources, Vol. 16, No. 3, Spring 1981, p. 180.

U.S. Department of Labor. Perspectives on Working Women: A Databook,.(Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office) 1980, (Bulletin 2080), p. 98. See also U.S. Department of Labor,
Occupational Injuries and Illnesses in the United States, 1975 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern-

., ment Printing Office) 1978, (Bulletin 1981). Table 1.
15 Nancy. Itytina, "Comparing Annual and Weekly Earnings from. the Current Population

Survey," Monthly Labor Review. Vol. 106, No. 4, April 1983, pp. 32-36. Cited in Michael G. Finn,
"The Earnings Gap and Economic Choices", in Phyllis Schlafly, Ed..' Equal Pay for Unequal
Work, (Washington. D.C.: EagleForum Education and Legal Defense Fund) 1984, p. 117.
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inorning; by attempting to bring Comparable Worth in through the back door would
produce conflicting standards and great confusion. The Comparable Worth remedy
is designed to replace market wages with the wage rates determined by studies per-
formed by experts. Sinoe the experts have no objective criteria to assure acceptance
of their results by all partieA, court challenges of their work are almost inevitable.
Experts setting Wages with the oversight of tire courts is indeed an unprectIdented
form of governmen control, even if it proceeds on a firm to firm basis or only af-
fects those who ain Federal funds. .

STATEMENT OF SOL C. CHAIKIN, PRKSIDENT, INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENTti WORKERS' UNION

"Comparable worth" has been a matter of major concern to the International
Ladies' Garment* Workers' Union over many years. It has been the most enduring
problem to confront us in the last half century.

The problemput simply and bluntlyis tijat garment workers are not paid ac-
cording to their "comparable worth." They are badly underpaid.

The wages of garment workers, for instance, are about half those-of auto workers.
This is not due to a difference in skill; it takes as much skill to sew a seam as to
work on an assembly line. The difference is not due to any educational require-
ments for doing the job; the same educational level sufficies for both. It certainly is
not due to our society's placing a higher worth on vehicles than on clothing; cloth-
ingalong with food and shelteris. basic for survival. Yet the difference persists in
hourly wages, in fringe benefits, in annual incomekind the gap grows with time.

We are not here suggesting that auto .workers are overpaid. We do affirm that
garment workers are underpaid.

We cite these two contrasting industries less because of their individual character-
istics than because of the differences they represent. Garment workers are typical of
labor-intensive manufacture; auto workers of capital-intensive manufacture. In a
class with garment workers are workers in footwear, electronic assembly, plastics,
metal fabrication, millinery, rubber goods, and all similar operations where there is
a low ratio of capital to labor. All in all, they account for about half the employees
in manufacture. On the other hand, in a class with auto workers are those in steel,
chemicals, basic rubber, oil refining, machine tools, etc., where there is a high ratio
of capital to labor.

Wages in these two giant sectors of the economy differ not because anyone has
ever established a greater comparable worth in one sector than in the other but be-
cause these two sectors of the economy operate under disparate, indeed contrary,
rules. The capital-intensive sector is marked by a concentration of ownership (mo-
nopoly or oligopoly), by administered pricing, by high productivity per worker hour;
the labor intensive sector is marked by diffuse ownership, severe competition, and
low outppt per worker. These different outputs depend less on the motivation or
skill of the individual worker, than on tools and capitalization with which he or she
works. The technology of the labor intensive sector is simple and inexpensive; tech-
nology in the capital intensive sector is sophisticated and costly. The capital inten-
sive sector can pass on costs to the consumer; the labor intensive cannot.

In effect, our economy is a dual economy: the rich portion with high wages and
the poor portion with low wages.

We could extend our analysis to go beyond manufacture into.the service economy.
If we did, we would find that wages in the service economy areon the whole
lower than in the manufacturing sector. We would also find that within the service
economy there is a duality, depending on whether ,it is private or public, big or
small, labor- or capital-iritensive.

The-one universal trlith that runs through all of this is the irrelevance ofworth
to wagesfor most of the economy. The 'wage is fundamentally a refection of the
market power of a sector of the economy, as affected secondarily by the power of the
employees within that sector. The resultant wage is a product of power not of
equity.

In this analysis, we have so farnot mentioned sex. We have not done so be-
cause the problem of "comps rable worth" precedes the gender gap. The basic prob-
lem is less sexual than ecor o.mic: the underpayment of huge sectors of the labor
force that find themselvesin those sectors of the economy that most closely.resem-
ble our touted ideal of a free enterprise system of open competition.

An examination of the sectors, however, will reveal that there is.a dispropertiona-
tely high percentage of women in the second economy. There is also a disproportion-
ately high percentage of "minorities." And from this observationit may be conclud-
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ed that the wages in .the second economy reflect our society's discrimination against
, women and minorities.

But there is another wa' to look at this; namely, that our traditional discrimina-v
tion against women and minorities has pushecittheni into occupational ghettos gi-
gantic ghettos where about half or more of our total labor force toils away at
unrewarding remuneration.

We have been comparing one industry as against another because that is what.
AV 1. "comparable worth" is all about. This nagging question does not deal with the prob-

lem of workers doing the same work and getting unlike pay; there is easy recourse
to commission and courts for that. Nor does the question apply to those doing "simi-
lar" albeit not the same work: there are regularized recourse's for that. The question
of "comparable,worth- arises when workers are doing unlike and dissimilar work
like14ewing a seam versus assenibing a car, caring 'for 'a patient versus fixing a
broken pipe, teaching a class versus digging In a mine.

How does one find the parametersthe factorsto determine the comparable
worth of jobs that are unlike and dissimilar?

The bill introduced by Mary Rose Oakar proposes to set up a commission. to find
ways, to composeperhapsa universal formula, by which the true worth, the right
pay, can be determined for almost any job in 'our society. It is a Herculean task.
First, all the determinants must be found; then they must be properly weighted;
then they must be measured. onthe job; and all of this must be done with total ob-
jectivity by the original makers of the formula and by those who will subsequently
apply it.

1

We think this may well be a worthwhile exercise. If done without prejudice, it
will reveal the profound injustice and inequity in our present system of pay;
namely, the irrelevance of worth in determining wages in most of our economy. The
Commission could also propose the elimination of egregious inequities in the Feder-

-1 al system, in cases where crass disparities are so contrary to common sense and so
offensive to normal sensibilities as to require no complicated examination with cat:

. fully calibrated measures to esttblish the unacceptibility of present arrangements.
However, I would suggest that the scope of the Oaker bill be widened. The Com-

mission should have an extended power that goes beyond its search for a formula by
which to judge or to determine wages. It may find, as other commissions have
found, that it is almost impossible to evolve a formula that is universal .and objec-
tive. Yet that should not be the end of its mission.

There are'ways to narrow the wage and salary gap within our society even in the
absetice of'some ubiquitously applicable measure.

Among some of the steps to consider are the following:
The Federal minimum wage should be adjusted in line with rising prices. A cost-

of-living clause in the minimum wage law should be keyed to a fixed percentage of
theaverage wage. In the absence of such an arrangement those at the lower levels
of wagesthose in the second economyfind that the floor for wages' keeps falling
in-relation to the average wage. The victims of such a growing disparity are disapro-
portionately women and minorities who populate the second economy.

Tax policies should ,be .adjusted to allow for a higher level of exemption for those
with a lower annual -income. Thought should also be given to lowering'the rate of
tax for social security for those persons with an annual income below a given level.
T,he present flat tax for social security is distinctly regressive for workers in the low
income bracketsagain women and minorities.

Our unemployment insurance system should be reexamined with an eye to abol-
ishing "experience rating" in levying taxes. "Experience rating" puts the greatest
burdens on employers in those sectors of the economy where employment is most

. unsteady. Generally, this is the secondary economy where there are many small es-
. tablishments in constant competition with high seasonality and unsteady. employ-

ment.
Our nationa) labor law needs reform. Over the years, the National Labor Rela-

tions Actoriginally written into law to make 'it easier for workers to organizehas
become increasingly a law that has made it more difficult to organize. Those hurt
most are, again, workers in the second economy where companies are small, unsta-
ble, highly mobile, labor intensive. A Labor Reform Act that would restore thebalr
ance between employers and, enxployees in labor- management relations would con-
tribute significantly to raising the earnings of women and minorities who are pres-
ently employed in the secondary economy.

Our trade policies require reexamination. In labor intensive sectors of American
manufacture the decisive advantage of overseas production does not lie in superior
technology or methods of production but in low wages. Wages as low as 14 cents an
hour, for instance, in Asia have made it impossible for American producers to com-
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pete. As a consequence, in the women's apparel industry, the "import penetration
rate" is fifty percentmeaning that one out of every two pieces of apparel sold in
the United States conies from abroad. (The penetration rate in Inor-intensive man-1
ufacture in the Untied States is much higher than in capit,e-intensive manufac-
ture). So long as the women and minorities in labor-intensive manufacture in this
country are confronted with"the incredibly low wages paid overseas, it is not posi- .

ble to elevate or even maintain present wage levels in the American industry.
Homework on industrial products should be outlawed and the law should be strin-

gently enforced. Industrial homework undermines the wages of women and minori-
ties in labor- intensive industries in the second economy. An auto cannot be assem-
bled in a kitchen; a skirt or hat or a rhinestone studded bauble can. As industrial
homework grows, wages-of workers.in factories will be depressed.

These are some of the avenues worth exploring in a search for ways to elevate
wages in the second economy. The above' does not necessarily exhaust the possibili-

liew.-1.14rirdimOridlote the need to address ourselves to conditions in the occupa-
tional' hettos where women and minorities predominate disproportionately. As we
close the gap between the second and first economies we will close the gender and
racial gap in earnings.

If we do not address ourselves to the question of the two tier economy, we are not
likely to resolve the true problem of wompar4le worth in the foreseeable future. .

And if we did it by moving present women ang minorities out of their ghettos into
better jobs, othersprobably Asiatics and Latins or other snore recent entrees into
the labor market, always heavily female, would end up in the same ghastly ghetto.
All-we will have done is redistribute misery.

)bi
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WASHINGTON OFFICE

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
1,0 t NAS 1. 20002 1202, ss 4440

Honorable Mary Rose Oakar
Chair, SuLkormittee on Coriptisation

,and EMployo: Benefits
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
U.S. House of Representatives
406 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515 .

a

Dear Ms. Oakar:

April 26, 1984

The American Library Association welcomes the opportUnity to state its-position
on H.R. 4599 aril H.R. 5092, bills which deal with the issue of equal nay for work of
ccmparahle worth in Loth the federal and non-federal sectors of this Nation.

The American Library Association (ALA) is a nonprofit, educational organization
of almost 40,000 members -- librarians, library trustees, educators, authors, and
other friends of libraries -- dedicated to the hiprovement of library service to all
citizens. The Association previously has gone on record in support of the concept
of equal pay and pay comparability. Dr. Elizabeth Stone, former ALA President,

testified on this topic for ALA at a SepteMber 1982 hearing cosponsored by your
Staxximmittee!

Thgether with other library groups, ALA is concerned about the low status of

library workers in relation to comparable professions and occupations; as repre-
senttd by salaries and position classifications. The pattern is consistent in all

sectors of our economy, federal and non federal, public or private. Although most

pay equity cases need to be resolved within the particular jurisdiction which de-
termines, the salaries and classifications, we believe thatpositive action at the
national level to identify discriminatory wage setting practices and enforce federal
lawsto deal with such practices will have a beneficial effect on women in the work
force and will encourage both public sector and private sector organizations to deal
with these issues.

We applaud the intent of these two bills now under consideration by t}ie Sub-
committee. Requiring the Equal Employment Opportunity emission, the Labor Depart-
ment and the Justice Department to report op actions taken to enforce federal
statutes prohibiting discrimination in compensation is valuable and important.
Equally valuable is the effort to identify and remove discriminatory wage setting
and position clasSification practices in.the federal government. Although the de-

gree of wage discrimination in the federal government is less than elsewhere in our
economy, federal librarian salaries are still 11% below the average salaries for all
professional General Schedule occupations according to OPM's own published data. If

levels of pay for federal librarians are reduced with the implementation of the pro-
posed classification and qualification standards for the librarian series, GS -1410,
then pay'equity betw on librarians and their peers in other professions in the

.federal government will be even less achievable than it is-todNy.

ISSCUSIVII OPINCIIIII SO LAST HURON STRICT CHICAGO. ILLINOIS (0611 . (SID I171110
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In view of our eXperience with the Office of PerskTweLManagement's.development
of federal library job standards, we have serious reservations about entrusting that
agency with the responsibility for stud4ing and identifying discriminatory wage
setting practices and wage differentials within the position classification system,
as is envisaged in Section 4 of H.R. 4599. Reading Dr. Devine's statement to your
Subcommittee further increases our unease.

His description of the standards develocricit process does not square with cur
experience in the develoPment of federal library job standarlds in a number of im-
portant aspects. For instance, on page 7-8.of his statement, he declares that:

In the course of an occupational study, the occupational specialist

1111
develops extensive and detailed information regarding the ark of
the occupation and how it is done.... Theije facts and judgments are

supervisorfrom key management officials and supervisor , employees
at various levels in the occupation, personnel offici is and ...x-______

specialists, professional and technical societies, ort, and other
organized groups, representatives of the academic community and
others.

. -

Yet our attempts to assist in the standards development to remeatit'what we con-
siderel serious deficiencies in the proposed standards have been oonsistdntly rebuffed

. by OPM. Mire ever, "extensive and detailed information segardinq the work of the
occupation" gathered by OPM "specialists" studying library jobs appears to have some
ma )or gaps. OPM itself, respondino to a General Accounticr Office study on the pro-
posed library job standards, indicated that files were in disarray, that representa-
tive saepling techniques had not been used in conducting the occupational study, and
that data collection was so sloppy that information on educational atta' t was
not recorded for ahrust half of the 300 professional federal librari interviewed
by the occupational specialists.

On the basis of this inadequate, incomplete, and ill organized data, OPM
developed a proposed standard for library jobs which armors to us blatantly dis-
criminatory.. The proposed standard, in the last version which we have been allowed
to review (released in November 1982), was so unsatisfactory that we felt that only
totally inadequate data gathering could have led to such a misrenresentation of the
:qualifications for modern library and information services work and the scope and
responsibilities of positions performing this work in the federal sector. We there-
fore, as did the Federal Library Committee, asked OPM to wit/draw the proposed
standards and conduct a new, thorough and valid occupational study. fee offered to
help with such an effort as did the Federal Library Committee. To date there has
been no response to this offer from OPM.

. In'the proposed standards, as we have been allowed to review them, the
qualifications have been radically altered. The entry level for the Master's
Degree in'Library Science, the chief qualification-for the profession, has been
dropped to the GS-7 level, although the entry level for the master's degree in
other male-dominated professional series has been retained at the.GS-4 level, even
though the credit hour requirements for the degrees are the same. The Proposed
classification standard'for professional library jobs eliminates the criteria
(specifically Factor Levels 1-4 and 5-15) which lead to assignments at the top step
Of the middle level of federal service, GS-15. This effectively cans the promotional
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ladder for most federal library jobs one grade below male-dominated professions. No
such restrictions are included in the Contract and Procurement Series or the Auditor
Series, male-dominated series published after the drift of the lihrary-Information
Service Series was released. Furthermore, duties, responsibilities and assignments
for Federal librarians are scaled at lower levels of oompensation than for similar
male dominated professions in the federal sector.

, 6
For exarlde, where other standards (suchrl-A;countant or AuclitW for male-

,.btnatedoccupations call for an ikumbent's work to have agency-widr 'impact, li-
ians at the save level must produce work which has a national impact. Surely

thus is aosigruficant difference.

The process outlined by Dr. Levine in his-testimony before your Subcommittee is
fine in theory, but the practice by GPM duringahis tenure as OPM Dirjector has serious
discrepancies with the theory as we have indicated above. Our. participation in the
review of draft standards. for federal library jobs regrettably has became an adver-
sary process. After the storm of criticism aroused by the first issuance of the
draft- standards in December 198f, only through Congressional intervention were we .

. and other interested groups provided an opportunity to comment, and then only in
the most limited way, as Dr. Stone. indicated in her testimony before.your Subcom-
mittee in September 1982.

Furthirore, under Dr. Devire's leadership, appears to be making sweeping
charges in its earn established policies without any eal justification or empirical
study to determine the validity of the current or propsoi criteria. A case, in

point involves the policy for evaluating qualificati s based on graduate ed tion,

the so-. lled "c rune pattern". Instead of rinc to its established poli OPM
is applying revised eligibility requirements on ies-by-series basis begi ing

with the professional library information series. This capricious application of
differential eligibility criteria is discriminatory in its effect. With CVM's
current staffing levels and workload, it could easily take until the year 2000
fore qualification standards for the approximatrl 130 professional General Schedule.

series affected by the "common pattern" are revised on a series-by-series basis. Is

this equitable?

The current policy Fakes completion of master's degree requirements Cr tWO
pacademic years of graduate study qualifying for ai-cintment at the GS-9 level.

Among the prclxised changes which haVe bee'i most controversial in CFM's draft
standards for federal librarians -is a proposal which will make only those master's
degrees requiring what OPM determines to be two full academic years of graduate
education qualifying for entry into the federal service at the GS-9 level. There
are virtually no Masters in Library Science programs in this country which net
these new requirements. To the best of our knowledge, OPM has provided no validated
justification to determine the validity for this proposed charge. Nor, as the GAO
study found,. has OPM presented arty convincing evidence on which to base its down-
grading of the present library science master's degree.

'Mt American Library Association has repeatedly urged to retain eligibility
for entry at grade GS-V for federal librarians who hold a master's degree, without
specifying t -t this degree must- be based on two years of graduate education. We
object to 0 's arbitrarily setting up two "classes" of master's degrees: a two-
year-degree a one-year degree. A two-year degree holder would remain eligible

tt,
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for placement at the GS-9 level. A degree based on anything less than two years of

study'wcOld entitle the cardidat for placement at only the GS-7 level as will proof

of merely one year of graduat y. This approach is especially pu2zlinq in

light of Dr. Devine's props objection to "over-credentialing."

W th this background of experience in dealimi with the Office of PersOnnel

Manage t, we feel that this agency as now constituted and directed is incapable
of carlying out the requirements of SeC.4(y of H.R. 4599, to study discriminatory

practic s and. propose ways to eliminate them. Therefore we urge that such a study
be carred out by one of the.well-known private sector organizations with acknowl-
edqtd e. ertise in thiyarea, reporting to'the General Accounting Office which
would i turn report tYthe President and Comir.i65.s. and make reaximindations

eliminat hi discriminatory practices found. On in this way, weConclude,kan an

unbiased study be developed. Similarly 1.e feel that the reporting responsibilities

of Sec. (d) of H.P. 4599 should-be assigned also to GAO. Without such requirements,

vedo not think that H.R. 4599 can achieve its intended purpose. In out 15pinicn,

()PM at this lxiint in its history, sad to say, is not canabe of carrying out the

mandate in this bill. Unfrer the current leadership, such a study could well becare

the vehicle to intensify, not rwitigate wage discrimination in the fedbral gol.ern-

Malt .

As it has in the past, the American Library Association will oontinie to work
for pay equity within our profession asiwell as with coalition groips such as the
National Ccmmittee (n Pay Equity dealing with the issue across all occupations and

professions. Cur ircartirxj President E.J. Josey will be establishing an ALA

Comossion on Pay Equity to give even greater visibility to these issues within

librarianship. tsk! also look forward to leadership from Congress to address these

issues. Such leadership must result in actions to-alleviate the nersistent wage
yap for women and to provide equal pay opportunities for men and women in all levels

of government and the professions.

EIX.7:ps

Sincerely,

Eileen D. Cooke
Director
ALA Washington Office

foi=1,00
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STATEMENT SUBMITTEDBY LINDA A. PUCHALA, PRESIDENT

ASSOCIATION OF yLIGHT ATTENDANTS, AFL-CIO

TO THE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMPENSATION. AND EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

COMITTEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE

AT,S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ON

p

PAY UITY LEGISLATIV
I

APRIL 13, 1984

1

On behalf of the Association of Flight Attendants, representing

21,000flight attendants on 14 airlines, I appreciate this'

opportunity to present our views on the issue of pay equity, and

on HR 5092, the Pay Equity Act of 1984.

The Association of Flight Attendants supportskthe goals of

HR 5092 - -to identify discriminatory wage- setting ptactices, to

encourage employers to comply with current laws, and to reaffirm

the Fede'ral GovernMe'nt''s responsibility in enorcing present aw.

We also heartily commend this subcommittee for providing this

forum for public discussion of this issue.

An example of invidious pay discrimination in the airline
,

industry between male and female workers was found in the practice

of creating purportedly distinct "flight attendant" (or, as they

were then knownv "stewardess") and "purser" positions. While

both appeared to perform precisely the satin functions on board

the aircraft, the purser was alleged, to have additional "supervisory"

1'
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responsibilities which merited a substantially higher pay rite

than pro;lided to other flight attendants. Not even the alleged\

differences in duties, .however, could explain the airline's

restriction of the purser position solely to malea,,..while the

flight attendant position was overwhelmingly.female. This .

situation culminated in4Ape landma,rk Laffey v. Northwest Airlines

4` case first brought to the courts in the early 1970's. (Laffey

v. Northwest Airlines, Inc., 366 F.Supp. 763 (D.D.C. 1973),
1P
374 F.Supp. 1382 (D.D.C. -1974), aff'd in part and vacated in part,

5t7 F.2d 429 (D.C. Cir 1976),. cert. dented, 434 U.S. 1086 (1978)).

In this case, the courts pierced through the purser/stewardess

.-.charade and saw the situation for precisely what it was a blatant

form of discrimination in pay on the basis of sex. When the

"different" jobs were analyzed, the courts had no difficulty in

concluding that they.required.equS1 skill, effort and responsibility;

in sum, they were functionally equivalent. Nor could the alleged

differences mask the true goal of the airline: to designate males,

and only males, as "in charge" of the cabin. crews. The courts

concluded there was a clear iiiolaten of the Equal Pay Act and

of Title VII of the Civil Rights. Act, and required the female

flight attendants' rates of"pay to be "evalized up" to the

purser pay levels:.

Even after the District*Court announced its decision,

Northwest refused the union's demands in negotiations to eliminate

the pUrser/flight attendant, i.e., male/female, pay disparities.

O

.
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a result-of the Company's intransigence, no agreement was

reached for several years (while Northwest pursued its

unsuccessful appeals in the court1), and the flight attendaks

were not only deprived of the equalization in pay required by .

the law, but of any pgy increase whatsoever.

DeSpite the elimination of this blatant example of

discrimination, our flight -attendant membership, who arc 85-907
41

female, continue to feel the impact of pay discrimination through

the shadow cast over our collective bargaining by Obe traditional
t

sex-related pay inequities in the general U.S. workforce,.. At
1

e bargaining table our members fi.'it the insidious perception

that the flight attendant job is worth"less" because it is

predominately female. Compounding this bias is the lingLimig

erroneous stereotype, sometimes shared by airline management,

that flight attendants' choose their jobs for the "glamour" or

for travel opportunities', but-not for the salary.

Like the general population of women workers, how1ver, flight

attendants work - -and work hard -- because they Jed the morky to

support themselves and their families. Our members have an

average of 10-11 years invested ir-their. careers. They are

typically in their mi.4-thirties; approximately one-half are Matitied

and one-third have children.

Despite the f t that twenty years ago, Title VII of

Civil Rights Act Clawed sex lkscrimination in compensation,

aontinyiing chronityroblems with pay inequities are yrell documented,

and are familiar to'this aubcoitmittee.

44*
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Although existing law provides a sound leg41 basis for

achieving pay equity, enforcement of the law has been sadly

neglecte This is largely die to Inactivity of the lead

enforcem aAncy, the Equal Employment Opportunity Cottmission,

...
and the)message this setds o employers that pay d'scrimination

is not very wrong. The problem also stems from *immensely

,difficult and expensive procedures, iLiclun .xtensive job
1

studies, which private parties must undert in their inve4i-

gation and ligitation of pay disuimination cas S.

HR 5092 proposals for the EEOC to carry out educational

programs on eliminatihg.pay discrimination and. to conduct research

on wage setc.Ingotechniftues could provide valuable assistance to

labor unions and other groups which otherwise could not afford

to conduct such studies on their own.

The bill's proposals for the EEOC to report to the President

and Congress on its pay equity enforcement activities are

commendable, because they seek to hold that agency accountable

for its actionsori.inactionin this arena. Unfortunately

however, since existing law not enforced, the success of

enfOrcing the proposed bill, if enacted, is questionnable.

As.we have found from our experience with airline deregulation,

unless a proposed statute is very specific about the cOntent,and

scope of any remedial provisions, the agency left responsible

for implementing these provisions often implementsPeither no

program or a program that does not fully implement thq statutory

protection. For that reason, it might be helpful if HR 5092

were more specific regarding the EEOC obligations to "conduct

and promote"'research and to "develop and impit t a program

to provideikeshnical assistance."

Thank you for this opportunity to express our views on 4

this" issue.

DL)1 144.4:4" ti fr.,0ttrift_-E
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Statement

of

' Edwin R. Clarke, President
E. R. CLARKE ASSOCIATES, INC.

725 Timber Lane
Lake Forest, .4 60045

to

Subcommittee on Compensation and Employee Benefits
Congresswoman Mary Rose Oakar, Chair

U. S. House of Representatives
'lashington, D. C. 20515.

-_/
for consideration
I Onneetion with

H. R. 4599\ The Federal Employees" Pay
Equity Act of 1984

H. R. 5092. - The Pay Equity Act of 1984

April 4, 1984

As a representative of U.S'. business and industry with a

career spanning-more than 30years in the co etitive, profit_

seeking, 'job-providing private sector'of this country's econ-

_only, I am most grateful for the opportunity to submit this

statement in onnection with the Committee's consideration

of two important pieces of prbposed legislation, H. R. 4599,

Ve Federal Employees' Pay Equity Act of 1984, and H. R.'5092,

, The Pay Equity Act of 1984. My name is Edwin R. Clarke, My

present occupation is that of providlig consulting seririces

in all phases of Employee Relations and Personnel Practice,

including Union relations, compensation Plans, employee

benefits', eth. My statement. today presents my views as a

professional with extensive experience in employee compen...
rtbk
--Wation systems. I also steak for the American Federation of

a

mall Business, a national organization with more than 25,000

310
58
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members, headquartered at'407 South .Dearborn St., Chicago,

of which I am a member.

prom 1946 through 1983 I work4% in the Employee Relations

and Perspnnel Administration function In several U. S. man-

ufacturing companies and was in charge of the activities of

my employers for this function since 1955. 1Throughout my
IP

career, thpugh my-responsibilities encompassed many other

aspects of the employee relations function, I was personally

involved with position-classification systems.and wage-
,
Be-

setting procedures. The specific activities Included nego-

tiating and administering the organization of job duties into

job clasifications, the application of jOb evaluation oriteria

to job classifications, the assignment of job classifications

to wage grades, the determination of the wage rates to be paid ,

for each wage grade, etc., and the same for office and

management classifications except that no Union was involved.

Careful attention to eliminating and avoiding sex discrimination

in all wage system design, and in the. wage rates pursuant to

these systems has, been a high-priority aspect of my in-

volvement in t is activity.

The purpose of the two bills, to.seek out and eliminate sex-

based wage discrimination, is laudable and noncontroversial.

The bills seem to suggest, hOwever, that wage rates which

are the competitive, market-place rates for any job class-

IfIdationsin question could be challenged as discriminatory.

Sex-based wage discrimination, if it can te shbwn to be pres'ent

hi,- e
'Cre Pi 06 AF-7)14,
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In a y si on, is moat difficult to quantify because the

wage dl.ffAent'1 s that exist reflect other forces also; for

example, supply and demand for paYticular skills. As a result

I have.come to the.belief that market-place wage rates in-

dicate the best and fairest measurement of the value of a

Job classification, reoresenting the comnosi.te of all the

forceS which determine that value. Any wage-setting'procedures

that may be devised, therefcMe, should be required to.con_

vert Job evaluation point values to maTket-olace wage rates.

H.R. 4599.18 intended as the vehicle for seeking out and

eliminating sex-based wage discrimination in the Federal

government. However, it seems to-apply only to that portion

of Federal employees covered by the General Schedule. Why It

has not been designed to apply to the craft, etc," classifications,

another very large group of employees covered by the

Federal Wags System (FWS), is not clear and 4eeras incon-

sistent.

H. R. 4599 would be Implemented principally by the Office

,....._2L,Personnel Management by reviewing the position-classification

system (wage-setting pract4ices and wage differentials) which

'exists oursuant to Title 5, Chapter 51,1bnited States Code.

'However,/ this system is the system which the Office of

gersonnal Management created in implementation of the 1978

Civil Service Reform Act. One provision of the Act was that

there-should be,eqUal pay for work of equal value. Other
,

key provisions are (Section 2301(b)(3)) that pay rates are to

0
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be determined with appropriate consideration of both national

and local rates paid by,employers in the private sector", and

(Section 5101 (a)(3)) that "Federal pay rates be comparable

with private enterprise pay rates,for the same levels of

work." Certainly, therefore, it must he presumed that the"

grade assignments of the classifications and the wages paid

tomglied with the Act, especLally the requirement that there

should be equal pay for work of equal value; in other

words, regardless of whether the classirication populations

were predominately male or female. It will be unlikely, then,

that OPM will discover classifications which have been in-

correctly graded. The review will be beneflirial,Inevertheless.

However, Section 2 (b)(1) of H. R. 4599, which seems to call for

changes in the Present system devaluating General Schedule

Jobs, seems unnecessary in view of the fact that the Present

. system was instituted under the "equal pay for work of equal

value" directive.

At this point it is appropriate to state my conviction,

developed over many years of working with'wage-settike_,

systems', that all systems of Job evaluation are inadequate to

c
the task of establishing true relative values for Job

classifications. Basically the reason is that the values

indicated are the result of factor selection and Weighting

as determined by the person or .group that had a certain

objeCtive in making the factor selection, and assigning the

Weights. Perhaps the objective was to match market-place .

wage rates.' Perhaps the objective was to prove that sex-

tvr kali,!\Lokki
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based. wage discrimination was present.
.$0#

Whatever objective

there may be can be pretty well achieved by the de5.1"gners

of the system. A requirement that Job evaluation point. values

be translated to market-place wage relationships is not a

perfect method'of minimizing the weaknesses of job evaluation

systems, but I believe it is the best method avallable.for'

giving Job evaluation realistic validity.

When job evaluations are performed with deliberate disregard

for market-place information, the results are Invalid, trouble-

some and costly. An example of such is a recent study in-

volving a sample of State of Illinois Jobs commissioned by

the Illinois Commission on the Statusof' Women. The job

evaluation system chosen gave an average of approximately

75% weight to Knowledge and Problem Solving, 20% weight to

Accountability, and the rest of the weight to Working Con-

ditions, which,' in that system of evaluation encompassed

Physical Effort, Environment and Hazards. The 5 jobs in the

sample of 24 jobs that required out-of-door, all-weather

work involving physical effort and relatively hazardous
below

conditions ranked far/their relative rankings in market-place

wage rates. The job evaluation system chosen haopens to be

described in the Interim renort to the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission of the Committee on Occupational'

Classification and Analysis, National Research Council,

entitled Job Evaluation, An Analytic Review in the following

quoted words: "-- .-used primarily for the evaluation of

executive and Professional jobs-----language used in factor

ti

4
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definitions emphasizes subjective judgments to an even

greater degree than most job evaluation systems----virtually
4

no weight is given to working Conditions." As a result of

this study one Charge has already been filed with th'e Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission against the State of (1

Illinois citing the relative rankings in this study as

evidence that sex-based wage discrimination exists. Court

proceedings haye been promibed,as soon RS the EEOC com-

pletes its phase of the handling of the Charge.

I wish to emphasize that the Illinois study intentionally

disregarded market-place information and did not attempt

to relate the rankings produced by the job evaluation process

to the realities of the job market.

Any one of several other job-evaluation systems that exist

and Are well known could have been used in the Illinois study.

Each one would have produced a different relative ranking of

the jobs in the sample, depending on the factors used in

the evaluation process and the weights assigned by the

designers of the system. WithoUt doubt, however, each of

the designers of these available systems would give assurance

that his system design is free froth sex bias. Which system

should be used then? Would it be possible to determine the

existence of sex bias and its impact on wage rates in

any such circumstances?

H. R. 5092 will involve the private sector as well as all

public employers. It will cause Federal agencies to contact

private and public emplbyers using the "equal pay for work

of equal value" concept. Results like those described re-

sulting from the Illinois study will be the consequence unless,

as in the Federal 0S system, a directive is included that the

market-place must be the true measure, of relative classification

rates..
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Matptainingthe vigor and competitive strength of our

free enterprise system is of great importance to all citizens

including women. A vigorous and successful business

climate means Job opportunTes. Successful business

requires freedom to manage and do the things that may be

necessary to serve customers with competitively-priced

goods. The business that 1.8 competing against imports

probably wIll not be able to nay thesame wages for the

, same Job in a company that has only domestic competition

to worry about. The imposition of wage scales by outside

authority, esnecially wage scales derived in a system of

Job evaluation,designad to meet a social goal, would be

most unfortunate and would certainly have an adverse

impact on the vigor of business in general and on the

availability of jobs. The imposition of artificial, non-.

market rates in the public sector will strongly and adversely

impact the private sector.

Elimination of sex-based wage discrimination, if in fact it

.exists, will certainly be assisted by focusing attention on

it, rooting it out whereever found. However, other measures

different from imposing artificial wage rates',.etc., should

be emphasized in the effort. Among measures of this type

that I suggest are; much greater publicity about Job

openings, rates of. pay, and Job requirsments; straining

programs and facilities in which females an lbarn the

skills that the market-pla4 is rewarding best; 'counseling

-programs in' WhiCh females can survey:their own interests'

and talents, learn what steps aterequired to become em-

ployed in kinds of employment theyraecide upon, and make

career plans.

357003 0 - 84 - 21
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The Male Female Income Gap
Statement of Robert J. Van Der Velde

to the
Subcommittee on Compensation and Employee Benefits

Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
U.S. House of Representatives

0

I am a Research Assistant at the Northern Ohio Data 8, Information Service

(NODIS) in The Urban Center at Cleveland State University and this statement

details the preliminary findings of our study of the male-female income gap

using data from the 1980 Census.

Our data confirm what many already suspect, which is that there are

substantial gaps between the incomes of men and women, even men and women

with the same education, the same age, and the same occupation. These gaps'

exist in state government, local government, and to an even greater extent

in the private sector. Our data suggest that the, complex matter of gender

discrimination in emplOyment is worthy of further legislative examination.

Numerous studies have beer) done nationally examining the male-female

income gap. The Census Bureau reports that, nationally, working women now

earn 62(f for,every dollar earned by men. Sociologists, economists and others

have.examined this issue to try to explain the income gap. With the recent

release of data from the 1980 Census, we at NODIS are now able to begin

to look at income patterns both locally and state-wide.

We ..have found that women in Ohio earn 551t for every dollar earned by

men. The median income in 1979 for full time employed males was $17,005,

but for women the median income was only $9,315. (Chart 1).

911
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The good news is that women who work in state government are somewhat

better off than their counterparts in the private sector. Wdmen in state

government earn more than women working for private companies, and they

have incomes more similar to those of men in state government. Women em-
.

dio
ployed by. private companies earned less than 2/3 (or 58c) of every dollar

4arned by men, while women in state jobs earned 85C for each dollar earned

by men. Even though state government women are closer to state government

men, they still lag behind the earnings of men.

Chart 2 shows that the income gap between men and women with the same

educational levels is lower for women in state government than in the

private sector'. Two factors account for this. First, women in state

government earn somewhat more than women in private companies. Second,

men In state government jobs are earning substantially less than men in

the private sector. The combination of these two factors means that the

gap betweeg men and-women of the same education is smaller for state

government workers.

Young women earn incomes closer to those of young males, although

there are till substabtial gaps between th? sexes. (Chart 3)

.Becaus of our location, much of out study has focused on data f

the Clevelan area, although we see many of the trends in the

Igton reflected across the state.

When we examined the income gap between men and women in Cuyahoga

County, we found that disparities between men and women are present regard-

less of the age, education andoccupation of the worker.

Women earned less, than men with the same years of education in nearly

every occupation category in Cuyahoga County. Women earned higher salaries

)and
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than men in only a few predominatly female occupations, such as librarians,

waitresses and data'entry workers.

Chart 4 shows that female median income remains relatively stable

with'age, while income for males rises at a much steeper rate and remains

consistently higher than female income.

The i,ncome gap remains when analyzing incomes of men and women who

are similarlysituated -- that is, men.and women who have the same age,

education and occupation. In analytical groups of similarly situated men

and women, only .16 of over 500 groups had women earning more than men,

and only lew'of these groups accounted for substantial numbers of people.

Over 100 years ago, a Justice of t U.S. Supreme Courttwrote in

-denying a woman admission to the bar "'HE NATURAL AND PROPER TIMIDITY AND

DELICACY WHICH BELONGS TO THE FEMALE X EVIDENTLY UNFITS IT FOR MANY OF

THE OCCUPATIQNS OF CIVIL LIFE". While det, women hold highly responsible

'positions in our society, our data show that thelentiment hich lay be-

hind this 19th century view remains strong even today.

Working women ar"e highly concentrated in only a few traditionally

female occupations. A third of all working women in the Cleveland mkra-

politimilAa are in just 40 out of)00 occupations. Only 14% of women

are in occupations that have roughly the same number of men and women,.

while more than half of all occupations in the region -,are predominately
1

male.

We are certainly nqt experts in the field of geder discrimination.

We have only just scratched the surface of the data on the Ohio male -.

fermile'income gap. There are a number of other factors that we want to.

examine factors that may explain much of the income differnce between

men and women,

3 1i Yi
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For example, women leaving their careers for even a short time for

child-rearAg may have significantly lower salaries. Other factors, such

as veteran pr4ferences; single-parenthood; spouse's education and career;

and numerous other variables may also be significant.

We plan on continuing our analysis of the income gap,-looking at these

and other factors, but we have come to 'some preliminary conclusions based

on our first look at the 1980 Census data.

First, while we cannot scientifically prove that sex discrimination

exists, we can state that there are. dramatic disparities between men and

women, even between men and women of the same age, .with the same edu-

cation, and in the same occupations.

Second, disparities between men and women are greater in the private

seclOr than in state government. ' Even though state government appears

to be more equitable than the private. sector, there are gaps between men

and women in state government, so the disparitieS must be examined, for.

both state government and private business.

The data suggest that the issues of gender discrimination are clearly

complex, and that the problem of the male female income gap in both the .

public and private sectors is worthy of further legislative examination.

We appreciate this opportunity.to present you with what we hope will

beiuseful information, for the committee's work.

/
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STATEMENT OF TERRY LEE HART, PRESIDENT, FEDERALLY EMPLOYED

WOMEN LEGAL AND EDUCATION FUND, INC.

The Federally Employed Women Legal and Education Fund, Inc.

(FEW LEF) is a non-profit, tax-exempt organization established in

January 1977. It is managed by'a volunteer Board of Directors,

most of whom are curre former federal employees. They

include attorneys, E alists, federal managers, and EEO.

complainants. FEW LEF works exclusively on behalf of Federal

employees, dr applicants for federal employment, to eliminate

discrimination based on sex, religion, race, national origin,

handicap, age, marital status, o? lawful politiAl

To achieve this purpose FEW LEF undertakes educational, research

and legal activities. .1
,

Because FEW LOF believes that pal/ equity is a major compo-

nent of equal employment opportunity for working women in federal

service, we strongly believe that the federal government should

provide a leadership role in achieving this goal. We disagree

with those leaders of the business community who argue that pay

equity represents a radical violation of the free market; more-

over, we are deeply concerned that the Reagan Administratign has

reversed the positive approach taken by former EEOC Chair Eleanor

Holmes Norton, who declared comparable worth to be the issue of

the '80d. We also seepay equity as an important issue of the

'80s for fgderally employed women, and are delighted that the

Subcommittee on Compensation and Employee Benefits is moving to

translate pay equity from abstract concept to reality.

Sex segregation 'in jobs and depressed pay levels have been

as much a problem fot women inside the federal government as for

their counterparts in society as a whole. The vast majority of

federally employed women remain trapped in occupational ghettos

AWAIWILF
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at lowet levels of pay. According to 1982 figures, fi/tyseven

(57) of eve/lry 100 women in the federal government work in clerical

jobs; only ten (10) of those"100 wofk in professional jobs Ninety -

nine percent (99%) .of the secretarial series are women (GS-4);

85% of the Library Technician series are women (GS-5);,and 91% of

the Medical Record Technician series are women. Although women

hold only of the professional jobs, ,they are highly concen-

trated in the stereotypically women's jobs within the professions.

Thus, for example, 99% of.the Public Health Nurse svies are

women (GS -9), and 96% of the Home Economics series are women (GS-

10).

Federally employed women are at the bottom of the wage scale

not only throulghout the spectrum.of federal jobs, but even Within:. .

the same job series. Seventyeight (78) of every 10 federal

.women 'are in the lowest GS grouping (0S 1-8); 22 are in the
r

middle grade (GS 9 -15) and only 4.1% are in the Senior Executive

Service'(formerly grades 16-18)1 Men also outearn women in each

of the 22 major occupationaltgroups, and in all but 43 of the 449

specific job series in the federal white 'collar service. Within

the four. major occupational groupings, major salary gaps exist

between men and women. Men earn $1.45 for every $1 earned by

women in professional jobs; $1.29 for every $1 earned by women in

%dministrative jobs; $1.26 for every $1, earned by women in tech-

nicailjobs; and $1.27 of every $1 earned by women in clerical

jobs.

In our view, a primary cause of the continuing low,wages of

traditional women's jobs in the federal workftirce is the General

Schedule job classification system, which perpetuates. institutional

'kt; 1):1 t.';); ;Or_
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sex discrimination. The General Schedule iis expressly designed

in 1949 to preserve the pay and job relationships established in

the 1923 Classification Act. In fact, according to government

officials, the hierarchy of federal white collar work has remained

the same since 1923. This in tantamount to an admission that the

system still incorporates traditiona ocietal sex discrimination

In the form of lower wages for women in women's jobs.

TheGeneral'Schedule classification system is a 'factor eval-

uation system which, although it has the potential for implement-

ing comparable worth through objective measurement of traditionally

male and female jobs, is ar,from bias free. A study commissioned

,by the EEOC released in the Fall of 1981 by: the

National Academy of Sciences, "Women, Work and Wages,,E)..:-PaY
.

for Jobs of Equal Value," discusses the features of most job

evaluation systems whic'h foster, rather than eliminate, sex dis-

criminition.(pp. 73-90). These features are, unfortunately,

also found in the federal factor evaluation system. Mois notably,

those factors which are key components of women's jobs are given

little recognition and weighting,. The supervisory controls factor;

which is more likely to characterize male jobs, is more hea y

weighted than the complexity factor, which is more likely .t

characterize female jobs. Other underweighted factors character-

istic of women's jobs include speed and fine motor requirements

(e.g. typing, data processing); level of physical and psychological

danger (social work, nursing); and negative work conditions (noisy

typewriters and ringing telephones, charaCteristics of secretarial

work). We believe that the underweighting of these factors Under

the General Schedule classification system contributes substantially

33
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*
to the low grades for women's jobs in theJlie-aeral sector. We

4

trust that, under HR 4599, OPM will give serious consideration to.

the sex-discriminatory underweighting of these factors which.
.

characterize women's jobs in'federal service.

We have some concerns about the present wording of HR 4599,

which we would like to share with the Silbcomoittee.

1. Subsection 2 of the Definition4section, Section 3,61'

presently defines "discriminatory Wage-setting practices" as the

"setting of wage yates paid for jobs held predominantly by female

workers 4ower than those paid for jobs held predomliantly by male

workers although the work performed requires comparable,education,

gaining skills, experi nce, %rt, and respoisibility, and is
.

,

-" .41enfoAiN underi,comparable rking conditions." We believe this.:

is too wnrrOw`li*;alefkr44icin Of'discrimihatory wage-setting prac-
-,

tices, and would -swot cbVersucrr.:ebvious inequities as higher

payment to male-dominated laborer jolis which often require less

than comparable education and traihihg idebAnarison with female-

dominated jobs such as professional nursing in11-school-teaching.
'd.

Also, it is quetionable whether the other factors included --

skills, experience, e/f3t*Pt", and responsibility -- would he, compa-

rable either for these two jobs.

The language also could encourage a narrow, factor-ty-factor

comparison of jobs rather than an overall compariso.of'iheir
.

wOr-th as a whole, The present language sounds similar to'the

federal Equal Pay Act, which also covers skills, effort, respon-.

sibility and working"conditions, and has been held'to re wire

that jobs be equal ineach separate factor, not just 1.n

totality of factors. See An,elo vs Bachrach Instrumen , 555

ar tor' it
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-F.241,1164 (3d Cir. 1977). However, common job evaluation plans

such as the one involvedin the recent court decision of AFSCME v.

State of Washington arrive at.a.total point score by adding up

the points for each rating factor of a job. The final result is

thus an overall score which repre.Sents a corposite of the.,,scores "*

for each rating factor. We, would much prefer language emphaSizing

the comparison of jobs as a whole. We would also'suggeSt omitting

separate comparison of the factors of education and training

which, under most standard job evaluation plans, are already

subSumed under the factor of skills. We propose substituting the

following language:

Sec. 3 (2) "discriminatory wage-setting
practices" mean's the setting of wage rates
paid for jobs held predominantly by femlle
workers lower than those paid for jobs held
predominantly by male workers where the work
performed by the female workers is of at least
.comparable value in .the overall cocposite of
skill, effort, responsibility.and working.
conditions.

/

2. Subsection5

"equitable job-evaluatio

he Definitions section presently defines

e" as: "a job evaluation tech-

nique which, to the max elt, t feasible, does not include

2" do'
components for determining t e comparative value f a job that

reflect the sex, race, or ethnicity of the employe ." We think

this definitiOn should specifically exdlude the use\ofomarket

wage rates as a component for determining job value. We believe

that market wage rates incorporate discrimination. However, s

argue that the "market" is neutral. In order to avoid any disp to

on this issue, we would prefer the following language:

Sec. 3(5) "equitable job-evaluation technique ".
means a job-evaluation technique which, to the
maximum extent feasible, does not include
components for determining the comparable value\

334 EiSt
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of a job that reflect the sex, race or
ethnicity pf the emplbyee, or tqe market wage\
rate'for such job.

The study and correction of sex-based inequities in the

federal job clp.ssifieeation system will be of significant benefit

to the government as an employer and as the primary enforcer of

the country's civil rights laws. While serving as a model for .

eliminating sex-based wage discrimination throughout the society,

the federal government will also, incidentally, reduce its own

liability under employment discrimination and pay equity laws,

such as the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978. That'Act mandates

"equal pay for work of equal value." Presumably, wages are totbe

increased for a number of underpaid women's jobs, thus increasing

the morale of its substantial female federal workforce. Most
) .

important, the immoral and illegal exploitation of federally

employed women will cease. Thus far, however, we? have seen

little or no coMpliance'with the Act's mandate.

We thank the Members and staff of the Subcommittee on Compen-

sation and Employee Benefits, for holding this hearing and for

permitting us to.. ,bmit our testimony.

FEDERALLY EMPLOYED WOMEN
"'LEGAL AND EDUCATION FUND, INC.

(

TERRY HART LEE

4

President

MgA5ti
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SUBCOMMITTEE ONy COMPENSATION AND EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

HEARING ON H. R. 5092, THE PAY EQUITY ACT OF 1954

PROPONENT TESTIMONY April 3, T984

by the WOMEN'S
Tal
EQUITY
k

ACTION LFIAC,UE (f+'!'.1.)(f+'!'.1.)

OF OHIO, Elizabeth Boyer, Atto ney lt Law
and President of Ohio WEAL, Of record,
7657 fines Road, Novelty,ohi 44n72
(216) 338-3374

Members of Congress and friends. WEALbf oni,p /strongly stir-
:

.ports the 'passage. of legislation to bring about e*tab1e pay

for women in public employment, in the form of H.T1.- 5092, The

P4*-!.Eguity Act of.1984-: We believe that benefits to the economy

as a whole, A well as to women, will result from paying women

lair wages in accordance with comparable worth aind wage equity

conc=epts.

On April 26 a hearing on this issue in Clevtlana, (-Allred by
1

Foyle, resulted in a considerable amlunt of testimnny.

showing 'wage disci e ancies. Separation of job/categories into

predominantly male Jnd predominantly female j bs was prevalent,

and female-domina ed jobs received lower pay, often by a con-

siderable margi

Both registered nurses and licensed pract cal nurses were

found to be underpaid, if cognizance was given to their training,

broad areas of duty, and heavy responsibility:

Ohio was pdinted.out As being extremely job-segregated into

predominant y over 75%) male or female: jobs in many areas.

This situation has :persisld in even more aggravated form

ever' since women found'employment outside the home. The first .
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typists., for ex)mole, w.re ricul, until: women were found .to be, wil-

ling to work for "pin-money."

The free enterprise system and free-market economy are time=

hallowed in our democracy, but they are not evolving rapidly

enough to bridge the gap between women's responsibilities today,

nd women's pay.

This hiatus of. malfunction is based on a lag in willingness to

face fa s. The concepts regarding "women's jobs" and "women's pay"

ate based on a world long-gone,. When I was a child in Fremont,

Ohio, a paperhanger and a department store cleik who lived on our

street supported wives and families on their sole earnings. Of

course those were the days of the fiVe-cent loaf of bread, the ten-

cent yard of gingham, and the food donations from tge aaiily farm..

And of course in those days it was every girl's'ISkime:,duty to track

.down and marry "a good provider." '

Nowadays very few men can provide a home for a non-working wife

and children. SEVEN PERCF.NT is the most recent figure, and it is

constantly shrinking.. The ocher 93% are now the norm.

The winds of economic change have become.a hurricane, a tidal

wave, in which women are being engulfed. One result is the poverty

of children living in households headed by women--a national scandal.

Mother national disgrace is the vast4umber of elderly women living

out .their lasO'years in poverty after a lifetime of hard work,

because their low earnings and job status placed capital accumulation.

and. adequate pensions out of their reach.

trf._ oNtaita
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These are facts to be faced: The problem must, he atti,ked on

all fronts. Women must be educated to reactletifr_hign4:st earning

potential; child-support collections must be Stringently enforced;

illegitimate births must be deterred; women must'be acculturated and

urged to enter non-traditional fields.

But if all these good things.took place tomorrow morning, we

would still be left with an enormous period of hiatus. The effects

could not be immediate. Women,would still occupy job fields which

receive significantly less* pay than those dominated by men. For

the next few decades this problem,Hafso, will continue to force

women into a hardship status unless it is corrected:

And correcting this inequity will require drastic action. It

will be resisted. Employers will view the loss of their cheapest

labor pool, women, in.the'same light as plantation owners viewed

the freeing-of the slaves!

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, for one, considers-the.,impning of

comparable worth regulations, as being undesirable. In an editorial

on January 20, 1984, it stated that a job evaluation system would,

be 'inefficient" to set wage'S. Furthermore, it claimed-, comparable,

worth would reduce women's incentives to seek access to non traditional

jobs.

S
-We, too, would agree that this latter would be an undesirable

result, and we will continue to acculturate against it. We will

welcome the JOURNAL'S cooperation in this endeavor; we didn't know

they cared!

33ci
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However even the JOURNAL admits that public employment, since

ft does npt have to produce a competitivAtioroquct for the market-
, e,

place, could more readily submit to comparable worth standards.
.

We might consider another point: tax moneys should be spent for

egUitNble hiring.. However-we must, observe that the current admini-,

Stration's.Justice Repartment,'also supported by our taxes, is poised

to object to the comparable wo 1r th concept as soon as they dare.

,

t.

Public employment is
.
a large segment. of the job market. Com-

.parable worth regulations in this area would raise women's wages

i n a colisideiable segment of the job market, and hence would offer

women a whole area of better-paid employment opportunities. This,.

in turn, would afford women some lateral employment- mobility wnich

they do not have at the present time, and in truth have never had.

Let me. give a personal example. Many years ago, shortly after

relocating in Cleveland, I worked in. a technical publishing house,
a

first as an editor, then as an assistant publisher. One day I was

called into the front office and offered the job of my immediate N.,

superior, who had just been fired. I was offered a salary of

33,000,00 per year, when I had good reason to believe that my pre-

decessor had been earning about. $30,000.00. One tenth seemed Some-

what skimpy, even then, so I demurred, and asked for more money.

W I will never forget the response.: "Women's brains around this

town are a dime a'dozen. Take it or leave it. If I advertise this

job I will have a. lineup of applicants halfway around the block."

And the statement was true. The employer knew it and I knew

it. He had the whip hand. And to this day such one-sided negotia-.

tipns take place. It seems to be every employer's. dream to KEEP.

women as a cheap labor pool. .Without lateral job mobility women

3Sj
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will never be able n hitualn 1.1ruinl."

In the past this in to women .was endured, with tne

thought on each woman's part that the fault must somehow be n.

own. Now the problem is too widespread to be ignored or deferi2ed.

It affects too large a segment Of our popUlation. Too many women

must support.not'only themselves but'their children or theihaqing.

parents. The gradually-evolving (and much publicized) aJvancement

of a relatively few women in non=traditionalifields cannot correct

the vet bulk of the problem in the immodlito future. ine prot,1,71

affects the general economy, as it thrusts many women into a need-.

lessly dependent status, and all viable means must be used to.alle-_

Viate it.

There will, e difficult comparisons to be weighed. For example,

women's upper-bo y strength, sinca it is on the average less than

men's, has often been used to justify wale differentials, even though

heavy lifting was infrequent or coul4 have been done mochloicilly.

As one of my consultants pointed out, it is common for the

collar workers to receive a miich hihor wage than the L.hitevollar

workers in the same plant.. 1r,ws,she remarked, is more highly

valued than brains.

;Several of my consultants remarked that the.professions now

seem to be more equally paid, except when it Comes to oromoFiogs.
4

And one person observed that the initial saia6p..arrangementarrived

at by bargaining, followed the professional on through her entire

job tenure. Phis, of course, results from women's relatively weak q.

-competitive position in bargaining for salary at the time of hiring.

1
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. Faced, on the one hand, with a dire need for job earnings,

and on theothe'r hand with employers who are quite aware that

they can "get away with" orfqring women less money, women ap-

"pliCihtS are forced to simply settle for what Xhey can get.

A long, long period of retrainingi and re- .acculturation will be

necessary before this stranglehold is 1.00sened. Legislation

seems to be the only answer to ridge the'clap. .,

The Washington State.vS. AFSCME victory (thus far) in the

courts gives us a, ray of hope, and those regulations, since *4

they are now court-iprovod, might srv is 1 -Iodel for adoption.

Our opponents'in this matter, who bonefitfrom the continued

existetice' of °a C'3011, labor.pool, will imediatel...y' cry Over-
,

I

regulation! Interforoni:e with a' free market economy!

Put let us as ourselves, why should i'free market economy

be sacrosanct when7t'le Chrysler bail-out w:s7'Jntly approved?

It bent the rules far more train our present demands for the impo-

sition of co.npaxahle wort sttlards in nunlic oFilployment.

W:Al. of Ohio tnoroforo strongly endorses the proposed Pay

:quity \t of l99.1. e believe that ply equity for women is *a

clear necessity whn households headed by women are being dubbed

"the new poor."

Respectfully submitted.

STATEMENT OF DAVID R- BENDER. PH.D., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION -----

The Special Libraries Association (SLA) makes the following statement
in support of H.R. 4599, "The'Pederal Employees' Pay Equity At of 1984.",

introduced on January 23, 1984, topromote pay equity and eliminate et.--iain

"wage-setting practices" within the Federal Government's civil service.

The SLA is an international organization of more than 11,500 librarians,
information managers, and brokers. ApproXimately 2,500 SLA members are

employed in libraries/information centersof various federal governmerit
agencies, in their regional offices, and in U.S. military installations

throughout the world.

The SLA would like to go on record as supporting the concept of equal

pay for work of equal value. The Association's official position is outlined

in its publication entitled Equal Pay for Equal Work: Women in Special

Libraries. SLA also supports the efforts of those librWrians who have
docusiented andiAre challenging the practice of discriminatory salarie's

. A
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for librarians which are not commensurate. weth paylifor comparable
. predominately-male professions that require similar levels or education,
experience, responsibility, and working conditions. Numerous examples
can be cited which illustrate that the Equal Pay Act of 1963 has not ,

closed the gap between men's and women's wages. A case in point exists

. job classification system, and pays lower wages to traditio 1 y female

in Virginia, where one county has established and

occupations.. At the entry level, where the librarians are required to have
a Master's degree and to exercise supervisory responsibility, they are
paid approximately. $900 less than employees in male-dominated professions
such as Planner I and Naturalist' I-, which requii.e no more than an under-
graduate degree and have no supervisory responsibilities. This practice
has brought EEOC charges against the county. Indeed, Virginia is not an
isolated incident. Since mid-1981 nurses and city-workers in San Jose,
Calif., school secretaries in Anoka, Minn., and clerical workers in
Allegh9ty County, Pa., have engaged in battles over pay- equity issues,
to name only a few examples. Brute Nelson, a leading Title VII defense
lawyei declared in a speech in Washington, D.C.,."that puhlic employers
seem to be more.vulnerable to the equity lirgumsot than private employers441.
He also said that "the most hiirrendous fact siruations arise in the public
sector."

As a result of initiatives at the state level, several states have
undqitaken job evaluation studies. One of the earliest was conducted by
Washington state in 1973-74; and recently culminated in the landmark decision
in support of comparable worth. Initial studies there found that women were
mainly clustered in library, secretarial and teaching jobs and earned an

. average of $175 per month- less .than thoefe--mostly men--who held comparable

jobs as truck driders, warehouse workers and electricians. .

Michigan, Minnes and Nebraska have undertaken studies similar to
Wasnington, design'? to document the extent of wage discrimination against
women. Other states such as Wisconsin, Iowa, Idaho and Neu, Jersey, have
also conducted job e aluation studies.

00'
However, pay equity problems are not limited just to state governments..

Last.year, during hearings before this. committee, the Obcommittee on
Compensation and Employee Benefits, witnesses presented testimony which
dramatically demonstrated the disparity between salaries earned by men

,
.

and women in comparable jobs. in the federal government,. While states
are moving slowly to redress these' iaiequities in their work force, .the

.federal government has yet to taka the initiative to deal with pay equity
problems in its work force. Indeed, several actions taken by the U.:S.
Office of Personnel Management, if implemented, will further widen the

gap. For example, new.draft standards developedior federal librarians,
A predominantly female occupation) would have the effect of lowering
average salariies for women by downgrading at the enty level. While. this

action is occurring classification series %/Are men predominate, shch
as accountant-and economist, remain unchanged. Clearly then, OPM is
part of the problem, not part of the solution.

If. H.R. 4599 is enacted, SLA would urge that the federal government

be directed. to' take the route being"followed by the states 'and- seek tlae

advice of private-sector consulting firms which are expert in job
evaluation techniques And who have conducted similar studies in the

various states.

In closing, to paraphrase 'from an article.which appeared in the New
York Times of March 22, 1981, many the promise of equal pay for
equal work is an empty one. Unless men suddenly flock to secretarial
schools and kindergarten classes, there is no hope that anything will

happen. Only a reassessment of how "women's work" as a whole is
'compensated is likely to change.the' economic equation..

o
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STATEMENT OF HON. MARY 0. BOYLE, HOUSE MAJORITY WHIP,
OHIO HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES'

Madam Chairperson and members of the Subcommittee on Compensation and

Omployee Benefits. Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to present this
mitten testimony on the pay equity issue. I commend your efforts and the
efforts of the Subcommittee ,toward investigating pay inequities in the country;
as-I believe this is one of the oldest and most persistent Symptoms of inequality
in the United States. While many people believe thv situation of employed
women has improved markedly, the facts indicate otherwise.

As Chairperson of the Subtommittee on Pay Equity'of the House Select
Committee on Employment and Civil Service, in the Ohio House of Representatives,
I have conducted five hearings around the State Of Ohio to gather public testimony
from the private and public sector on the status of pap equity in Ohio.

r

The testimony we have received thus far indicates that there is indee4
a,problemin Ohio. Robert Van Der Velde of the Northern Ohio Data andInformaticn

p Service in the Urban Center at Cleveland State University testified on the findings
of his study of'the male-female incase gaptilging 1980 census data. Van Der Velde
found that women in Ohio earnsonly 55C for each dollar earned by men; in Cuyahoga
County women earned 56C for every dollar earned by men. State government women
workers fare better, earning 85C for every dollar a man earns, but private sector
women employees earn only 52C for every male dollar.

-Race is another significant factor when looking at pay equity. Black women
earn 48C to every dollar earned by white men in Ohio's private sector. Van Der Velde
also found .that although significant disparities exist between the incnme of black
and white men, black men earn more than white woven in the private and public sec-
tors, with black women earning the least of all.

The American Federation of State, CountlPand Municipal Employees (AFSCIa'J
has. caiducted a preliminary pay equity analysis of Ohio's state employees which
shows that the state employees are largely segregated by sex within job classes
and that there is a clear pattern Of LoWer Wages for the female-dominated job
classes. Governor Richard F. Celeste has established a commission to investigate

the possible inequities in State employee salaries; results Of the study should
be available late this year. However, in listeniny,te, the public testimony
around the state, we reownize that this problem extends much further than state
government. Wbmen from a variety of employment sectors, have contacted us, and
time and time again the story remains the same: a loyal, dependable, respectable
employee with Many years of experience with the bite or with a cammvany makes
so little that she neegs food stamps to feed her children.

I applaud the leadOrship of Congresswoman Oakar for tackling this issue at
the national level. Pay inequity is a national prrlAclii, and-althcm0 the State
of Chio is fortunate to have public officials concerned Mold this issue, many
states are not so bless4d. National leadership is sorely needed, and we.appre-
elate your Subcommittee's efforts toward that end.

Thank you for allowing -me the. opportunity toreeort on fre progress of
pay equity in Ohio. a

0*- 3 4
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STATEMENT OF GOLDIE WAGNALTER

My name is Gotaie Waghalter. I am a consultnt to Council
Member EleanorTinsley. It is a pleasure to be Here. My
purpose this morning is to share with you some of the results of
my study concerning economic equality for women employees of the
Houston City Government. First I will provide some background
information.

As you well know, much progressive legislation on behalf of
wonen's.rights has passed in the last two decades. ThP Eival aiy
ACt, Title VII of .the 1964 Civil Rights Act, and Executive Order
11246 are a eew examples. fact that this legislation was
netillessaw is in itself revealing. For, if the history of our
7nitural development led to positive attitudes toward women,
highly rating the status of women, pel'haps the concerns would
today be achieving equal rights foremen. In researching 'the'
early history of Confucian, Judaic', Judaic-Christian, and
Isldmic traditions, all were highly p"aternalistic, all giving
most rights to men, and all placing women in an inferior status.

These attitudes did not change much through the centuries. Even
in the 1,8th century, Benjamin Franklin wrote it was essential
for women to be educated, but only so that men could give them
proper direction. He believed that nature designed men'as
superior and invested them with a directing power in more
difficult and important afeairs in life. 'Thomas Jefferson felt
that women were unfLt in brains and character for serious study.
Women were seen as emotional rather than logical. Men were
active and independent; women passive and dependent. Even Freud
felt that a woman who was not pas2ive, who wished to participate
outside the home or pursue an int4llectual profession, was
neurotic.

Unfortunately, women themselves believed in these stereotypes.
Women who accepted this view of themselves were socially
rewarded'. It is no wonder that few women even questioned the
f4Ft that men often recieved greater pay for the same job.
Peltsonallay, in 1965, when I was an entry level 'ejementary
teacher, I agreed with the rationalization that male teachers
delerved higher salaries as they were the 'breadwinners.' I was
unaware that of all women workers 40% were heads of families
because they were single, divorced, sepailated, or widowed, or
whose husbands earned less than $10,000 per year. Despite these
lingering views, Many women have yearned for equality in the
family and in the workplace. The explosion of the women's
movement in the 1960's and 1970's resulted in many quesioning
the wage disparity between male anq female workers.

With all our progressive legislation, how ace women doing in
the labor market? You are all Eamilat with these statistics.
Nationwide, in 1955, women's median wage,was 64% of men's wage.
By 1970, women's median wage was only 59% of men's and dropped
to 57% in 1979. 89% of the jobs paying $15,000 or more were held
by white males nationwide in 1975. Women who have completed 4
years of college earn less on the average than men with an 8th

,
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grade education. Clearlys, mere Passage of legislation is not
enough to ensure equal ri\jhbs.

.

Two factors have been established apout women workers in the
U.S. One is that females earn less on the average than men. the
second is that females have long been concentrated in relatively
few occupations; :lerical and service positiOns at the bottom of
the pay scale.

I oecame involved with the study an salary inequities of
/!mployees of : {oust )n government because of a request :rom
council >fembe-t-I:leanor Tinsley. Ontof two women elected to the
"iouston City Council for the first time in tne'history of the
City of Houston, Council Member Tinsley asked if 1 would
undertake a research project on some aspect of city government.
We choSe to .investigat9 women in city government, partly because
of a campaign promise by Council Member Tinsley and a desire on
her part to improve, opportunities for women, and a personal
interest on my part. We decided to limit the study to salary
and advancement opportunities for wemen.

In 1980, the greatest concentration of female employees in city
ovenment (51) were in clerical positions. Some 93%a of the.
city's clerical employees were women. And even here, men were
apt to earn more than women on the average. Also, the clerical
category had the lowest salary of all categories. As of January

ninety per '..enb of clerical employees were women; a drop
of three per ,ent.

January 198J mon earned an average of 3466 ui- weekly ani
women earned 3411 oi-weely on tne average (4t,, of male
salaries.) In January 1983 male average .1alaries was $725
bi-weqkly while females earned $603 bi-weekly (33"0 of male
salaries.) Theso figures are exclusi.ve of police an0 fire
employees. 1)ie gap is widenina.

In lanuary I9'30 there were 3ag women workin1 for the city out
of 10,660 -empl..yee'v .(ex:lusive of police and fire) or, 32.2'5. In
Tasuaryof 1383, ),38 ..romon out of -1 tote; of12,800 wet--
employed, or 34.3 (exclusive of police and fire employees.)

It is important to point 'out that discrimination is often not
intentional by city officials or department heads. Often'
discrimination is subtle; The above figures do not mean that
discrimination is responsible for the differences in. salaries.
For example, within_a cAte'jory, Official/Administrator, roost of
the higher decision-making positions are held by white males.
FeMales and minorities are hired into lower classifications.
Salaries will often be very unequal. Often they perform very
different jobs, with males getting the most lucrative positions.
However, the City of Houston represents itself as an equal

.

opportunity empl)yer. Results of employment practices determine
whether discriminaion exists, not the intent.

r

I designed a glestionnaire in 1980 in cooperation with the
Affirmative Action Di.:ision to leterrmine por.:eptions of .city
employees about employment practices. Employees perceived
discrimination. in pay differences for employees doing basically
the same job and disCrimination in promotion practices. Women

\ on the whole felt more discriminated againSt than mon. Also, a
higher percentage of women allied for promotions than men but
mere Men actualfy received promotions. The question to address
is whether this pattern is discriminatory' in nacre or whether
chara4eristics.of the employees can explain this wage
disparlty.

35-003 0 - 84 22
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Many reasons are offered as explanations of why men earn higher
salaries than women. Some say women are not motivated; others
say women are not as well educated-or have not worked as long.
Council Member Tinsley and I felt an indepth investigation of
why the.salary differences persisted was necessary. I performed
an analsis of the salary differences as my masters thesis.

A random sample of 1000 city employees was selected. Civil
service records were reviewed to determine age, years of
employment with ,the city, education level, performance and type
of position. A statistical procedure, regression analysis was
.performed. This study showed that salary discrepancies were not
due to age, years of employment with the city, education-level,
performance OA- type of position. After the controls, women
still earned an average of $138 ni- weekly less than men.
MinoritiEsned an average of $107M71,-ANTrprlarn7-Invur-white_
employees.

-A black male city employee earn941 $4,160 per year less than a
white male, on average or dpprokimately 15% less; an Hispanic
male earned $5,013 less; a white female earned $5,27,8 _or 18%
less than white males. Minority females were affected by a
double whammy. Black females earned $6,786 or 29% less than
white pales. Hispanic females,.earned on average 30%-less,
less than white males.

The pattern continues: 31.3% of white males earned over $30,000
per year; 15% of minority males earned over $30,000. Only 78%
of white females earned.over $30,000 and a :Ake 1.7% of minority
females earned this much.

About 35% of the men with college degrees earned over $30,000
while only about 10$ of the college educated women earned this
much. Men with a highschool or lower educa4ion level earned.
more on the average than women with a college degree. However,
more men lo have college degrees, 5% compared to only 27':; of
the women employees.

One of the things we found in the city was an apparent
departmental difference in opportunity for greater salaries. In
some departments, officals And administrators earned much higher
salaries than officials and administrators in other departments.

In light of thttse results, Council Memo)41- Tinsley made several'
recommepdations. The city must activelor recruit and promote
qualified women and minorities into higher paying ::ositions.

Also, the city pay structure needs to be reexamined. Training
programs are necessary to to enable women and minorities to move
into higher paying and nontraditional jobs. Women will probably
retain segregated jobs for a long time. The idea of comparable
worth deserves serious attention.

The study itself.appears_to have an impact on the progress of
women emplyyees. Information concerning the city work force
generates a lot of publicity. City officials want the city to
reflect a positive image. With Council Member Tinsley
continually focusing on this issue, many departments have taken
a more serious attitude toward affirmative action. The role of
watchdog is an important one.

Much has been done, but even more is require0 for effeCtive
change. The city loses when we do not take advantage of the
available talent and resources of our employees and potential
employees.

0
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STATEMENT OF SUSAN R. MEISINGER
DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY FOR

EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS
U.S.' DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

BEFORE THE
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE D CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMPENSATION AND LOYEE BENEFITS

April , 1984

Madam Chair and Members of thp ubcommittee:

Thank you for,the opportunity to submit our statement

to your, Subcommittee today on H.R. 5092, the Pay Equity Act

ot 1984. As you know, I was recently named Deputy Under

Secretary for Employment Standards, and'I also am continuing

to serve as'Acting Director of the'Office of Federal Contract

Compliance Programs (OFCCP).

OFCCP is the office in the Department of Labor's Employ-

ment Standards Administration (ESA) which has the responsi-

bility for administration and enforcement of 6-le three equal

employment' opportunity mandates which make up the contract

compliance program--Executive Order 11246, Section 503 of

the Rehabilitation 'fct of 1973 and the Vietnam Era Veterans

Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974', 38 USC 2012. Our mission

is to ensure that Federal contractors do not discriminate

in their hiring and employment practices with regard to raj,

color, sex, religion, national origin, handicap' or veterans

status, and that briey. take affirmative action in their hiring

and employment prACtices.

All contractors with government contracts or subcontracts

exceeding $10,000 are obligated not to discriminate and to

take affirmative action under ExeCutive Order 11246. Section

2012 of Title 38 of the U.S. Code applies to government con-

tracts and subcontracts of $10,000 or more. Coverage under

the Rehabilitation Act is based on a government contract

or subcontract of $2,500 or more.

To fulfill its role, OFCCP investigates complaints and conducts

compliance leviews of covered contractors in order to monitor

their cratictual obligations; Upon receipt of a complaint,

1
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OFCCP reviews the complaint for adequacy of inform'ation,'

jurisdiction and timeliness. Individual complaints filed

under E.O. 11246 which also fall within the jurisdiction

of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EE0C). are

referred to the EEOC in accordance with a Memorandum of Under-

standing -entered into. between that agency and OFCCP on January 23r

1981. However, OFCCP does investigate E.O. 11246 complaints

ira eging class-type discr.iminatiOn, and all Section 503 and

.38 U.S.C. 2012 complaints.

OFCCP also_schedules routine compliance reviews tb assure
.

adherence to statutory andExecutive Order requirements%

These. reviews generally consist of a desk audit, and an on-

site .
and off-site review of a contractor's employment policies

and practices to determine compliance with the nondiscrimination

and affirmative action requirements. During the.desk audit,

a contractor's affirmative aCtion'program (AAP) submissions

are reviewed. A major part of the:AAP submission is compensa ion

data for employees. This helps begin the-process of identif ing

'discriminatory compensation policies and practices. An analysis

of .compensation policies arid practices is accordingly a required ,

component of all compliance reviews we:undertake.

The on -site review consists of a more comprehensive

analysis of any problem areas identified during the desk

audit; and may include interviews of empldyees and a .review

of personnel records, such as salary histories, performance

standards and performance evaluations.

We identify any apparent pay discrepancies to .tbe con-

t,tactor and analyze the contractor'st.explanation. At that

.point, we conclude whether webelieve there is any niscrithina-

tory discrepancy. Where any'significant pay discrepancies

are found, they are either resolved by a conciliation agree-

ment or a settlement agreement (if only one individual. is

involved).

OP
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Thus, i'n carrying out its responsibilities, OFCCP rou-.

tinely.investigates allegations of discrimination in wage

payment practices that adversely affect wages of minorities

and, women. OPCCP.vigorously enforces the Executive Order

and.the two other laws for which it is responsible as they

apply to'sex discrimination. We have interpreted the substan-

tive nondiscrimination praisions'of the Executive Order

to be the same 0 those under Title VII of the 1964 Civil

Rights Act.

Section 4 of H.R.5b92 would require the Secretary bf

LabOl, acting througn OFCCP, to submit a report to Congress

and the President every6 months. ese reports would des-

dribe actions taken during t Preceding 6 hs to enforce

prohibitions against sex discrimination by Federal contrac-

tors. The bill states that each report "'shall include at

least.the following .information:

(1) The number of complaints alleging discrimination

in compensation filed with the Office.

(2) The number of compliance reviews conqocted by

'the Office whi h included an examination of.compen-

sation practic

(3) The number f e forcement actions brought before

an administra e law judge in whic.h discrimina-

tion in compensation is alleged.

(4) The number of enforcement actions referred to

the Department Of Justice with a recommendation

to file civil action in which discrimination

in compensation is alleged."



While we would have no difficulty in reporting this infor7

mation to Congress; we believe that requiring reports of this

nature is'unnecessary as OFCCP could supply this information

*thout astatutory requirement.

At this time, for example, we can provide. the following

data for FY 1983:.

(1), 97 wage discrimination complaints were filed.

Of these, 29 were sex -based wage discrimination

complaints.

(2). '4309 compliance rr s were completed. (This

compares to 2632 FY 1980 -- approximately a 608.

'increase since 1980. q These compliancelAreviews

include Rehabilitation Act investigations under

Section 503 and investigations under 38 (.1.°S.0

2012. Of the 4309 compliance reviews condudted.

in FY 1983, OFCCP identified 304 deficiencies

or violations in the -.wage-salary area.

(3) There were no enforcement aCtIons brought before

administrative law judges in which discrimination

'in compensation 4As'alleged.

(4) There was one enforcement action filed in Federal

District Court by the Department of Justice,

U.S. N. Whitney National Bank.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this bill.

I hope this information is useful to the. Subcommittee.

t2
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UNITED STATES DISTRI1 COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

' MARGARET MARY GRUMBINE, )

Plaintiff,
)

)

)

v. )

UNITED STATES, et al., ).

Defendarli. )

)

)

OPINION

ti

Civil Action No'. 82-1938

FACED
APR 3 1984

JAMES F. DAVEY, Clerk

This case involves a_significanttissue of first impres-

sion: what is the meaning of the term "establishment" under the

Equal Pay Act for purposes of employment in the federal go'ern-

ment?

Plaintiff Margaret Mary Grumbine was a Regional Counsel of

t14 CustOms Service assigned to Baltimore, Maryland. At all

times pertinent to this laws6it, the Customs Service was divi

into nine regionsli and so was the Chief Counsel's'Office of that

Service-a/ Although each of the other eight individuals serving

as Regional Counsel in the Customs Service, all of them male, had

. . a GS-15 rating, 4nd although plaintiff's immediate/ predecessor,

1/, The Regional Offices were located in New York,
Taltimore, Miami, New Houston,. Lo Angeles, San
Francisco,. and Chicago.

2/ The Office of, Chief Counsel is one section in the Legal..
Division of the U.S. Department of the Treasury.

slum kvidukba,
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also a male/had that same GS-15 'rating, plaintiff hersebf wet

04

classified and paid only" es a GS-14%. The government defends this

action basiCally2i. elground that'ench Regional. Counsel's

Office is a separate "establishment for puOoses'oftte-Equal.
'

Pay Act, and that, accordingly,oit Was not required to pay plain-
,

tiff at the same rate.as the indivitluali'servin9 0 Regional

Counsel in other "establishments," tha't is, elsewhere in .the

United 5tates. 'Plaintiff and the Women'sLegal De.fense Fund;

wtich was permitted to participate as amicus curiae, argue oh

various bases that, at leastA4in the conteit of,the federal Civil
1

, Service, the term "establishment" as 0 far broader meaning.

IT

,

The.Equal Pay Act, 29'U.S.Ce. § 206(d), enacted as an amend-
,R

ment to, the Fain Labor Standard" Abt, 29 U.S.C. VI, 201 et seq,

,was "intended as a broad -charter bf women's rights in the eco-
- o-

nomic field." Shultz V. Wheaton Glass Company, 421 F.2d 259 (3rd

Cir. .1970). "To that,end,it was designed to eliminate all,mage

discrimi6tions baqed,on sex which the Congress had found in 1963
4

to continue to eXistonill substantial scale..1/ The issues

,r
..P

3/ But see Part IV infra.

;7/ See," e.g., 109 Cong. Reg, 9199 (Rep. Green); 109 Cong. Rec.
° 412 (Rep. Ryan); 108 Cong. Itec.'1495:7 (Rep. Pubinski); 109 Cong.
Rec. 9412 (Rep. Donahue); and see the statement of President
Kenney on the occasion of the signing of the Equal Pay Act, June
10, T983, XXI Cong. Q. No. .24, p. 978 (June 14, 1983).

..
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in this case must be considered with these basic purposes in

The government does not deny that Margaret Mary Grumbine was

classified in A lower grade and was paid less than her male coun-

terparts in the other Customs. Service regional offices. In

defense of that disparity, \the-government relies on section

206(d)(1) of the Act which provides in pertinent part that'

No-employer . . shall discriminate,
within any establishment . . .'between
employees on the basis of-sex by paying wages
to employees in such establishment at a rate
less than the rate at which he pays wages to
employees of the opposite sex in such estab-
lisbment.for equal work (emphasis added)..

In the government's view, the "establishment" to which the

Court -must look to determine whether plaintiff Was underpAid is

the Office of Regional Counsel in !altiitore -- not the Civil

Service; the Depat-tment of thloTreasbryN or Jle Treasury's'

Office. of Chief unse4 (with its nine subordinate 4egiOnal Coun-

sels).21 If tha interpretation of the law is correct,

5/ As Justic Frankfarter observed in United States v.
Dotterwich, 3 U1 S...277, 280 (1943),

[r]egard to [the purposes of a law].should
infuse construction of the legislation if it

iois to be treated as a working instrument of
government and not merely as a collection of
English words.

6/ The Women's Legal Defense Fund adimcates a construction
which' considers the Civil service or the Treasury as an "estab
lishment" for Equal Pay Act purposes.

7/ Plaintiff appears to suggest that the Office of Chief
Counsel is the appropriate "establishment."

A
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plaintiff's classification and pay could not have violated the

1 '

Equal Pay Act since there was no one in the Baltimore "establish-

ment" who had a position like plaintiff's she was the one and

only, the Regional Counsel in that city.!/

In defeng,e of its interpretation, the government points out,

correctly, that in a number of cases under the Fair Labor Stan-

dartis Act the courts hayE held that an. "establishment" is a"dis-

tinct physical place of bus*iness,"2/ and that employees working

in separate locations or offices shobld not be compared for Equal

Pay Act purposes. 10/

These lines of cases certainly /lo dist, and they hold what

the government claims for them. However, infla number of other

instances, and particularly in recent years, courts have not

taken a strictly geographical view of the term "establishment"

but have considered a multi-location employer to be a single,

establishment.

8/ On that basis, she would not have been paid "at a rate less,
,khan the rate at which [the government paid] wages to employees'
of the opposite sex in such establishment for equal work," in the
words of the statute. There was no.One in the Baltimore office,
either of the same sex or of the opposite sex doing work equal. to
that done by the Regional Counsel. Thus, if plaintiff had been
paid one-half or 90e-quarter as much as her counterparts 'assigned',
by the Customs Service's Chief Counsel to other cities, there
still would have been no Equal Pay Act violation.

4
.

.9/ #'See, e.g., Mitchell v. Itekins Van and Storage Companyy 352
U.S. 1027 (1957); Phillips Company v. Walling, 324 U.S. 490

)
945); Brennan v. Yellowstone Park Lines, Inc., 478 F.2d 285'

.
,

i.e's

...-.._

( 0th Cir. 1973J.

10/ See, e.g., Gerlach v. Michigan Bell TeleRhone Co., 448 0 j
F. SupP. 1168 (E.D. Mich. 1978); Alexander v. 'University of /
Michigan-Flint, 509 F. Supp: 627 E.D. Mich. 1980). .4"
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The' seminal decision in that rega d is that of Judge Rives,

writing for the Fifth Circuit, in Brennan v. Goose Creek Consoli-

dated Independent School District, 519 F.2d 53 (5th Cir. 1975)6

That case involved alkeged differentials in gay between men and

women working as janitors. for a school district composed of thir-
,

teen geographicallyeseparateQ elementary schools- There, as

here, the argument Wag made that each separate geographic entity,

i.e., each school, was a separate "establishment" for purposes of

the Act. Relying on such facts as, that the central administra-

tion of the school district did the hiring, determined the wages

and assigned the employees, and further that the duties of the

various janitors did not differ from school to kchool, the court
I I

held that all the janitors were employed by a single "establish-

:
ment"-for purposes of. the statute. To the same effect, see

Marshall v. Dallas Independent School District, 605 F.2d 191 (5th

Cir. 1979); Alexander v. University of Michigan-Flint, 509

F. Supp. 627 (E.D. Mich. 1990); EfogiA. Maricopa County Community

Colle.e District, 29 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas. (BNA) 383 (D. Ariz.

1982

:De question before the Court, t en, is how these various

decisions may be reconciled withse other and, more important,Of

how they-may be squared wi e congressional purpose. It appears

to the Court that, at a minimum, a distinction should be drawn '"^N....

,fkr Equal Pay Act purposes between private and public employment.

The term "establishment" as a geographical concept had its

root in the congressional effort to exempt certain local businets

Boa Gift !wawa
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ittablishments from the minimum wage and maximum hours provisions

of the Fair Labor Standards Act.111 Since coverage depended upon

the volume of sales in any particular State,12/ it made sense to

give to the term "establishment" a geographic meaning, and the

older cases did just that. But this reasoning has little rele-

vance to the Equal' Pay Act provieionsof the Fair Ltor Standards

Act, and even less so in the area of governmental employment,

where typically central supervision exists and pay standards

apply for an entire system irrespective of where the employee

happens to be located. It would hardly make sense to permit an

employer to rely on 'a geographic "establishment" concept 'in

defense of an unequal pay practices when that employer has itself

adopted a uniform, non-geographic pay policy and system.

It was on this basis that the courts in the more recent

decisions referred to supra have departed from geography in

applying the'Equal Pay Act and have considered a public employer

with a number of locations to be a single establishment.

l

11/' See, e.g., 29 U.S.C. ** 207(h), 211(a)(2), 213(a)(3)s

12/ There are no.si,milar exceptions with respect to federal
-Civil Service employees;,nofederal "establishments' are exempt
from the minimum wage and Aximum hour provisions of the Act.

y
4.", i,st;. . ,
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3/Even the Department of Labor, upon whose regulations1-- the
.

government strongly relies,14/ has taken this view. It has not

followed a "distinct physical place of business" rule in enforc-

ing the Equal Pay Act against public employers. In fact, in such

cases as Brennan v. Goose Creek, gupra, and. Marshall v. Dallas

School District, supra, it was that Department which brought the

suits against-the multi-location employers, claiming that they

11
had violated the Equal Pay Act by paying female employees in one

location less than males in another.,

13 See 29 C.F.R..§ 800.108.

14/ The Court rejects that reliance for several reasons. In the
first place, the Civil Service Commission, not the Department of

. Labor, had administrative authority over federal employees under
the Fair Labor Standards Act (29 U.S.C. § 204(f)) and the Labor
Department regulations therefore lack binding authority.4 More-
over, these regulations were issued before the Fair Labor Stan-

. dards Act:was amended to include fedeFal employees. See 30 Fed.
Reg. 11504, as amended by 31 Fed. Reg. 2657 and 32 Fed. Reg.
2378. Further, these regulations were never regarded even by the
Department as anything more than interim regulations,pending
ultimate resolution of the 'issues treated therein by the coutts
(see 29 C.F.R. 800.2) and.on that basis they do not reflect
more recent law discussed supra. Finally, as noted above, the
Department itself has filed Equal Pay Act suits without,regard to
geographic limitations.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, to which
enforcement authority for the Equ Pay Act was transferred from
the Department of Labor (Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978, 43
Fed. Reg. 19807 and 44 Fed. Reg. 37193) has promulgated proposed
regulations which are quite different-from the regulations of the

' Department df Labor; in fact, 'they `support plaintiff's interpre-
tation of the Equal Pay Act. See 46 Fed l Reg. A3848. Thus,
whatever force remained with the Labor apartMent regulations has
long been dissipated.

.

I

s.
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It is clear from these decision that, at least for purposes

15of public employment,/ the geographic reach of the term "estab-
.

lishment" is not automatically determined., by geography, as the

go6vernment would have it, but depends upon the degree to which

,thokparticular governmental entity has centralized its personn 1°

administration.

It remains to be determined how these principles are

applied to employment in the federal Civil SerVice.

II
0

The principle of equal pay regardless of sex was adopted for

federal employment pore than sixty years ago, with the Classifi-

cation Act of 1923. That statyte provided that

[On determining the rate of compensation
which an employee shall receive, the princi-
ple of equal compensation for equal work
irrespective of sex shall be followed.16/

15/ It may also be that, for the reasons discussed above, the
establishment" concept should not be given a narrow geographic
focus where a private employer operates a highly centralized
employment system. However, it is not necessary to decide that
issue in this case, and the Court does not do so.

16/ Classification Act of 1923, ch. 265, 42 Stat. 1488 (1923)
1-4,(repeaIed.1949). Although the Act initially applied only to
employees stationed in tAe District of Columbia, this was subse-
quenily extended to field offices. See Act-6Y December 6, 19-24,

ch. 5, 43 Stat. 104; 'Act of March 5, 1928, ch. 126, § 2, 45 Stat.
162, 163.

"Z"--)
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41.

This principle was reaffirmed and broadened in the Classifi-

cation Act of 1949 which remains in effect today,--/ Wider that

Act, the equal pay principle is.not limited to employees working

in one place: government-wide standards are- issued by the Office

of Personnel Ma6agement (see 5 U.S.C. § 5105)1.91 and position

classification decisions must comport with the equal pay princi-

ple. Naneke v. Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, 535

F.2d 1291 (D.C. Cir. 1976).

There is nothing in the Classification.Act to suggest that

Congress intended compliance with the equal pay principle .to be

limited by geographic location. The statute contains ho such

restriction, and"ithe decided cases have superimposed none. To

the contrary, the entire point and purpose of the various civil

service laws is to provide uniformity of treatment for abi.

employees, regardless of location.12/

17/ Classification Act of 1949, eA. 782, § 101(1), 63 $tat. 954;
see also, P.L. No. 89-554, 80 Stat. 378, codified at 5 U.S.C.
§§ 5101=5115 (1976), amended in 1978 P.L. No. 95-454, 92 Stat.

1111, codified at 5 U.S.C. 15* 5102-5115.

18/ The application of the standards to the classification of
individual positions in accordance with these principles is the
responsibility Of the head of each executive agency. 54U.S.C.
ft* 5102, 5107.

19/ The national scope of the equal pay principle with respect
to the Civil Service4is underlined by the fact that, whep .

Congress wished to depart frdm that principle, it explicitly said
so. Thus, 5 U.S.C. §§ 5341 et seq. recognizes that, with respect
to certain classes of blue collar workers, the wage rates may
differ depending upon the locality. As regards the Foreign Ser-
vice, which also has a pay scheme unlike the regular Civil Ser-
vice, see Osoky v. WickS,. 704 F.2d 1264 (D.C., Cir. 1983).

BEST WU yotkiift, 35J
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In implementation of that purpose, CQpgtess has devised a

number of means for ensuring that the principle of equal pay for

equal work applies to the Civil Service in its entirety, as

distinguished from fragments, whether geographic or otherwise.

Thus, Congress has vested oversight responsibility for all clas-

sification decisions in the Office of Personnel Management

(OPM).22j Moreover, OPM hears all appeals of classification

decisions; 21/ it conducts independent reviews of the classifilt

22/tion decisions of each agency; and it has power to revoke the

classification authority of an agency when it finds that the

agency is not placing positions in grades in conformity with the

published standards.21/

There is no basis for supposing that, when Congress adopted

the Equal Pay Act, it intended to restrict the scope of the pre-

existing federal classification and pay syStem or, to impose upon

the federal government for Equal Pay Act purposes a different,

Civil Service Commission.Formerly the

21/ 5 C.F.R. 511%601-511.615.

22/ 5 U.S.C.. § 5110(a).

221/ 5 U.S.C. §§ 5111, 5112.

ii
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far narrower scheme.21! Certainly, no such intention can be

imputed to the CongAss merely becauov of its use of the term

"establishment" which, as we have seen,. should not, under the

case law, be given a purely geographic meaning when applied to

other governmental employment schemes which SiBNcehtrally

istered.

The 1Tal Pay Act, Title VII of the Civil Rights k6t,of

1964, 42 U.S:C.A. § 2000e-16, and the Classification Act are in

pari materia. These statutes are most appropriately construed

together, and the Equal Pay Act should not be construed so as to

24/ Even'if Congress might have expected the term "establise:
A

ment" to be narrowly construed When the Equal Pay Act was
initially. applied to private employers, that understanding does
not carry over to the proper construction of that term in the
subsequently-included sphere of federal employment, for two rea-sons. First, as indicated above, the maximum wage, minimum hour
provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act have no relevance to
governmental employement. Second, it would make no sense to
assume that Congress meant the principle of equal pay for equal
work to apply to issues arising under the Classification Act and
under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, but to have a wholly
di!fferent, narrower rule govern when sex discrimination issues
arose under the Equal Pay Act. In the absence of indicia of
congressional inters regarding this problem when federal govern-ment employees were first covered under the Pair Labor StandardsAct in 1974, it must assumed that the Congress intended and
expected consistency among the several statutory schemes.
Expressions of congressional expectation of the relationship
between the treatment of ederal employees and the interpreta-
tions applicable "other sections of the economy," were confined
to the isime of a possible conflict between the overtime provi-
sions of the Fair Labor Standards Act and the earlier premium pay
provisions appliCable to federal employees. H. R. Rep. No. 93-
913, 93rd Copg., 2d Sess. 28 (1974).

V

:4)P0i. 1 k3tt
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25/
undermine or contradict the related statutory.schemes. In

-_ a

short, it would be entirely unreasonable to superimpose' only upon

the Equal Pay Act a geographic fragmehtetionyschkme.

\These conclusions are buttressed by,general canons Of statu-

tory constructions. As a remedial statute, the Equal Pay Act

must, of'course, be liberally construed.-.L/ The Supreme Court's

admonition in Phillips Co. v. yelling, 324 U.S. 490 (1945) is

apt:

The Fair Labor Standards Act was designed "to
extend the frontiers of social progress' by

"insuring to all'our able-bodied working men

and women a fair day's pay for a fair day's

work. Ilessege of the President to Congress,
May 24, 1934. Any exemption from such human-

itarian and remedial legislation must there-

fore 'be narrowly construed, giving due regard

to the plain meaning of statutory language

r
.

.

. ,

25/ See e.g.., 'Shultz v. ,Wheaton Glass Co., supra; Ososky v.

\ Wick, supra.
o

%L.

The government asserts that the plaintiff's claims are

1,
eRcompassed under the Clasiification Act, and the action there -

Jere could only have been brought under that Act. put a viola-

) tion of'that statute does not negate an EqualPay-gct ,claim,

.N especially where, as in this instance, and ar in Title VII of the

'Civil Rights Act.of 1964, the two laws -Cover similar subject'

matter. See Shultz v. Wheaton Glass CoMpany, supz'a. The govern-

ment's re,liance to the contrary,on United States v. 'restan,-424

W.S. 392X1176), is misplaced, for the Supreme courCITWFW dealt

bnly with the jurisdiction of the Court of Claims and the reach

Of the Classification Act and the Back Pay Act,

There is no more reason to by plaintiff her Equal Pay Act

claim on the basis that her c sification may alsca violate the . .

Classification Act than it would be to regard improper classifi-

cation as a jurisd'etional defense a Title VII suit. Yet, in

literally hundreds of cases brought 3p this Court every year

.violations of Titl VII are alleged.to have occurred and are in

many instancea,TO eased on account of improper,classificatiohs..

_2_6[ Peyton v. Row , 39 U.S. 54 119613).

c

vin
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e and the intent of Congress. To extend an
exemption'to Other than those plainly and'
unmistakably within its terms and spirit is
to abuse the interpretative process and to
frustrate the announced will of the
people.27/

It should be noted in this connection that many professional

and managerial. employees -- like this plaintiff -- have no coun-
,

4
.terpbrts in.the'particulsr offide or plant where they may be

.located. To hold, therefore, that the term "establishment" has a

narrow geographic meaning would heave such female employees

hollyAinprotected by the Equal Pay Act from unwarranted pay

dis imination since the government's manager's could always

.assert justification, if a geographic, test applied --

that thet:e is no one to whoM the female 'employeg may be com-

See note 8 supra. The/Court would not be justified inpared.

adopting a construction which effectively vitiated the Act for an

entire class of employees.

FOT these reasons, the Court rejects the governMent's

ment based on geographic location,.-aed it holds*that, at least

for Pay Act purposes;2 the "establishment" under that Act is

.th Civil Service in its entirety.. It Is011owS that, when a com-'

parison is made between the pay of male employeeS and that of

27/. 324 U.S. at 491. While the Walling decision directly con-
cerned the wage dnd hour provisions of the Fair Labor Standards
Act, the court in Goos Creek, supra, regarded the quoted lan-
guage'qs directly.rble to the sex discrimination prbvisions
of the Act.

28/ Different cdnsider ions may conceivably be pertinent with
r. respect to otlier laws.
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liemale employees, it Must be m de on thebasisof the. Civil Ser-

vice as a whole, and a woman may not be paid less thin ,a man

merely because she works in a different location.

This does not mean, of course, that the government may not

i
rdistinOish be and among its employees.on the basis Of the

-

duties 'and respons,ibilities vested in them. Nor does the Court

hold that ch distinctions are'impermissible if geograPhy is a
. .

factor.22. However, if. tfe duties -and responsibilities of 'the .

/..

position are substantially equal,22/ the buiden ig appropriately .

placed on the government, in view of the existenceof a single
A 4

I.

hationlide Civil Service .system, to explain why. it should be

permitted to pay ,'a low wage or salary to .afemale- emplOyee in a'.

particular geographic location, notwithstanding the Equal Pay

Act, merely because sh
1

,.isemployed at that location,21/. What.

the government may not as it argues it has./6e authority to

do -- is to refuse to take even the first step under the Equal

Pay Act, that is, to compare theAUties.and responsibilities of

similarly-situated employees of different gendeA to determine .

29/ For example, the manager of a particular o4ice of a gOvern-
-__
ment department or agency in New York. City or Los Angeles who

.
supervises hundreds of employees May be classified differently-.
and may accordingly be 'paid more than a manager of &branch in a
much smaller city with far' fewer individuals under his supergi-

, . sloe.
IF

30% the CAt of Appepls for ,the Third gircuit said Shultz v.
Wheaton, Glass Company, Supra, 421 F.2d at?-265, that "Congress, in
prescribing 'equal.' work did not require that the'jobs be identi-
cal, but-only that they must be substantially equal"

31/ lie corning Glass v. Brennan, 41:7 U.S. 188, 196 (1974).

0
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whether they warrant equal pay, merely because the employees

happen to be assigned to different locations...
*

III

In order to determine wliat. comparisons betweenand among

4 employees should be made for Equal Pay Act purposes, using the

standard of function rather than that of mere geography, the

Court now turns to'the specifi facts of this case. With regrad

to function, it is appropriate

factorst. the decree ofIcentraliz

inquire into three principal

contr in the Office of

General Counsel of the Customs Service, the work performed in the

Regional Officesi and the position description under which the

plaintiff operated.

First. The various Regional Offices were 'subject to regula-

tion and cohtrol from the Chief Counsel who treated them in every

respect as being entirely under his jurisdiction. Thus,: the

'Regional Coupsel Offices are deSCribed in officiaf documelp 4as

being "a-part of the Office of the Chief Counsel" and every

Regional'Counsel is placed "under the general administrative

32/direction of the Chief Counsel " (presumably as distinguished

from that of the particular Regional.Commissioner of the Customs

Service). The Regional Offices do not automatically handle. all
o'

cases that come in to them; assignments may be, and occasionally

32/. Position description for. General Attorney (Customs) GS-l5,

/7
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a

are, made by the Chief Counsel's Office in Washington. That

Office also controls the settlement of cases.

The Chief Counsel likewise controls the pay and budget pro-

cess for all the regions, and he monitors the activities,of the

Regiojl Counsel Offices through various means, including regular

monthly reports. In fact, that Chief Counsel recently reorganized.

his Office, and that reorganization eliminated the. Regional

Office in which plaintiff was employed.221

Second. All the Regional Offices of the Cu6tomsServiCe

legal department perform the same basic functions regardless of

their size or location. Nee only did the:Treasury not reduce the

duties and responsibilities of the Baltimore Office or those of -

33/ To be sure, some functions are performed by a Regionhl Coun7

tel independently of the Chief Counsel's Office. It may also be
true that, as the government claims, although the Chief Counsel
sees many of the documents prepared in the offices of the
Regional Counsel, "rarely does he review any of those documents
before their issuance or submissionto court," and be exercises
his supervisory role "chiefly" through review of monthly statis-
tical reports, quarterly reports of significant activities and an
annual survey visit to each Regional Counsel office. It is_also
true that some Regional Offices handle more tort claims, while the
workload of others is characterized by litigation and administra-
tive hearings, and that the staff varies from three attorneys and
two support persons in one office to eight attorneys and fr
support persons in another. Defendants' Memorandum in Supfoyprt of

Motion for Summary Judgment at 4. But none of-this establishes a
Regional Office as an independent entity. for Equal. Pay Act or any
other purposes. It merely demonstrates that employees at the
GS715 level have some decision-making latitude in the Customs.
Service just as they do in any agency of the federal .government
and that other, normal variations eAist with respect to such
matters,as the precise distribution of the workload. See note 30

Supra?

ka
(.0 V ';,)
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the individual, occupying but durfhg plaintiff's incumbency

that Office handled more cases than at least on other Regional

Office (occupied by a male GS-15). Furthermore, while plaintiff

was Regional Counsel in Baltimore, theeleaseload doubled compared

35/to what it was when her male GS15 predecessor was in charge.,

Third. Plaintiff was operating under 4 standard position

description which is the same that was used for all other

Regional 'founsel positions.- 16/ That document classified the

position Aeld plaintiff'as GS-15.:21/ classification was
.,b

34/ In fact, the Chief Counsel of the Customs 'service advised
all RegionalCounsels, including this plaintiff, on August 28,.
1980, that

I strongly believe that all Regional Coun-
sels. . . should be judged'on the 'same basis'
with respect to-their performance.

Exhibit 2 attachedto Grumbine affidavit of April 15, 19,A3.11...

35/ The vality of plaintiff's work was likewise beyond.' *:'......

reproach... A memorandums from the Chief Counsel dated October' 9,
1981 state& that when plaintiff

. . . assdmed direction of the Baltimore
office, its'workload and productivity were
extremely low; its reputation for availabil-
1.CY, Initiative.and responsiveness was
poor . . . . I am pleased to report that
Major strides have been made in improving the
quality of legal services to,the region

. . . .
'1

36/ That position description was used, inter alia, in classify-
ing the position of plaintiff's GS -15 male predecessor, as well
as that of Paul Wilson who was classified as a GS-15 without the
one year in grade which is'claimed by goArnment to disqualify
plaintiff from a GS-15. See Part IV infra.

. .

'37/ In the Civil Service, salary is determined by the'classifi-
cation. Ososky v. Wick, supra.

"'
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a

not changed after piaintift nredecegsor left office,3/ nbr was

it changed at any time during plain Tiff's tenure.

In response to these facts regarding the position descrip-

/ 39/tion, the governmentlf papers-- suggest only two relatively

minor problems. The government argues, first; that the vacancy

announcement described the position merely as a GS-14/15 (rather '1

than as t1ie GS-15 as the position description required). But

that vacancy announcement did not and it obviously could not vary

the bsic description of the job which, as indicated, called for

a grade GS-15. Beyond that, the government seems.to assert that

the continued viability of the GS-15 position description in the

context of p,laintiff's application was the result of "inadver-

,

'Vance." That bare suggestion, unsupported by.any evidence, is

plainly insufficient to create a genuine issue of material

fact.igi Moreover, there would have been no basis whatever for
t

the fiud,den establishment of a new,position description. The

...:position-Was what it had always been: the highest legal position

0

in one of the nine regions in the Customs Service with duties and

responsibilities equal to those of the other eight regions.

38/ With respect to the replacement of a male employee in the

same job with a lower-paid female, see Thompson v. Sawyer, 6.78

F.2d 257, 277 (D.C. Cir. 1982).

39/ Voluminous briefs and otler papers were filed by both sides.

40/ The applicable regulations require agency management to
maintain "current and accurate" descriptions of the position, and

-they further provide that the appointing official must assure
blthself, prior to appointment, that the position is properly/.
classified. Federal Personnel Manuar, ch. 5114 subcfl. 4 -4'/ch

312r subch. , 2

2

2 N\
2
2

2
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The government's motion for summary judgment, which is. pred-

icated on the theory that the Baltimore Regional Office of the

COstoms Service is a separate "establishment" Within the meaning

of the Equal Pay Act, will therefore be denied..

0-

Both 51aintiff and the

judgment or partial ekmmary

These motionsorevolve primarily around regulatipns modelled on

the so-called°Whitten Amendment±31 which generally requires a
r. .

federal employee to serve at least one year in a particular grade

before beiing eligible for promotion to the next higher grade. A

regulati a promulg4d.by OPM provides that

[a]n agenc head may advance an employee to a
position a GS-12 or above only after he has
served one,year at. the next lower grade.43/

gover5megt;laims that the OPM regulation constitutes.a.
..le,

'4 bona fide senio,c4ty sem within the meaning of the Equal Ray.

4

IV

government have moved for sbmnary

judgment on alternative grounds:11J

141/ The Court will allow plaintiff to file .gr. amended complaint
to accotwnodate her alternative summary judgmeMt motion.

42/ The Whitten Amendment is a congressionally-mandated rule of
long standing.

43/ .5 C.F.R. § 300.602 (1982). A directive of the Tieasury
Department's General Counsel is to the same effect. General
Counsel Directive No. 2 (Revised) 15.3.1., p. 4).

e).

.4

A.

/P.
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Actli/ and that, irrespective of any other considerations, plain-

tiff cannot, oomplaie of A violation of that statute. That is so, .

the government reasons, because when Ms. Grumbine was appointed a
_set.es

Regional Counsel, she was only a GS-13 and she therefore could

not have been given a GS-151rating without running afoul of the

OPM regulation. While also making several other claims, --
45/

'plaintiff responds primarily by pointing to the experience of one

Paul Wilson who was appointed Regional. Counsel at the same time

as plaintiff at the GS-15 grade even though he, too, lacked the

requisite one year in/grade GS-14.46/

It is obvious that, inasmuch as the one-year-in-grade

requirement was waived-- for W pn, the OPM regulation is/not47/

Iron-clad as the government would make it appear. Certainly, if

that regulation was enforced selectively or discriminatorily, the
/

44/ The Equal'Pay Act mandates an exception to its requirements
in a case where payment of differential). wages is made "pursuant%
to . . . a seniority sygtem . . . ." 29 U.S.C. § 206(d)(1).

45/ Plaintiff also argues that the vacancy announcement itself
Tid not require service for one year at the GS-14 level, and that
the OPM regulation may not have applied at atl because of the
existence at the Treasury of two tracks, one for promotions and
the other for appointments, with the regulation applying only to
the former,. See Dowd v. United States, 713 F.2d 720 (Fed. Cir.
1983).

46/ Wilson, plaintiff, and the Regional Counsel for New Orleans
were part of the'same selection process: the positions were
advertised simultaneously, the applicants were interviewed
to4ether, and the appointments were made at the same time. Only
Margaret Mary Grumbine, the one female appointee, was classified
and paid at a GS-14.

. Y. 47/ There is provisiori in the regulations for such a waiver.
, see 5 Part 300, subpart F.
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...

government could not rely on it or the existence of a bona fide

seniority system in defense of its actions, and the'exbeption to
. .1 4t

a, 4 '-*,,
...

..,

the Equal PaYtAct would not apply. And of course in this.ce.ntext

:als km-Ethers '.-.'such as under Title VII of the Civil. itilh4
4. a

.
Act.,: r4 thequestion "of discriminatory treatmett iseprimarily one

4 eat I,. \11
of fact. There are here tharply diSfering views. on the opeAtive

factors.

-

I. i .N. 0 '`...7,.. .. i Thus, t .government,contends tWt.., fortarious reasons, ..
.1*-.

.. . .. . k . . s
-,plaintiff was of situated as was Wilson.. The -lattet, according

...

" -,
; ., -

to the.governmOnt, had more experience; his'elosignt .to a
,,,,I.

Region* Ciuunselllisition entailed iigrikficnt -personal-,hardShip;'
1-

and, .unlike plaintiff, he specif.ically.requeste4WaiversokChe
.

. .

48regulation on haidship groUnds./ plaintiff, on the other. hen ,.

, o
, t. '

maintains that her.priorexperience was equivalent to

-

4b/ The government's aegUTent.frthat-the tpeatmeilt,of Paul Wilson
woo wass"te prover,bial exception that proves .the rule. (Memorandum

of March 7,1983 at 10) is far from a satisfactory defense,. how-:
ev'er,particularly.in a job classification with only seven mem-
bers. Simillpy unsatisfsctory.is the government's assertion

a that the waiver for Paul Nilson is a "red herrins.[which].merelx'
serves to listractfithis CoUrt from the .consistently applied
'elibility requirement..." Response filed November, 7, 1983. While
it may ultitately turn out that the WilsOn departure from the
.rules was justNied and does not affect'plaintiff's claim, facts
concerning his treatment are far from a "red herring"; they

cUt 1pubt on the.governMent'scontgention that the
eligibility,re u i rreMehts. we.e, in. fact, consistently applied.

''`
' .
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. .;

' s
Wikson's,--=49/ and that; unlike Wilson, she,was never giver': an

oppOrtunity to apply:(6T a hardship waiver.EV

It is apparent froh.a,, mere recitation of these contentions

that genuine issues of.retgrial fact exist with respect to the
, .

aLtArnative summary nt motion which cannot be resoTved

without aAria1.147. 'Accordingly, both of these motions will be

, denied'.

.Dated: April 3, .1984. s

4-

Q.

Harold H. Greene
Uhited Stgtee District Judge

ri

1.2j See Shaw v. Rborstin, 517 F Supp. 336 (D.D.C. 1981).

50/. Plaintiff also argues that, the one-year time-in-grade
reqUirement was established in this case only 14, an inadmissible
affidavit. There is no merit to' that. contention. Irrespective
of-t!hb technical admissibility or inadmissibility of the affi-
davit in question for parts thereof), that document does no more
than to serJe as a ponduit for documents (such as official direc-
tives and the like) which the Court may Consider in any event .
under any reading of the Rules;e.q.. Rule 803(8) of the Federal
Rules of Evidence.

.

51/1-To peloinit a resolution of the disp,kited %NW? the Court will
the. previously- imposed stay on discovery.

ION
,

a

e
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,UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT.
FOR. THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

'MARGARET MA GRUMBINE, )

Plaintiff, )

)

UNITED _STATES et al.,

)

'Defendants. )

ORDER

Civil Action No. 82-1938

FILED
APR 3 -1984

JAMES F. DAVEY, Clerk

4

For theargesons stated in the Opinioq,,.fi.led this date in the

above - captioned case, it is this day of April, 1984,
4

ORDERED That defendants' motion for summary judgment be.;and

it.is hereby denied, and it is further

ORDERED That plaintiff's alternative motion for summary

judgment and defendants' alternative motion for summary judgment

be and they are hereby denied. and iiitspi.s further

a'

ORDERED That plaintiff's Mot4jon to file an' amended complaiptr.

be and it is hereby granted, and it is further

ORDERED.That;the stay of discovery be and it is hereby dis-
1,

solved..4

Bar H. Greene
United States District Judge

1'

. .3
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